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The Hard X-Ray Burst Spectrometer Event Listing
1. Introduction
This event listing is a comprehensive reference for the hard X-ray bursts
detected with the Hard X-Ray Burst Spectrometer ( HXRBS) on the Solar Maximum
Mission ( SMM) from the time of launch on February 14, 1980 to March, 1983.
It is a revised and updated version of the previous HXRBS Event Listing issued
as NASA Technical Memorandum 83925 in April 1982. This document completely
supercedes that earlier listing. An additional table after the main listing
gives the largest events detected with peak counting rates greater than 10,000
counts s-1.
Over 6300 events were detected during thA three years of operation covered
by this listing. Histograms of the numbers of events recorded each day in
1980, 1981 and 1982 are shown in Figure 1. They reflect the changing solar
activity. Many of the events detected in 1980 are also included in the Solar
Maximum Mission Event Listing (Pryor et al., 1981), and the reader is referred
to that catalog for more extensive data on those events. Nearly all of the
events in this listing are solar flares. Perhaps ten are non-solar gamma-ray
bursts and - 180 probably resulted from passage through regions of trapped
charged particles.
The duty cycle for the detec<:ion of solar flares was about 60% as a result
of the circular SMM orbit with an altitude of 500 km and an inclination of 330.
The orbital period is 95 minutes with 60-65 minutes in the sun and the remainder
behind the earth. On 7 or 8 orbits per day, 5 to 30 minutes of data are lost
as the satellite passes through the high charged-particle fluxes in the South
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FIGURE 1: The number of flares observed each day with the HXRBS during 1980,
1981, and 1982. The numbers may differ slightly from the number of
events in the listing since only flares discovered within 24 hours
of their occurrence are included in this Mot.
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The HXRBS was turned off occasionally for longer intervals as a 'result of
satellite difficulties. The two longest intervals were July 29 at 2100 to
August 1 at 1500 UT and December 22 at 1800 to the 23 at 2000, both in 1980.
All other off times were less than 24 hours in duration.
2. Instrumentation and Data Collection
The HXRBS has been descrir°;d in detail by Orwig et al. (1980), and the
reader is referred to that paper for a description of the X-ray detector and
its various modes of operation. Briefly, the X-ray detector is an actively-
shin>ided CsI(Na) scintillation crystal with a sensitive area of 71 cm 2 and a
c.,,.rcular field of view with a 40° FWHM. Thus, the whole sun is observed with
no !spatial information. With such a wide field of view, even the failure
of the SMM fine pointing capability on November 25, 1980, did not seriously
degrade the HXRBS flare observations. After this time the detector axis drifted
as much as 10° from the sun but the only effct on the solar observations was
a reduction in sensitive area of less than 25%.
The basic scientific data from the HXRBS consists of the counting rate
recorded every 128 ms in each of 15 pulse-height channels. In-orbit calibration
data showed that these channels covered the energy-loss range from 25 to 440 keV
immediately after launch and then drifted slowly to higher energies since that time.
This gradual change in range is documented in Table 1 where the best estimates
of the energies of the channel edges are given for the 15th of each month from
launch through 1982 and the predicted values throu,zh 1983. Note that the
channel edges are significantly different from those given by Orwig et al. (1980).
In addition to these spectral data, an on-board circulating 32K-word memory
stored count-rate data for the bigger flares with finer time resolution. The
-4-
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TABLE 1	 Of POOR QUALITY
The energy loss in the central detector corresponding to the edges of the 15
pulse-height channels of the HXRBS on the fifteenth day of each month from
February, 1980 to December, 1983.
OWIEL # 1	 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t0	 11 12	 13 14	 15
1980
FEBRUARY 25.0 29.2 49.4 70.2 91.7 113.6 135.6 158.9 183.0 206.9 234.4 261.1 289.9 318.7 348.9 438.3
MANCN 25.9 30.4 51.3 11.9 95.2 117.9 4,40.8 165.0 190.0 216.9 243.3 271.1 301.0 330.9 362.3 M.0
APRIL 26.6 31.2 52.7 74.9 97.8 121.1 14.6 169.4 195.1 222.8 249.9 278.4 309.1 339.8 372.1 467.3
'AV 27.2 31.8 53.7 76.3 99.6 123.5 111.4 172.7 198.9 ZM I 254.7 283.8 315.0 346.4 379.3 :A.4
JUE 27.6 32.3 54.5 77.5 101.2 125.4 149.7 175.5 202.1 230.7 258.8 288.3 320.1 351.9 385.11- '33.9
JULY 27.9 32.7 55.2 76.5 102.5 127.0 151.6 177.7 204.6 233.7 162.1 292.0 324.2 356.4 390.2 490.1
1	 AUGUST 28.3 33.1 55.9 79.4 103.7 128.5 153.4 179.7 206.9 236.3 265.1 295.3 327.8 360.4 394.6 49517
SEPTEMBER 28.5 33.4 56.4 80.2 104.7 129.7 154.9 181.5 209.0 238.6 267.7 298.2 331.0 364.0 398.5 500.5
OCTOBER 28.8 33,7 56.9 80.9 105.6 130.8 156.2 183.0 210.8 240.7 269.9 300.7 333.8 367.1 401.9 504.8
NOVEMBER 29.0 33.9 57.3 81.5 106.4 131.9 157.4 184.5 212.4 242.6 272.1 303.1 336.5 369.9 405.1 508.7
DECEMBER 29.2 34.2 57.7 82.1 107.2 132.8 ;38.5 185.7 213.9 24.2 274.0 305.2 338.8 372.5 407.9 512.3
1981
JANUARY 29.4 34.4 56.1 W.6 107.9 133.6 159.5 187.0 215.3 245.8 275.7 307.2 341.0 374.9 410.5 515.6
FEBRUARY N.6 34.6 58.5 83.1 108.5 134.5 160.5 188.1 216.6 247.3 277.4 309.1 343.1 377.2 413.0 518.7
win 29.7 34.8 58.8 83.5 109.1 135.1 161.3 189.0 217.7 248.6 278.8 310.6 34.8 379.1 415.1 521.4
APRIL 29.9 35.0 59.1 84.0 109.6 135.8 162.2 190.0 218.8 249.9 280.3 312.2 346.6 381.1 417.3 524.1
MAY 30.0 35.1 59.3 84.4 110.2 136.5 162.9 190.9 219.9 251.1 201.6 313.7 348.3 382.9 419.3 526.6
JUNE 30.2 35.3 59.6 84..' 110.7 131.1 143.7 191.8 220.9 252.2 282.9 315.2 349.9 384.7 421.2 529.0
JULY 30.3 35.4 59.9 85.1 111.1 137.7 164.4 192.6 221.8 253.3 284.1 316.5 351.4 386.3 423.0 531.3
AUGUST 30.4 35.6 60.1 85.5 111.6 138.3 165.1 193.4 222.7 254.3 285.3 317.8 352.8 387.9 424.7 533.5
SEPTOWEA 30.5 35.7 60.4 85.8 112.0 138.8 165.7 194.2 223.6 255.3 286.4 319.1 354.2 389.4 426.4 535.6
OCTOBER 30.6 35.8 60 6 86.1 N2.4 139.3 166.3 194.9 224.4 256.3 287.4 310.2 355.5 390.8 427.9 537.5
NOVEMBER 30.8 36.0 60 8 86.4 112.8 139.8 166.9 195.6 225.2 257.2 288.5 321.4 356.8 392.2 429.5 539.4
DECEMBER 30.9 36.1 61.0 86.7 113.2 140.3 167.4 196.2 226.0 258.0 289.4 322.4 357.9 393.5 430.9 541.2
1982
JAMEIARY 31.0 36.2 61.2 87.0 113.6 140.7 168.0 196.9 226.7 258.9 290.4 323.5 359.1 394.8 432.3 543.0
FEBRUARY 31.1 36.3 61.4 87.3 113.9 141.2 168.5 197.5 227.4 259.7 291.3 324.5 360.2 396.1 433.6 54.7
MARCH 31.1 36.4 61.5 87.5 114.3 141.6 169.0 198.0 228.0 260.4 292.1 325.4 361.2 397.1 434.8 546.2
APRIL 31.2 36.5 61.7 87.7 114.6 142.0 169.5 198.6 228.7 261.1 292.9 326.3 362.3 398.3 436.1 547.7
MAY 31.3 36.6 61.9 88.0 114.9 142.4 169.9 199.1 229.3 261.8 293.7 327.2 363.2 399.4 437.3 549.2
JUE 31.4 36.7 62.1 88.2 115.2 142.7 170.4 199.7 229.9 262.6 294.5 328.1 364.2 400.5 438.5 550.7
JULY 31.5 36.8 62.2 88.4 115.5 143.1 170.8 200.2 230.5 263.2 295.3 328.9 365.2 401.5 439.6 552.1
AIWT 31.6 36.9 62.4 88.7 115.8 143.5 171.3 200.7 231.1 263.9 296.0 329.8 366.1 402.5 440.7 553.5
SEPTEMBER 31.6 37.0 62.5 88.9 116.1 143.8 171.7 201.2 231.7 264.5 296.7 330.6 367.0 403.5 41.8 554.9
OCTOBER 31.7 37.1 62..7 89.1 116.3 14.2 172.1 201.6 232.2 265.1 297.4 331.3 367.8 404.4 42.8 556.1
NOVEMBER 31.8 37.2 62.8 89.3 116.6 14.5 172.5 202.1 232.7 265.8 298.1 332.1 368.7 405.3 43.8 557.4
DECEMBER 31.9 37.3 63.0 89.5 116.9 144.8 172.8 202.5 233.2 266.3 298.7 332.8 369.5 406.2 44.8 558.6
1983
.MIMIIARY 31.9 37.3 63.1 89.7 117.1 145.1 173.2 203.0 233.7 266.9 299.4 333.5 •370.3 407.1 45.7 559.9
v	 PEBRl1ARY 32.0 37.4 63.2 89,9 117.4 145.4 173.6 103.4 234.2 267.5 300.0 334.3 371.1 408.4 46.7 561.0
ran 32.1 37.5 63.3 90.0 117.6 145.7 173.9 203.8 234.7 268.0 300.6 334.9 371.7 408.7 47.5 562.1
APRIL 32.1 37.6 63.5 90.2 117.8 146.0 174.3 204.2 235.2 268.5 301.2 335.6 372.5 409.5 448.4 563.2
MAY 32,2 37.6 63.6 90.4 118.0 146.3 174.6 204.6 235.6 269.0 301.8 336.2 373.2 410.3 49.3 564.3
JUNE 32.2 37.7 63.7 90.6 118.3 146.5 174.9 205.0 236.1 269.5 302.3 336.8 373.9 411.1 450.1 565.4
JULY 32.3 37.8 63.8 90.7 118.5 146.8 175.2 205.4 236.5 270.0 302.9 337.4 374.6 411.9 450.9 566.4
AUGUST 32.4 37.8 63.9 %).9 118.7 147.1 175.6 205.7 236.9 270.5 303.4 338.1 375.3 412.6 451.8 567.4
SEPTEMBER 32.4 37.9 64.1 91.1 118.9 147.3 175.9 206.1 237.3 271.0 304.0 338.7 375.9 413.3 452.6 568.4
OCTOBER 32.5 38.0 64.2 91.2 119.1 147.6 176.2 206.4 237.7 271.5 304.5 339.2 376.6 414.0 453.3 569.4
NOVEMBER 32.5 38.0 64.3 91.4 119.3 147.8 176.5 206.8 238.1 271.9 305.0 339.8 377.2 414.7 454.1 570.4
DECEMBER 31.6 38.1 64.4 91.5 119.5 148.1 176.8 207.1 238.5 272.4 305.5 340.4 377.8 46.4 454.8 571.3




number of counts with a pulse-height between the bottom edge of channel 1 and
the top edge of channel 15 were recorded in each fine time interval, & .
From launch to April 1982, At was 10 ms and data were obtained for a period
of 2 minutes before and 3 minutes after the time during a flare when the counting
rate exceeded a trigger level of 400-1000 counts s -1 . From April to June 1982
At was 1 ms and after June 1982 At has been set to 5 ms with a proportionately
shorter length of time covered by the data before and after the flare trigger.
Data for only one such interval could be stored each satellite day. The absolute
time of all the counting rate data is known to an accuracy of a few milliseconds,
thus allowing detailed comparisons with other coincident observations.
3. Eveat Detection
+.)st of the events in this listing were discovered in the HXRBS data within
a day after the observation. An average of about 90% of the SMM data were
received at the Experimenters Operations Facility at Goddard Space Flight Center
a few hours after data transmission to the various ground stations. This
percentage has, on occassion, dropped significantly during 1982. The HXRBS
data were stripped from the total bit stream and stored on a large disc capable
of holding 24 hours of data. The oldest 10 hours of data on the disc were
automatically written onto a magnetic tape (at 800 bpi) every 10 hours and the
tapes are kept as archival records. (After December 1980, the OBC words were
dropped and the archive tapes contain 18 hours of data). The 24-hour data base
was scanned each day for flares by plotting the counting rate in channel 2 as
a function of time with 16s time resolution. Other rates from the different
parts of the instrument were plotted on the same graph, and hard copies of
these housekeeping plots, one orbit per page, are saved as a permanent record.
A typical example of such a plot for one orbit on 1980 November 6 is shown in
Figure 2. Two flares can be seen in this plot during the satellite daytime
part of the orbit. They are most clearly seen in the channel 2 rate marked
'E' but they are also evident in the other two ceL, ral detector rates marked A
and B. One flare starts at 0626 UT and is HXRBS event 41544 and the other
starts at 0647 UT and is HXRBS event 411545. Any significant increase in the
r
	channel 2 counting rate above the average background level was examined with
finer time resolution and recorded as an event unless it lasted for only one
128 ms interval. Such single-interval spikes are believed to be instrumental
in origin and occur a few times per orbit on average. They most probably
result from cosmic-ray interactions in the central detector which release so
much energy that the anticoincidence electronics fails to completely reject
the very large pulses generated. A flare which produces a 10% increase in
counting rate lasting for a few seconds can be reliably detected above the - 12
counts s-1 background rate in channel 2. This corresponds to a detection
threshold level of - 10- 3
 photons cm-2 s- 1
 keV- 1
 at 30 keV.
Once an event has been discovered in this way a standard plot of counting
rate versus time was made with the counts in all 15 channels added together.
Generally, a time resolution of 1.024s was used for this plot with a time
scale of 1 or 2 minutes per inch depending on the duration of the event. Hard
I.
copies of these plots are saved as a permanent record; an example is shown in
Figure 3.
Each legitimate event is given a number, referred to as the HXRBS event
number, that uniquely identifies the burst. The event numbed generally follow
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FIGURE 2: An example of a standard houskeeping plot containing counting rates
versus Universal Time for one orbit. The following five counting rates,
labelled'A through E, are plotted with a time resolution of 16.384 s:
A and B are central detector counting rates, C is a aaield rate, D is
the charged-particle rate, and E is the counting rate of X-ray events
in pulse-height analyser channel #2. The double-peaked curve in the
plot between 0600 and 0620 UT is the charged-particle rate in the
South Atlantic Anomaly, when the high voltages were turned off and
the other rates go to zero. The horizontal straight lines at two levels
near the top of the plot indicate the day (upper line) and night (lower
















SMM/HXRBS PHS COMBINED CHANNELS GSE* n2 PHMASK w7FFF SC1=8805 SARS-0924
TIMES START-80/11/06/, 0624329.781	 CURRENT o82/02/04, 1958:29.620
SAMPLES BASE- 28385216 START 28387367( 2151) END• 28390887( 5671)
AVERAGE SEC(SAMPLE)- 	 1.024(	 8)	 TOTAL SEC(SAMPLE) •
 450.560( 3520)
FIGURE 3: A standard plot of a hard X-ray burst (HXRBS event #1544) showing
the rate of counts in channels I through 15 versus Universal Time.
The time resolution is 1.024 s, the time scale is I inch per minute,
and the counting rate is corrected for instrumental dead time. The
start time, peak time, duration, peak rate and total number of




their occurrence. A few bursts, however, were onxy discovered several months
later upon scanning through the complete data set provided on magnetic tape by
the Information Processing Division (IPD) at GSFC. These IPD flares are marked
in the listing with the letter "I", and their event numbers are generally out
of sequence. A complete search of the IPD tapes has been made up until May
1981 but considerable gaps still exist after that time. Consequently, while
this listing includes all events detected in 1980, many more events detected
after that time are not included.
4. The Event Listing
The HXRBS event number, the start time, the peak time and the duration are
given for every event in the hinting. These times are generally accurate to
- 5 s. The peak counting rate summed over all 15 chann!is is also listed.
This rate was obtained from a rate-versus-time plot with a time resolution of
1.024 s. It is the total rate, as indicated in Figure 3; it is not the rate
above the pre-flare background level of - 40 counts s -1 . The highest channel
number showing any increase in rate is also listed to give an idea of the
X-ray spectral hardness of the event. This highest channel number is only
approximate and is generally recorded as 2,5,10 or 15. The energy losses in
the CsI(Na) detection crystal corresponding to these channels can be obtained
from Table 1.
For the larger flares, i.e. those with peak rates exceeding 100 counts s-1 I
and/or durations of greater than 200 s, the total number of .counts above the
preflare background recorded during the flare is also listed. This gives an
indication of the overall size of the burst. The data for these larger flares
were written to individual files on flare tapes, numbered FTnnn. The tape number
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(nnn) and file number are included in the listing for easy access to the data.
The event listiii is arranged in chronological order with one line per
event. Each column is labelled at the top of each page with the following
column headings:
1. HXRBS EVENT# - a number assigned to each flare to uniquely identify it.
An asterisk preceding the event number indicates that a note about that
event is included at the end of the listing.
2. DOY - the day of the year in which the flare occurred with January the
first as day one.
3. DATE epressed as year/month/day.
4. START TIME expressed as hour minute second.
5. DURATION of the event in seconds.
6., PEAK RATE in counts per second. This is the total rate in the full
energy range covered by the instrument and does not have the preflare
background rate subtracted (see Figure 2).
7. TOTAL COUNTS detected by the HXRBS during the flare above the preflare
rate (see Figure 2).
8. NOAA REGION #. A more complete listing of these region numbers for
the 1980 events is given in the SMM Event Listing (Pryor et al. 1981).
9. MAX. CH .# - the highest channel showing any increase in rate during the
flare. See Table 1 for the energy range of each channel.
n
	 10. FLARE TAPE #, FILE #- the tape and file numbers identifying the location
of the event data on the HXRBS flare tapes.
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11. NOTES. The weaning of the letters in this column are as follows:
M	 Memory data available with < 10 ms time resolution.
I	 Discovered later, in data provided by the Information
Processing Division.
SN	 Started in spacecraft night.
EN	 Ended in spacecraft night.
IN	 Interrupted by spacecraft night.
SA	 Started when the SMM was in the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA).
ES	 Ended when the SMM was in the SAA.
IS	 Interrupted by the SAA.
SG	 Started in a data gap.
EG	 Ended in a data gap.
DG	 Data gap during event.
AK	 Probably the result of passage through trapped charged
particles.
ND	 Noisy data.
A separate table of the largest events detected with peak counting rates
greater than 10,000 counts s -1 is included in this document after the main
listing. This table is in chronological order and is included for quick reference





The HXRBS was mach possible by the efforts of many people previously
acknowledged by Orwig et -t-[. (1980). We are grateful to Tom Chewning, who
was primarily respon6lble for the basic design and implementation of the
computer system used for data collection and analysis. The following students
contributed significantly to the collection of the data in this flare index:
John Bonomo, Kathryn Lesh, Maya Yodh, Bob Hindsley, and Shawna Brooks. We are
also grateful to Gloria Wharen for preparing the introduction to this document
and to our Sperry-Univac V-77 minicomputer for processing and printing the
event Listing,
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THE HXRBS EVENT LISTING
2 February 1980 to 11 April 1983
Note that the X-ray counting rate time profiles with is resolution are
available on microfiche for most of the events in this index. One plot is
given for each event showing the total counting rate integrated over the full
energy range of the instrument as a function of Universal Time. Copies of
these microfiche can be obtained from the authors or from the National Space
Science Data Center, Code 601, NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, MD 20771.
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HXRBS EVENT LISTING	 83/04/14, 7337:19.400
HXRBS BOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NW, MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/NM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S N N FILE#
1 50 80/02/19 0746:50 0749:35 522 177 20080 2287 11 1
2 52 80/02/21 0321:21 0322:00 77 210 13967 2207 1, 2
4 52 80/02/21 0447:03 0447:38 51 67 11 3
3 52 80102121 1712:40 1712:45 40 65 2287 1, 4
5 53 80/02/22 1902:00 1904:35 180 145 3817 2292
6 55 80/02/24 0506:44 0508:20 170 184 1, 6
7 55 80/02/24 0918:10 0919:14 75 99 1, 7
8 56 80/02/25 1715:20 1716:50 160 68 11 8
9 56 80/02/25 2202:20 2202:40 30 78 11 9
11 57 80/02/26 0027:05 0027:25 30 242 2294 1, 11 ES
10 57 80/02/26 0320:50 0321:30 90 88 2296 11 10
12 57 80/02/26 1859:00 1900:10 1 60 77 2296 1, 12
13 58 80/02/27 0338:40 0341:50 190 227 2296 1, 13 EN
14 58 80/02/27 1303:30 1304:30 60 62 705
15 58 80/02/27 2238:10 2238:15 15 60 11 15
16 59 80/02/28 0116:55 0117 : 00 10 66 11 16
17 59 80/02/28 1412:20 1412:27 15 58 2, 1
18 60 80,102/29 0733:10 0733:46 60 176 3091 2, 2
19 62 80/03/02 030048 0306:52 50 84 2314 2, 3
20 62 80/03/02 0446:10 0446:40 100 56 2, 4
21 62 80/03/02 !;905:20 1905:40 45 160 2309 2, 5
22 63 80/03/03 2050:25 2051:30 90 160 2, 6
23 64 80/03/04 0121:53 0122 1-02 150 90 1273 2, 7
24 65 80/03/05 2207:10 2208:20 70 55 270 2, 8
25 65 80/03/05 2330:40 2331:00 330 99 7487 2 9
26 66 80/03/06 0419:00 0421:20 420 100 6370 2, 10
27 67 80/03/07 0507:40 05J8:25 47 129 1690 2, It
28 69 80/03/09 0435:50 0436::"x0 170 65 847 2, 12
29 70 80/03/10 2226:20 2227:10 160 62 510 2326 2, 13
4271 73 80/03/13 1445:20 1445:45 220 138 15000 5 140% 13 1
31 73 .30/03/13 2158:00 2201:20 540 105 13800 2 15 AX
32 74 8(/03/14 1113:50 1114:00 50 71 100 31 1
33 74 80/03/14 2156:10 2158:00 660 119 3, 2 AX
4272 7`' 80/03/15 2017:35 2020:15 235 76 5 143, 14 1
34 75 80/03/15 2155:16 2156:57 540 120 16114 3, 3 AX
36 76 80/03/16 2016:09 2018:47 540 80 3, 5 AX
37 '7 801031!7 1445:47 1446:20 60 95 741 3, 6
38 78 80/03/18 2324:30 2325:00 100 70 100 3, 7
39 79 80/03/19 0319:20 0319:40 40 72 3, 8
40 79 80/03/19 0805:45 0806:40 145 4460 9 3, 9 M
41 79 80/03/19 1436:30 1440:20 370 135 219 3, 11
42 79 80/03/19 1736:00 1737:20 320 130 `5300 3, 12
43 81 80/03/21 013055 0135:20 45 64 3, 13
4266 81 80/03/21 1356:20 1356:40 180 68 2 1
?^ 4 83 80/03/23 1658:10 1658:10 600 95 2339 3 3, 14 SN
45 83 80/03/23 1921:00 1921:40 100 180 2660 3, 15
46 84 80/03/24 0804:30 0805:20 75 490 12800 4, 1
47 84 80/03/24 13`53:05 1358:25 40 370 2261 4, 2
48 84 80/03/24 1528:40 1529:00 40 120 1106 4, 3
30 84 80/03/24 1535:40 1536:00 70 75 4, 3
49 85 80/03/25 0124:00 0124:30 60 2 4, 4
16
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION lei. TAPER,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S M N FILE#
50 85 80/03/25 0149:30 0149:50 270 130 2392 2341 3 4, 5
51 85 80/03/25 0426:00 0428:30 190 520 25760 2339 8 4, 6
52 85 80/03/25 0449:37 0449:40 30 78 3 4, 6
53 85 80/03/25 1350:00 1353:00 240 65 1622 2358 2 4, 7
54 85 80/03/25 1405:10 1405:27 30 63 2`A 2342 2 4, 7
55 85 80/03/25 1716:40 1717:40 130 265 5800 2359 7 4, 8
56 85 80/03/25 1924:30 1924:35 40 110 3 4, 9
59 85 80/03/25 2043:00 2050:20 1080 80 5538 2351 2 4, 12
57 85 80/03/25 2200:50 2203:00 100 95 3 4, 10
58 86 80/03/26 0002:30 0007:20 400 700 11 4, 11
60 86 80/03/26 1419:50 1421:03 160 400 8 4, 13 ND
61 86 80/03/26 2202:30 2205:10 300 60 2363 2 51 1
62 86 80/03/26 23338:00 2338:45 240 90 2351 3 5, 2
6"' 87 80/03/27 0413:00 0419:20 1000 78 2363 2 5, 3 SA
64 87 80/03/37 0740:30 0741:20 60 110 3 5, 4
65 87 80/03/27 0950:30 0951:20 110 79 1424 2 5, 5
66 87 80/03/27 1045120 1045:30 220 92 2188 3 5, 6
67 87 80/03/27 1217:00 1259:00 3120 700 3.70E+05 2363 11 5, 7 EN
68 87 80/03/27 1837:30 1839:20 1080 6000 3.25E+05 11 5, 8
69 87 80/03/27 2030:10 2030:40 100 260 7 5, 9
70 87 80103127 2146:00 2146:20 40 400 4400 6 51 10
71 88 80/03/23 0636:20 0638:20 180 71 1080 2 5, 11
72 88 80/03/28 0911:40 0912:10 80 94 1040 4 5, 12
73 88 80/03/28 0947:50 0948:50 70 85 700 4 5, 13
74 88 80/03/28 0954:20 0956:30 160 4100 1.20E+05 12 5, 13 M
75 88 80/03/28 2007:50 2008:20 720 65 2360 2 6, 1 SN
76 88 80/03/28 2053:20 2053:55 100 170 4162 2357 4 6, 2
77 88 80/03/28 2157:20 2159:10 500 3000 2.57EW, 2357 12 6, 3
78 89 80/03/29 0109:00 0111:00 360 77 19.-6 2363 3 6, 4
79 89 80/03/29 0125:00 0125:30 120 70 2 6, 4
80 89 80/03/29 0329:10 0329:30 150 280 3031 2357 6 6, 5
81 89 80/03/29 0436:50 0437:20 50 100 508 2 6, 6
82 89 80/03/29 0446:40 0447:00 30 97 410 3 6, 6
83 89 80/03/29 0554:50 0555:40 290 109 3038 4 6, 7
84 89 80/03/29 0603:50 0604:10 40 140 600 4 & 7
85 89 80/03/29 0735:50 0736:15 160 900 27528 6 6, 8 M
86 89 80/03/29 0815:30 0816:43 90 135 1167 3 6, 9
87 89 80/03/29 0917:00 0918:13 210 19000 2.50E+05 2363 15 6, 10 M
88 89 80/03/29 0940:05 0941:23 150 680 15852 6 6, 10
89 89 80/03/29 0954:40 0955:15 100 8000. 1.20E+05 15 6, 10 EN
90 89 80/03/29 1042:30 1042:40 40 56 598 2 61 11
91 89 80/03/29 1207:50 1208:10 50 '71 377 2 6, 12
92 89 80/03/29 1216:40 1217:00 30 96 2 6, 12
93 89 80/03/29 141900 1420:10 17.0 93 4 6, 13
94 89 80/03/29 1443:00 1443:55 IV 108 2396 3 6, 14 EN
95 89 80/03/29 1521:00 1521:40 90 63 957 2 6, 15
96 89 80/03/29 1729:20 1729:25 150 95 2 6, 16
97 89 80/03/29 1854:50 1855:00 20 55 2 6, 17
98 89 80/03/29 2014:10 2014:42 70 385 4375 4 6, 18
99 89 80/03/29 2040:00 2041:40 240 210' 6930 3 6, 19
100 89 80/03/29 2046:00 2048:50 330 125 7299 3 6, 19
101 90 80/03/30 0005:40 0006:10 50 90 563 2351 2 7, 1
102 90 80/03/30 0252:35 0252:45 20 57 806 3 7, 2
v
x17
HXRBS BOY START START FREAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH MAX FLAK NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION M. TAPE#,
YY /MM/DD HHMN:Ss HHMN:SS C/S # # FILE#
103 90 80/03/30 0302:20 0302:40 110 140 2970 3 7, 2
104 90 80/03/30 0322:20 6022:35 30 82 390 3 7, 2
1(5 90 80/03/30 0749:15 0750:00 55 62 470 2 7, 3
106 90 80/03/30 1525:00 1525:40 100 134 1980 4 7, 4
107 90 80/03/30 1841:10 1841:50 300 194 5 7, 5 ND
108 90 80/03/30 2049:15 2049:45 55 190 1416 6 7, 6
109 91 80/03/31 0115:35 0117:40 140 210 1933 5 7, 7
110 91 80/03/31 1123:40 1124%10 60 500 6761 6 7, 8
35 91 80/03/31 1129:10 1129:30 75 280 2615 7, 8
111 91 80/03/31 1705:15 1705:22 13 82 92 4 7, 9
:'.04 91 80/03/31 1706:40 1707:04 64 130 1049 4 7, 9
880 91 80/03/31 1708:30 1708:39 40 1131 7 7, 9
112 92 £0/04/01 0300:25 0300:50 50 70 240 2 8, 1
113 92 80/04/01 0943:10 0943:40 98 70 1190 4 8, 2
114 92 80/04/01 1524:25 1525:45 245 200 12800 5 8, 3
115 92 80/04/01 1539:55 1541:05 200 72 1240 2 8, 3
116 922 80/04/01 2007:00 2018:30 720 110 2 8, 4
117 92 80/04/0 2159:20 2200:00 150 72 819 8, 5
118 93 80/04/02 0254:40 0255:00 40 78 2'95 2 81 6
119 93 80/04/02 0416:10 0416:40 340 160 3604 2363 4 8, 7
120 93 80/04/02 0902:20 0903:35 160 380 13005 2363 6 81 8
121 93 80/04/02 1121:00 1121:30 70 950 11245 2363 6 81 9 M
122 93 80/04/02 1659:30 1702:40 320 320 13941) 4 81 11
123 93 80/04/02 1724:15 1724:30 35 49 400 2 8, 12
124 93 80/04/02 2022:00 2024:15 190 72 1450 2 8, 13
125 94 80/04/03 0117:00 0117:50 720 950 5 8, 14
126 94 80/04/03 0633:20 0638:00 500 340 33300 7 8, 15
127 94 80/04/03 0716:30 0719:05 960 1830 3.00E+05 12 8, 16 M
128 94 80/04/03 0758:30 0758:25 15 77 264 3 8, 17
129 94 80/04/03 2039:40 2040:20 60 140 10000 2359 3 9, 2
130 95 80/04/04 0721:40 0722:00 30 105 2 9, 3
131 95 80/04/04 0858:50 0858 50 30 100 9, 4
132 95 80/04/04 1101:30 110500 420 100 9, 5
133 95 80/04/04 1515:50 1517'45 2160 600 2.64E+05 2363 9, 6 SN,ES
134 95 80/04/04 1654:55 1655:06 89 97 1350 2 ND
135 95 80/04/04 2156:20 2156:.50 100 105 2'.162 4 9, 7 AX
136 96 80/04/05 0008:50 0009:25 60 880 2363 6 9, 8 M
137 96 80/04/05 0146:35 0146:47 37 90 5 91 10
138 96 80/04/05 0424:57 0425:40 73 80 2 9, 11
139 96 80/04/05 0553:20 0556:30 910 87 13650 2372 2 9, 12
140 96 80/04/05 0810:50 0810:57 30 90 2 9, 13
141 96 80/04/05 0944:10 0944:30 180 150 4 9, 14
142 96 80/04/05 1039:50 1041:30 410 460 15580 8 9, 15
143 96 80/04/05 1111:20 1113:20 260 65 2 9, 16
144 96 80/04/05 1541:30 1551:10 630 2100 2372 9, 17 M ,ES
145 96 80/04/05 1710:00 1710:55 240 85 2 10, 1
146 96 80/04/05 1849:45 1851:30 155 180 3500 4 10, 2
147 96 80/04/05 2007:20 2008:40 160 80 2 10, 3 AX
148 96 80/04/05 2143:00 2145:15 720 110 2 10, 4 AX
149 97 80/04/06 0324:25 0325:35 105 88 450 2 10, 5
150 97 80/04/06 0404:00 0413:20 2100 2360 7.28E+05 10 10, 6 M
151 97 80/04/06 06041 20 0605:00 120 80 710 2 10, 8
152 97 80/04/06 0611:40 0612:35 100 175 5500 4 10, 8
OF POOR QUAI.r i
i8
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPE11,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S M	 # FILE#
153 97 80/04/06 071600 0748:20 2200 95 15122 3 10, 9
154 97 80/04/06 1223:35 1225:10 320 78 2280 2 10, 10
155 97 80104/06 1350:40 1351:40 290 84 4260 10 10, 11
156 97 80/04/06 1433:40 1434:30 260 2000 2.76E+05 10 10, 12 M ,SA,EN
157 97 80/04/06 1539:20 1541:24 600 900 1.54E+05 3 10, 13 M
158 98 80/04/07 0050:00 0052:30 2000 430 2.90E+05 4 10, 14 EN
159 98 80/04/07 0129:20 0129:55 W 93 1'90 2 10, 14
160 98 80/04/07 0139:10 0139:28 30 510 4669 6 10, 14
161 98 80/04/07 0319:30 0320:05 70 83 1229 10, 15
162 98 80/04/07 0401 : W) 0401:30 700 s9 9830 10, 16 SN
163 98 80/04/07 0458:16, 0500:00 200 77 778 10, 17
164 98 80/04/07 0537:40 0538:15 1800 2300 6.10E+05 10, 18 M ,sal
165 98 80/04/07 0540:35 0540:48 100 1970 10, 18
166 98 80/04/07 0553:55 0555:40 165 370 8612 10, 18
167 ?8 80/04/07 0603:40 0604:50 150 105 4465 2 10, 18
168 98 80/04/07 0720:10 0720:45 50 60 2 11, 1
169 98 80/04/07 1033:40 1034:50 120 130 3441 3 11, 2
170 98 80/04/07 1220:50 1221:10 60 62 115 2 11, 3
171 98 80/04/07 1243:50 1244:20 60 79 1786 2 It, 4
172 98 80/04/07 1254:10 1254:30 40 170 999 3 11, 4
173 98 90/04/07 1341:40 1342:20 120 54 1024 2 11, 5
174 98 80/04/07 1652:00 1652:24 50 230 27732 11, 6
17:1 98 80/04/07 1655:50 1656:10 40 105 1393 2 11, 6
176 98 80/04/07 1840:50 1843:55 320 495 36370 3 11, 7
177 98 80/04/07 2009:10 2009:25 40 70 336 2 11, 8
178 98 80/04/07 2153:30 2153:35 10 108 290 4 11, 9
177 98 80/04/07 2325:40 2327:35 ''200 70 973 2 11, 10
180 98 80/04/07 2354:10 2354:30 30 96 1660 2 11, 11
181 98 80/04/07 2+59:25 2359:30 40 80 1100 2 11, 11
182 99 80/04/08 0115:20 0117:40 540 190 13000 4 11, 12
193 99 80/04/08 0131:10 0131:30 58 82 290 2 11, 13
184 99 80/04/08 0140:10 0140:28 30 180 1124 2 11, 14
185 99 80/04/08 0146:50 0147:30 55 105 737 2 11, 14 M
186 99 80/04/08 0238:10 0238:40 280 37 2 I1, 15
187 99 80/04/08 0259:15 0305:00 1525 3800 5.40E+05 6 11, 16 EN
188 99 80/04/08 0320:00 0320:30 60 90 967 2 11, 16
189 99 80/04/08 0730:5di 0731:40 90 75 2 11, 17
190 99 80/04/08 0923:50 0924:30 80 70 664 2 11, 18
191 99 80/04/08 0931:00 0931:10 30 67 277 2 11, 18
192 99 80/04/08 1050:30 1051:30 140 75 1470 2 it, 19
193 99 80/04/08 1215:';:0 1215:34 12 40 2 12, 1
194 99 80/04/08 1218:00 1219:40 210 210 5 12, 1
195 99 80/04/08 1230:30 1231:00 70 120 3 12, 1
196 99 80/04/08 1532:45 1532:50 15 60 175 2 12, 2
197 99 80/04/08 1702:50 1703:15 40 63 284 2 12, 3
198 99 80/04/08 2155:10 2155:20 35 123 827 3 12, 4
199 99 80/04/08 2206:00 2206:10 40 70 369 2 12, 5
200 100 80/04/09 0128:00 0129:30 600 70 2 12, 8
201 100 80/04/09 0359:25 0402:30 200 100 639 2 12, 6 SN
202 100 80/04/09 0409:20 0411:10 110 130 2482 2 12, 6
1,03 100 80/04/09 0445:30 0445:50 40 66 319 2 12, 7
4273 100 80/04/09 0757:40 0758:45 250 127 2438 2 143, 15 I
205 100 80/04/09 0807:15 0809:10 220 64 2 12, 9




HXRBS DOY START START PEAK	 DURATION FEAT( TOTAL NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COWS REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S # # FILE#
4274 100 80/04/09 1045:40 1046:05 55 120 4300 5 143, 16 1
206 100 80/04/09 1209:03 1209:13 50 122 1303 3 12, 10 DG
207 100 80/04/09 1212:40 1213:50 100 76 836 2 12, 10
208 100 80/04/09 1705:48 1706:00 20 67 2
209 190 80/04/09 1837 : 24 1837:42 30 71
210 100 80/04/09 2156:09 2156:23 50 85
211 101 80/04/10 0116:48 0117:00 75 90
212 101 80/04110 0124:30 0125:30 104 340 4939 2370 8 12, 11
213 101 80/04/10 0237:50 0238:18 120 '93 2377 2 12, 12
214 101 80/04/10 0247:30 0248:40 150 140 6268 2370 2 12, 12
215 101 80/04/10 0250:50 0251:18 100 385 6822 2370 6 12, 12
216 101 80/04/10 0437:56 0438:05 190 38 2372 2
217 101 80104110 0755:54 0757:32 ?20 90 4188 4 12, 13
218 101 80/04/10 0800:10 0800:40 45 80 4 12, 13
219 101 80/04/10 0916:00 0918:50 720 44(K)	 3,00E+05 2372 8 12, 14 M
220 101 80/04/10 1024:10 1027:10 230 115 4131 2,472 6 12, 15 AX
221 101 80/04/10 1251:34 1252:50 192 170 5'358 2372 2 12, 16
222 101 80/04/10 2013:25 2013:40 50 84 2
223 101 80104110 2156:15 2157:50 230 91 3890 2375 2 13, 1
224 102 80/04/11 0058:30 0058:50 115 85 2
225 102 80/04/11 0126:15 01'26:20 10 100 2 DG
226 102 80/04/11 0412:00 0416:05 320 210 14560 4 13, 2 M
227 102 80/04/11 0427:45 0428:50 170 150 4060 4 13, 2
228 102 80/04/11 0533:20 0533:40 65 70 2 SN
229 102 80/04/11 0618:15 0618:40 85 70 2
230 102 80/04/11 0630:15 0631:20 155 100 2 13, 4 M ,EN
231 102 80/04/11 0850:00 0850:01 70 72 2
232 102 80/04/11 0902:50 0907:10 490 180 2:3200 3 13, 5
233 102 80/04/11 1105:15 1105:15 10 72 2
234 102 80/04/11 1348:30 1350:10 205 1150 77000 6 13, b
235 102 80/04/11 1510:30 1511:15 130 265 10400 6 13, 7
236 102 80/04/11 1702:55 1703:00 35 72 2
237 102 80/04/11 1821:10 1821:40 360 260 11UfK► 6 13, 8
238 102 80/04/11 2033:25 2033.'50 65 91 2
239 102 80/04/11 2132:15 2142:50 800 480 10400 10 13, '7
240 102 80/04/11 2202:55 2203:00 40 70 10
241 102 80/04/11 23{►;:1U 1110:50 `,30 360 32000 4 13, 10 SN
242 103 80/04/12 0054:10 0056:30 205 115 4640 2 13, 11
243 103 80/04/12 0220:00 0220:30 85 66 2
244 103 80/04/12 0454:00 0454:10 15 70 2
245 103 80/04/12 0541:30 0541:40 f30 490 7680 8 13, 12
246 103 80/04/12 0552:00 0555:30 715 345 34100 6 13, 12
247 103 80/04/12 0630:10 0630:50 75 43 2
248 103 80/04/12 0846:15 0846:50 85 80 2
1:49 103 80/04/12 0907:40 0920:40 1250 70 20000 2 13, 13 
250 103 80/04/12 0940:00 0940:05 22 140 3 13, 14
251 103 80/04/12 1337:55 1338:25 210 76 2600 2373 2 13, 15
252 103 80/04/12 1428:05 1428:15 200 145 2375 2 13, 16 DG,E&
253 103 80/04/12 1508:10 1508:30 85 bU 2
254 103 80/04/12 1524:20 1524:40 30 70 2
255 103 80/04/12 1526:50 1527:00 30 2
256 103 80/04/12 1645:00 1645:20 40 60 2
257 103 80/04/12 1709:20 1709:35 20 75 2
L4
HXRBS DOY	 START	 START	 PEAK DURATION FEAT(	 TOTAL NOAH	 MAX	 FLARE NOTES
EVENT	 DATE	 TIME	 TIME
	
SEC RATE	 COUNTS REGION CH.	 TAFEC
YY/MM/DD HHMI:SS HHMN:SS	 US	 0	 M	 FILEM
G	 '
258 103 80/04/12 2014:40 2015:20
259 103 80/04/12 2307:00 2307:22
260 104 80/04/13 0228:50 0231:10
261 104 80/04/13 0402:30 0405:20
262 104 80/04/13 0420100 0420:40
263 104 80/04/13 0453:00 0453:30
264 104 80/04/13 0545:48 0545:54
265 104 80/04/13 0546:30 0546:40
266 104 80/04/13 0547:20 0547:26
267 104 00/04/13 0900:20 0900:45
268 104 80/04/13 0902:00 0902:15
269 104 80/04/13 0903:20 0904:10
270 104 80/04/13 0906:30 0906:45
271 104 80/04/13 0907:10 0907:32
W 104 80/04/13 0913:22 0913:34
273 104 80/04/13 1023:45 1023:58
274 104 80/04/13 1111:50 1113:00
275 104 80/04/13 1227:25 1229:42
276 104 80/04/13 12'39:45 1240:10
277 104 80/04/13 1244:10 1247:20
278 104 80/04/13 1652:30 1653:20
279 104 80/04/13 1710:20 1711:30
280 104 80/04/13 1851:00 1854:00
281 104 80/04/13 2130:00 2134:00
282 104 80/04/13 2150:10 2150:52
283 104 80/04/13 2315:00 2316:20
284 105 80/04/14 0557:40 0557:50
285 105 80/04/14 0715:50 0717:15
286 105 80/04/14 1107:10 1107:30
%'87 105 80/04/14 1110:20 1111:50
288 105 80/04/14 1153:10 1153:40
289 105 80/04/14 2004:10 2005:10
290 105 80/04/14 2025:20 202805
291 105 80/04/14 2030:45 2033:40
292 05 80/04/14 2136:110 2138:20
293 106 80/04/15 0547:30 0548:50
294 106 80/04/15 0851:20 0851:35
295 106 80/04/15 1508:00 1510:25
296 107 80/04/16 010000 0103:30
297 107 80/04/16 0115:20 0116:10
298 107 80/04/16 0255:40 0256:00
299 107 80/04/16 0402:00 0407:00
300 107 80/04/16 05,,38:00 0540:30
301 108 80/04/17 0104:05 0105:15
4267 108 80/04/17 0249:15 0250:30
302 108 80/04/17 0436:50 0437:50
303 108 80/04/1' 0622:15 0622:40
304 108 80/04/17 1958:00 2005:30
305 108 80/04/17 2314:10 2314:20
306 109 80/04/18 0620:05 0626:20
307 109 80•/04/18 2001:00 2003:05
*	 308 110 80/04/19 0119:45 0119:48
309 110 80/04/19 0240:00 0240:40
75 115 2
155 195 5977 2375 4
220 530 11103 8
990 800 60211 6
180 100 1725 4





35 140 506 4




75 260 2956 4
130 92 2
234 490 11760 6
60 140 1052 5
200 87 4
120 54 2391 2
100 82 3






36 62 2390 2
145 102 2390 4
60 170 1321 1377 4
260 420 13500 2390 10
280 115 24M 2375 4
280 105 4039 2
380 350 37724 2375 5
210 780 21791 10
20 65



































































EVENT	 DATE	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 COWTS REGION CH.
	
TAPE11,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS	 US	 i	 t
	
FILE#
310 111 80/04/20 0108:10 0108:40 75 75 2
311 111 80/04/20 0248:15 0248:25 145 105 1960 2396 3 15, 6
312 111 80/04/20 1508:15 1508:20 15 90 3
313 111 80/04/20 1553:55 1554:05 50 135 710 3 15, 7
314 111 80/04/20 1956:05 1956:09 10 97 2404 2
315 111 80/04/20 2019:40 2020:00 210 90 2
316 111 80/04/20 2133:00 2137:10 540 60 2375 2
317 111 80/04/20 2152:20 2152:55 60 60 2
f	 318 112 80/04/21 0308:04 0308:09 27 670 5622 15 15, 8
319 112 80/04/21 0405:50 0407:00 120 70 2
320 112 80/04/21 0539:27 0539:43 50 160 2327 5 15, 9
321 112 80/04/21 0541:45 0542:07 50 540 5145 5 15, 9
322 112 80/04/21 0542:56 0543:02 80 280 4702 5 15, 9
323 112 80/04/21 0552:40 0553:40 110 2
324 112 80/04/21 1827:15 1827:58 50 125 860 2 15, 10
325 112 80/04/21 2306:00 2306:50 150 90 2
326 113 80/04/22 0100:50 0101:20 50 80 2 15, 11
327 113 80/04/22 0117:10 0118:30 120 112 5161 2396 2 15, 11
328 113 80/04/221 0521:30 0521:41 150 92 2.396 2
329 113 80/04/22 0531:28 0531:50 30 60 2
330 113 89/04/22 0714:20 0719:10 400 60 5
331 115 80/04/24 0550:30 0557:40 450 270 6835 3 16, 1
4262 115 80/04/24 0930:10 0930:55 207 112 2211 5 143, 8
332 115 80/04/24 1807:50 1809:30 135 77 2
333 116 80/04/25 1102:00 1104:05 185 80 2
334 116 80/04/25 1910:00 1910:05 10 65 2
335 116 80/04/25 2040:40 2041:00 50 68 2
336 117 80/04/26 0057:40 0101:00 380 83 5243 2 16, 2
337 117 80/04/26 0106:30 0107:50 200 98 3154 2 16, 2
338 07 80/04/26 0110:00 0115:40 700 65 1720 2 16, 2
339 117 80/04/26 0345:00 0345:30 60 63 2411 2
340 117 80/04/26 0348:00 0348:30 100 68 2411 2
341 117 80/04/26 0602:10 0603:25 470 305 9011 2411 5 16, 3
342 117 80/04/26 0720:12 0720:50 135 125 3572 2 16, 4
343 117 80/04/26 0932:30 0934:05 120 86 2411 2
344 117 80/04126 1143:30 1144:45 200 135 7938 2407 2 16, 5
345 117 80/04/26 1229:00 1229:06 25 305 1680 5 16, 6
346 117 80/04/26 1244:35 1245:55 100 78 2411 2 16, 7
:347 117 80/04/26 2030:43 2031:40 555 4200 2.09E+05 2411 12 16, 8
v48 117 80/04/26 2136:29 2137:33 155 165 4420 4 16, 9
349 117 80/04/26 2146:37 2147:30 53 83 4
350 117 80/04/26 2333:52 2334100 30 88 6
118 80/04/27 0106:10 0106:28 30 59 2411 4
352 118 80/04/27 0109:15 0109:50 58 58 2411 4
353 118 80/04/27 0228:00 0229:15 340 235 1483) 7 16, 10
354 118 80/04/27 0250:50 0252:05 610 390 2740) 2396 6 16, 11
355 119 80/04/28 0132:57 0133:12 40 80 5
356 119 80/04/28 0237:50 0238:00 30 54 2407 2
357 119 80/04/28 0344:50 0344:55 10 160 530 2407 4 16, 12
358 119 80/04/28 0546:20 0547:00 80 34 3
359 119 80/04/28 0725:00 0725:10 20 104 3
360 119 80/04/28 0900:30 0902:24 300 700 18830 8 16, 13











w	 u .. _.	 .
22
HXR83 DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE LIME 11ME SEC RATE COUNTS REW N4 CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:63 HHMN:SS C/S M M FILET{
2 119 ,30/04%28 09L6:45 0927:10 55 60 2 
363 119 80/04/28 0928:50 0928:58 25 74 2
364 119 30/04/28 1038:20 1038:30 20 140 836 4 16, 14
365 119 80/04/28 1041:10 1041:30 80 110 4 16, 14
4277 119 80/04/28 1227:05 1227:50 278 1235 2 16, 15 1
366 119 80/04/28 1235:10 1238:50 480 900 87217 2407 7 16, 15 EN
367 119 80/04/28 1546:10 1546:40 60 97 2
368 119 80/04/28 1712:17 1712:35 120 80 2 17, 1 SA,AX
L^E9 119 80/04/28 1714:40 1715:30 300 92 2 17, 1
370 119 80/04/28 1724:00 1724:30 90 112 1433 2 17, 1
3;'1 119 80/04/28 1727:10 1727:40 300 146 2968 2 17, 1 EN
372 119 80104/28 1752:00 1752:33 100 101 2
373 119 80/04/28 2026:00 2026:20 30 6%: 2 17 1 24
374 119 80/04/28 2031:50 2032:30 50 125 1114 5 17, 2 DO
375 119 80/04/28 2039:35 2040:00 254 10964 1.17E+05 15 17, 2 L43
376 119 80/04/28 2117:30 2118:35 120 200 5926 5 17, 3
377 119 80/04/28 2137:15 2138:56 110 82 2
378 119 80/04/28 2143:20 2143:40 60 82 2
319 119 80 /04/28 2302:20 2302:40 180 122 3790 2 17, 4
380 119 80/04/28 2332:30 2333:50 140 92
481 119 80/04/28 2353:40 2354:07 60 110
382 120 80/04/29 0031:00 0031:10 30 72
"::3 12' 80/04/9 0034:50 0034:58 20 94
384 120 80/04/29 0348:15 0348:20 15 85
c38^ i1;.0 8•	 it^iu/04/tea -55:0:;,,,,.10 cc.5ti3^^_^..^^u ^'12u iX64 4729 2^ 17, ..^5
386 120 80/04/29 0406:40 0407:55 150 663 12647 10 17, 5
387 120 80/04/29 0426:40 0427:45 140 90
388 ILO BQ rr'"1/29 0742:10 0742:27 100 82
38';? 120 811/04/29 1047:00 1049:40 180 94
390 120 80/04/29 1105:10 1105:30 20 92
120 80/04/29 1238:30 1239:30 130 144 2 17, 6
392 120 80/04/29 1322:25 1322:35 15 120 2 17, 7 DO
:f73 120 80/04/29 1402:42 1403:02 30 300 3170 5 17, 8
394 120 80/04/29 1718:50 1720:15 170 100 2
395 121) 80/04/29 1814:35 1815:10 12, 215 4150 2407 4 17, 9
396 120 80/04/29 2016:10 2018:10 420 275 78100 2407 4 11, 10
397 120 80/04/29 2158:20 2158:50 45 69 2
120 80/04/9 2337:21 2339:55 195 115 1300 4 17, 11
399 121 80/04/30 0215:10 0215:40 75 160 3110 5 11, 12
400 121 80/04/30 0223:45 0223:50 25 78 522 2
401 121 80/04/30 0238:15 0238:30 40 62 2
402 121 80/04/30 0245:00 0245:20 60 125 1040 4 17, 13
403 121 80/04/30 0345:00 0401:50 1500 110 15 17, 14 DO
404 121 80/04/30 0543:25 0546:20 410 210 22900 2 17, 15
405 121 80/04/30 0610.3V 0610:50 45 80 2
406 121 80/04/30 `729:00 0729:10 35 90 3
407 121 80/04/30 u/31:15 0732:10 45 82 2
408 121 80/04/30 0741:10 0742:30 115 79 2
409 121 80/04/30 0902'20 0903:00 70 75 2
410 121 80/04/30 1102:10 1103:05 185 195 12200 2 17, 16 EN
411 121 80/04/30 1141:40 1142:00 30 100 2 06
412 121 80/04130 1407:35 1407:45 35 340 4470 5 17, 17
413 121 80104/30 1531:35 1532:50 140 185 1760 5 17, 18




HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION CH. T'APEM,
YY/MM/DD MM: SS HHMN:SS US t # F1LD
414 121 80/04/30 1545:55 1548:45 440 150 11500 2 17, 19 EN
415 121 80/04/30 1719:50 1720:15 40 150 654 4 18, 1
416 121 80/04/30 2021:10 2022:50 310 680 54000 2'396 6 18, 2
417 122 80/05/01 004,':20 0048:00 110 80 2
418 122 80/05/01 0717:00 0717:05 8 80 2
419 122 80/05/01 1627:00 1628:30 1100 1480 2.97E+05 2418 5 18, 3 SN,ES
420 122 80/05/01 1839:40 1841:10 135 100 2
421 122 80/05/01 2117:50 2119:50 450 120 15000 6 18, 5
422 123 80/05/02 0030:50 0033:45 265 115 4100 2423 18, 6
423 123 80/05/02 0400:02 0402:00 115 96 2
424 123 80/05/02 0436:20 0436:30 30 110 750 4 18, 7
425 123 80/05/02 0531:50 0532:00 20 100 910 2 18, 8
426 123 80/05/02 0537:30 0538:40 80 220 1920 5 18, 8
427 123 60/05/02 0553:50 0555:20 160 66 2
428 124 80/05/03 0204:10 0205:30 190 2080 81640 2411 8 18, 9
429 124 80/05/03 0355:10 0355:5 70 105 2
430 124 80/05/03 0419:08 0419:20 30 65 2
431 124 80/05/03 0722:05 0722:12 40 72 2
432 124 80/05/03 1312:40 131500 520 150 22400 2418 4 18, 10 SN,ES
433 124 80/05/03 1822:30 1822:42 70 88 2
434 124 80/05/03 1829:40 1829:55 40 60 2
435 124 80/05/03 2112:55 2124:25 800 130 10050 5 18, 11
436 124 80/05/03 2317:00 2317:18 130 550 10900 6 18, 12
437 125 80/05/04 0041:05 0041:35 245 240 6600 5 18, 13
438 125 80/05/04 0427:30 0428:25 80 90 4
439 125 80/05/04 1034:42 1034:46 8 100 2
440 125 80/05/04 1201:30 1202:00 140 122 4300 2 18, 14
441 125 80/05/04 1823:45 1824:45 240 290 11919 2411 5 18, 15
442 125 80/05/04 2014:45 2014:5525 122 651 5 18, 16
443 125 80/05/04 2020:00 2020:35 130 65 2
444 125 80/05/04 2111:00 2112:00 550 118 14,458 2418 10 18, 17 M ,SN,AX
445 125 80/05/04 2203:10 2203:48 60 275 3615 2418 10 18, 18
446 125 80/05/04 2335:04 2338:55 250 75 2411 2
447 126 80/05/05 0256:20 0256:55 55 260 2408 5 18, 19 EN
448 126 80/05105 0407:00 0408:10 100 133 1679 2418 5 18, 20
449 126 80/05/05 0430:00 0430:30 60 52 2
450 126 80/05/05 0525:04 0525:12 50 82 2418 2
451 126 80/05/05 1050:47 1051:15 90 76 2
452 126 80105105 2109:00 2111:40 220 73 5
453 126 80105105 2307:26 2307:46 50 69
454 126 80/05/05 2333:10 2333:29 60 90
455 127 80/05/06 0406:40 0407:04 60 140 5
456 127 80/05/06 1808:30 1809:48 155 400 5 ND,DO
457 128 80/05/07 0240:00 0240:50 90 68
458 128 80/05/07 0403:08 0403:39 470 2600 14062 15 19, 1 M
459 128 82/05/07 1032:59 1034:02 180 130 2
460 128 80/05/07 1307:04 1308:33 145 113 5
461 128 80/05/07 1455:19 1456:06 150 3600 66419 10 19, 2 M
462 128 80/05/07 1714:11 1714:30 75 66 2
463 128 80/05/07 2118:04 2118:16 30 54 2
464 128 80/05/07 2321:15 2323:10 545 220 13914 2418 5 19, 5
465 129 80/05/D8 0018:15 0018:30 30 78 3





HXRBS BOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE 11ME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION CH. TAPER,
YY/MM/DD MONK' HHMN:8S C/S 4 M FILE#
467 129 80/05/08 041'/:37 0419:50 94 460 6260 5 19, 8
468 129 80/05/08 0423:16 0423:25 72 71 2 19, 8
469 129 80/05/08 0843:04 0843:20 45 130 929 4 19, 9
470 129 80/05/08 0909:38 0910:30 130 110 3
471 129 80/05/08 1340:00 1342:00 350 440 39340 2418 8 19, 10
472 129 80/05/08 1404:28 1404:50 45 85 2418 3 EN
47:.4 129 80/05/08 1935:50 1937:10 440 1980 66000 2418 7 19, 11 M
474 129 80/05/08 2104:45 2105:30 100 85 5
475 129 80/05/08 2133:10 2134:00 280 85 3940 2 19, 13
476 130 80/05/09 0338:55 0339:00 20 115 530 2 19, 14
477 130 80/05/09 0531:30 0532:20 100 80 2
478 130 80/05/09 0541:25 0541:50 60 82 2
479 130 80/05/09 0711:05 0712:35 635 10800 6.94E+05 2413 15 20, 1 M
480 130 80/05/09 1032:40 1035:00 195 135 2210 2 20, 3
481 130 80/05/09 1521:55 1523:25 140 110 2 20, 4 NO
482 130 80/05/09 2007:41 2008:09 600 70
483 131 80/05/10 0200:09 020:29 360 68 2423 2
484 131 80/05/10 0518:00 0518:50 80 106 1319 3 20, 5
435 131 80/05/10 0526:25 0`26:50 80 135 1483 2 20, 9
486 131 80/05/10 1505:10 1505:58 64 55 2 NO
487 131 80/05/10 1757:12 1757:13 200 440 7761 10 20, 6
488 131 80/05/10 1951:28 1952:08 230 1750 961ta2 10 20, 7
489 131 80/05/10 2004:20 2004:50 60 100
490 131 80/05/10 2015:00 2015:05 60 100 2
491 131 80/05/10 2021:10 2021:20 180 200 5031 2418 10 20, 8
495 133 80/05/12 0555:40 0557:50 220 150 2138 5 20, 10
492 133 80/05/12 1013:40 1014:36 130 610 15163 5 20, 9
493 133 80/05/12 1339:45 1340:18 60 82 2418
494 133 80/05/12 1628:48 162'!:17 80 87
496 134 80/05/13 0210:50 021105 60 42
501 125 80105114 0853:00 0853:20 50 90
497 135 80/05/14 1005:42 1006:00 50 60 2
498 135 80/05/14 1009:19 100939 125 40 2
499 135 80/6114 1256:34 1257:25 960 1500 1.18E+05 2456 1 ,# 20, 11
500 135 80/05/14 1332:00 1332:20 60 65
4268 135 80/05/14 1437:50 1438:05 30 64 5 I
4269 135 80/05/14 1517:35 1520:19 280 78 2 143, 11 1
502 135 80/05/14 1920:00 1920:18 100 720 14381 5 20, 12
503 136 80/05/15 1956:57 1959:56 240 87 2
504 136 80/05/15 21391'20 2139:58 60 104 2
505 137 80/05/16 0012:40 0013:20 1119 160 2262 2 20, 13
506 137 80/05/16 2058:20 2058:30 80 73 2
507 137 80/05/16 2108:10 2108:20 40 93 5
508 137 80/05/16 2230:20 2230:43 320 164 15466 5 20, 14
509 137 80/05/16 2243:20 2.244:04 260 123 1442 2 20, 14
510 137 80/05/16 2250:00 2250:42 240 108 2777 5 20, 14
511 138 80/05/17 0144:00 0144:32 80 2,90 2384 5 20, 15
512 138 80/05/17 0202:25 0202:45 480 108 2
513 138 80/05/17 0221:04 0221:54 100 80 2
514 138 80/05/17 0540:19 0540:57 70 87 2
515 138 80/05/17 0635:51 0637:07 185 96 SA
516 138 80/05/17 1009:20 1012:45 500 107 2455 5
517 138 80/05/17 1322:55 1323:17 35 250 1507 5 20, 16
•4





START	 START	 PEAK WRATION PEAK	 TOTAL NOPA	 MAX
EVENT
	
DATE	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 COATS REGION CH.





518 139 80/05/18 0349:20 0350:00 160 87
4270 139 80/05/18 0817:50 0819:40 1630 122 69400
519 139 80/05/18 1254:08 1254:45 90 115
520 139 80/05/18 1342:20 1344:48 250 87 1193
521 140 80/05/19 0538:40 0539:18 135 420 11207
522 140 80/05/19 1452:20 1452:42 40 108
523 140 80/05/19 1520:20 1520:47 120 98
524 140 80/05/19 1736:04 1737:04 87 42
525 141 80/05/20 0210:00 0211:20 110 85 522
526 141 80/05/20 0216:00 0218:20 380 171 7225
527 141 80/05/20 0629:44 0630:40 65 114 1955
528 141 80/05/20 0956:45 0957:12 50 68
529 141 80/05/20 1117:50 1120:00 90 76
530 141 80/05/20 1205'40 1207:39 117 71
531 141 80/05/20 142,W5 1426:20 3600 65
532 141 80/05/20 1939:20 1939:56 60 198 1351
533 141 80/05/20 2304:25 2304:52 51 91
534 142 80/05/21 0324:40 0325:41 160 46
,%S 142 80/05/21 0519:42 0520:28 126 32
536 142 80/05/21 1206:48 1207:48 100 39
537 142 80/05/21 1448:15 1448:40 300 300 14867
538 142 80/05/21 2053:35 2055 : 53 2376 14300 3.01E+06
639 143 80/05/22 0200:30 0201:26 90 81
540 141 80/05/22 2053:40 2100:15 665 171 2465
541 143 80/05/22 2257:10 1257:30 30 84
542 144 80/05/23 0950:30 x950:40 10 95
543 144 80/05/23 0953:50 0954:10 30 81
544 144 80/05/23 1023:50 1024:00 10 76
545 144 80/05/23 1156:40 1156:50 30 114
546 144 80/05/23 1440:40 1441:15 100 345 8487	 2470
547 144 80/05/23 144045 1444:52 15 75
548 144 80/05/23 1445:40 1445:50 40 160 1255
549 144 ,80/05/23 1450:18 1450:47 120 61
550 144 0/05/23 2258:47 '2259:10 90 204
551 144 80/05/23 2302:40 2302:45 10 6380
552 145 80/05/24 0018:12 0018:30 100 147
553 145 80/05/24 0047:30 0050:30 260 185 9039
554 145 80/05/24 0622:40 0624:50 400 102 3877
555 145 80/05/24 0652:50 0653:40 160 149 3536
556 145 80/05/24 0829:50 0830:20 50 85
557 145 80/05/24 0832:40 0833:30 70 117
558 145 80/05/24 1135:50 1135:50 25 74
559 145 80/05/24 1316:30 1316:50 40 48
560 145 80/05/24 1319:10 1319:25 30 70
561 145 80/05/24 1505:00 1510:10 360 83
562 146 80/05/25 0032:50 0038:20 780 70 2780
563 146 80/05/25 0127:30 0130:21 880 198
564 146 80/05/25 0327:10 0327:50 110 212 5135
565 146 80/05/25 1238:50 1237:20 60 70
566 146 80/05/25 1550:20 1550:40 80 90
567 146 80/05/25 1727:30 1727:50 65 61
562 146 80/05/25 1729:30 1729:35 35 66








































































HXR8S DOY START START PEAK DWAT16N PEAK TOTAL NOAH	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME STC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPER,
YY /MM/DD HHMN:SS Rft:SS C/S i	 # FILE#
570 146 80/05/25 2354:20 2356:00 670 146 8537 5 22, 5
571 147 80/05/26 1304:06 1305:38 170 80 2
572 147 80/05/26 1424:13 1425:39 280 118 1280 2 22, 6
573 147 80/05/26 1613:44 1614:58 135 77 2
574 147 80/05/26 1727:47 1728:08 140 260 5502 5 22, 7
575 148 80/05/27 0501:00 0502:32 168 92 5
576 148 80/05/27 0821:00 0821:45 215 2,58 10780 5 22, 8
577 148 80/05/27 1600:01 1600:40 147 590 16109 5 22, 9
578 148 80/05/27 2103 :41 2104:38 140 990 26857 5 23, 1
579 149 80/05/28 0209:08 0209:48 95 375 12128 5 23, 2
580 149 80/05/28 0213:20 0215:16 280 2314 1.18E+05 5 23, 2
581 149 80/05/28 0938:21 0938:39 55 78 2
582 149 80/05/28 1005:17 1005:23 20 98 2
583 149 80/05/28 1007:44 1008:29 70 73 2
%14 149 80/05/28 1418:50 1419:25 90 595 16384 5 23, 3
585 149 80/05/28 1550:00 1552:20 1090 315 35701 10 23, 4
586 149 80/05/28 1719:58 1720:20 700 513 97500 5 23, 5 SN
587 149 80/05/28 2207:30 2207:45 403 228 18661 2 23, 6
588 149 80105128 2219:25 2219:55 92 107 2 23, 6
589 149 80/05/28 2343:30 2343:30 1070 1558 15 SN,ND
590 150 80/05/29 0332:52 0334:41 240 93 1125 2 23, 7
591 150 80/05/29 0339:55 0340:20 600 89 5 23, 7
592 150 80/05/29 0509:20 0510:50 122(► 755 64502 11 23, 8
593 150 80/05/29 0643:50 0644:10 40 88 2
594 150 80/05/29 0755:35 0757:20 250 84 2 23, 9
595 150 80/05/29 0947:50 0948:50 90 82 5
596 150 80/05/2i 1005:50 1006:20 50 79 5
597 150 80/05/29 1111:50 1112:30 80 76 2
598 150 80/05/29 1146:40 1147:10 50 80 2
599 150 80/05/29 2351:40 2352:05 70 99 2
600 151 80/05/30 0201:12 0201:25 30 120 5
601 151 80/05/30 1055:50 1056:45 - 68 2
602 151 80/05/30 2051:22 2052:24 114 117 1789 5 24, 1
603 152 80/05/31 0612:20 (,612:39 145 83 2
604 152 80/05/31 0743:48 0744:18 110 253 5652 5 24, 2
605 152 80/05/31 2047:40 2048:20 70 83 2
606 1153 80/06/01 0029:00 0029:10 30 97 5
607 153 80/06/01 1719:00 1719:30 170 74 SN
608 153 80/06/01 1923:00 1926.20 190 195 13312 2 24, 3 ES
609 153 80/06/01 2057:10 2057:30 40 106 2
610 153 80/06/01 2058:00 2058:20 60 120 5
611 154 80/06/02 0012:al 0013:20 65 148 2
612 154 80106102 0306:20 0306:50 40 92 2
613 154 80/06/02 0821:00 0822:10 100 179 2964 2 24, 4
614 154 80/06/02 091750 0918:30 380 85 2 24
615 154 80/06/02 0933:00 0'33:25 95 77 2
616 154 80106/02 1225:05 1225:25 30 82 2
617 154 80/06/02 1406:50 1407:00 25 75 2
618 154 80/06/02 1549:30 1550:00 55 77 2
619 154 80/061'02 2357:42 2358:22 108 86 2
620 155 80/06/03 0013:18 0017:07 383 88 2
621 155 80/06/03 0740:04 0741:41 399 137 3407 5 24, 6




HXRBS DOV START START KAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA MAX FLAW	 NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION CH. TAPEC
VV/MM/DD mMN:SS NOW SS C/S 4 0 FILE#
623 155 80/06/03 0803:43 0807:24 551 144 19427 3 24, 6
624 155 80/06/03 0934:13 091:23 102 57 2
625 155 80/06/03 0939:03 0942:08 362 197 12250 5 24, 7
626 155 80/06/03 1139:12 1142:20 490 908 69495 5 24, 8
627 155 80/06/03 1411:58 141.4:04 337 336 23231 3 24, 9
628 M 80/06/03 2042:56 2043:18 38 90 2
629 155 80/06/03 2100:34 2100:57 130 137 1305 2 24, 10
630 155 80/06/03 2103:40 2104:06 80 90 2 24, 10
01 156 80/06/04 0002:05 0003:16 350 166 12497 2 24, 11
632 156 80106/04 0015:30 0016:28 264 97 2340 2 25, 1
633 156 80/06/04 0207:49 0208:43 90 112 1523 2 25, '1
634 156 80/06/04 0653:56 0654:37 279 35200 1.37E+06 15 25, ;
635 156 80/06/04 0751:50 0834:14 2539 568 2.63E+05 10 25, 4	 EN
635 15.5 80/06/04 0907:53 0911:02 480 104 7110 2 25, 5
637 156 80/06/04 0954:31 0956:10 213 77 2
638 156 80/06/04 1054:00 1054:40 80 128 2
639 156 80/06/04 1405:40 1406:40 120 101 1232 2 25, 6
640 156 80/06/04 1533:40 1534:05 30 128 5
641 156 80/06/04 1738:00 1738:10 40 131 2
642 156 80/06/04 2057:45 2058:05 30 80 2
643 157 80/06/05 0021:50 0026:10 710 190 28700 2 25, 7
644 157 80/06/05 0128:30 0129:25 90 109 2
645 157 80/06/05 0246:50 0247:00 10 130 5
646 157 80/06/05 0419:30 0422:00 210 85 2
647 157 80/06/05 0448:10 0448:40 150 70 2 25, 8
648 157 ^9/06/05 0453:20 0454:00 230 160 3219 2 25, 8
649 157 80/06/05 0604:40 0605:50 160 220 5439 5 25, 9
6% 157 80/06/05 0629:30 0629:35 90 70 2
651 157 80/06/05 0645:20 0645:40 50 525 6393 5 25, 10
552 157 80/06/05 0652:00 0653:00 195 75 2
653 157 80/06/05 0954:10 0954:40 60 95 2
654 157 80/06/05 1135:40 1136:10 210 120 5121 2 25, it
655 157 80/06/05 1224:50 1225:10 40 90 2
656 157 80/06/05 1314:10 1314:30 40 100 2
657 157 80/06/05 1359:30 1400:30 110 170 1474 5 25, 12
658 157 80/06/05 2027:40 2028:40 90 132 2
659 157 80/06/05 2031:56 2032:10 20 105 5
660 157 80/06/05 2039:20 2039:30 30 104 2
661 157 80/06/05 2221:10 2221:20 30 % 2
662 157 80/06/05 2230:05 2230:20 200 164 2482 5 25, 1;1
663 157 80/06/05 2339:30 2339:40 20 131 2
664 157 80/06/05 2340:20 2342:30 220 96 3017 2 26, 1	 ND
665 158 80/06/06 0003:24 0005:20 166 81 2
666 158 80/06/06 0018:40 0019:20 94 100 2
667 158 80/06/06 0140:45 0141:20 87 166 2
668 158 80/06/06 0244:30 0246:00 227 177 3564 5 26, 2
669 153 80/06106 0341:21 0344:18 245 216 4199 2 26, 3
670 158 80/06/06 0434:42 0435:02 45 91 2
671 158 80/06/06 0456:30 045E:45 91 79 2
672 158 80/06/06 0951:45 0952:29 85 194 2384 5 26, 4
673 158 80/06/06 1125:40 1126:34 280 250 2877 2495 5 26, 5
674 158 80/06/06 1142:25 1142:33 35 8466 47208 2490 15 26, 6
675 158 80/06/06 1217:02 1217:18 20 74 5
OF. pool,, Q1. ALT" .'8
HXRBS BOY START START PEAT DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT BATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/M^f/DD HHMN:SS MM: SS C/5 # # FILE#
676 158 80/06/06 1355'30 1356:40 420 116 4032 2490 2 26, 7
677 158 80/06/06 1550:40 1552:20 130 296 4581 2495 5 26, 8 ES
678 158 80/06/06 1710:30 1722:10 1414 201 13393 2495 5 26, 9
679 158 80/06/06 2334:15 2334:47 93 3558 29485 2495 10 26, 10 M
680 158 80/06/06 2344:33 2345:01 94 102 703 2 26, 12
681 158 80/06/06 2348:31 2349:14 65 74 2 NO
682 159 80/06/07 0027:19 0027:26 21 85 2
683 159 80/06/07 0116:24 017:27 368 8365 4.55E+05 2495 15 27, 1 M
684 x,59 80/06/07 0244:16 0244:43 56 79 5
685 159 80/06/07 0247:57 0248:54 100 66 5
696 159 80/06/07 0251:49 0252:30 97 68 2495 2 27, 3
687 159 80/06/07 0253:41 0254:39 321 144 MI 2495 5 27, 3
688 159 80/06/07 0310:51 0312:15 691 39391 1.33E+06 2495 15 27, 4 M
.689 159 80/06/07 0554:02 0554:17 47 97 255 5 27, 5
690 159 80/06/07 0615:15 0615:34 51 163 2553 527, 6
691 159 80/06/07 0725:24 0725:45 104 3% 4547 2495 10 27, 7 SN
692 159 80/06/07 1123:11 1125:40 200 103 2495 2 27, 8 SA
693 159 80/06/07 1228:37 1229:39 109 113 2495 2 ES
694 159 80/06/07 1358:49 1359:05 49 48 2
695 159 80/06/07 1727:48 1727:58 29 78 2
696 160 80/06/08 0427:05 0428:10 495 438 8027 5 27, 9
697 160 80/06/08 0616:30 0617:10 64 78 2
698 160 80/06/08 0727:15 0727:30 30 142 5
699 160 80/06/08 1036:10 1036145 750 347 81640 5 27, 10 SN,ES
700 160 80/06/08 1534:50 1535:00 20 84 2
701 160 80/06/08 1900:15 1900:18 11 102 2
702 161 80/06/09 0011:04 0011:22 63 128 2212 527, 11
703 161 80/06/09 0108:01 0108:18 49 74 2
704 161 80/06/09 0113:08 0113:33 39 106 375 5 27, 12
705 161 80iO6/09 0141:49 0142:42 70 72 2
706 161 80/06/09 0251:16 0251:30 27 1102 6073 10 28, 1
707 161 80/06/09 0255:22 0257:16 161 174 3515 5 28, 1 M
708 162 80/06/10 0252:56 0254:53 180 156 4640 2 28, 3
709 162 80/06/10 0802:44 0803:36 70 73 2
710 164 80/06/12 0130:10 0130:30 43 141 5
4275 164 80/06/12 0559:25 0559:46 80 93 2 I
711 164 80/06/12 2206:10 2207:25 140 453 5494 5 28, 4
712 165 80/06%13 0256:56 0257:07 20 138 1913 2 28, 5
713 165 80/06/13 0257:56 0258:28 80 388 10759 5 28, 5
714 165 80/06/13 0621:21 0622:25 140 112 2412 2 28, 6
715 165 80/06/13 0811:35 0812:22 640 227 25687 5 28, 7
716 165 80/06/13 2232:20 2234:03 200 1524 1.22E+05 5 28, 8 M ,EN
4299 166 80/06/14 0111:20 0114:00 862 83 3056 2 144, 7 I
717 166 80/06/14 0623:35 0631:34 580 266 10912 5 28, 9
718 166 80/06/14 1343:25 1347:30 600 108 24841 5 28, 10 ES
719 166 80/06/14 1F5`100 1701:40 565 508 21518 10 28, 11
720 167 80/06/15 0410:05 0414:15 480 88 4141 10 28, 12
721 167 80/06/15 0423:40 0426:25 790 438 53530 5 28, 12
722 167 80/06/15 0800:20 0800:40 65 174 2
723 167 80/06/15 0802:40 0802:55 55 76 2
724 167 80/06/15 0813:10 0813:35 87 100 2
725 167 80/06/15 1131:30 11015 110 195 4380 5 28, 13 EN
726 167 80/06/15 1305:05 1305:25 91 40 2
0- r0OR QJAU': Y
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK WRATION PEAT( TOTAL NDAA MAX
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION CH.
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S t 1
727 167 80/06/15 1439:30 1439:55 75 99 2
728 167 80/06/15 1530:25 1531:55 100 90 2
729 167 80/06/15 1844:03 1844:57 178 307 9506 5
730 167 80/06/15 2028:00 2028:41 110 100 828 2
731 168 80/06/16 2144:16 2145:56 360 103 8729 2417 10
732 168 80/06/16 2327:47 2331:16 440 100 55719 2417 2
733 169 80/06/17 0003:40 0016:03 1020 105 11561 2417 2
734 169 80/06/17 2143:20 2144:50 1170 70 13300 5
735 170 80/06/18 1852:10 1853:40 150 83 2
4265 170 80/06/18 2139:40 214051 496 100 3
736 170 80/06/18 2229:21 2229:57 60 82 5
737 170 80/06/18 2317:00 2317:17 29 74 2
738 170 80/06/18 232.2:18 2322:34 55 85 2
739 170 80/06/19 2336:59 2337:16 99 343 6315 10
740 171 80/06/19 0002:38 0004:18 200 87 2266 5
741 171 80/06/19 0007:35 0008:04 57 129 1115 5
742 171 80/06/19 0134:05 0134:15 22 86 2
r	 743 171 80/06/19 0223:47 0224:05 160 71
744 171 80/06/19 0427:08 0429:07 161 64 5
745 171 80/06/19 0500:18 0500:19 46 136 1089 5
746 171 80/06/19 1555:06 1556:38 205 103 2665 2
f	 747 171 80/06/19 1831:49 1839:01 520 1317 63347 10
748 171 80/06/19 1854:16 1857:41 380 1265 73333 5
749 171 80/06/19 2020:51 2023:07 200 192 6723 5
750 171 80/06/19 2135:00 2136:35 160 98 2449 5
751 171 80/06/19 2344:21 2348:44 240 76 1475 2
752 172 80/06/20 0320:33 0321:49 150 113 2599 2
753 172 80/06/20 0444:57 0445:09 60 109 623 2
754 172 X0/06/20 0446:54 0447:32 100 143 929 2
755 172 80/06/20 0450:06 0451:17 140 165 4689 2
756 172 80/06/20 1254:18 1255:26 100 92 2
757 172 80/06/20 1832:00 1842:17 52 92 2
758 172 80/06/20 2009:45 2010:13 108 215 2300 5
.	 759 172 80/06/20 2021:04 2022:21 148 168 1595 5
760 172 80/06/20 2133:12 2135:08 562 117 16801 5
761 173 80/06/21 0045:18 0058:22 15223 435 1.99E+05 10
762 173 80/06/21 0112140 0118:40 1352 141391 4.14E+06 15
763 173 80/06/21 0139:02 0140:12 386 103 80402 5
764 173 80/06/21 0248:29 0252:27 392 309 15655 5
765 173 80/06/21 0447:24 0448:34 228 269 11619 5
766 173 80/06/21 0553:28 0554:12 235 735 12716 10
767 173 80/06/21 0625:54 0626:23 72 83 2
768 173 80/06/21 0628:03 0629:26 181 125 1775 5
769 173 80/06/21 1044:17 1044:30 170 193 6W 2
4263 173 80/06/21 1726:10 1727:03 137 161 5014 2
4264 173 80/06/21 1733:05 1738:32 327 76 2
770 173 80/06/21 2030:03 2030:30 175 162 3311 5
771 173 80/06/21 2215:05 2216:45 275 78 1933 2
772 173 80/06/21 2354:00 2357:10 365 76 2613 5
773 174 80/06/22 0432:25 0432:55 45 88 2
774 174 80/06/22 1705:05 1705:15 40 81 2
775 174 80/06/22 1857:30 1904:20 900 150 13541 5





























































HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH	 MAX
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION
	 CH.
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S #	 #
777 174 80/06/22 2129:35 2133:10 540 ?8 16000 5
778 174 80/06/22 2155:20 2155:40 30 84 2
779 174 80/06/22 2157:05 2157:20 40 88 2
780 174 80/06/22 2212:20 221005 185 90 600 5
781 175 80/06/23 0221:05 022015 80 153 1970 2
782 175 80/06/23 0614:00 0615:25 100 110 894 5
783 175 80/06/23 0622:05 0624:35 340 490 28364 5
784 175 80/06/23 0731:40 0731:50 20 99 2
785 175 80/06/23 0916:20 0917:2,4 410 81 1229 2
786 175 80/06/23 1054:00 1055:40 260 94 2621 2
787 175 80/06/23 1228:30 1229:10 140 76 522 2
788 175 80/06/23 1235:30 1238:25 870 136 13546 2
7-69 175 80/06/23 1516:35 1517:50 155 116 2132 2
790 175 80106123 1827:39 1828:16 80 74 2
791 175 80/06/23 2127:14 2128:34 480 151 15984 5
792 175 80/06/23 2208:48 2211:06 260 78 1587 2
793 175 80/06/23 2309:50 2312:06 340 519 38057 2
794 175 80/06/23 2333:59 2335:47 760 647 1.32E+05
795 175 80/06/23 2359:30 2359:54 60 104 1996 2
796 176 80/06/24 0002:39 0003:04 90 79 642 2
797 176 80/06/24 0255:08 0255:41 80 96 2
798 176 80/06/24 0600:58 0601:27 50 87 5
799 176 80/06/24 1042:57 1043:43 132 91 2
800 176 80/06/24 1521:48 1522:51 280 517 ;30789 5
801 176 80/06/24 1649:48 1650:13 40 87 2
802 176 80/06/24 1702:36 1702:56 30 76 2
803 176 80/06/24 1943:23 1958:20 1621 1302 59079 10
804 176 80/06./24 2124:52 2126:51 180 134 7146 5
805 176 80/06/24 2145:56 2147:46 150 72 2
806 176 80/06/24 2303:24 2305:54 240 70 14680 2
807 177 80/06/25 0047:22 0048:06 220 136 2053 2
808 177 80/06/25 0355:04 0356:32 240 89 2176 2
809 177 80/06/25 1236:04 1238:11 448 275 22579 5
810 177 80/06/25 1548:27 1551:59 665 2880 3.97E+05 10
811 177 80/06/25 1710:20 1710:30 30 78 2
812 177 80/06/25 1723:38 1724:32 121 116 43766 2
813 177 80/06/25 1939:50 1944:40 520 105 5
814 177 80/06/25 1952:50 1953:05 25 94 2
815 177 80/06/25 2121:50 2123:00 400 139 15131 10
816 177 80/06/25 2202:40 2204:40 340 66 2
817 177 80/06/25 2219:00 2219:10 20 67 5
818 177 80/06/25 2345:30 2347:40 370 86 3170 5
819 178 80/06/26 0119:10 0119:20 60 97 5
820 178 80/06/26 0354:50 0355:10 40 73 2
821 178 80/06/26 0418:40 0419:30 60 118 2
822 178 80/06/26 0742:30 0742:50 30 86 2
823 178 80/06/26 0752:20 0752:50 55 75 2
824 178 80/06/26 1822:10 1822:35 60 142 2176 5
825 178 80/06/26 1945:20 1945:40 145 153 2898 2
826 178 80/06/26 2159:50 2201:25 525 91 4535 5
827 178 80/06/26 2339:35 2340:25 470 95 6400 5
828 179 80/06/27 0036:15 0037:00 150 148 4805 5

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HXRBS BOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION OH. TAPE#1,
YY/MM/DD b'4MN:SS HHMN:SS L'/S 0 # FILEO
881 187 80/07/05 0015:12 0019:17 460 94 8058 5 35, 4 SN
882 187 80/07/05 0042:34 0042:42 16 192 811 5 35, 5
883 187 80/07/05 0153:14 0153:38 53 200 1245 5 35, 6
884 187 80/07/05 0156:35 0158:05 750 87 7200 3 35, 6
885 187 80/07/05 07:15:29 0738:21 186 382 29097 10 35, 7 M ,EN
886 187 80/07/05 1009:53 1010:03 34 175 786 5 35, 8
887 187 86/07/05 1025:34 1025:43 36 82 2
888 187 80/07/05 1455:13 1456:26 149 85 2
889 187 80/07/05 1615:16 1615:49 70 99 2
890 187 80/07/05 1634:18 1636:22 140 70 2
891 187 80/07/05 2237:24 2241:35 3195 6303 2.64E+06 10 35, 9 SN,E8
892 188 80/07/06 0418:04 0419:54 420 327 16610 5 35, 10
893 188 80/07/06 0956:40 0958:06 80 93 2
894 189 80/07/07 0104:26 0104:56 35 133 448 5 35, 11
895 189 80/07/07 (536:33 0536:41 13 112 5
896 189 80/07/07 1013:23 1014:09 120 114 2463 2 35, 12
897 189 b4)/07/07 1017:28 1017:43 20 280 1169 5 35, 12
898 189 80/07/07 1141:24 1143:46 180 237 1262 5 35, 13
899 189 80/07/07 1146:27 1151:09 580 244 26159 5 35, 13
900 189 80/07/07 1213:01 1213:18 40 74 2
901 189 80/07/07 1355:03 1355:31 70 182 2162. 5 35, 14
902 189 80/07/07 1446:07 1450:03 320 89 2032 10 36, 1
903 189 80/07/07 1615:12 1616:31 160 71 2
904 189 80/07/07 1619:28 1620:28 120 70 2
905 189 80/07/07 1629:07 1631:24 240 75 1550 5 36, 2
906 189 80/07/07 1751:00 1753:10 610 309 18125 10 36, 3 SN
907 189 80/07/07 2113:40 2114:20 280 725 13415 5 36, 4 M
908 189 80/07/07 2246:20 2227:15 125 222 ND
909 190 80/07/08 0050:10 0051:10 225 193 5006 5 36, 5
910 190 80/07/08 0057:40 0057:50 45 79 2
911 190 80/07/08 0239:30 0239:50 45 239 1377 5 36, 6
912 190 80/07/08 1447:30 1450:40 450 74
913 190 80/07/08 1911:41 1920:08 40 65 2
914 190 80/07/08 1933:22 1933:45 45 70 2
915 190 80/07/08 1951:21 1952:37 101 84 2
916 190 80/07/08 2058:52 2059:04 25 113 573 5 36, 7
917 190 80/07,/08 2102:50 2103:20 96 90 5 36, 7
918 190 80/07/08 2106:05 2106:17 29 87 5 36, 7
919 190 80/07/08 2112:17 2112:43 63 69 5
920 190 80/07/08 2314:02 2314:25 76 94 2 ND
921 191 80107109 0145:31 0145:43 64 427 6046 10 36, 8
922 191 80/07/09 0214:45 0215:12 115 523 10
923 191 80/07/09 2112:45 2112:55 75 69 2
924 191 80/07/09 2257:25 2259:50 305 138 2288 5 36, 9
925 192 80/07/10 0150:15 0150:20 15 139 429 5 36, 10
926 192 80/07/10 0227 :40 0228:20 170 209 1500 5 36, 11
927 192 80/07/10 0355:50 0356:55 180 535 7593 5 36, 142
928 192 80/07/10 0501:35 0501:45 45 120 791 2 36, 13
929 192 80/07/10 0943:20 0943:25 90 95 2
930 192 80/07/10 1017:50 1018:15 155 79 2
931 192 80/07/1u 1259:40 1300:50 170 68 5
932 192 80/07/10 1439:00 1441:45 275 67 1081 2 37, 1
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OF PO / 3"
	
34
HXRBS DOY START START PEAT( DURATION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAH MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S # # FILE#
933 196 80/07/14 0822:04 0825:55 440 5332 4.15E+05 15 38, 9 M
984 196 80/07/14 1015:08 1016:46 220 186 692 5 38, 10
985 196 80/07/14 1246:04 1248:03 220 79 2687 5 38, 11
986 196 80/07/14 1326:35 1330:42 440 78 3804 2 38, 12
987 196 80/07/14 1424:53 1430:15 840 110 21781 5 38, 13
988 197 80/07/15 0129:30 0130:15 105 292 4157 5 38, 14
989 197 80/07/15 0845:00 0845:25 115 307 4441 5 39, 1
990 197 80/07/15 0937:30 0937:40 100 66 2
991 197 80/07/15 095',1:00 0953:30 140 320 5062 5 39, 2
992 197 80/07/15 1423:02 1426:57 440 85 4255 5 39, 3
993 197 80/07/15 2247:05 2247:50 190 166 5711 5 39, 4
994 198 80/07/16 0633:50 0634:15 115 57 2
995 198 80/07/16 0636:30 0637:35 170 106 3545 2 39, 5
996 198 80/07/16 1422:32 1423:25 80 103 1060 2 39, 6
997 198 80/07/16 1511:00 1511:17 140 454 12452 5 39, 7 SA
998 198 80/07/16 1733:06 173;4:17 50 117 1389 2 39, 8
999 198 80/07/16 1750:46 1751:04 99 71 2
1000 198 80/07/16 1923:46 1924:10 35 83 2
1001 199 80/07/17 0141:36 0142:28 100 70 2
1002 199 80/07/17 0610:51 0615:09 380 110 8493 5 39, 9
1003 199 80/07/17 0659:32 0700:16 102 141 2408 2 39, 10
1004 199 80/07/17 0923:25 0924:56 182 85 5 AX
1005 199 30/07/17 1104:33 1105:52 150 C4 5 AX
1006 199 80/07/17 1330:55 1333:26 267 74 2394 2 39, It
4287 200 80/07/18 0020:25 0021:40 75 76 2 I
4288 200 80/07/18 0203:30 0204:15 70 76 2 I
1007 200 80/07/18 0454:38 0455:20 110 87 5
1008 200 80/07/18 0612:49 0613:05 40 67 2
1009 200 80/07/18 0655:08 0655:30 60 211 2443 5 39, 12
1010 200 80/07/18 0919:52 0922:49 250 94 3328 10 39, 13
1011 201 80107119 0007:20 0007:40 120 239 3120 5 39, 14
1012 201 80/07/19 0027:15 0035:55 775 101 1)'000 5 39, 14 ES
1013 ZNJ 30/07/19 0655:10 0657:10 255 75 390 2 40, 1
1014 201 80/07/19 0754:20 0755:20 125 70 2
4289 202 80/07/20 0029:45 0031:00 139 119 1995 2 144, 3 I
1015 202 80/07/20 0817:00 0818:20 130 356 11694 5 40, 2
1016 202 80/07/20 0914:45 0915:58 260 94 4985 5 40, 3
1017 202 80/07/20 1229:41 1233:58 500 72 3797 5 40, 4
1018 202 80/07/20 1922:43 1925:08 417 2624 1.04E+05 10 40, 5
1019 202 80/07/20 2237:20 2237:36 29 162 819 5 40, 6
1020 203 80/07/21 0032:34 0032:47 36 74 2
1021 203 80/07/21 0136:10 0136:19 28 75 2
1022 203 80/07/21 0253:43 0256:13 612 12443 7.99E+05 15 40, 7 M
1023 203 80/07/21 0946:13 0946:21 57 62 2
4290 203 80/07/21 1413:15 1414:20 135 84 2 I
4291 203 80/07/21 1422:50 1423:30 65 67 2 I
1024 203 80/07/21 1919:40 1920:36 340 160 10404 5 40, 9
1025 203 80/07/21 2213:56 2214:28 90 86 2
1026 205 80/07/23 0008:50 0010:50 220 83 1957 2 40, 10
1027 205 80/07/23 0109:30 0112:05 2025 319 7.11E+06 10 40, 10 M ,SN
1,028 205 80/07/23 0303:20 0304:25 120 200 4720 5 40, 12
1029 205 80/07/23 0620:10 0621:50 135 72 2
1030 205 80/07/23 0741:45 0742:20 120 71 5
k
ORIGINAL P ^'^r;, L-
OF POOR QUALITY
HXRBS DOY	 START	 START	 PEAK DURATION PEAK	 TOTAL NOAA	 MAX	 FLARE NOTES
EVENT	 DATE
	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 COUNTS REGION CH.	 TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN :SS HHMN:SS 	 US	 #	 #	 FILE#
35
1031 205 80/07/23 1010:15 1010:45 55 247 3558 5 40,	 13
1032 205 80/07/23 1635:40 1635:55 40 76 2
1033 205 80/07/23 2156:45 2157:45 105 110 1907 5 40,	 14
1034 205 80/07/23 2210:35 2212:00 265 74 1061 2 40,	 14
1035 206 80/07/24 0001:05 0001:20 185 70 2
1036 206 80/07/24 0303:10 0303:35 40 84 2
1037 206 80/07/24 0648:30 0648:50 35 83 2
1038 206 80/07/24 0908:30 0909:05 60 228 2216 5 41,	 1
1039 206 80/07/24 1138:55 1139:10 235 93 1840 2 41,	 2
1040 207 80/07/25 1538:25 1541:10 360 90 3M 2 41,	 3
1041 207 80/07/25 2057:31 2058:10 126 91 2
1042 208 80/07/26 0116:18 0119:42 433 189 57065 41, 	 4
1043 208 80/07/26 0152:29 0152:45 31 123 639 2 41,	 5
1044 208 80/07/26 1136:08 1136:40 95 65 2
1045 208 80/07/26 1306:33 1307:25 17F 94 2
1046 208 80/07/26 1731:17 1732:04 146 88 2
1047 208 80/07/26 2328:16 2328:50 4"^ 8? 5
1048 208 80/07/26 2351:22 2352:19 90 73 5
1049 209 80/07/27 0641:07 0642:12 90 75 2
1050 209 80//7/27 0959:35 1000:41 1:30 59 2
1051 209 80/07/27 1045:15 1045:52 100 68 2
1052 209 80/07/27 1222:24 1222:54 50 288 34621 10 41,
1053 209 80107127 2041:35 2042:05 115 62 2
1054 210 80/07/28 0437:40 0444:40 74.5 70 2241 2 41,	 7
4332 219 80/08/06 0002:55 0003:45 145 63 2
4335 219 80/08/06 0549:30 0552:15 432 89 2 14'.,	 4
1055 2'20 80/08/07 0743:05 0746:00 390 67 1376 2 41,	 8
1056 220 80/08/07 1116:25 1118:05 120 99 2
1057 222 80/08/09 2014:23 2014:55 34() 121 4719 2 41,	 9
1058 222 80/08/09 2332:25 2332:46 50 66 260`; 2 41,	 101
1059 222 80/08/09 2:338:(13 2342:22 450 74 2067 26(). 2 41,	 10
1060 222 80/08/09 2348:53 2_{49:10 30 114 2605 2 41,	 10
1061 223 80/08/10 2125:42 2126:24 2?9 119 6348 10 41 .	11
1062 223 80/08/10 2201:54 2203:14 166 71 2
1063 223 80/08/10 2342:02 2346:22 345 96 432-5, 5 41,	 12
1064 224 80/08/11 0051:20 0102:27 667 77,! 77856 15 41,	 1'3
1065 224 80/08/11 1034:16 1034:55 22 202 r,^26 '% 42,	 1
1066 224 80/08/11 1049:40 1052:20 749 300 1999 5 42,	 1
1067 224 80/08/11 2119:00 2121:24 21) 155 12331) 5 42,	 2
1068 225 80/08/12 0604:01 0605:17 240 128 11,800 5 42,	 u
1069 225 80/08/12 2136:18 2137:49 150 65 2
1070 226 80/08/13 0112:02 0113:14 120 60 2
1071 226 80/08/13 1314:52 1315:08 400 96 849.5 2 42,	 4
1072 226 80/08/13 1658:00 1659:10 140 69 L
1073 226 80/08/13 2121:25 2122:55 110 56 2
1074 127 80/08/14 1217:00 1211:35 55 68 2
4364 227 80/08/14 2311:40 2312:10 67 204 2154 4 145,	 16
1075 228 80/08/15 0116:53 0118:13 92 2
1076 228 80/08/15 0216:11 0218:07 150 120 2737 15 427	 5
1077 228 80/08/15 1820:09 1821:43 190 81 5
1078 228 80/08/15 2144:36 2145:49 1 *^:0 63 2
1079 229 80/08/16 1229:24 1229:35 50 71 2











OF POOR QUALITY	 36
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA ., MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COlNiOS REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS US # # FILE#
1081 229 80/08/16 1512:40 1513:40 150 57 2
1082 229 80/08/16 1804:45 1806:10 110 66 2
1083 229 80/08/16 1932:00 1933:45 275 463 29500 5 42, 6
1084 231 80/08/18 0153:40 0154:10 60 73 2
1085 231 80/08/18 1044:52 1045:37 114 176 3932 2 42, 7
1086 231 80/08/18 2006:40 2007:20 85 60 2
1087 232 80/08/19 0220:10 0220:20 50 64 2
1088 232 80/08/19 1523:05 1525:25 200 71 924 2 42, 8
1089 232 80/08/19 1527:15 1528:05 180 67 659 2 42, 8
1090 234 80/08/21 1312:05 1312:30 95 220 2768 5 42, 9
1091 234 80108121 1331:06 1331:09 10 80 240 2
1092 234 +/08/21 1342:00 1343:40 710 90 2629 2 42, 10 ND
1093 234 80/08/21 1650:05 1650:20 720 75 630 26:35 2
1094 234 80/08/21 1743:00 1743:25 45 90 225 2615 2
1095 234 80/08/21 1750:58 1751:08 30 284 1282 2635 5 42, 11
1096 235 80/08/22 0031:12 0031:34 230 79 1033 2635 5 42, 12
1097 235 80/08/22 0227:07 0227:30 110 77 2629 2
1098 235 80/08/22 0241:09 024044 70 74 2
1099 235 80/08/22 0344:11 0345:29 80 80 2626 2
1100 235 80/08/22 0347:02 0347:42 70 72 2626 2
1101 235 80/08/22 0514:58 0517:03 926 310 39322 2675 2 42, 13
1102 235 80/08/22 0828:06 0829:12 300 1367 75906 10 42, 14
1103 235 80/08/22 1126:15 1127:58 160 289 8446 5 42, 15
4377 235 80/08/22 1308:20 1309:35 109 61 2 I
1104 235 80108122 1652:47 1654:20 360 53 2949 2635 2
1105 235 80/08/22 1948:40 1949:06 36 66 2
1106 235 80/08/22 2121:54 2125:28 834 2091 76784 2635 10 43, 1 M
1107 236 80/08/23 0636:47 0636:56 36 95 262f 2
1108 236 80/08/23 1156:18 1156:53 459 124 7127 2629 5 43, 2
1109 236 80/08/23 1204:34 1205:10 35'1 227 5620 2629 2 43, 2
1110 236 80/08/23 1449:56 1450:49 118 149 2621 2629 5 43, 3
1111 236 80/08/23 1804:20 1806:09 150 81 2
1112 236 80/08/23 1810:31 1817:26 84 2 EEC
1113 236 80/08/23 2126:39 2128:33 480 903 73859 5 43, 4
1114 237 80/08/24 0022:52 0024:41 190 98 2
1115 237 80/08/24 0223:53 0224:42 70 72 2
1116 237 80/08/24 0525:10 0529:13 660 194 253921 2 43, 5
1117 237 80/08/24 0823:56 0827:55 540 104 9361 2 43, 6
1118 237 80/08/24 1323:37 1323:59 40 94 2
1119 237 80/08/24 1604:29 1609:22 1065 312 44451 5 43, 7
1120 237 80/08/24 1642:23 1645:09 340 74 363:3 2 43, 8 AX
1121 237 80/08/24 1810:38 1811:02 40 74 2
1122 237 80/08/24 1944:17 1945:39 700 608 74210 5 43, 9 M ,ES
1123 237 80/08/24 2238:55 2239:11 30 62 2
1124 238 80/08/25 0008:40 0008:49 50 79 2
1125 238 80/08125 0021:40 0022:22 130 232 3524 5 43, 10
1126 238 80/08/25 0217:11 0223:52 600 100 006 2 43, 11
1127 238 80/08/25 0339:30 0340:05 120 69 2
1128 238 80/08/25 0400:18 0401:39 110 342 11723 5 43, 12
1129 238 80/08/25 0632:23 0635:46 360 74 2
1130 238 80/08/25 1017:30 1019:49 220 301 5 43, 13
1131 238 80/08/25 1253:38 1254:25 78 247 ON 5 43, 14
1132 238 80/08/25 1256:17 1302:15 840 161 3'2706 2 43, t4
ORIGINAL PATE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
HXRBS DOY	 START	 START	 PEAK DURATION PEAK
	 TOTAL MOAA	 MAX	 FLARE NOTES
EVENT	 DATE	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 COUNTS REGION CH.	 TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HMNI :SS 	 C/S	 #	 #	 FILEM
3W
1,133 238 80/08/25 1457:00 1457:40 220 87 3902 2 43, 15
1134 238 80/08/25 1623:20 1623:47 80 77 2
1135 238 80/08/25 1753:00 1753:40 361► 125 4105 2 43, 16
1136 238 80/08/25 1915:35 1915:55 45 61 2
1137 238 80/08/25 2057:10 2057:55 55 85 2 44, 1
1138 238 80/08/25 2059:05 2059:55 130 106 1156 2 44, 1
1979 239 80/08/26 0353:45 0354:10 166 148 1884 4 146, 15
4418 239 80/08/26 0406:10 0407:25 103 168 1764 2 146, 15
1139 239 80/08/26 1026:55 1028:15 135 85 2
1140 239 80/08/26 1029:30 1030:10 104 74 2
1141 239 80/08/26 1142:31 1142:32 1 1245 10 447 2
1142 240 80/08/27 0039:00 0039:30 30 78 2
1143 240 80/08/27 0226:10 0226:15 15 79 2
1144 240 80/08/27 0508:55 0509:05 20 63 2
1145 240 80/08/27 0658:30 0658:35 40 84 2
1146 240 80/08/27 0803:40 0804:20 60 134 1020 2 44, 4
1147 240 80/08/27 0818:45 0819:12 90 518 4500 5 44, 5
1148 240 80/08/27 1021:50 1022:10 90 45 2
1149 240 80/08/27 1136:05 1137:25 270 294 12150 5 44, 6
1150 240 80/08/27 1226:20 1226:45 60 60 2
1151 240 80/08/27 132:20 1327:15 1025 165 35875 2 44, 9
1152 240 80/08/27 1610:50 1612:20 150 222 5100 5 44, 11
1153 240 80/08/27 1738:40 1738:55 40 62 2
1154 240 80/08/27 2243:40 2244:15 90 84 2
1155 241 80/08/28 0028:25 0029:20 120 136 2040 2 44, 12
1156 241 80/08/28 0356:55 0357:10 60 70 2
1157 241 80/08/28 1157:45 1158:05 60 114 780 2 44, 13
1158 241 80/08/28 1248:05 1249:30 250 147 6750 10 44, 14
1159 241 80/08/28 1556:05 1556:30 80 73 2
1160 241 80/08/28 1726:30 1726:50 65 205 1820 5 44, 16
1161 242 80/08/29 0803:10 0803:40 60 68 2
1162 242 80/08/29 0931:50 0932:05 60 95 2
1163 242 80/08/29 1238:20 1238:50 80 69 2
1164 243 80/08/30 0140:10 0140:20 35 81 2
1165 243 80/08/30 0301:15 0301:25 30 72 2
1166 243 80/08/30 0304:20 0305:05 80 470 6601 5 45, 1
1167 243 80/08/30 0529:30 0529:45 60 104 750 2 45, 3
1168 243 80/08/30 0623:05 062.'4:45 190 97 2
1169 243 80/08/30 0647:20 0647:50 100 197 3550 5 45, 4
4419 243 80/08/30 0803:10 0809:15 520 122 6702 2 146, 16
1170 243 80/08/30 0950:55 0951:10 60 66 5
1171 243 80/08/30 1236:50 1243:00 620 208 14260 2 45, 6
1172 243 80/08/30 1922:30 1922:49 60 99 2
1173 244 80/08/31 0012:10 0012:50 220 174 6160 2 45, 8
1174 244 80/08/31 0316:05 0316:30 65 85 2
1175 244 80/08/31 0840:55 0841:15 60 94 2
1176 244 80/08/31 0923:20 0923:50 90 1255 14220 10 45, 9
1177 244 80/08/31 0925:00 0925:35 205 1115 27675 10 45, 9
1178 244 80/08/31 0959:05 1000:20 90 94 2
1179 244 80/08/31 1059:30 1100:25 180 51 2
1180 244 80/08/31 1237:40 1239:40 295 99 5458 10 45, 11
1181 244 80/08/31 1247:55 1248:50 120 7360 91200 2346	 15 45, 11
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HXRBS	 D [Y START START PEAK DURA f 1 ON PEAK TOTAL WJAA MAX
EVENT NTE TIME Tlfif SEC RATE COUNTS REGION CH.
YY/MM/DD HHMN:S:3 HHMN:SS C/S N if
11.3 244 80/08/31 1301:35 1302:55 60 65 2
1134 244 80/08/31 1;124:45 1329:;0 300 17'91 1.39E+05 5
1135 244 80/05/31 1730:00 1730:29 60 64 2
1186 244 80/08/31 1749:10 1749:18 14 205 849 5
1187 245 80109101 0001:;1 0001:51 37 164 1446 5
1188 245 80109101 0345:20 0345:35 25 70 2
1182 245 80/09101 0521: 00 0523: 45 380 161 12165 2
1190 245 80/09/01 0639:44 0640:16 48 7 2
1191 245 80109101 0701:31 0701:40 27 85 2
1192 245 80109101 0921:03 0921:11 20 t;4 2
1193 245 80/09/01 0937:51 0939:14 600 90 21194 245 80/09/01 1122:48 1123:02 60 86 2
1195 245 80 /09/01 1255:00 1256 :03 111 86 2
1196 245 80/09/01 1410:34 1410:41 1S 70 21197 245 80/0'9/01 1723-55 1724:40 Sri 179 1920 5
1198 245 80109101 1854:15 185-5:05 140 122 2380 2
r r -i i ^'Y r24^ 80/09/01 2232:55 •1'17•	 5^4 ,,_.5 • 1.^ SC { 1i•_l' Sbri 2
1200 246 80/09/02 0015:40 0016:25 180 147 2520
12`01 247 80/09/03 Oi35:50 0136:15 60 120 1080 2
1202 247 8010910:3 0138:00 0138:30 60 81 2
1203 247 80/09/03 0316:55 0:318:20 120 71 2
1204 247 80/09/03 0510:45 0512:30 195 82 2
1205 247 80/09/03 0633:40 0635:20 160 42 2
1206 247 80/09/0:: 1420:30 1421:20 100 285 9300 5
12(.)7 247 80/09/03 1736:15 1737:05 75 110 825 2
1''C^3^. r 2 47 i'	 ii380/52/. 1 8 5,,.55cc.^" ._^_, 5931859'30 ,ri ^104 _,tiiJ 2
1209 247 80109103 2051:10 2056:30 540 121 12420 2
1210 248 80/09/04 0155:05 020020 795 12860 1.11E+06 10
1211 248 80/09/04 0246:35 0248:55 170 73 2
1212 248 80/09/04 0301:15 0301:40 60 71 2
1213 248 30/09/04 1057:15 1057:30 40 13x1 760 2
1214 248 80/09/04 1106:00 1106:10 30 87 2
1215 248 80/09/04 2215:00 2216:54 440 1:?01 1.20E+45 2645 5
1216 249 80/09/05 0011:45 0011:55 35 84 2
1217 250 80/09/06 0900:40 0901 : 15 100 132 2
1218 250 80/09/06 0955:25 0956:25 110 57 2
* 1219 251 80/09/07 0322:30 0323:40 225 287 5625 5
* 1220 252 80/09/08 0501:05 0503:50 505 3346 1.99E+05 10
* 1221 252 80/09/08 0545:10 05415:20 95 78 2
* 1222 252 80/09/08 1043:20 1043:50 70 72 2
* 1223 252 80/09/08 1442:55 1443:50 95 135 2945 2
* 1224 253 50/09/09 0146:20 0147:00 100 67 2
* 1225 253 30109109 1`x27:55' 1530:30 175 80 2
1226 253 80/09/09 2320:45 2321:35 115 75 2
1227 254 80/09/10 2152:40 2157:35 1030 310 34680 2
1228 255 80/09/11 0142:55 0146:15 305 72 21,;;5 2
1229 255 30/09/11 0634:45 0635:30 80 104 2080 2
1230 255 80/09/11 0748:40 0748:50 75 48 2
1231 255 30/09/11 2215:00 2216:00 60 106 780 2
1232 256 80/09/12 0047:00 0052:10 500 81 4500 2
1233 256 30/09/12 0546:00 0546:35 260 350 12430 5
1234 257 80/09/13 0922:05 0922:45 140 139 2800 5
































of, Kofj QU AVfV 	 1149
HXRBS DOY START START BEAK	 DURATION PEAK TOTAL	 WJAA MAX FLARE	 NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH. )APE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S M M FILE#
1236 263 80/09/19 0727:10 0727:45 70 111 910 5 47, 12
1237 264 80/09/20 0256:00 0256:55 190 77 2
1238 264 80/09/20 1409:40 1410:00 175 99 2
1239 264 80/09/20 1938:45 1940:40 180 95 2
1240 264 80109120 2013:15 2014:30 235 163 3878 2 47, 13
1241 264 80/09/20 2119:50 2121:55 435 185 10875 10 47, 14	 AX
1242 264 80/09/20 2342:50 2344:30 175 65 2
1243 265 80/09/1 0111:15 0111:40 70 69 2
5480 265 80/09/21 1058:03 1058:18 92 99 2
1244 266 80/09/22 0539:00 0540:00 180 152 6480 5 47, 15
1245 266 80/09/22 2022:10 2022:55 185 70 2
1246 266 80/09/22 2136:20 2136:50 110 7L'
1247 267 80/09/23 0221:25 0222:0,0 180 76 2
1248 267 80/09/23 0549:35 0550:25 165 82
1249 267 80/09/23 2152:30 2153:50 170 362
1250 268 80/09/24 0353:05 0353:30 115 44 2
1251 268 80/09/24 0727:20 0732:47 82S 720 6152110 10 48, 1	 M
1252 268 80/09/24 1226.'30 1226:45 56- 152 800 2 48, 1	 M
1253 269 80/09/25 1631:15 1633:35 500 147 2
1254 '"269 80/09/25 2145:10 2145:20 40 99 2
1255 270 80/09/24 0859:15 0859:35 70 73 2
1256 270 80/09/26 1037:40 1037:50 50 3449 2800 5 4'., 3
1257 270 80/09/26 1517:45 1521:0 210 100 840 2 X13, 4
11,58 271 80/09/27 0156:30 0157:30 125 90 2
1259 271 80109127 145,?:20 1459:40 65 148 1820 5 43, 5
1260 271 80/09/27 2?14: 55 '"2315:20 6.5 96 2
1261 272 80/09/28 0711:35 0712:15 75 128 450 2 48, 6
1262 272 80/09/28 2324:30 2324:54) 60 71 2
1263 273 80/09/29 0041:55 0042:05 25 71 2
1264 273 80/09/29 0218:40 0219:35 50 87 2
1265 273 80109129 0504:00 0505:05 210 161 7560 2 48, 7
1266 .173 80/09/29 2239:15 2240:40 105 715 7245 10 48, 8
1267 273 80/09/29 2244:35 2245:55 180 201 3960 5 48,
1268 274 80/09/30 1148:20 1149:15 4.315 5% 14790 5 48, 9
1269 275 80/10/01 0022:35 0023:10 75 60 2
1270 275 80/10/01 0035:50 0037:65 235 136 258j 5 48, 10
1271 275 80/10/01 100'7:50 1010:40 80 42 2
1272 275 80/10/01 1304:05 1306:05 190 65 2
1273 275 80/10/01 1506:15 1507:15 170 142 3570 5 48, 11
1274 275 80/10/01 2001:00 2002:35 310 62 1240 2 413, 12
1275 276 80/10/02 0156:15 0159:05 370 83 3700 2 48, 13
1276 276 80/10/02 0312:25 0313:20 140 141 5320 5 48, 14
1277 277 80/10/03 0820:30 0822.:00 250 115 2750 2 4 lb
1278 277 80/10/03 1'135:30 17^,:',15 75 56 2 AX
1279 278 80/10/04 0512:55 0513:15 55 201 1275 2 48, 16
1280 278 80/10/04 1643:05 164325 50 61
1281 279 80/10/05 141:10 1251:30 75 94 2
1282 279 80/10/05 1603:18 160.1:20 30 95 2
12M 279 80/10/05 1614:03 1614:04 30 75 2
1284 279 80/10/05 1754:40 1755:15 90 ? 2
1285 280 80/10/06 0120:15 0123:30 2'i'S 294 10915 5 4'1', 1
1286 280 80/10/06 1436:00 1436:55 3::10 112 1320 5 49, 2











	 DATE	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 COUNTS REGION Uli.	 1AP 1,
YY/MM/ULi	 H M,N :SS HHMN::=iS	 C/S	 N	 4
	
FILE#
1280 281 80/10/07 00.17:15 W07:.5 155 65
1289 281 80/10/07 0029:40 0030:40 1,0 138 110 2 4'9, 4
1290 281 80/10/07 0203:40 0204:25 105 77 2
12'71 281 80/10/07 0302:35 030:150 155 107 1240 2 4'7, 5
1292 281 80/10/07 0926:25 (02c' O 735 485 73500 2725 5 4'i', 6
4281 281 81)/10/07 1409:55 1412:50 595 479 27174 4 144, 1
4282 281 80/10/07 1412:10 1430:30 104'; 241 20263 2 144, 1
4283 281 80/10/07 1502:40 1503:40 90 57 2 144, 1
1293 281 80/10/07 1558: IS 1608:50 1162 119 17835 2712 2 201, 1
1294 281 80/10/07 1719:55 1721:10 1:35 372 5265 5 49, 8
1295 281 80/10/07 1855 : 00 1856:10 120 64 2
1296 282 80/10/08 0138:15 0141:35 555 736 2725 5 49, 9
1297 282 80/10/08 0206:10 0207:10 155 88 2
1298 282 80/10/08 0258:00 0258:50 185 92 2
1299 282 80/10/08 0334:05 0335:35 210 135 2 49, 10
1300 282 80/10/08 0822:30 0823:30 125 75 2
1301 282 80/10/08 09155:05 0956:00 1145 66 1
1302 282 80/10/08 1051:20 1052:35 155 88 2
1303 282 80/10/08 1058:40 1059:50 155 74 2
1304 202 o0110108 1311:50 1313:15 180 79 2726
1305 282 80110/08 1411:35 1412:45 155 247 3565 5 49, If
1306 282 80/10/08 1534:45 1536:05 410 1070 72160 1/17 5 49, 12
1307 282 80/10/08 1914:25 1916:20 365 219 7665 5 497 M
1308 282 80/10/00 2022:30 2027:30 1350 1443 3.58E+05 2725 10 49, 15
130 283 80/10/0'9 0742:05 0743:20 190 72 2
1310 283 80/10/09 ,109:35 1110:45 125 63 2
1311 283 80/10/09 1123:25 1124:55 1440 26608 1.33E+06 2726 5 50, 1
1312 283 80/10/09 1405:25 1406:10 85 78 2
1313 28.3 80110109 1748:30 1749:45 360 184 4320 2 50, 2
1314 283 8011010 1 1929:20 1929:55 90 143 1710 2 50, 3
1315 283 80/10/09 2210:`;:.1 2219:59 190 202 8170 2 50, 4
1316 284 80/10/10 0022:30 002350 180 70 2
1317 284 80/10/10 0126:00 0126:50 130 156 1560 2 % 5
1318 284 80/10/10 0133:15 0133:50 190 77 2
1319 284 80/10/10 0330:40 0333:15 320 91 4160 2 50, 6
1320 284 80/10/10 0628:30 0631:50 600 76 3600 2 50, 7
1321 284 80/10/10 0649:00 0650:30 180 96 2
1322 284 80/10/10 1049:05 1050:45 830 495 41990 2725 5 50, 8
1323 284 80/10/10 1126:05 1127:15 385 110 4620 2725 2 50, 9
1324 284 80/10/10 1136:35 1137:20 135 66 272` 2
1325 284 80/10/10 1713:10 1713:30 120 96 2726 2
5668 284 80/10/10 1918:29 1918:46 34 206 1391 4 181, 1
1326 28` 80/10/11 0452:55 0454:23 150 68 2726 2
1327 285 80/10/11 0503:10 0506:5:5 355 78 1775 2726 2 50, 10
1328 285 80/10/11 0610:00 0610:40 80 298 2960 5 50, 11
1329 285 80/10/11 0814:25 0815:30 145 91 2726 2
1330 285 80/10/11 0819:00 0819:45 70 116 1330 2726 2 50, 12
1331 285 80/10/11 1303:35 1304:40 130 84 2
13'K 285 80/10/11 1405:55 1408:45 435 91 6090 10 50, 13
1333 2'35 80/10/11 1740:00 1741:40 215 1606 62995 2725 5 50, 14
1334 285 80/10/11 2015:05 2018:35 305 102 3355 2724 2 50, 15
1335 285 80/10/11 2343:50 2346:20 310 109 4340 2724 2 50, 16







HXRBS 0011 START START PEAK	 DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA MAX
EVENT LATE TIME TIME SEC RAW COUNTS REGION CH.
VV/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/s # #
1337 286 110/10/12 0156:25 0157:10 85 142 1785 2724 2
1338 286 80/10/12 015840 0159:25 110 193 1650 2724 2
1339 2G6 80110112 0429:25 0430:10 85 78 2713 2
1340 286 80/10/12 0559:45 0601:00 155 92 2
1341 286 80110112 0726:45 0728:00 240 156 5280 2
1342 286 80/10/12 0806:15 0807:00 95 75 2
1343 286 80/10/12 0927:20 0931:20 280 75 840 2725 2
1344 286 80/10/12 1047:30 1048:10 120 70 2
1345 286 80/10/12 1218:50 1219:30 95 114 855 2
1346 286 80/10/12 1552:50 1553:55 150 697 13050 2725 5
1347 2d6 80/10/12 2148:10 2148:55 105 74 2
1348 287 80/10/13 0311:25 0312:10 100 75 2724 2
1349 287 80,/10/13 0323:20 0324:10 75 167 1425 2724 2
1350 287 80/10/13 0411:35 0416:40 600 756 8M 2725 5
1351 '"287 80/10/13 0616:40 0617:45 205 729 22960 2717 5
1352 287 80/10/13 0742:55 0715'35 320 76 960 2724 2
1353 287 80/10/13 0749:30 0751:35 310 69 630 2724 2
1354 287 80/10/13 0821:10 0821:55 190 76 2724 2
1355 287 80/10/13 0940:50 0943:51 781 1982	 1.16E+05 2724 5
1356 287 80/10/13 1110:20 1111:40 160 70 2
1357 287 80/10/1 1357:20 1357:45 60 90 2
1358 787 80/10/13 1547:50 1548:20 85 122 1627 2725 2
1359 287 80/10/13 1842:55 1844:15 190 59 2
1360 287 80/10/13 2009:25 2010:05 125 74 2725 2
1361 287 80/10/13 2012:20 2013:25 170 62 2
1362 287 80/10/13 2018:30 2019.00 65 126 1625 2717 2
1363 287 80/10/13 2034:30 2035:45 170 204 3740 2717 5
1364 287 80/10/13 2213:45 2215:30 250 289 2717 2
1365 287 80/10/13 2321:40 2321:55 60 133 2724 2
1366 287 80/10/13 2338:20 2'539:35 95 75 2725 2
1367 287 80/10/13 2345:40 2347:10 300 80 2725 2
1368 288 x(1 /10/14 0010:45 0011*-j 125 175 2736 5
1369 288 ;311/10/14 0'2;.37:10 0237:45 60 162 2724 2
1370 288 80/10/14 0245:05 0245:30 350 2613 2724 5
1371 288 80/10/14 0253:00 0257:40 440 75 2724 2
1372 288 80/10/14 0412:55 0413:15 35 712 2724 5
1373 288 80/10/14 054?'15 0546:15 515 39,1 2725 5
1374 288 80/10/14 0557:50 0608:55 2110 39583 15
1375 288 180/10/14 0800:50 0801:35 110 243 2
1376 288 80/10/14 0805:50 0808:05 300 94 2
1377 288 80/10/14 0919:15 0919:40 55 70 2
1378 288 80/10/14 0942:55 0943:50 195 167 5
1379 288 80/10/14 1100:30 1101:55 180 78 2
1380 288 80/10/14 1344:00 1345:00 205 147 2
1381 28;3 80/10/14 1400:25 1403:50 295 310 2724 2
1382 288 80/10/14 1548:00 1549:30 155 83 2
1383 288 80/10/14 155:400 1553:50 100 83 2
1.384 288 80/10/14 1857:00 1858:00 120 90 2724 2
1385 288 80/10/14 2203:45 2204:05 50 81 2
1386 288 80/10/14 2222:00 2223:05 95 177 380 2
1387 288 130/10/14 2224:15 2224:50 80 84 2
1388 289 80/10/15 0057:00 0057:45 95 93 2









































HXRBS DOY START START PEAK INATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUN rg REGION CH. TAPW
YY/MM/DD i#M:SS MM: SS C/S # # FILE#
1390 '289 80/10/15 0116:25 0116*0 ?0 329 IPW 5 52, 13
1391 289 80/10/15 0229:40 0230:25 135 157 3915 2 52, 14
1392 289 80/10/15 0240:00 Oi-10:45 65 160 715 272,i 5 52, 15
1393 289 80/10/15 0303.'40 0305-'20 255 02 9180 2 52, 16
1,194 289 80/10/15 0309:50 0310:10 Il'i 127 1035 2 52, 16
1395 289 80/10/15 0423.10 0423:25 415, 90 2741 2
5696 289 80/10/15 0627:27 0630:06 187 82 2 1
5697 2V 80/10/15 064C:12 0640:48 M 74 2 1
1396 289 80/10/15 0805:210 0806:30 140 87 2724 2
1397 289 80/10/15 1036:50 1037:20 115 73 2
IM 289 80/10/15 1116:20 1117: V5 140 90 2
1399 289 80/10/15 1122:05 1122:35 140 70 2
1400 289 80/10/15 1204:40 1205:05 5) 63 2
1401 289 80/10/15 1242:05 1247:10 710 531 83780 2724 5 53, 1
1402 289 80/10/15 1529:45 1530:45 195 71 975 2 53, 2
1403 289 80/10/15 1548:50 1549:05 152 3400 2 53, 3 M	 IS,ES
1404 289 80/10/15 - 35 202D05 90 91 2
1405 289 80/ 1? 0/ 15 50 2031:30 70 89 2
1406 289 80/10/15 2344:35 2346:15 150 88 2
1407 290 80/10/16 0453:20 0453:55 90 94 2
1408 290 80/10/16 0750:40 0751:15 170 97 2
1409 290 80/10/16 OK35:50 0936:30 150 87 2
1410 290 90/10/16 1339., 55 1340:10 40 107 549 2734 2 53, 4
1411 290 80/10/16 1651:50 1652:55 145 130 1740 2724 2 53, 5
1412 290 80/10/16 20,13:45 2014:20 65 Ito 910 2 53, 6
1413 290 80/10/16 2015:50 2016:35 95 89 2
1414 210 80/10/16 2345:50 2346-35 120 V? 6480 2724 5 53, 7
1415 291 80/10/17 1039:00 1039-55 190 164 1900 5 53, 8
1416 291 80/10/17 1102:25 1103:00 70 73 2
1417 291 80/10/17 1200:05 1200:15 105 86 2
1418 291 80/10/17 1339:45 1341:20 185 71 2725 2
5698 291 80/10/17 1349:02 1349:33 90 147 2365 2 181, 15 1
1419 291 90/10/17 1837:50 1838:40 JIO 72 2
i420 291 80/10/17 2012:20 2013 1-00 200 442 13200 2744 5 53, 9
1421 291 80/10/17 2136:55 2143:35 545 80 5450 2 53, 10
1422 291 80/10/17 2154:20 2155:10 125 73 2744 2
1423 291 80/10/17 2218:00 2218:20 65 83 2744 2
1424 291 80/10/17 2336:00 2336:15 205 524 23985 2744 5 53, 11
1425 291 80/10/17 2353.*00 2353:15 30 121 240 2744 2 53, 12
1426 292 80/10/18 0125:10 0125:40 80 74 2
1427 292 80/10/18 0137:55 0142.'00 M 167 7920 2744 2 53, 13 ES
1428 292 80/10/18 0236:35 0239.*55 45 250 5200 2725 5 53, 14
1429 292 80/10/18 0318:45 0319:55 135 147 2430 2 53, 15
1430 292 80/10/18 0358:00 0358:10 180 82 2744 2
1431 292 80/10/18 0416:20 0416-1 55 145 94 2
1432 292 80/10/18 0425:55 0427:00 165 119 1815 2725 2 53, 16
1433 292 80/10/18 0438:20 0439.25 200 286 5000 2725 2 54v 1
^1434 292 80/10/18 M:45 0540:10 75 69 2
1435 292 80/10/18 0542:00 0543:00 145 71 2
MA M 80/10/18 0731:40 0732:00 55 67 2
1437 292 80/f(MB 0739:50 0741:20 i3O 76 2
5704 292 80/1 ^13 0939740 OM:51 26 130 888 3 182, 4 1
5705 292 80/10/18 1040:26 1044:20 382 291 20075 5 182, 5 1
OF POOR QUALrk"	 43
HXRBS DOY	 START	 START	 PEAK DURATION PEAK
	
TOTAL NOAA	 MAX	 FLARE NOTES
EVENT
	
DATE	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE
	
COUNTS REGION CH.	 TAPE#,


















M , SN, E;
5706 292 80/10/18 1117:05 1117:31 82 86 2
5707 292 80/10/18 1252:42 1253:09 109 107 896 2 182, 6
5708 292 80/10/18 1506:54 1507:15 174 1853 3048 2 182, 7
1438 292 80/10/18 1522:45 1525:10 200 211 6400 2744 5 54, 2
1439 292 80/10/18 1819:30 1823:25 1770 370 35400 2744 5 54, 3
1440 292 80/10/18 2023:20 2023:30 45 95 2744 2
1441 292 80/'` 1 18 2130:10 2130:35 220 212 7260 2744 5 54, 4
1442 292 60/10,1 18 2142:20 21431'30 150 154 3000 2744 2 54, 5
1443 292 80/10/18 2145:35 2146:00 560 1061 43120 2744 5 54, 5
1444 292 80/10/18 2329:20 2330:25 190 82 2744 2
1445 293 80/10/19 0046:25 0046:45 115 140 1610 2739 2 54, 6
4300 293 80/10/19 0230:55 0231:05 45 89 2
4301 293 80/10/19 0301:10 0301:45 180 72 2
1446 293 80/10/19 0313:20 0313:50 180 112 1440 2744 2 54, 7
1447 293 80/10/19 0358:45 0359:45 75 78 2
1448 293 80/10/19 0532:35 0540:40 865 155 9515 2 54, 8
1449 293 80/10/19 0552 : 30 0553:05 70 144 700 2744 5 54, 8
1450 293 80/10/19 0608:25 0608:40 80 161 1200 2739 2 54, 9
4302 293 80/10/19 0713:25 0713:35 35 75 2
1451 293 80/10/19 0743:00 0743:30 70 75 2
1452 293 80/10/19 0746:55 0747:;15 80 75 2
4303 293 80/10/19 0754:10 0759:40 400 73 1696 2 144, 8
1453 293 80/10/19 0848:20 0849:10 150 109 1800 2 54, 10
1454 293 80/10/19 0900:25 0900:55 190 77 2744 2
1455 293 80/10/19 .0916:30 0917:10 230 174 2070 2744 2 54, it
1456 293 80/10/19 0937:55 0938:45 165 910 20460 2739 5 54, 12
1457 293 80/10/19 1237:55 1238:30 230 275 16330 5 54, 13
1458 293 80/10/19 1525:55 1526:30 70 76 2
1459 294 80/10/20 0901:30 0903:00 180 201 2744 2 54, 14
1460 294 80/10/20 1032:50 1033:35 420 101 2 54, 15
1461 294 80/10/20 1149:40 1151:05 130 66 2
1462 294 80/10/20 1831:15 1832:10 245 4922 60025 2744 10 54, 16
1463 294 80/10/20 2305:35 2306:15 85 168 975 2 55, 1
1464 295 80/10/21 0042:40 0043:35 95 230 2375 2744 2 55, 2
1465 295 80/10/21 0536:40 0537:30 180 80 2744 2
1466 297 80/10/23 0735:00 0738:25 940 4365 3.77E+05 10 55, 3
1467 297 80/10/23 1032:50 1033:55 270 1174 40500 10 55, 4
1468 297 80/10/23 1042:55 1043:45 155 91 2
1469 297 80/10/23 1225:25 1226:10 185 235 4810 5 55, 5
5712 298 80/10/24 0029:50 0031:04 166 93 2
1470 299 80/10/25 0536:50 0559:30 405 247 23490 5 55, 6
1471 299 80/10/25 0819:45 0820:30 205 148 6150 2 55, 7
1472 299 80/10/25 0955:55 0956:20 6'75 1325 1.95E+05 5 55, 8
1473 300 80/10/26 0033:20 0033:35 30 99 2
1474 300 80/10/26 0101:35 0102:00 125 83 2
1475 300 80/10/26 0714:15 0714:30 35 70 2
1476 300 80/10/26 0716:20 0717:20 110 108 5720 2 55, 9
1477 300 80/10/26 1439:45 1441:25 145 85 2
1478 300 80/10/26 2238:30 2240:12 280 104 2800 2 55, 10
1479 301 80/14/27 1129:25 1129:30 40 83 2
1480 302 80/10/28 0045:55 0046:25 90 81 2
1481 302 80/10/28 0223:30 0224:00 55 73 2
1482 302 80/10/28 1216:05 1216:20 50 97 2
}	 Ta• z
HXR85 DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE CWNT-' REGION CH. TAPEC
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S M M FILET!
1483 302 80/10/28 2128:05 2129:05 90 80 2
4304 303 80/10/29 0148:15 0148:30 55 66 2 I
1484 104 80/10/30 0031:00 0031:40 105 66 2
1485 304 80/10/30 1525:00 1525:50 120 110 720 2 55, 11
1486 304 80/10/30 1759:20 1800:45 280 136 4760 2 55„ 12
1487 304 80/16/30 1916:30 1917:05 110 114 165.0 2 55, 13
1488 304 80/10/30 2049:05 2052:55 765 40 6885 2 55, 14
1489 305 80/10/31 0201:55 0202:30 80 103 960 2 55, 15
1490 305 80/10/31 0204:35 0204:50 40 1018 22400 5 55, 15
1491 305 80/10/31 0205:35 0206:15 100 94 2 55, 15
5715 305 80110131 0319:59 0322:07 462 116 5119 2 182, if I
1492 305 80/10/31 0936:20 0937:10 245 135 3185 2 55, 16
1493 305 80/10/31 1254:15 1254:30 35 204 875 5 56, 1
1494 305 80/10/31 2051:35 2052:00 65 67 2
1495 305 80/10/31 2249:45 2250:15 50 732
1496 306 80/11/01 0518:30 0519:15 180 72 2
1497 306 80/11/01 1419:45 1420:00 45 72 2
1498 306 80/11/01 1915:05 1919:15 565 1004 5 56,2 M
1499 307 80111102 0205:40 0211:05 580 241 2772 2 56, 3
1500 307 80/11/02 1418:35 1419:00 115 1627 21390 2774 10 56, 6 M
1501 307 80111102 1603:40 1604:50 135 100 1485 2772 2 56, 7
5716 307 80/11/02 1904:50 1905:27 76 155 2257 4 182, 12 1
5717 307 80111102 1910:53 1911:52 102 69 2 I
1502 307 80/11/02 2358:15 0001:55 540 133 12420 277:4 5 56, 8
1503 308 80/11/03 0157:10 0159:25 885 469 2776 5 56, 9
1504 308 80/11/03 0331:15 0338:10 960 1002 1.14E+05 2773 10 56, 10 M
1505 308 80/11/03 1548:40 1554:35 600 74 4800 2 56, 11
1506 308 80/11/03 1949:15 1950:00 145 85 2
1507 308 80/11/03 2117:45 2118:10 40 92 2
1508 308 80/11/03 2257:25 2257:50 50 62 2
1509 309 80/11/04 0131:35 0132:05 60 62 2
1510 309 80/11/04 0148:20 0149:50 1260 475 1.34E+05 5 56, 12
1511 309 80/11/04 1000:45 1001:10 30 90 2
5718 309 80/11/04 1501:30 1501:48 63 362 3035 3 182, 13 1
5719 309 80/11/04 1505:08 1507:13 247 191 17432 2 182, 14 EN,I
1512 309 80/11/04 1551:40 1551:50 145 81 2
1513 309 80/11/04 1602:10 1602:25 40 113 560 2 56, 13
1514 309 80/11/04 1812:50 1813:10 50 98 2
1515 309 80/11/04 1952:55 1954125 195 97 2
1516 309 80/11/04 2050:40 2052:30 230 97 2990 2 56, 14
1517 309 80/11/04 2114:15 2114:45 50 105 450 2 56, 15
1518 309 80/11/04 2123:30 2123:50 35 86 2
1519 310 80/11/05 0135:10 0135:45 65 130 1690 2 56, 16
1520 310 80/11/05 0139:35 0141:00 150 64 2
1521 310 80/11/05 0304:30 0305:25 125 94 2
1522 310 80.111/05 0505:05 0506:35 145 95 2
1523 310 80/11/05 0635:35 0636:00 90 546 5220 5 57, 1
1524 310 80/11/05 0825:35 0832:30 1020 241 68340 2 57, 2 M ,EN
1525 310 80/11/05 1131:20 1132:25 260 229 7800 2 57, 3
1526 310 80/11/05 1234:20 1234:35 25 70 2
1527 310 80/11/05 1236:55 1237:10 65 94 2
1528 310 80/11/05 1405:55 1406:15 900 1176 2.32E+05 2 57, 4 M ,EE8




HXRBS BOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S #	 # FILE#
1529 310 80/11/05 1721:10 1722:15 110 62 2
1530 310 30/11/05 1934:40 1936:20 755 202 2 57, 5
1531 310 80/11/05 2123:05 2123:10 30 69 2
1532 310 80/11/05 2126:10 2126:35 60 80 2
1533 310 80/11/05 2225:40 2226:30 230 3151 62560 10 57, 6 M
1534 310 80/11/05 2232:10 2233:05 350 12730 4.61E+05 10 57, 6
1535 310 80/11/05 2257:40 2258:00 55 95 2
1536 310 80/11/05 2301:05 2301:20 45 447 2205 5 57, 7
1537 310 80/11/05 2345:10 2347:20 160 110 ZING 2 57, 9
1538 310 80/11/05 2353:00 2353:25 70 85 2
1539 311 80/11/06 0026.25 0027:15 230 139 2300 2 57, 10
1540 311 80/11/06 0115'35 0116:30 180 70 2
1541 311 80/11/06 0128:x5 0147:30 2700 1072 3.00E+05 5 57, 11 M
1542 311 80/11/06 0322:05 0322:50 105 74 2
1543 311 80/11/06 0324:10 0348:00 7395 155347 7.39E+07 15 202, 2 1S,1N,EN
1544 311 80/11/06 0626:20 7627:25 330 112 11550 5 57, 12
1545 311 80/11/06 0647:30 0650:55 640 2613 2.37E+05 10 57, 13 M
1546 311 80/11/06 0950:15 0950:3,0 140 188 2100 5 57, 14
4305 311 80/11/06 1000:35 lool:05 45 71 2 I
1547 311 80/11/06 1139:05 1145:05 515 98 4120 2 57, 15
1548 311 80/11/06 1226:30 1234:25 490 497 56350 2 57, 16 M ,E8
1549 311 80/11/06 1404:15 1416:20 750 1553 1.16E+05 5 58, 1 M ,ES
1550 311 80/11/06 1454:25 1501:30 3840 1553 2.46E+05 5 58, 2 M ,€S,IN
1551 311 80/11/06 1624:50 1625:15 105 123 1365 2 58, 3
1552 311 80/11/06 1713:45 1727:22 1570 1236 1.62E+05 5 581 4 M ,E3
1553 311 80/11/06 175855 1759:00 85 137 1615 2 58, 4
1554 311 80/11/06 1931:55 1941:15 975 5614 8.79E+05 5 58, 5 M ,EN
1555 311 80/11/06 2024:40 2026:50 300 227 .7800 2 58, 6
1556 311 80/11/06 2037:05 2038:50 455 353 25480 2 58, 6
1557 311 80/11/06 2100:15 2101:00 115 69 2
1558 311 80/11/06 2104:35 2104:45 25 88 2
1559 311 80/11/06 2217:00 2221:55 1240 1020 2„33E+05 5 58, 7 M
1560 311 80/11/06 2243:20 2249:15 565 101 3955 2 58, 7
1561 'Jt 80/11/06 2343:05 2344:10 65 70 2
1562 312 80/11/07 P121:10 0123:20 275 116 2200 2 58, 8
1563 312 80/11/07 11134:55 0204:55 2170 86574 1.18E+07 15 58, 8 M ,EN
4386 312 80/11/07 0136:45 0136:20 75 256 1125 2 58, 8 1
4387 312 80/11/07 0137:15 0139:05 220 85 1980 2 58, 8 1
4;188 312 80111107 0141:50 0142:30 195 98 2 58, 8 1
4389 312 80/11/07 014535 0146:25 160 139 4160 2 58, 8 1
4390 312 80/11/07 0149:40 0150:40 180 406 5940 5 58, 8 1
4391 312 80/11/07 0156:35 0157:40 155 291 5735 5 58, 8 1
1564 312 80/11/07 0332:15 0333:40 215 307 7955 5 58, 9
1565 312 80/11/07 0437:35 0454:30 1745 272 71545 2 58, 10
1566 312 80/11/07 0516:20 0516:40 50 99 2 58, 10
1567 312 80/11/07 0651:10 0654:45 280 70 1400 2 58, 11
1568 312 80/11/07 0807:55 0808:20 80 226 2880 2 58, 12
1569 312 80/11/07 0812:10 0812:25 85 102 595 2 58, 12
1570 312 80/11/07 0817:35 0817:45 20 106 260 2 58, 12
15,71 312 80/11/07 1000:40 1001:25 70 88 2
1572 312 80/11/07 1007:35 1007:55 40 154 880 2 58, 13 M
1573 312 80/11/07 1132:40 1134:40 500 365 26000 2 58, 14
1574 312 80/11/07 1259:55 1301:55 710 ?.1 3 1.61E+05 2 59, 1 SA
OF POOR ,Q ALJ-J`	 46
HXRBS BOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NUAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC: RATE COUNTS REGION
	
CH. TAPEN,
YY/MM/DD HHhM1:SS HHMN:SS US 4	 M FILEN
1575 312 80/11/07 1315:30 1316:35 170 er 2
1576 312 80/11/07 1408:50 1410:30 235 178 3995 2 59, 2 ES
1577 312 80/11/07 1439:20 1440:00 525 1267 1.03E+05 5 59, 3 SA
1578 312 80/11/07 1454:25 1455:05 140 89 2
1579 312 80/11/07 1536:05 1536:50 255 654 12750 5 59, 4
1580 312 80/11/07 1713:00 1713:15 40 113 720 2 59, 5
1581 312 80/11/07 1726:10 1733:20 2280 6859 1.70E+'j6 10 59, 6 M ,00
1582 312 80/11/07 1849:30 1850:10 80 71 2
1583 312 80/11/01 1849:40 1850:05 65 62 2
1584 312 80/11/07 2032:45 2033:00 60 80 2
1585 312 80/11/07 2223:50 2224:15 50 76 2
1586 312 80/11/07 2226:00 2227:25 490 78 4900 2 59, 7
1587 313 80/11/08 0118:15 0119:25 300 489 31800 5 59, 8 M
1588 313 80/11/08 0157:45 0158:40 180 157 7200 5 59, 10
1589 313 80/11/08 0457:30 0503:00 685 940 5(9)05 2 59, 11
1590 313 80/11/08 1121:20 1121:40 40 302 2480 5 59, 12
1591 313 80/11/08 1123:30 1125:10 140 1283 10080 5 59, 12 M
1592 313 80/11/08 1438:40 1440:20 180 103 540 2 59, 14
1593 313 80/11/08 1447:55 1452:15 360 2460 78840 10 59, 15 M ,ES
1594 313 80/11/08 1536:30 1537:00 75 73 2
1595 313 80/11/08 1540:45 1541:00 55 132 495 2 59, 16
1596 313 80/11/08 1617:25 1619:25 245 125 3430 2 60, 1
1597 313 80/11/08 1727:15 1728:45 205 305 7790 5 60, 2
1598 313 80/11/08 2051:00 2052:30 310 124 4340 2 60, 3
1599 313 80/11/08 2110:15 2113:00 300 194 6000 2 60, 4 M
1600 313 80/11/08 2116:15 2116:45 55 379 935 5 60, 4 M ,EN
1601 313 80/11/08 2330:20 2330:25 185 97 2
1602 314 80/11/09 0135:35 0136:35 115 100 2
1603 314 80111109 0430:30 0430:30 75 95 2 SA
1604 314 80/11/09 0459:00 0459:15 60 100 2
1605 314 80/11/09 0632:35 0633:00 50 67 2
1606 314 80/11/09 0635:25 0635:50 55 65 2
1607 314 80/11/09 0817445 0818:20 50 80 2
1608 314 80/11/09 0819:40 0820:10 110 99 2
1609 314 80/11/09 1132:10 1134:05 190 128 3040 5 60, 5
1610 314 80/11/09 1403:30 1403:55 60 80 2 EN
1611 314 80111109 1622:20 1622:30 30 78 2
1612 314 80/11/09 1624:50 1625:00 30 90 2
1613 314 80/11/09 1702:50 1703:10 55 68 2
1614 314 80/11/09 1713:45 1715:00 140 146 4060 2 60, 6
1615 314 80/11/09 1758:25 1758:40 35 672 2555 5 60, 7
1616 314 80/11/09 1759:45 1759:55 25 456 550 5 60, 7
1617 314 80111109 1911:05 1912:05 120 2.22 6840 2 60, 8
1618 314 80/11/09 1915:05 1921:10 560 111 6720 2 60, 9
1619 314 80/11/09 1928:00 1928:55 95 130 1045 2 60, 9
1620 314 80/11/09 2032:25 2033:25 150 63 2
1621 314 80111109 2052:50 2053:25 65 63 2
1622 314 80/11/09 2054:45 2055:00 5) 87 2
1623 314 80111109 2216:20 2217:00 145 89 2
1624 315 80/11/10 0258:45 0259:15 280 1359 41440 5 60, 10 M
1625 315 80/11/10 0426:35 0426:35 100 87 2 SA
1626 315 80/11/10 0438:20 0440:00 190 X73 2
1627 315 80/11/10 0447:05 0447:35 90 61 2
OF POOR QUALs -"
47
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK	 DURATION PEAR TOTAL	 NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH. TAPER,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S 11 t F1LE11
1628 315 80/11/10 0804:10 0808:10 460 341 47840 5 60, 12
1629 315 80/11110 0929:55 0935:00 435 97 20445 2 60, 13
1630 315 80/11/10 1300:35 1301:25 115 92 2
1631 315 80/11/10 1606:55 1611:50 660 783 62040 5 60, 14 M
1632 315 80/11/10 1835:20 1835:30 30 129 390 2 60, 15
1633 315 80/11/10 2150:10 2150:45 65 226 1820 5 60, 16
1634 315 80/11/10 2151:20 2157:50 570 132 13110 2 60, 16
1635 315 80/11/10 2351:55 2352:25 60 102 1080 2 61, 1
1636 316 80/11/11 0625:30 0627:15 320 526 54080 5 61, 2
1637 316 80/11/11 0815:10 0815:40 95 326 3800 5 61, 3 M
1638 316 80/11/11 0922:30 0924:15 245 158 2 61, 4 SA
1639 316 80/11/11 0941:00 0941:35 130 92 2
1640 316 80/11/11 1212:30 1213:10 90 70 2
1641 316 8-6/11/11 1439:20 1440:50 185 143 6845 2 61, 5 M ,EN
1642 316 80/11/11 1518:50 1519:40 300 1791 72300 5 61, 6 M
1643 316 80/11/11 1552:10 1552:10 440 202 2 61, 8 SA
1644 316 80/11/11 171005 1712:40 250 88 52500 2 61, 9
1645 316 80/11/11 1722:55 1724:20 310 3694 1.07E+05 10 61, 10 M
1646 316 80/11/11 1737:30 1742:30 950 4382 9.48E+05 15 61, 10 EN
1647 316 80/11/11 1908:10 1909:00 225 125 8550 2 61, 11
1648 316 80/11/11 2016:00 2016:05 10 84 2
1649 316 80/11/11 2041:30 2041:50 40 112 280 5 61, 12
1650 316 80/11/11 2042:25 2045:25 420 429 24360 2 61, 12
1651 316 80/11/11 2053:00 2054:35 820 894 2.66E+05 5 61, 12 M ,EN
1652 316 80/11/11 2339:35 2341:00 545 388 19075 5 61, 13
1653 316 80/11/11 2352:20 2353:25 115 82 2
1654 317 80/11/12 W02:50 0003:40 155 200 4030 2 61, 13
1655 317 80/11/12 0236:00 0236:25 170 120 3400 2 61, 14 SA
1656 317 80/11/12 0242:55 0249:30 965 968 1.05E+05 5 61, 14 M
1657 317 80/11/12 0300:10 0300:35 230 161 460 5 61, 14
1658 317 80/11/12 0311:00 0312:25 160 103 2720 2 61, 14
1659 317 80/11/12 0317:45 0318:05 85 86 2
1660 317 80/11/12 0424:55 0425:05 45 79 2
1661 317 80/11/12 0445:50 0452:00 1045 50219 4.17E+06 15 61, 15 M ,EN
4306 317 80/11/12 0801:35 0802:10 65 66 2 1
1662 317 80/11/12 0918:35 0919:45 165 96 2
1663 317 80/11/12 0943:40 0945:35 150 83 2
1664 317 80/11/12 1102:20 1102:55 195 198 2 61, 16
1665 317 80/11/12 1659:45 1702:15 390 653 64740 5 62, 1
4307 317 80/11/12 1732:25 1735:35 372 66 2421 2 144, 9 1
1666 317 80/11/12 2003:00 2003:40 135 68 2
1667 317 80/11/12 2138:55 2139:55 125 80 2
1668 317 80/11/12 2151:50 2152:45 215 890 34615 5 62, 2 M
1669 317 80/11J12 2230:35 2231:10 50 99 2
1670 317 80/11/12 2334:10 '"2344:'"25 755 155 9815 2 62, 4
1671 317 80/11/12 2351:20 2355:55 795 102 23055 2 62, 4
1672 318 80/11/13 0007:10 0008:20 305 95 3660 2 62, 4
1673 318 80J11/13 0049:15 0057:00 1'750 6915 9.45E+05 10 62, 5
1674 318 80/11/13 0257:10 0257:25 50 86 2
1675 318 80/11/13 0301:30 0314:30 1.360 234 57120 2 62, 6
1676 318 80/11/13 0937:35 0946:40 545 1593 2.72E+05 10 62, 7 M ,EN
1677 318 80/11/13 1912:00 1916:40 620 483 1.34E+05 2 62, 8 EN




HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S M # FILE#
1679 319 80/11/14 0102:35 0104:50 195 76 2
1680 319 80/11/14 0108W5 0108:50 130 60 2
1681 319 80/11/14 0110:35 0117:30 515 93 2060 2 62, 9
1682 319 80/11/14 0130:25 0131:25 140 71 2
1683 319 80/11/14 0248:30 0249:20 195 61 2
1684 319 80/11/14 0256:50 0258:40 180 209 6840 2 62, 10
1685 319 80/11/14 0454:40 0455:40 145 794 27985 5 If M
1686 319 80/11/14 0731:00 0748:20 7945 396 8.10E+05 5 202, 1 M ,SN,EN
1687 319 80/11/14 1252:30 1253:30 195 109 2730 2 62, 12 M
1688 319 80/11/14 1428:10 1 1 3:40 40 78 2
1689 319 80/11/14 1516:50 1517:30 80 90 2
1690 319 80/11/14 1539:35 1539:50 775 1499 1.81E+05 5 62, 13 M
1691 319 80/11/14 1557:30 1558:20 180 99 2
1692 319 80/11/14 1601:50 1602:20 100 120 8(x)0 2 62, 13
1693 319 80/11/14 1827:00 1830:25 1140 716 1.35E+05 5 62, 14
1694 319 80/11/14 1847: i5 1849:40 400 817 38400 5 62, 14
1695 319 80/11/14 2211:45 2216:05 485 131 15035 2 62, 15
1696 319 80/11/14 2350:30 2359:10 930 3520 1.17E+06 5 62, 16 M
1697 320 80/11/15 0100:55 0101:10 45 77 2
1698 320 80/11/15 0559:30 0559:55 60 150 11402 63, 1
1699 320 80/11/15 0755:10 0755:55 70 143 1120 2 63, 2
1700 320 80/11/15 1335:50 1337:10 330 134 7920 2 63, 3
1701 320 80/11/15 1412:45 1414:40 760 109 9120 2 63, 4
1702 320 80/11/15 1516:15 1543:30 2860 12939 5.65E+06 10 63, 5 M
1703 320 80/11/15 1715:45 1716:20 100 1233 1300 1 62, 6
1704 320 80/11/15 1950:10 1959:45 1475 1593 3.05E+05 5 63, 7 M
1705 320 80/11/15 2133:15 2133:45 65 120 14955 5 63, 9
1706 320 80/11/15 2145:40 2146:25 220 1219 37400 5 63, 10
1707 320 80/11/15 :x:322:10 2323:40 105 69 2
1708 321 80/11/16 0301:05 0301:55 155 1115 41540 5 63, 11 M
1709 321 80/11/16 0311:00 0311:45 110 182 3080 5 63, 11
1710 321 80/11/16 0901:15 0904:25 720 3909 3.90E+05 10 63, 12 M
1711 321 80/11/16 1048:20 1048:45 80 135 2320 2 63, 14
1712 321 80/11/16 1330:45 1331:00 70 78 2
1713 321 80/11/16 1819:00 1819:10 80 132 1680 2 63, 15
1714 321 80/11/16 1907:45 1908:20 70 75 2
1715 321 80/11/16 1953:40 1955:20 120 70 2 63, 16
1716 321 80/11/16 1955:50 1957:35 145 69 2. 63, 16
1717 321 80/11/16 1959:00 1959:20 35 101 525 2 63, 16
1718 321 80/11/16 2000:35 2001:15 170 622 12920 5 63, 16
1719 321 80/11/16 2005:45 2006:55 230 169 6900 2 63, 16
1720 321 80/11/16 2016:35 2022:20 960 1572 2.28E+05 10 63, 16
1721 321 80/11/16 2147:35 2148:40 175 66 2
1722 322 80/11/17 0542:10 0546:25 500 160 15332 2 64, 1
1723 322 80/11/17 0917:35 0921:35 380 131 7600 2 64, 2
1724 322 80/11/17 1333:50 1337:50 1170 3110 7.21E+05 5 64, 3 M
1725 322 80/11/17 1544:10 1546:25 200 207 6720 5 64, 4
1726 322 80/11/17 1548:15 1548:45 66 110 799 2 64, 4
1727 322 80/11/17 2023:25 2024:30 119 203 4882 2 64, 5
1728 323 80/11/18 0418:45 0420:10 115 92 2
1729 323 80/11/18 0544:15 0545:50 165 1002 26065 5 64, 6 M
1730 323 80/11/18 0614:00 0614:40 110 72 2
1731 323 80/11/18 0716:15 0718:20 535 1445 55943 10 64, 8 M




HXRBS DOY START START PEAL' DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH MAX FLARE NOTED
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION CH. T'APE#,
YY/MM/VD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S N # F1LE#
5721 323 80/11/1; 0904:24 0905:38 133 79 2 1
1732 323 80/11/15' 1003:15 1003:50 125 114 2 W ES
1733 323 80/11/18 1037:50 1039:00 135 99 2
1734 323 80/11/18 1140:55 1141:15 180 289 9100 5 64, 10 M
1735 323 80111/18 1145:20 114535 55 76 2
1736 323 80/11/18 1416:55 1417:25 56 140 585 2 64, It M
1737 323 80/11/,18 1450:20 1452:05 590 6890 3.42E+05 10 64, 12 M
1738 323 80/11/18 1534:30 1535:05 100 71 2
17.19 323 80/11/18 1652:45 1653:05 90 95 2
1740 323 80/11/18 2213:35 2214:25 90 71 2
1741 324 80111119 0029:35 0030:15 102 292 5215 5 64, 14
1742 324 80/11/19 0241:40 0242:00 45 83 2
1743 324 80/11/19 0434:25 0439:05 300 321 33035 2 64, 15 EN
1744 324 80/11/19 0533:00 0542:05 1008 1480 2.80E+05 5 64, 16 M
1745 324 80/11/19 0851:40 0852:00 50 95 2
1746 324 80/11/19 1236:15 1237:15 127 440 14894 5 65, 1 M
1747 324 80/11/19 1335:55 1336:10 26 150 927 5 6,1, 2
1748 324 80/11/19 1336:30 1336:50 44 147 1020 5 65, 2
1749 324 80/11/19 1447:50 1448:05 40 129 927 2 65, 3
1750 324 80/11/19 1706:05 1706:15 34 121 431 15 65, 4
1751 324 80/11/19 2122:15 2122:50 59 111 887 2 65, 5
1752 324 80/11/19 2132:15 2143:35 1159 78 11934 2 65, 6
1753 324 80/11/19 2202:40 2203:00 47 107 682 2 65, 7
1754 324 -80/11/19 2204:00 2204:35 195 78 2 65, 7
1755 325 80/11/20 0528:35 0529:05 61 145 1751 2 65, 8
1756 326 80/11/21 0743:05 0743:30 134 2676 52056 5 65, 9 M
1757 327 80/11/22 0529:35 0532:55 341 87 2750' 2 65, 10
1758 327 80/11/22 0541:45 0543:55 528 297 56494 5 65, 10
5730 327 80/11/22 152, 3:50 1529:01 43 62 2 1
1759 328 80/11/23 0209:35 0209:45 20 69 2
1760 328 80/11/23 1831:50 1844:40 623 183 27754 2 65, 11 M ,EN
1761 328 80/11/23 2117:25 2117:40 72 137 1422 2 65, 12
1762 329 80/11/24 0228:35 0229:10 10 ek) 84 2
1763 329 80/11/24 0840:15 0840:35 45 71 2
1764 329 80/11/24 0843:00 0843:30 93 110 1288 2 65, ',3
1765 329 80/11/24 1345:05 1348:20 611 203 21457 2 65, 14
1766 329 80/11/24 1433:35 1434:00 195 275 7559 5 65, 15 M
1767 329 80/11/24 1701:00 1702:05 168 123 3177 2 66, 1
1768 329 80/11/24 1928:10 1931:10 1091 254 37758 10 66, 2
1769 329 80/11/24 2251:55 2252:10 110 75 lei
1770 330 80/11/25 0228:15 0130 , 00 165 95 2
1771 330 80/11/25 0649:40 0650:10 89 108 995 2 66, 3
1772 330 80/11/25 0654:50 0656:20 158 205 6086 5 66, 4
1773 330 80/11/25 0901:15 0902:25 149 113 1650 2 66, 5
1774 331 0/11/26 0813:05 0813:30 45 79 2
1775 331 80/11/26 1036:15 1036:25 20 81 2
1776 331 80/11/26 1604:15 1604:35 125 80 2
5731 332 80/11/27 0232:52 0233:10 30 74 2 1
1777 '332 80/11/27 0951:30 0952:15 75 72 2
1778 332 80/11/27 1136:20 1136:40 54 143 853 2 66, 6
1779 333 80/11/28 0147:30 0147:50 110 39 2
1780 333 80/11/28 0937:40 0949:00 3473 544 1.97E+05 5 66, 7 EN
1701 333 80/11/28 123000 1230:55 115 71 2
0RIG11" A1, relC
OF pc;o;11t^°^'^''	 50
HXRBS GOY 8 [AR f STANI PEAK, WRATION PEAK, T(1fAL NOAA
	
MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENI GAPE IIME TIME SEC HATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPEN,
YY/MM/GG HHMN' SS HHMN:SS C/S N	 N FILE#
1782 333 80/11/28 1429:x) 1436:20 1311 405 1.13E+05 10 66, 8
118:3 334 80/11/29 1440:20 1440:55 71 1;i9 14;19 5 66, 9
1784 335 80/11/30 0630:30 0631.'00 85 72 2
1735 335 80/11/30 1447:00 1447:35 92 112 891 2 66, 10
1786 335 80/11/30 1`12:05 1511:00 150 180 106:37 5 66, 11 EN
1787 336 80/12/01 00014 :25 0011:35 165 10,5 2/11 2 66, 12
1788 336 80112101 0625x.05 0626:00 190 84 2
1789 336 80/12/01 1132:35 1133:50 215 77 1448 2 66, IS
1790 336 30/12/01 1329:30 1330:15 155 76 2
1791 :3,^6 80/12/01 1919:30 1930:50 165 1313 20077 5 66, 14 M
1792 337 80/12/02 0619:15 0619:50 128 139 4566 2 66, 15
1792 337 80/12/02 0624:45 062700 :310 184 10269 2 66, 15
1794 337 80112/02 0745:40 0746:181 40 316 1862 5 66, 16
1795 337 80/12/02 0748:40 0749:05 35 V4 5067 10 66, 16
1796 337 80/12102 1118:55 1123:45 1262 6489 1.2-'-f +06
 6 202, 2 M
1797 337 80/12/02 1236:55 1243:10 933 814 2.02E+05 5 67, 1
1798 337 80/12/02 1727:40 1728:5 80 99 2
1799 3,27 80/12/02 1920:30 1921:40 255 160 5481 2 67, 2
1800 337 80/12/02 2354:45 2.358:00 3138 124 6382 2 67, 3
1801 338 80/1'"2/03 0022:55 0023:35 93 103 1030 2 67, 4
1802 338 80/12/03 1053:05 105805 60 93 2
1803 339 80/12/04 0610:45 0611:40 145 Y9 2
1804 339 80/12/04 0614:35 0615:10 65 74 2
1805 339 80/12/04 1119:10 1119:20 70 127 175 2 67,
I306 339 80/12/04 1'2''18:40 122p?: 25 105 85 2
1807 340 80/12/05 0443:45 0444:15 129 575 14852 5 67, 6
1808 340 80/12/05 1106:00 1106:25 60 78 2
1810 340 80/12/05 1131:50 1132:10 98 13S 1368 2
1809 340 30/12/05 1226:35 1126:`x(► 113 342 4673 5 67, 7
5753 341 80/12/06 1134:26 1135:03 61 89 2 1
1811 341 80/12/06 1241:45 1242:20 75 72 2
1812 341 30/12/06 1310:55 1311:25 65 78 2
1813 341 80/12/06 1445:25 1446:50 177 133 4204 5 67, 8 M
1814 341 80/12/06 2150:15 2151:10 123 10,1 1027 2 67, 9
1815 341 80/12/06 2158:25 2159:00 58 130 1030 2 67, 10
1816 341 80/12/06 221600 2217:00 85 80 2
1817 341 80/12/06 2338:40 ''2'338:45 25 97 2
1818 342 80/12/07 0149:55 0150:25 100 85 2
1819 343 80/12/08 0721:30 0722:10 100 73 2
1820 344 80/12/09 0124:50 0128:10 332 78 1422 2 67, 11
1821 344 80112109 2142:05 2142:35 45 91
1822 345 80/12/10 0311:05 0312:35 120 1:37 2904 2 67, 12
1823 345 80/12/10 0914:10 0919:25 619 95 7452 2 67, 13
1824 345 80/12/10 0940:15 0941:10 185 81 2
1825 345 80112110 2016:10 2006:50 82 115 1374 2 67, 14
1826 345 80/12/10 2144:05 2146:20 208 102 2096 2 67, 15
1827 345 80112110 2148:30 2150:15 142 104 1469 2 67, 15
1828 346 80/12/11 0710:30 0711:25 122 111 2.221 2 67, 16
1829 346 80112111 0718:30 0719:05 71 107 964 2 67, 16
1830 346 80/12/11 0722:20 0722:40 35 77 2
1831 346 80/12/11 1247:50 1248:50 125 72 2
1832 346 80/12/11 1507:35 1508:05 65 84 2
1833 347 80/12/12 1955:30 1957:15 140 99 2
51
HXRBS BOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH
	 MAX FLARE	 NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION
	 N. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HN1IN:SS C/S M	 M FILE#
1834 347 80112112 2121:50 2123:50 180 51 2
1835 348 80/12/13 0305:15 0306:20 195 75 2
1836 348 80/12/13 0543:30 0544:05 80 86 2
1837 349 80/12/14 1053:00 1053:4` 65 80 2
1838 349 80/12/14 1408:05 1408:25 45 83 2
1839 349 80/12/14 1450:10 1450:40 70 73 2
1840 349 80/12/14 1452:35 1454:55 204 118 3027 2 68, 1
1841 349 80/12/14 1504:35 1505:05 96 179 3396 2 68, 1	 M
1842 350 80/12/15 0051 : 05 0052:20 135 116 3548 2 68, 2
1843 350 80/12/15 0740:05 0740:25 35 85 2
1844 350 80/12/15 1817:40 1817:45 18 133 367 5 68; 3
1845 350 80/12/15 2135:55 2136:25 68 202 1668 5 68, 4
1846 351 80/12/16 0101:05 010025 143 765 20890 5 68, 5	 M
1847 351 80/12/16 0352:40 0353:00 50 81 2
1848 351 80/12/16 090600 0907:40 285 213 14856 S 68, 6
1841' 351 80/12/16 0954:35 0956:25 363 768 1.11E+05 5 68, 7	 M ,SN,ES
1850 351 80/12/16 1451:45 1453:30 379 3958 1.00E+05 10 6.8, 8	 M ,E8
1851 352 80/12/17 0422:50 0423:35 91 324 3865 5 68, 9	 M
1852 352 80112117 0845:05 0845:45 118 3601 43674 15 68, 10	 M
1853 ±52 80/12/17 1132:20 1132:55 55 166 1114 5 68, 12	 M
1854 352 80/12/17 1206:50 1208:30 670 2365 2.05E+05 5 6.?, 13	 M ,SA
1855 352 80/12/17 2255:10 2257:35 242 404 24271 5 68, 14
1856 353 80/12/18 0147:15 0147:40 169 217 7289 2 68, 15	 SN
1857 353 80/12/18 1921:10 1921:20 41 6038 27052 15 68, 16
1858 353 80/12/18 1933:55 1934:05 35 98 2
1859 354 80/12/19 1608:05 1627:15 1161 128 32516 5 69, 1	 ES
1860 354 80/12/19 2012:15 2012:40 138 288 11757 5 07 2
1861 356 80/12/21 0359:50 0400:30 127 113 2506 2 69, 4
1862 356 80/12/21 2133:05 2133:15 37 108 764 2 69, 5
1863 357 80/12/22 0204:35 0205:50 80 71 2
1864 357 80/12/22 1501:05 1501:20 64 108 1184 2
1865 358 80/12/23 2114:10 2115:50 262 1600 72137 10 69, 6
1866 359 80/12/24 1002:25 1002:40 30 75 2
1867 359 80/12/24 1054:30 1054:55 45 70 2
1868 359 80/12/24 2230:40 2230:45 40 95 2
1869 360 80/12/25 0125:55 0128:00 571 165 20124 10 69, 7
1870 360 80/12/25 0649:00 0649:35 70 94 2
1871 360 80/12/25 1912:45 1913:2.57 145 119 2339 2 69, 8
1872 360 80/12/25 2031:00 2031:30 60 81 r
1873 360 80/12/25 2051:35 2052:00 53 130 1646 2 69, 9
1874 361 80/12/26 0032:25 0033:40 130 72 2
1875 361 80/12/26 0330:15 0330:30 22 109 205 2 69, 10
1876 361 80/12/26 0623:30 0624:05 79 184 3360 5 69, 11
1877 361 80/12/26 0815::30 0815:40 20 70 2
1878 362 80/12/2t t7 0822: 40 U^^LL • JJ822:55 30 ^.08 ,_
1879 362 80/12/27 2241:15 2241:40 44 167 1351 5 69, 15
1880 362 80/12/27 2329:50 2330:40 180 99 5
4261 363 80/12/28 0250:40 0250:45 12 125 4 143, 7	 I
1881 363 80/12/28 0451:30 0452:35 145 74 .-
1882 363 80/12/28 1129:05 1130:45 115 121 1519 2 69, 16
1883 363 80/12/28 1431:25 1431:40 29 110 415 2 70, 1
1884 363 80/12/28 1712:00 1712:45 124 209 4578 5 70, 2
1885 363 80/12/28 1757:20 1757:55 45 110 739 2 70, 3
ORIGINAL PAVE rr L
OF POOR QUAL!7 Y	 52
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE	 NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION
	 CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S #	 M FILE#
1886 363 80/12/28 1903:55 1906:45 337 1889 86541 10 70, 4
1887 363 80/12/28 1919:45 1920:10 49 208 1398 5 70, 4
1888 363 80/12/28 2145:10 2145:20 30 74 2
1889 363 80/12/28 2229:25 2229:40 45 82 2
1890 363 80/12/28 2243:40 2243:50 30 65 2
1891 363 80/12i28 2339:00 2340:00 219 167 5003 5 70, 5
1892 363 80/12/28 2355:30 2355:50 85 277 2647 5 70, 6
1893 364 80/12/29 0105:45 0106:40 420 225 34304 10 70, 7
1894 364 80112129 0132:05 0132:15 20 76 2
1895 364 80/12/29 0424:10 0424:55 135 778 12088 10 70, 8
1896 364 80/12/29 1031:40 103:1:20 107 305 6075 5 70, 9	 ES
1897 364 80/12/29 1125:00 1127:30 336 202 12794 2 70, 10
1893 364 80/12/29 1305:30 1305:40 57 357 5293 5 70, 11
1899 364 80/12/29 1425:50 1426:40 130 86 2
1900 364 80/12/29 1429:50 1430:05 205 206 3885 5 70, 12
1901 364 80/12/29 2032:05 2032:35 90 72 2
5779 365 80112130 1917 : 47 1917:58 40 81 2 1






HXRBS EVENT LISTING 83/04/15 ► 0004:20.760
HXRBS BOY START START PEAK MATION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAA MAX FLARE
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS NHMN:SS US 4 0 FILD
1902 1 81/01/01 0051:50 0052:55 105 83 5
1903 2 81101102 0038:55 0038:55 70 94 10
1904 3 81/01/03 0036:45 0038:20 120 95 2
1905 3 81/01/03 0252:10 0253:15 130 87 2
19% 3 81/01/03 1550:30 1551:15 150 92 2
1907 3 81/01/03 1838:20 18'38:40 65 62 2
1909 4 81/01/04 0024155 0024:55 70 137 10 70, 14
1908 4 81/01/04 0922:40 0923:30 88 163 1436 2 70, 13
1910 5 81/01/05 1619:10 1619:20 539 186 25680 2 70, 15
1911 5 81/01/05 2002:34 2006:05 288 80 2 71, 1
1912 5 81/01/05 2012:50 2013:20 85 212 3707 2 71, 1
1913 5 81/01/05 2138:45 2139:05 96 757 15314 5 71, 2
1914 6 81/01/06 0426:15 0428:40 515 163 17562 5 71, 4
1915 6 81/01/06 1202:15 1202:10 250 133 4712 2 71, 5
1916 7 81/01/07 1534:55 1535:10 90 67 2
1917 8 81/01/08 1223:25 1224:40 135 132 3686 2 1!w 6
1918 8 81/01/08 1313:45 1314:50 125 77 2
j	 1919 10 81/01 /11 0 0458:00 0459: 10 243 335 17215 5 71, 7
1920 10 81/01/10 1255:15 1256:10 127 452 9207 5 71, 8
f	 1921 It 81/01/11 0958:50 0959:15 40 79 2
1922 11 81/01/11 1200:20 1200:35 w 83 2I	 1923 12 81/01/12 0512:40 0513:10 64 112 466 2 71, 9
1924 12 81/01/12 0515:10 0515:25 45 97 2 71, 9
.	 1925 14 81/01/14 0937:40 0938:25 135 86 2
1926 14 81/01/14 1232:50 1234:10 165 95 2
1927 14 81/01/14 2058:50 2100:25 193 340 17334 5 71, 10
1928 14 81/01/14 2226:50 2226:55 93 114 1609 10 71, 11
1929 15 81/01/15 1721:30 1722:00 65 69 2
1933 16 81/01/16 0307:35 0307:55 45 81 2
1930 16 81/01/16 0606:40 0607:20 55 82 2
!	 1931 16 81/01/16 0657:00 0657:25 25 74 2
1932 16 81/01/16 0834:35 0835:00 54 336 4641 5 71, 12
1934 17 81/01/17 1423:15 1423:45 75 65 2
1935 22 81101122 1516:50 1517:30 60 83 2
1936 24 81/01/24 0712:30 0713:30 150 68 2
1937 25 81/01/25 0109:25 0110:35 99 423 3774 5 71, 13
1938 25 81/01/25 0120:30 0121:50 170 95 2
1939 25 81/01/25 0217:50 0221:30 387 613 71410 5 71, 14
1940 25 81/01/25 0406:35 0408:35 510 341 22496 2 71, 15
1941 25 81/01/25 0615:05 016:40 210 180 12305 2 71, 16
1942 25 81/01/25 0709:25 0710:50 274 254 14968 2 72, 1
1943 25 81/01/25 0744:15 0747:00 551 31930 2.35E+06 10 72, 2
5795 25 81/01/25 0830:28 0830:41 113 753 168% 3 184, 9
5796 25 81/01/25 0832:34 0833:24 109 262 m 2 184, 9
5797 25 81/01/25 0846:36 0905:31 2597 1281 1.16E+06 15 184, 10
1944 25 81/01/25 1029:10 1029:40 95 83 2
1945 25 81/01/25 1047:35 1048:40 142 105 2013 2 72, 3
1946 25 81/01/25 1639:35 1647:10 656 556 53094 2 72, 4
1947 25 81/01/25 1959:10 2000:00 133 117 1566 2 72, 5
1948 25 81/01/25 2308:05 2308:50 190 76 2







Owi r4 r,"	 '''	 '' vr'' ^^`4
OF POOV QUil^ ri"
HXRIS GOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS RE619N
	 CH. TAPE$,
YY/MM/UG HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S *	 # FILE#
1950 26 81/01/26 0205:15 0209:30 660 826 68507 5 72, 7 M
1951 26 81/01/26 0250:05 0255:40 734 394 5`V813 5 72, 7
1952 26 81/01/26 0402 : 10 0402:55 125 79 2
1953 26 81/01/26 0407:55 0411:50 326 177 10049 2 72, 8
1954 26 81/01/26 0723:00 0723:25 66' 147 1549 2 72, 9
1955 26 81/01/26 1013:10 1015:00 255 178 8400 2 72, 10
1956 26 81/01.1 26 1029:35 1031:00 210 305 12068 2 721 10
1957 26 81/01/26 1234:05 1235:05 139 240 8201 2 72, It M
1958 26 81/01/26 1318:40 1319:10 70 65 2
1959 26 81/01/26 1321:50 13 .21:55 80 63 2
1960 26 81/01/26 2005:35 2006 2 00 45 82 2
1961 27 81/01/27 0031:05 0031:30 35 74 2
1962 27 81/01/27 0402:00 0402:30 110 83 2
1963 27 81/01/27 0532:45 05;15:20 386 305 17629 2 72, 12
1964 27 81/01/27 1540:55 1542:15 91 197 4386 5 72, 13 H ,EN
1965 27 81/01/27 2312:30 2312 :50 55 99 2
1966 28 81/01/28 0204:(6- 021.3 : 35 1239 381 88176 5 72, 14
1967 28 81/01/28 0244:45 0245:35 70 90 2
1968 28 81/01/Zo 0409:35 0413:20 1101 10450
	
1.08E+06 12 72, 15 M
1969 28 81/01/28 0516:05 0516:25 45 63 2
1970 2.8 81/01/28 08{1:45 0832:00 60 98 2
1971 28 81/01/28 1953:00 1953:20 40 100 2
1972 29 81/01%29 0024:15 0024:55 72 226 2320 5 72, 16
1973 29 81/01/29 002600 0028:20 330 181 11001 2 72, 16
1974 29 81/01129 0408:45 0409:20 274 310 9721 5 73, 1
197529 81/01/29 1023:00 102.,:20 45 53 2
1976 29 81/01/29 120:20 1209:40 50 819 2
1977 29 81/01/29 1444:00 1444:05 47 110 755 2 73, 2
1978 29 81101129 1445:20 1446:15 81 540 7390 10 73, 2 M
1980 30 81/01/30 0010:05 0010:30 35 83 2
1981 30 81/01/30 0320:25 0320:50 50 76 2
1982 30 81/01/30 021:10 0328:00 91 140 1215 2 73, 3
1983 30 81/01/30 0401:25 0401:30 20 69 2
1984 30 81/01/30 0848:55 0849:20 99 118 1795 2 73, 4
1985 30 881/01/30 1038:35 1038:55 60 61 2
1986 30 81/01/30 1121:35 1122:05 94 247 3284 5 73 M
1987 30 81/01/30 1622:40 1623:15 77 121 1204 2 73, 6
1988 30 81/01/30 2119:30 2120:15 70 64 2
19:39 31 81/01/31 0703:20 0703:40 50 93 2
1990 31 81/01/31 1029:30 1030:35 222 104 3898 2 73, 7
1991 31 81/01/31 1932:35 1933:35 112 723 9611 5 73, 8
1952 31 81/01/31 2358:55 2359:35 198 274 5120 5 73, 9
1993 32 81/02/01 0334:55 0335:20 47 179 1487 2 73, 10
1994 32 81/02/01 0346:25 0346:40 75 97 2
P.M 33 81102102 1241:30 1241:50 30 69 2
1996 33 81/02/02 1242:20 1242:30 25 62 2
1997 ;f'3 81/02/02 1549:25 1549:50 125 65 2
1998 33 81/02/02 1904:15 1904:55 70 70 2
1999 36 81/02/05 1003:40 1004:05 45 76 2
2000 36 81/02/05 2225:15 2234:15 1653 120 17321 5 74, 1
2001 37 81/02/06 0027:05 0028:20 178 176 8172 2 74, 2 M
2002 37 81/02/06 1621:05 1621:15 47 137 980 2 74, 3
2003 37 81/02/06 2057:35 2057455 65 75 2
{`,j
55
ORIGINAL, ^'r" C,	 !.",I
HXRBS 1K Y START START WA#POWTQEIMI-Y TOTAL	 NOAA MAX FLARE MOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DP "MN: SS HHMN:SS C/S # # FILE#
2004 37 81/02/06 2159:20 2200:00 164 187 9071 2 74, 4
2005 37 81/02/06 2338:35 2339:15 132 327 6135 5 74, 6 M
2006 38 81/02/07 0117:05 0118:15 312 122 7502 5 74, 7
2007 38 81/02/07 0319:00 0319:27 80 69 2
2008 38 81102107 0325:45 0325:55 35 80 2
2009 38 81/02/07 0332:35 0333:10 190 1135 32644 5 74, 8 M
2010 38 81/02/07 0503:;;:? 0503:0 65 108 1131 2 74, 9
2011 38 81/02/07 1348:15 1343:4^ 103 2069 35404 10 74, 10
2012 38 81/02/07 1352:55 1355:10 338 102 4009 2 74, 11
2013 38 81/02/07 1534:20 1535:05 153 214 4402 5 74, 12
2014 38 81/02/07 1708:25 1708:45 40 79 2
2015 38 81/02/07 1754:55 1755:45 115 74 2 74, 13
2016 38 81102107 1757:10 1757:45 105 101 1781 2 74, 13
2017 33 81/02/07 1835:00 1835:10 220 447 26322 5 74, 14 SN
2018 38 81/02/07 1845:45 1845:55 35 87 2
2019 38 81/02/07 1848:00 1849:35 130 143 1550 2 74, 15
2020 38 81/02/07 2058:20 2058:30 162 256 6564 5 74, 16
2021 38 81/02/07 2155:00 2155:50 208 84 _31K 5 75, 1
2022 38 81/02/07 2217:45 2218:50 1' 196 7164 2 75, 2
2023 38 81/02/07 2225:10 2229:40 555 235 34125 2 75, 2
2024 39 81/02/08 0103:00 0103:20 45 95 2 75, 3
2025 39 81/02/08 0109:35 0110:50 287 171 9.17 5 75, 3
2026 39 81102108 0116:40 0117:20 84 143 2040 5 75, 3
2027 39 81/02/08 0118:20 0120:30 222 150 3824 5 75, 3
2028 39 81/02/08 0129:25 0137:35 555 138 7140 2 /5, 3
2029 39 81/02108 0128:45 0140:40 306 602 2947 5 75, 3
2030 39 81/02/08 0325:20 0329:20 437 866 71962 5 75, 4
2031 39 81/02/08 0421:25 0422:20 166 423 11779 5 75, 5
2032 39 81/02/08 0449:45 0450:05 45 77 2
2033 39 81/02/08 0757:30 0757:50 55 89 2
2034 39 81/02/08 0759:20 0759:45 60 87 2
2035 . 39 81/02/08 0938:40 0939:10 68 784 3735 5 75, 6
2036 39 81/0''2/08 0940:25 0940:55 125 425 2073 5 75, 6
2037 39 81/02/08 1348:35 1349:35 153 307 8191 5 75, 7
2038 39 81/02/08 1523:05 1523:20 35 82 2
2039 39 81/02/08 1708:20 1708:30 20 142 575 2 75, 8
2040 39 81/02/08 1839:50 1839:55 25 81 2
2041 39 81/02/08 2027:45 2028:15 47 117 948 5 75, 9
2042 39 81/02/08 2150:20 2153:25 336 228 15638 10 75, 10
2043 40 81/02/09 0236:15 0237:30 130 88 2
2044 40 81/02/09 0302:35 0302:50 190 80
2045 40 81/02/09 0403:35 0414:05 985 140 27214 10 75, 11 AX
5798 40 81/02/09 1121:18 1121:49 64 1680 21656 9 184, 11 I
2046 40 81/02/09 1254:40 1255:00 31 62 210 2
2047 40 81/02/09 1522:45 1523:25 90 68 2
2048 40 81/02/09 1612:10 1612:15 25 60 2
2049 40 81/02/09 1648:55 1649:30 115 73 2
2050 40 81/02/09 2008:20 2009:10 170 67 5
2051 40 81/02/09 2042:15 2051:15 758 101 5160 5 75, 12
2052 40 81/02/09 2142:40 2143:40 313 244 18634 10 75, 13
2053 40 81/02/09 2351:40 2352:05 60 62 2
2054 41 81/02/10 0006:00 0006:45 95 58 2




	 PEAK DURATION PEAK
	 TOTAL NOAA
	 MAX	 FLAREEVENT
	 DATE	 TIME	 1IME	 SEC RATE	 COUNT.  REGION CH,
	 TAPEC
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS
	 CIS	 N	 M	 FILE#
56
NOTES
2056 41 81/02/10 0138:25 0131?: 15 156 127 2966 2
2057 41 81/02/10 0141:25 0141:50 65 66 2
2058 41 81102110 0222:40 0223:45 135 965' 22494 10
2059 41 81/02/10 0251:45 0252:39 205 510 7741 10
2060 41 81/02/10 0308:40 0309:20 110 160 &?03 5
2061 41 81/02/10 0316:00 0321:00 365 1217 31002 10
2062 41 81/02/10 0437:35 0438:30 165 71 2
2063 41 81/02/10 0559:30 04-01:10 190 284 6518 5
2064 41 81102110 0927:10 0927:30 81 130 850 5
2065 41 81/02/10 1333:25 133-3:50 45 77 2
2066 41 81/02110 1913:25 191010 65 64 2
2067 42 81/02/11 0119:20 0131:50 960 84 7361 2
2068 42 81/02/11 0245:15 0245:55 95, 90
2069 42 81/02/11 0610:35 0611:05 65 57 2
2010 42 81/02/11 1053:05 1053:30 50 9? 2
2071 42 81/02/11 2003:05 2003:25 40 35 2
2072 43 81/02/12 0121:35 0122:20 225 494 9245 5
2073 43 81/0,2/12 0412:50 0413:30 68 218 1982 t•
2074 43 81/02/12 0432:55 0433:50 140 136 4553 2
5842 43 81/02/12 0929:17 0931:18 208 2;.6 9988 3
1 2075 43 81/02/12 104805 1047:15 137 360 8410 52076 43 81/02/12 1241:00 1242:20 169 1043 36119 10
r• 2077 43 81/02/12 1731:10 1731:25 75 125 1611 2
2078 43 81/02/12 1809:25 1810:30 100 66 2
t 2079 43 81/02/12 2000:25 2002:25 180 91 ;
2080 44 81/02/13 0042:15 0044:35 259 89 6504
2081 44 81/02/13 0412:45 041605 400 132 12,155
2082 44 81/02/13 0549:40 0550:10 57 103 1471 2
2083 44 81/02/13 0614:30 0617:25 193 128 3102 2
2084 44 81/02/13 1406:10 1408:20 188 234 10187 2
2085 44 81/02/13 1701:40 1701:55 35 72 9
5843 44 81/02/13 2159:43 2200:07 50 115 1257 2
2086 45 81/02/14 1213:35 1214:15 120 96 2
2087 46 81/02/15 0050:20 0050:55 201 :'42 11721 2
2,088 46 81/02/15 0243:40 0244:05 65, 137 2326 2
2089 46 81/02/15 1938:15 1938:45 F-6 104 1513 2
2090 46 81/02/15 2111:40 2112:10 1 12 458 33:325 10
0
2091 47 81/02/16 0239:25 0240:00 65 165 1810 2
2092 47 81/02/16 0546:35 0547:05 124 158 ?215 2
2093 47 81/02/16 0550:55 0551:10 32 136 1045 2
2094 47 81/02/16 0840:15 0840:25 3.3 115 363 2
2093 47 81/02/16 1215:20 1215:50 293 146 5214 2
2096 47 81/02/16 1508:50 1509:05 43 107 1300 2
2097 415 81/02/17 0013:05 0014:15 155 106 2691 5
2098 48 81/02/17 0410:05 0411:00 96 143 2169 2
2099 48 81/02/17 2145:30 2146:30 451 9646 9.40E+05 15
2100 49 81/02/18 1333:45 1334:00 77 289 2525 5
2101 49 81/02/18 1456:20 1456:40 30 73 2
2102 49 81/02/18 1639:10 1639:25 217 239 6239 5
2103 49 81/02/18 2238:10 2238:50 60 71 2
2104 50 81/02/19 0324:15 0`'337:15 2810 1906 1.17E+06 10
2105 50 81/02/19 1419:25 1420:15 95 84 2


















































ORiGiN u, r.,F` 'n it
OF POOR
HXRBS DOY
	 START	 START	 PEAK DURATION PEAK	 TOTAL NOAA	 MAX
EVENT
	 DATE	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 COOTS REGION CH.
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHhN:SS





2107 50 81/02/19 2133:15 2133:25 41 240 1157 5 78, 1
2108 50 81/02/19 2137:10 2138:00 118 150 2288 2 78, 1
2109 51 8110212is 0535:25 0536:05 75 65 2
5844 51 81/02/2') 0639:03 0645:51 2036 25356 5.90E+06 9 185, 10
2110 51 81/02/20 21{2:15 2232:45 55 78 2
2111 51 81/02/20 2253:45 2254:25 85 79 2
2112 51 81/02/210 2301:30 2302:00 104 106 21835 2 78, 2
2113 52 81/02/21 1553:45 1554:05 25 98 5
2114 52 81/02/21 1632:10 1632:35 55 93 2
2115 52 81/02/21 1852:55 1854:30 312 126 8555 5 78, 3
2116 52 81/02/21 1902:10 1903:05 181 214 8437 5 78, 3
2117 52 81/02/21 1934:50 1935:05 35 62 2
2118 52 81/02/21 2030:45 2033:05 258 162 10545 5 78, 4
2119 52 81/02/21 2208:20 2208:40 30 96 2
2120 52 81/02/21 2220:20 2222:10 141 103 1325 2 78, 5
2121 52 81/62/21 ''2''227:00 2227:05 15 67 2
2122 52 81/02/21 2229:35 2229:45 25 198 1042 2 78, 6
5849 53 81/02/22 0000:51 0001:09 40 107 485 2 185, 13
5347 53 81102122 1543:56 1552:37 795 87 9876 2 185, 12
5848 53 81/02/22 1606:30 1606:51 64 71 2
2123 53 81/02/22 1904:40 1904:55 55 118 955 2 78, 7
2124 53 81 /02/22 2114:25 2115:15 60 98 2
5850 54 81/02/23 0007:22 0007:41 102 68 2
2125 54 81/02/23 0►124:50 0024:55 45 68 2
2126 54 81/02/23 0616:10 0617:10 115 96 2
2127 54 81/02/23 0652:a'-, 0657:05 520 105 10026 4 78, 8
2128 55 81/02/24 (008;.X) 0011:115 1525 8243 1.05E+06 15 78, 9
2129 55 81/02/24 0629:20 0632:45 316 118 3515 2 78, 10
50;1 55 81/02/24 0755:15 0759:58 577 85 8245 2 185, 14
5852 55 81/02/24 0817:52 0818:42 113 62 2
5853 55 81/02/24 0620::33 0821:35 94 433 11734 4 185, 15
2130 55 81/02/24 1059:00 1059:20 610 131 14682 2 78, 11
2131 55 81/02/24 1121:35 1121:55 50 157 13;9 2 78, 12
2132 55 81/02/24 1134:25 1134:45 40 73 2
2133 55 81/02/24 1217:45 1226:35 1878 3276 1.59E+06 10 78, 13
2134 55 81/02/24 1623435 16''24:15 60 76 2
21 55 81/02724 1757:15 1759:05 588 62 364 78, 14
2136 5.5 81/02/24 1855:40 1856:55 165 65 2
2137 5; 81/02/24 1932:45 l?36:35 607 19518 3,43E+06 15 78, 15
2138 55 81/02/24 2042:50 2044:25 186 '"216 8690 2 78, 16
2139 56 81/02/25 0203:40 0204:30 101 356 10665 2 79, 1
2140 56 81/02/25 0241:05 0241:20 491 604 45724 5 79, 2
2141 56 81/02/25 10434:10 0434:35 20 100 2
2142 56 81/02/25 0446:55 0447:10 53 135 1475 10 79, 3
2143 56 81/02/25 0804:45 OWt 55 143 234 3768 5 79, 4
2144 56 81/02/25 0922:55 0923:25 95 72 2
2145 56 81/02/25 14(X):55 1401:00 38 230 1586 2 79, 5
2146 56 81/02/25 2232:10 2232:25 35 100 2
2147 57 81/02/26 0813:55 0814:30 60 60 2
2148 57 81/02/26 0926:45 0927:05 _4► 97 2
2149 57 31/02/26 0934:50 0936:10 110 85 2
2150 57 81/02/26 122105 1227:55 65 100 2













OF POOR Q alp	a' %'
HXROS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE CUTS REGION
	
CH. TAPEM,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S 4	 M FILE#
2152 57 81/02/26 1404:40 1405:10 65 76 2
2153 57 81/02/26 1423:10 1425:55 497 22521 9.58E+05 15 79, 6 M
2154 57 81/02/26 13;30:20 1847:05 2810 384 1.10E+05 10 79, 7
2155 57 81/02/26 1920:15 192025 91 200 4090 5 79, 7
2156 57 81/02/26 1922:25 1923:00 227 606 19379 10 79, 7
2157 57 81/02/26 19,10-'05 1932:05 192 3728 78299 10 79, 7 M
2158 57 81/02/26 2006:05 2009:15 1964 215 58114 2 79, 7 SN
2159 57 81/02/26 2151:25 2151:50 50 84 2
2160 57 81/02/26 2157:20 2157:40, 45 62 2
2161 57 81/02/26 2228:05 2228:15 37 128 899 2 79, 8
2162 57 81/02/26 2327:40 2328:00 95 435 11519 10 79, 9
2163 57 81/02/26 2331:30 2332:55 141 817 24594 10 79, 9 M
2164 58 81/02/27 0112:50 0114:15 135 105 2163 2 79, It
2165 58 81/02/27 0133:25 0135:10 214 1230 32854 10 79, 12
5857 58 81/02/27 0456:33 0456:59 97 79 2 I
2166 58 81/02/27 0728:30 0728:45 30 68 2
2167 58 81/02/27 1240:15 1240:35 70 66 2
2168 58 81/02/27 1533:35 1534:40 121 108 3226 5 79, 13
2169 58 81/02/27 1547:00 154 7: 05 15 70 2
2170 58 81/02/27 1711:55 1712:35 70 81 5
2171 58 81/02/27 2020:35 2023:20 422 60 2180 2 79, 14
2172 58 81/02/27 2312:35 2315:10 1206 114 24778 2 79, 15
2173 59 81/02/28 0440:00 0440:20 35 97 2
2174 59 81/02/28 0629:35 0630:20 85 94 2
2175 59 81/02/28 0903:55 0904:10 40 80 2
2176 59 81/02/28 1204:20 1204:40 52 327 5 79, 16
2177 59 81/02/28 1850:55 1851:Zj 105 4 2
2178 60 81/03/01 0059:40 0100:15 110 '/5 2
f 5393 60 81/03/01 1235:29 1235:31 9 277 573 15 173, 5 1
2179 61 81/03/02 0046:15 0047:15 210 126 2453 2 80, 1
2180 61 81/03/02 0450:50 0451:00 30 61 2
2181 61 81/03/02 1230:20 1231:30 140 77 2
2182 61 81/03/02 1325:10 1326:50 160 145 4,221 2 80, 2 M
2183 61 81/03/02 1334:20 1334:25 10 71 5
2184 61 81/03/02 1518:35 1519:30 195 81 5
C 2185 61 81/03/02 1842:00 1849:25 605 100. 9799 2 80, 4
2186 61 81/03/02 2300:30 2300:45 30 84 2
i 2187 62 81/03/03 0656:25 0701:30 1364 133 40977 2 80, 5 SN
5860 62 81/03/03 1511:17 1511:39 41 74 3 1
f 2188 63 81/03/04 0117:20 0118:45 115 115 1492. 2 80, 6
2189 63 81/03/04 0400:20 0400:25 20 88 2
2190 63 81/03/04 1320:00 1320:10 25 80 2
5861 64 81/03/05 0423:35 0424:09 157 159 3967 2 186, 1 1
5862 64 81/03/05 0431:11 0431:42 252 70 9818 2 186, 1 I
5863 64 81/03/05 0709:31 0711:25 820 617 54590 4 186, 2 I
2191 64 81/03/05 1623:55 1630:55 1261 586 1.55E+05 10 80, 7 AX
2192 65 81/03/06 0203:45 0205:25 238 783 37239 5 80, 8 M
2193 65 81/03/06 0235:15 0236:05 100 156 2322 2 80, 8
2194 65 81/03/06 0241:00 0245:20 517 814 88234 3 80, 8
2195 65 81/03/06 1328:45 1329:05 45 71 2
2196 66 81/03/07 0156:35 0157:10 50 101 2
5865 66 81/03/07 1020:13 1020:55 67 65 2 1
2197 66 81/03/07 2248:25 2248:40 65 157 1805 2 80, 9
I
OF POOR QUAL11N
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH.
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S #	 #
2198 67 81/03/08 0158:15 0158:50 75 80 2
2199 67 81/03/08 0208:20 0209:40 130 84 2
2200 67 81/03/08 0838:15 0838:35 60 77 2
2201 67 81/03/08 2116:30 2117:35 270 75 2
5866 67 81/03/08 2116:41 2117:29 174 73 2
2202 68 81/03/09 0642:10 0642:15 18 108 280 2
* 2203 69 81/03/10 0020:35 0021:10 65 478 6228 10
* 2204 64 81/03/10 0313:00 0314:35 160 139 1920 5
* 2205 69 81/03/10 0622:05 0623:15 180 1.82 2
* 2206 69 81/03/10 0831:30 0832:30 188 328 13826 5
* 2207 70 81/03/11 1143:15 1144:45 140 J75 5
* 2208 70 81/03/11 1150:10 1150:40 90 227 4197 5
* 2209 71 81/03/12 0134:55 0135:25 50 146 5
* 2210 72 81/03/13 2057:55 2058:50 120 50 2
* 2211 73 81/03/14 1042:25 1042:35 165 70 2
* 2212 74 81/03/15 2347:55 2348:20 60 51 2
* 2213 76 81/03/17 0805:22 0805:25 9 202 462 15
* 2214 78 81/03/19 0919:45 0920:00 30 178 5
* 2215 78 81/03/19 1238:45 1239:15 60 61 2
* 2216 78 81/03/19 1330:45 1331:10 80 143 2118 2
* 2217 79 81103120 0536:55 0537:15 8J 50 2
* 2218 79 81/03/20 1955:45 1956:45 75 67 2
* 2219 80 81/03/21 0029:+7 0029:45 28 142 982 2
* 2220 80 81/03/21 0239:25 0241:35 180 65 2
i 2221 80 81/03/21 0344:00 0344:15 75 353 4498 5
* 2222 80 81/03/21 2141:15 2142:15 130 170 4109 2
* 2223 81 81/03/22 0044:05 0044 :30 47 885 112 2
* 2224 81 81/03/22 0204:20 0204:35 77 107 725 2
* 2225 81 81/03/22 0606:20 0606:50 55 86 2
* 2226 81 81/03/22 0858:05 0858:10 87 168 820 2
* 2227 81 81/03/22 1222:25 1222:45 67 353 3902 5
* 2228 81 81/03/22 1930:20 1930:35 30 59 2
* 2229 81 81/03/22 1931:20 1931:30 35 243 1352 2
* 2230 81 81/03/22 1949:10 1952:15 260 183 9493 5
5884 81 81/03/22 2143:47 2144:14 90 791 10044 4
* 2231 81 81/03/22 2200:20 2200:35 42 1283 9256 5
* 2232 81 81/03/22 2202:00 2202:35 85 199 2173 5
* 2233 81 81/03/22 2306:10 2306:35 70 148 1733 5
* 2234 82 81/03/23 0644:55 0646:30 150 199 5693 5
* 2235 82 81/03/23 0653:00 0656:00 294 2175 1.11E+05 10
* 2236 82 81/03/23 0659:35 0700:00 685 553 4684 15
* 2237 82 81/03/23 0731:40 0732:15 150 67 2
* 2238 82 81/03/23 1024:00 1025:15 110 85 5
* 2239 82 81/03/23 1123:35 1128:05 360 74 5101 2
* 2240 82 81/03/23 1204:10 1204:20 483 4160 91498 10
2241 82 81/03/23 1925:30 1929:40 573 81 7106 2
2242 82 81/03/23 2114:05 2115:40 370 294 23569 5
2243 82 81/03/23 2300:25 2300:55 35 82 2
2244 83 81/03/24 0154:55 015700 850 894 82671 5
2245 83 81/03/24 0717:30 0717:45 105 90 2
2246 83 81/03/24 0719:30 0719:45 550 253 4614 5
2247 83 81/03/24 0837:50 0838:05 45 63 2



















































HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE CO(INT5 REGION	 CH. IAPEN,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS P4m. SS US N	 M FILE#
2249 84 81/03/25 0056:40 0057:10 150 87 2
2250 84 81/03/25 0202:00 0202:05 80 82 2
2251 84 81/03/25 0204:30 0205:10 100 8;{ 2
2252 84 81/03/25 0505:50 0506:50 159 230 10752 2 82, 4
2253 84 81/03/25 0524:05 0525:10 173 115 4302 2 82, 5
2254 84 81/03/25 0844:40 0845:25 160 60 2
2255 84 81/03/25 0936:50 0937:10 60 97 2 ES
2256 84 81/03/25 1025:40 1026.*20 65 67 2
2257 84 81/03/25 1612:10 1612:25 105 94 2
2258 84 81/03/25 1921:10 1921:50 85 67 2
2259 84 81/03/25 2046:00 2046:40 1196 3271 6.97E+06 5 82, 6 SN
2260 84 81/03/25 2239:40 2240:00 50 83 2
2261 85 81/03/26 023.2:00 0232:25 45 57 2
6299 85 81/03/26 2133:30 2134:02 104 101 2 1
2262 86 81/03/27 0009:05 0011:35 1466 99 23863 2 82, 7
2263 86 81/03/27 0156:45 0158:50 1+33 101 4536 2 82, 8
2264 86 81/03/27 2052:30 2053:10 135 56 2
2265 87 81/03/28 0004:25 0005:05 105 98 5
2266 87 81/03/28 1506:20 1506:55 55 109 1113 2 82, 9
2267 87 81/03/28 1556:55 1557:20 40 92 2
a	 2268 87 81/03/28 1720:00 1720:15 35 742
2269 87 81/03/28 1909:15 1909:40 40 90 2
2270 87 81/03/28 1927:45 1928:20 65 71 2
2271 87 81/03/28 1931:10 1932:10 160 191 4832 2 82, 10
2212 87 81/03/28 2119:30 21202'10 60 77 2
2273 88 81/03/29 1632:05 1632:50 160 96 2
2274 88 81103129 2208:10 2209:25 195 73 2
2275 88 81/03/29 2244:35 2244:50 30 81 2
2276 88 81/03/29 2349:50 2350:30 155 79 2
2277 89 81/03/30 0009:55 0021:45 1507 496 2.25E+05 10 82, 11 M ,EN
2278 89 81/03/30 0311:50 0313:00 145 70 2
2279 89 81/03/30 0653:20 0654:25 185 75 2
2280 89 81/03/30 2155:30 2200:00 915 244 31987 10 82, 12
2281 89 81/03/30 2226:05 2226:20 39 156 969 2 82, 13
!	 2282 90 81/03/31 0425:55 0425:55 193 135 2880 5 82, 14 SA
2283 90 81/03/31 0436:44 0436:45 145 63 2
2284 90 81/03/31 0442:40 040, 25 160 73 2 .
2285 90 81/03/31 0446:55 0447:20 40 68 2
2286 90 81/03/31 0640:25 0640:50 75 76 2
2287 90 81/03/31 1300:55 1301:55 164 1905 25782 10 82, 15 M
2288 90 81/03/31 1528:20 1528:50 140 66 2
2289 90 81/03/31 1607:50 1608:25 65 74 2,
2290 90 81/03/31 2052:40 2053:00 125 68 2
2291 90 81/03/31 2149:35 2150:15 75 285 6499 5 82, 16
229.2 90 81/03/31 2233:45 2234:40 155 75 5
2293 91 81/04/01 0105:40 0146:04 3140 12460 7.20E+06 14 83, 1 EN
2294 91 81/04/01 1242:57 1244:39 180 85 2
2295 91 81/04/01 1348:45 1418:50 3330 205 81263 7 83, 2 M ,EN,IS
2296 91 81/04/01 2004:05 200055 95 62 2
2297 91 81/04/01 2143:25 2143:55 286 136 8348 5 83, 3 AX
2298 92 81/04/02 0805:15 0805:30 25 85 2
2299 92 81/04/02 1059:05 1106:40 985 14865 2.55E+06 12 83, 4 M
2300 92 81/04/02 1420:15 1421:25 96 119 1372 2 83, 5
HXRBS BOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION
	 CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S #	 # FILE#
2301 93 81/04/03 0126:00 0127:00 227 126 3404 2 83, 6
2302 93 81/04/03 0755:10 0755:40 60 64 2
2303 93 81/04/03 0911:35 0919:25 1895 371 91207 5 83, 7 EN
2304 93 81/04/03 1640:55 1648:40 715 84 5515 2 83, 8
2305 93 81/04/03 1659:10 1659:25 145 69 2
2306 93 81/04/03 IK42:30 1839:40 1135 204 23967 10 83, 9
2307 93 81/04/03 2021:20 2021:45 136 147 5843 2 83, 10
2308 93 81/04/03 2040:50 2041:15 195 98 2
2309 93 81/04/03 2323:55 2331:45 2250 85 22619 2 83, 11
2310 94 81/04/04 0223:40 0225:40 157 190 2565 2 83, 12
2311 94 81/04/04 0228:30 0231:40 296 377 12001 5 83, 12
2312 94 81/04/04 0244:55 0245:20 65 96 2
2313 94 81/04/04 0622:50 0623:30 120 59 2
2314 94 81/04/04 1643:50 1645:05 171 208 6804 2 83, 13
2315 94 81/04/04 1946:55 1947:00 180 91 2 SN
2316 94 81/04/04 2122:00 2123:40 563 308 1.10E+05 5 83, 14
2317 94 81/04/04 2159:15 2203:00 672 236 24995 5 83, 15
2318 94 81/04/04 2311:00 2312:50 248 106 3406 2 83, 16
2319 94 81/04/04 2345:25 2346:55 210 70 2
2320 95 81/04/05 0032:15 0056:40 1705 88 17225 2 84, 1
2321 95 81/04/05 0256:10 0256:10 26 320 1194 5 84, 2 Sr,DG
2322 95 81/04/05 1415:15 1415:50 65 70
2323 95 81/04/05 1803:55 1804:30 195 56 2
2324 95 81/04/05 1853:20 1854:15 90 69 2
2325 95 81/04/05 1857:25 1901:00 327 85 7692 2 84, 3
2326 95 81/04/05 2116:10 2117:30 290 81 4956 5 84, 4
2327 95 81/04/05 2140:35 2142:30 195 84 2
2328 95 81/04/05 2145:55 214635 65 58 2
2329 96 81/04/06 0706:15 0708:45 195 52 2
2330 96 81/04/06 0710:20 0712:35 160 51 2
2331 96 81/04/06 0723:35 0724:35 149 114 2015 2 84, 5
2332 96 81/04/06 0848:30 0853:45 480 89 4994 2
2333 96 81/04/06 2202:30 2203:40 190 64 2
2334 96 81/04/06 2323:15 2323:25 45 59 2
''335 97 81/04/07 0103:15 0103:45 98 746 20953 5 84, 6 M
2336 97 81/04/07 0115:10 0118:25 234 968 67952 5 84, 6 EN
2337 97 81/04/07 0422:30 0426:30 461 160 15815 2 84, 7 M ,EN
2338 97 81/04/07 1825:45 1826:30 89 297 3577 5 84, 8
2139 97 81/04/07 1834:10 1836:20 559 110 13171 2 84, 8
2340 97 81/04/07 1952:15 1953:10 165 85 2
2341 97 81/04/07 :.'012:50 2013:25 50 96 2 84, 9
2342 97 81/04/07 2015:00 2015:30 118 166 1800 2 84, 9
2343 98 81/04/08 0041:10 0044:40 258 852 12568 5 84, 10
2344 98 81/04/W 0541:35 0543:15 154 166 2581 2 84, 11 M
2345 98 81/04/03 0841:50 0843:30 152 153 3839 2 84, 12
2346 98 81/04/08 1026:40 1028:00 118 365 2906 5 84, 13
2347 98 81/04/08 1258:00 1259:10 109 1208 13661 10 84, 14 SN
2348 98 81/04/08 1624:10 1637:00 2644 417 2.32E+05 5 84, 15 M
2349 98 81/04/08 1759:45 1804:45 1098 88 7133 2 84, 16
2350 98 81/04/08 1836:20 1836:40 65 95 2
2351 98 81/04/08 1926:55 1927:35 75 63 2
2352 98 81/04/08 1956:45 2005:10 555 71 2732 2 85, 1




HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAA MAX
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE CUTS REGION CH.
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:S'S US # #
23,`,4 98 81/04/08 2317:45 2319:30 99 190 2
2355 98 81/04/08 2328:15 232-8:50 140 174 8482 2
2356 99 81/04/09 0353:35 0354:00 110 89 2
2357 99 81/04/09 0359:40 0400:05 40 76 2
2358 99 81/04/09 1004:45 1005:45 70 98 2
2359 99 81/04/09 1322:10 1322:20 25 73 2
2360 99 81/04/09 1443:40 1445:10 197 85 2
2361 99 81/04/09 1650:45 1650:5`• 60 72 2
2362 99 81/04/09 1655:45 1700:10 360 333 44367 2
2,363 99 81/04/09 1821:55 1832:20 913 355 65353 10
2364 99 81/04/09 2113:55 2121:00 195 60 2
2365 99 81/04/09 2145:00 2147:35 190 61 2
2366 99 81/04/09 2255:45 2257:45 160 54 2
2367 100 81/04/10 0346:15 0346:30 20 71 2
2368 100 81/04/10 0515:35 0517:05 185 105 3213 2
2369 100 81/04/10 0527:40 0532:15 820 79 3828 2
2370 100 81/04/10 0656:30 0657:10 74 149 1501 5
2371 100 81/04/10 1108:50 1109:15 1825 2098 1.20E+05 5
2372 100 81/04/10 1459:10 1500:20 150 91 2
2373 100 81/04/10 1633:40 1651:15 1360 11879 3.63E+06 15
2374 100 81/04/10 1730:40 1739:55 1390 98 12018 5
2375 100 81/04/10 1824:30 1825:30 382 1221 49531 10
2376 100 81/04/10 1906:40 1912:10 1555 161 26980 2
2377 100 81/04/10 2226:6,°• 2227:05 25 84 2
2378 100 81/04/10 2255:30 2256:35 150 810 13604 5
2379 101 81/04/11 0030:15 0031:15 290 120 3181 2
2380 101 81/04/11 0456:45 0500:50 695 81 5,369 2
2381 101 81/04/11 0537:40 0538:25 120 74 2
2382 101 81/04/11 0828:10 0829:10 125 97 2
2383 101 81/04/11 0950:55 0951:25 63 120 1050 2
2384 101 81/04/11 1009:20 1009:30 20 72 2
2385 101 31/04/11 1014:40 1017:35 355 432 9740 5
2386 101 81/04/11 1150:55 1151:30 55 93 2
2387 101 81/04/11 1302:15 1302:40 40 260 1964 5
2388 101 81/04/11 1302:55 1303:15 53 212 1744 2
2389 101 81/04/11 1303:45 1304:20 80 97 2
2390 101 81/04/11 1333:25 1334:55 261 378 16303 5
2391 101 81/04/11 1629:40 1630:15 55 82 2
2392 101 81/04/11 1644:15 1644:40 138 69 2
6305 101 81/04/11 2033:23 2033:47 73 91 5
2393 101 81/04/11 2259:45 2300:15 120 60 2
2394 101 81/04/11 2302:40 2303:00 150 76 2
2395 101 81/04/11 2349:55 2351:15 150 75 2
2396 102 81/04/12 0000:15 0001:10 209 280 11417 2
2397 102 81/04/12 0009:05 0009:25 85 80 2
2398 102 81/04/12 0128:00 0128:05 17 102 2
2399 102 81/04/12 0131:10 0134:40 398 1043 46990 5
2400 102 81/04/12 0143:40 0147:50 313 259 5382 5
2401 102 81/04/12 0155:20 0155:55 60 77 2
2402 102 81/04/12 0157:20 0157:50 125 72 2
2403 102 81/04/12 0206:0 0207:20 145 99 2
2404 102 81/04/12 0303:15 0305:40 290 152 3507 2
















































	 DATE	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 COUNTS REGION CH.





2406 102 81/04/12 0314:10 0314:40 120 822 12984 5 86,	 10
2407 102 81/04/12 0649:35 0651:05 150 81 2
6306 102 81/04/12 0830:43 0830:56 67 60 2
6307 102 81/04/12 0835:48 0835:57 75 63 2
6308 102 81/04/12 1016:26 1016:49 93 55 2
2408 102 81/04/12 1242:05 1246:35 506 182 18732 2 86,	 11
2409 102 81/04/12 1307:40 1307:50 25 71 2
2410 102 81/04/12 1450:20 1450:55 120 65 2
2411 102 81/04/12 1602:30 1606:45 330 1193 10 86,	 12
6310 102 81/04/12 1730:42 1731:26 88 60 2
6311 102 81/04/12 1810:21 1810:57 76 73 2
6312 102 81/04/12 1814:16 1814:41 62 50 2
6313 102 81/04/12 1944:32 1945:07 523 62 4591 2 1961	 1
6314 102 81/04/12 2104:00 2107:03 871 69 7170 3 196,	 2
2412 102 81/04/12 2215:15 2216:20 135 78 2
2413 102 81/04/12 2226:30 2227:25 362 1164 59087 10 86,	 14
2414 102 81/04/12 2303:15 2304:10 65 90 2
2415 103 81/04/13 0202:20 0202:40 65 106 1566 2 86,	 16
2416 103 81/04/13 0207:55 0208:10 73 104 1962 2 86,	 16
6316 103 81/04/13 0329:08 0338:41 961 82 10389 3 196,	 3
6318 103 81/04/13 0636:59 0637:15 30 67 2
2417 103 81/04/13 0754:50 0755:45 175 66 2
6319 103 81/04/13 0755:13 0755:47 100 65 2
6320 103 21/04/13 0928:55 0929:25 44 57 2
6321 103 81/04/13 0930:10 0930:44 137 99 2
6322 103 81/04/13 0934:40 0934:52 39 68 2
632.3 103 81/04/13 0938:25 0938: 42 66 2
6324 103 81/04/13 0951:23 0951:54 117 107 1619 2 196,	 4
6325 103 81/04/13 0959:32 0959:39 18 75 2
6326 103 81/04/13 1002:17 1002:35 38 66 2
6327 103 81/04/13 1004:03 1004:23 40 77 2
6328 103 81/04/13 1005:19 1008:20 494 211 7598 3 196,	 5
2418 103 81/04/13 1135:00 1135:20 45 62 2
6330 103 81/04/13 1226:00 1226:39 69 80 2
6331 103 81/04/13 1242:42 1243:01 57 60 2
6332 103 81/04/13 1259:40 1300:09 62 91 2
6333 103 81/04/13 1309:12 1309:25 102 106 1248 2 196,	 6
2419 103 81/04/13 1427:05 1431:10 363 126 3681 5 87,	 1
2420 103 81/04/13 1445:35 1445:50 70 78 3
2421 103 81/04/13 1729:15 1729:25 20 90 2
2422 104 81/04/14 0646:35 0646:50 40 68 2
6317 104 81/04/14 0920:54 0921:09 39 91 2
6329 104 81/04/14 0948:57 0949:14 38 83 2
2423 104 81/04/14 1240:00 1240:50 187 84 2
2424 104 81/04/14 1533:45 1537:45 333 95 1465 2 87,	 2
2425 104 81/04/14 1753:40 1753:50 20 58 2
2426 104 81/04/14 1841:10 1842:10 150 63 2
2427 104 81/04/14 1848:40 1849:35 258 80 3933 2 87,	 3
2428 104 81/04/14 1908:00 1910:10 165 59 2
2429 104 81/04/14 2035:15 2035:45 65 69 2
2430 104 81/04/14 2037:15 2039:35 1,35 58 3
2431 104 81/04/14 2042:20 2042:35 90 95 2



























HXRBS DOY	 START	 START
	
PEAK DURATION PEAK 	 TOTAL NOAA 	 MAX	 FLARE NOTES
EVENT
	 DATE	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RAZE	 COUNTS REGION CH.	 TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS	 C/S	 #	 0	 FILE#
2433 104 81/04/14 2056:00 2058:40 252 87 4754 6
2434 104 81/04/14 2216:35 2218:40 242 121 12707 2
2435 104 81/04/14 2327:55 2340:00 3306 1794 7.67E+05, 12
2436 105 81/04/15 0114:55 0116:10 215 100 3803 2
2437 105 81/04/15 0325:25 0325:45 40 61 2
2438 105 81/04/15 0430:25 0430:50 75 71 2
2439 105 81/04/15 0559:55 0601:20 150 743 9044 7
2440 105 81/04/15 0636:55 0638:40 180 90 2
2441 105 81/04/15 0641:25 0643:45 417 5290 1.27E+05 lip
2442 105 81/04/15 0805:10 0806:15 60 93 2
2443 105 81/04/15 1212:50 1213:35 124 104 1940 2
2444 105 81/04/15 1233:00 1235:15 190 70 2
2445 105 81/04/15 1258:50 1259:15 36 240 1667 4
2446 105 81/04/15 1303:45 1304:15 90 90 3
2447 105 81/04/15 1354:00 1354:30 60 62 2
2448 105 81/04/15 1522:40 1527:50 622 143 9522 5
2449 105 81/04/15 1705:30 1707:45 420 406 13147 7
2450 105 81/04/15 1856:10 18561'15 40 59 2
2451 105 81/04/15 1918:45 1919:25 83 478 4312 i.l
2452 105 81/04/15 1923:00 1923:25 35 78 2
2453 105 81/04/15 2022:05 2022:20 35 64 2
2454 105 81/04/15 2331:20 2331:45 100 63 2
2455 106 81/04/16 0113:35 0114:30 551 247 20484 4
2456 106 81/04/16 0255:25 0256:00 73 350 6187 7
2457 106 81/04/16 0316:55 0317:25 131 111 1042 2
2458 106 81/04/16 0411:50 0412:10 30 72
2459 106 81/04/16 0502:00 0503:55 145 6:3 2
2460 106 81/04/16 1534:50 15':5:20 60 64 2
246) 106 81/04/16 2356:00 2356:20 45 61 2
2462 107 81/04/17 0408:05 0409:50 223 150 3909 3
6337 107 81/04/17 0859:28 0859:56 80 65 2
6338 107 81/04/17 0931:09 0531:36 47 83 2
2463 107 81/04/17 0931:20 0931:35 35 82 2
6339 107 81/04/17 1214:43 1218:44 2619 77 25043 2
2464 107 81/04/17 1423:00 1424:15 277 1325 1.14E+05 6
2465 107 81/04/17 1648:30 1648:55 55 58 2
2466 107 81/04/17 1829:05 1830:40 185 73 2
2467 107 81/04/17 1834:30 1834:45 60 110 1028 7
2468 107 81/04/17 2310:00 2310:30 85 64 2
2469 108 81/04/18 0130:55 0136:10 696 1117 1.60E+05 5
2470 108 81/04/18 0303:35 0304:00 84 134 1863 3
6342 108 81/04/18 0439:49 0440:20 64 70 2
6343 108 81/04/18 0547:32 0547:48 37 108 621 2
6344 108 81/04/18 0549:28 0549:37 89 225 1941 2
6345 108 81/04/18 0559:45 0604:34 1540 377 1.11E+05 2
6346 108 81/04/18 0710:47 0717:57 1163 88 16499 2
2471 108 81/04/18 1030:00 1030:25 55 74 2
2472 108 81/04/18 1048:45 1051125 1185 4160 8.33E+05 8
2473 108 81/04/18 1701:45 1703:20 228 70 2902 2
2474 108 81/04/18 1720:10 1721:45 130 59 2
2475 109 81/04/19 0119:45 0119:50 40 76 2
2476 109 81/04/19 0246:00 0246:20 40 74 2








































HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION
	 C11. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S M	 M FILE#
2478 109 81/04/19 0914:25 0914:35 35 64 2
2479 109 81/04/19 1036:05 1036:35 50 85 2
2480 109 81/04/19 1050:20 1050:45 55 65 2
2481 109 81/04/19 1154:00 1154:30 45 66 2
2482 109 81/04/19 1241:40 1242:20 67 400 3191 5 88, 14
2483 109 81/04/19 1411:10 1411:55 175 66 2
2484 109 81/04/19 1515:55 1517:40 263 90 4006 2 88, 15
2485 109 81/04/19 1534:30 1538:15 401 1028 27438 6 8c, 16
2486 109 81/04/19 1543:05 1544:10 95 164 3527 3 88, 16
2487 109 81/04/19 1652:00 1653:15 145 76 3
2488 109 81/04/19 1710:20 1711:40 497 192 12939 3 89, 1
2489 109 81/04/19 1719:15 1719:50 70 66 2
2490 109 81/04/19 2316:15 2316:55 100 84 2
2491 110 81/04/20 0129:00 0229:40 110 119 2418 3 89, 2
2492 110 81/04/20 0231:35 0232:05 130 75 2
24`>3 110 81/04/20 0343:25 0344:00 173 117 1767 3 89, 3
2494 110 81/04/20 1057:15 1058:35 286 977 63032 7 89, 4
2495 110 81/04/20 1624:35 1629:20 720 259 33135 3 89, 5
2496 110 81/04/20 2118:05 2118:40 60 95 2
2497 111 81/04/21 0907:50 0908:25 63 267 4264 3 89, 6
2498 111 81/04/21 1337:10 1337:25 60 98 2
6352 112 81/04/22 022849 0229:05 57 65 2 I
6353 112 81/04/22 0713:11; 0714:17 115 124 2174 2 196, 12 1
2499 112 81/04/22 1341.30 1342:25 47 109 751 3 89, 7
2540 112 81/04/22 1513:40 1513:55 35 68 2
2501 112 81/04/22 1806:35 1818:25 1081 147 19671 2 89, 8
2542 112 81/04/22 1945:40 1946:50 80 72 2
2503 112 81/04/22 2001:50 2002:55 115 207 4797 3 89, 9 M ,ES
2504 112 81/04/1 2257:50 2300:15 218 209 12505' 3 89, 10
2505 113 81/04/23 0008:15 0008:30 559 99 5182 2 89, It
2506 113 81/04/23 0029:45 0032:1.5 725 305 38377 6 .99, it M
2507 113 81/04/23 0231:35 0232:35 253 120 5726 2 89, 12
2508 113 81/04/23 0706:20 0707:10 105 61 2
2509 113 81/04/23 1009:15 1010:30 70 71 2
2510 113 81/04/23 1142:05 1142:30 35 88 2
2511 113 81/04/23 1304:15 1305:00 11.0 li6 6035 2 89, 13
2512 113 81/04/23 1616:25 1617:50 191 105 3763 6 89, 14
2513 113 81/04/23 1637:10 1638:00 90 65 2
2.514 113 81/04/23 1741:20 1741:55 85 85 2
2515 113 81/04/23 1933:25 1933:45 100 95 2
2516 113 81/04/23 2053:55 2054:45 118 115 3116 2 89, 15
2517 114 81/04/24 0023:10 0023:40 70 92 2
2518 114 81/04/24 0041:50 0045:50 549 508 29095 4 89, 16
2519 114 81/04/24 0054:05 0054:45 85 82 2
2520 114 81/04/24 0135:50 0143:15 3342 11690 4.46E+06 5 90, 1 M ,SN
2521 114 81/04/24 0,'0:45 0326:55 768 74 2754 2 90, 2
2522 114 81/04/24 0459:50 0500:15 69 168 2054 2 90, 3
2523 114 81/04/24 0502:40 0506:35 324 142 1966 2 90, 3
2524 114 81/04/24 0839:45 0839:55 15 74 2
2525 114 81/04/24 0844:10 0853:40 836 314 75228 3 90, 4 M ,EN
6354 114 81/04/24 0934:52 093500 61 1UU 2 I
K-65 114 81/04/24 0946:13 0946:24 42 79 2 1





HXRBS DOY START START PERK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION CH. TAPEM,
YY/MM/DD H":SS HHMN:Ss C/S M # FILE#
6357 114 81/04/24 0952:42 0952:59 98 64 2 I
6358 114 81/04/24 0957:44 0958:34 98 77 2 1
6359 114 81/04/24 1000:37 1001:01 27 78 2 1
2526 114 81/04/24 1110:10 1110:15 20 70 2
2527 114 81/04/24 1112:35 1112:50 53 128 1377 2 90, 5
2528 114 81/04/24 1116:40 1117:55 120 92 2
2529 114 81/04/24 1120:15 1120:25 40 62 2
2530 114 81/04/24 1123:25 1124:30 121 110 2324 2 90, 5
2531 114 81/04/24 1303:00 1303:25 50 74 2
2532 114 81/04/24 1322:50 1323:05 1(15 99 2
2533 114 81/04/24 1324:35 1325:35 60 99 3
2534 114 81/04/24 1334:10 1330-30 80 68 2
4397 114 81/04/24 1420:45 1434:55 3428 1794 1.07E+06 14 146, 7 M ,1	 ,SN
2535 114 81/04/24 1620:25 1620:35 20 77 2
2536 114 81/04/24 1740:40 1741:30 90 65 2
2537 114 81/04/24 2103:45 2103:55 25 60 2
2538 114 81/04/24 2112:05 2112:50 182 250 6191 3 90, 6
2539 114 81/04/24 2116:05 2116:15 20 81 2
2540 114 81/04/24 2226:15 2226:25 25 71 2 90, 7
2541 114 81/04/24 2228:20 2228:55 138 128 1742 2 90, 7
2542 115 81/04/25 0019:25 0019:35 20 361 1337 3 90, 8
21,943 115 81/04/25 0030:20 0030:40 60 140 1572 2 90, 9
2544 115 81/04/25 0032:00 0033:40 130 82 2 90, 9
2545 115 81/04/25 0046:40 0046:55 45 543 2516 5 90, 10
2546 115 81/04/25 0154:40 0154:5ci 40 100 2
2547 115 81/04/25 0209:05 0209:30 53 113 727 2 90, 11
2548 115 81/04/25 0221:00 0221:10 24 195 806 4 90, 12
2549 115 81/04/25 0510:35 0511:05 1008 845 14729 4 90, 13 M
2550 115 81/04/25 0527:55 0528:40 96 535 2125 3 90, 13
2551 115 81/04/25 0530:10 0531:35 180 298 2205 3 90, 13
2552 115 81/04/25 Wig:25 0540:00 86 103 5624 5 90, 13
2553 115 81/04/25 0628:30 0628:45 71 150 1616 2 90, 14
2554 115 81/04/25 0653:10 0654:40 122 122 1476 2 90, 15
2555 115 81/04/25 0655:20 0656:15 100 106 1090 2 90, 15
6360 115 81/04/25 0756:39 0757:12 127 73 2 1
6361 115 81/04/25 0821:34 0823:37 178 74 4 1
2556 115 81/04/25 0951:10 0952:00 180 86 2
2557 115 81/04/25 1001:05 1001:30 95 69 2
2558 115 81/04/25 1026:45 1026:55 40 66 2
6362 115 81/04/25 1145:33 1145:47 39 84 2 I
6364 115 81/04/25 1237:57 1238:31 121 100 2 1
6365 115 81/04/25 1246:22 1246:55 243 67 1983 2 196, 13 I
6366 115 81/04/25 1324:09 1325:13 152 146 3425 2 196, 14 I
2559 115 81/04/25 1548:50 1553:10 1279 366 1.22E+05 3 90, 16 SN
2560 115 81/04/25 1739:30 1740:30 190 46 3648 3 91, 1
2561 115 81/04/25 1749:40 1749:50 30 73 2
2562 115 81/04/25 1751:25 1753:10 180 74 2
2563 115 81/04/25 2038:55 2039:20 170 74 2
2564 115 81/04/25 2043:10 2044:20 130 82 2
2565 115 81/04/25 2217:15 2218:10 100 90 2
2566 115 81/04/25 2234:35 2235:10 78 111 2 91, 2
2567 115 81/04/25 2231:20 2238:50 55 86 2
2568 116 81/04/26 0001:55 0003:40 175 94 2
67
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH
	
MAX FLARE	 NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPEN,
YY/MM1/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS US M	 0 FILE#
2569 116 81/04/26 0004:55 0006:00 100 94 2
2570 116 81/04/26 0015:05 0017:05 475 229 22909 4 91, 3
2571 116 81/04/26 0028:15 0028:30 45 95 2
2572 116 81/04/26 0144:35 0146:40 561 162 13829 2 91, 4
2573 116 81/04/26 0311:30 0313:10 263 370 17832 5 91, 5
2574 116 81/04/26 0610:45 0615:30 711 560 42838 2 91, 6
2575 116 81/04/26 0631:40 0632:50 228 471 13346 4 91, 6
2576 116 81/04/26 0642:30 0643:00 160 61 2
2577 116 81/04/26 0938:10 0939:20 105 63 2
2578 116 81/04/26 1009:55 1010:05 20 86 2
2579 116 81/04/26 1054:50 1148:10 3629 1823 3.62E+06 15 91, 7	 M	 IN
2580 116 81/04/26 1312:30 1318:40 640 70 4150 5 91, 8
2581 116 81/04/26 1415:15 1415:40 155 94 4
2582 116 81/04/26 1431:40 1432:25 115 73 2
2°rff3 116 81/04/26 1552:10 1553:15 105 69 2
2584 116 81/04/26 1735:55 1739:20 981 4922 4.1,?E+05 9 91, 9	 M ,EN
2585 116 81/04/26 1917:25 1918:20 170 87 2
2586 116 81/04/26 1923:25 192025 110 76 2
2587 ilb 81/04/26 2101:50 2102:05 60 76 2
2588 117 81/04/27 0513:25 0513:50 50 96 2
2589 117 81/04/27 0740:55 0812:55 9052 56177 4.85E+07 15 198, 2	 M
2590 117 81/04/27 1404:15 1404:55 105 76 2
2591 117 81/04/27 18`,8:15 1858:40 95 135 2
2592 118 81/84/28 0500:20 0500:30 50 64 14
2593 118 81/04/28 2146:25 2149:10 2981 691 3 91, 10	 M ,SN
2594 119 81/04/29 0729:45 0729:2 1,71 751 76 2
2595 119 81/04/29 0941:55 0942:05 30 76 2
2596 120 81/04/30 0302:00 0305 : 25 1559 123 34244 4 91, 11
2597 120 81/04/30 1109:00 1109:30 50 82 2
6367 120 81/04/30 1219:08 1220:47 164 56 2 1
2598 121 1/05/01 0110:25 0110:45 46 164 1086 _ 92, 1
2599 121 81/05/01 2136:50 2137:35 153 325 14219 4 92, 2
2600 122 81/05/02 0350:15 0350:30 20 75 2
2601 123 81/05/03 0030:00 0030:20 178 64 1131 2 +2, 3
2602 123 81/05/03 1941:10 1941:40 272 188 6021 4 92, 4
2603 123 81/05/03 2124:45 2127:15 156 125 4028 2 92, 5
2604 124 81/05/04 0836:40 0838:45 711 19517 1.17E+06 14 92, 6	 M
2605 124 81/05/04 1935:15 1935:35 90 70 2
2606 125 81/05/05 0200:25 020<):45 105 61 2
2607 iii 81/05/05 1050:25 1050:35 30 56 2
2608 125 81/05/05 2255:00 225-e:i)0 1231 852 1.77E+05 4 92, 4,	 14
2609 126 81/05/06 0818:40 0819:00 50 69 2
2610 127 81/05/07 0201:35 0202:25 90 76 2
2611 127 81/05/07 0540:40 0540:55 40 58 2
2612 127 81/05/07 0625:05 062`5:4:% 85 53
2613 127 81/05/07 0711:15 0712:20 90 66 2
2614 127 81/05/07 0824,:00 0826:25 50 77 2
2615 127 81/05/07 0835:05 0835:25 40 76
2616 127 31/05/07 1427:40 1428:10 130 70 2
2617 127 81/05/07 1742:40 1743.20 95 89
2618 127 81/05/07 1746:45 1747:20 85 76 2
6379 127 81/05/07 2100:38 2101:14 64 93 2 I
2619 128 61/05/08 0007:35 0007:45 50 65 2
2620 128 81/05/08 0217:55 0218:20 125 81 3
2621 128 81/05:'08 0335:00 0335:15 55 64 2
2622 128 81/05'`1P, 0542:15 0542:45 49 517 6193 7 92, 9
2623 128 81&Vvl? 1027:05 1027:30 50 68 2
2624 128 gi/05/08 1333:10 1334:10 135 91 2
2625 128 81/05/08 1738:30 1739:05 56 220 2312 2 92, 10
2626 128 81/05/08 1928:35 1928:35 160 94 2
2627 128 81/05/08 2057:20 2058:25 140 71 2
2628 128 81/05/08 2208:55 2233:25 5700 :3271 1.65E+06 10 921 11
2629 129 81/05/09 0157:45 0158:30 119 441 12527 5 92, 12
2730 129 81/05/09 1155:35 1156:15 60 82 11"
2630 129 81/05/09 1234:25 1235:40 200 82 2
2631 129 81105109 1325:25 1325:35 20 95 2
2731 129 81/05/09 13.36:00 1336:45 474 85 5320 5 95, 12
2732 129 81/05/09 1516:15 1517:15 180 91 2
2733 129 81/05/09 1555:40 1557:15 299 169 18160 10
2632 129 81/05/09 W7:05 1638:55 265 221 14871 2 92, 13
2633 129 81/05/09 1718:05 1719:25 155 83 2
2734 129 81/05/09 1949:05 1950:50 172 240 7260 5 95, 14
2634 129 81/05/09 2204:35 2205:05 127 469 13465 5 92, 14
2635 129 81/05/09 2207:40 2208:50 325 367 21455 2 92, 14
2636 129 81/05/09 2227:05 2227:35 70 100 2
2637 129 81/05/09 2253:20 2305:30 995 243 18612 2 92, 15
2638 130 81/05/10 01291'15 0131:30 237 138 7252 2 92, 16
2639 130 81/05/10 0150:50 0151:20 145 81 2
2640 130 81/05/10 0501:50 0504130 989 392 50972 5 93, 1
2641 130 81/05/10 0610:05 0610:20 30 59 2
2735 130 81/05/10 0908:30 0909:30 168 116 3138 2 95, 15
2642 130 81/05/10 1224:40 1273:45 3940 445 1.61E+05 15 93, 2
2643 130 81/05/10 1950:50 1951:05 50 80 2
2644 130 81/05/10 2050:45 2051:10 35 74 2
2645 130 81/05/10 2124:10 2124:30 50 3`'i 2
2646 131 81/05/11 0013:40 0014:10 103 244 2967 5 93, 3
2647 131 81/05/11 0136:15 0136:35 60 169 1397 2 93, 4
2648 131 81/05/11 0317:15 0317:45 45 75 2
2649 131 81/05/11 0330:55 0332:05 160 158 4294 2 93, S
2650 131 81/05/11 0447:45 0448:20 50 71 2
2651 131 81/05/11 0521:00 0521:40 65 91 2
2652 131 81/05/11 0603:55 061300 1227 608 1.99E+05 10 93, 6
2655 131 81/05/11 1332:25 1553:15 88 132 1463 2 93, 7
2653 131 81/05/11 1403:30 1403:55 145 84 1786 2
2654 131 81/05/11 1449:35 1449:55 105 93 2
2656 131 81/05/11 1534:55 15&'35:05 40 80 2 93, 7
2657 1.?1 81/05/11 2039:15 2039:25 50 61 2
2658 131 81/05/11 2252:55 2253:30 85 56 2
2659 131 81/05/11 2339:15 233905 113 200 3169 5 93, 8
2660 132 81/05/12 0504:15 0505:15 80 65 2
2661 132 81/05/12 1835:50 1836:00 20 49 2
2662 133 81/05/13 0406:45 0415:30 7205 5418 3.07E+0b 15 198, 3
2663 133 81/05/13 1443:45 1444:00 35 212 1948 3 931 9
2664 133 81/05/13 1842:00 1842:10 29 114 453 2 93, 10
2665 133 81/05/13 2324:15 2325:00 171 162 59327 2 93, 11







URIG.IIlr` r^,,, k^ ^ ,` .	
68
HXRBS DOY






EVENT	 DATE	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 COUNf'- REGION CH.
	 TAPER,
YY/MM/DD H": SS W": SS	 US	 4	 #
	
FILER
QRIGN :. W ;	 " y
OF POOR ^Sw^4 ... H	
69
HXRDS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL
	
NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COMTS REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD IMM N:SS IMMW:SS US 0 # FILE#
2667 134 81/05/14 0631:00 0631:25 52 138 1093 2 93, 13
2668 134 81/05/14 1421:35 1422:15 202 155 2707 2 93, 14
2649 135 81/05/15 0414:15 0416:00 195 67 2
2670 '	 , 81/05/15 0544:45 0544:45 303 215 8691 9 53, 95 SN
2671 135 81/05/15 0620:55 0621:25 61 112 718 5 93, 16
2672 135 91/05/15 0735:40 0739:00 615 118 4644 2 94, 1
2673 135 J1/05/15 0757:45 0758:40 207 103 3316 2 94, 2
2674 135 81/05/15 1815.30 1815:35 20 50 2
2675 135 81/05/15 1829:30 18SO:55 170 l00 2
2676 135 01/05/15 1853:20 1854:40 142 187 5481 2 94, 3
2677 135 81/05/15 2135:15 2136:15 195 95 7 AX
2678 135 81/05/15 2220:00 2220:45 120 67 2
2679 136 81/05/16 0036:05 0036:30 90 64 2 SN
2680 136 81/05/16 0211:30 0212:05 65 61 2
2681 136 81/05/16 0240:50 0241:20 45 79 2
2682 136 81/05/16 0442:20 0442:45 45 69 2
2683 136 81/05/16 0551:40 0552:10 75 160 1314 3 94, 4
6384 136 81/05/16 0858:24 0900:02 20y" 972 3.77E+05 5 197, 5 M ,SA,I
2684 136 81/05/16 2344:55 2346:10 145 86 5
2685 137 81/05/17 2027:35 2032:30 316 98 2090 2 94, 5
2686 137 L1/05/11 2126:15 2133:10 629 111 8623 5 94, 6
2687 137 81/05/17 2335:30 2337:45 241 93 4262 5 94, 7
2688 138 81/05/18 1449:55 1451:30 277 87 5505 2 94, 8 M
2689 138 81/05/18 1623:20 1630:05 747 62 8790 2 94, 9 ES
26> 138 u1/05/18 194100 1943:20 230 442 18232 4 94, 10
2691 138 81/05/18 2243:20 2245:35 71-2 116 18723 4 94, 11 AX
2692 140 81/05/20 9 1,02:55 0103:50 145 73 4
2693 140 81/05/20 l► 45:15 0145:45 180 65 2
2694 140 81/05/20 1 1129:55 1437:20 490 136 14460 3 94, 12 AX
2695 140 81/05/20 213015 2132:45 200 96 6
2696 140 81/05/20 2233:25 2234:10 40 76 2
2697 140 81/05/20 2308:40 2311:05 425 125 8217 4 94, 13
2698 141 81/05/21 0142:50 0143:45 165 86 2
6390 141 81/05/21 0629:10 0631:17 334 736 3,2144 5 197, 7 M ,I
6389 141 81/05/21 2123:36 2124:41 152 67 3 I
2699 141 81/05/21 2220:25 2226:15 457 288 10 94, 14
2700 141 81/05/21 2300:30 2301:35 235 131 9122 5 94, 15
6391 143 81/05/23 0321:19 0324:14 432 113 6606 2 197, 9 I
2702 143 81/05/23 2105:25 2106:10 190 92 5
2701 143 81/05/23 2112:35 2113:30 260 98 5331 5 94, 16
'	 2703 144 81/05/24 0023:50 0025:55 538 94 9087 5 95, 1
2704 144 81/05/24 0432:2` 0437:05 587 106 9504 2 95, 2
2705 144 81/05/24 0504:40 0506:20 160 95 2
2706 144 81/05/24 1120:35 1120:50 60 147 1045 5 95, 3
2707 144 81105/24 2056:30 205e:35 292 72 2945 2 95, 4
2708 144 81/05/24 2215:04 2215:50 100 71 2
2709 145 81/05/25 0427:15 0429:05 161 128 2764 2 95, 5
2710 145 81/05/25 1704:55 1705:05 30 85 2
2711 145 81/05/25 1906:25 1907:15 170 77 6
2712 145 81/65/25 2044:05 2044:40 120 74 5
2713 145 81/05/25 2049:10 2049:50 190 69 2
2714 145 81/05/25 2151:35 2152:15 85 95 5 ND



























































































































































































































0750 : 30	 303	 390
	
0810:55	 56	 99



















































































21,M) 2 95, 7
2
17592 5 '5, 8 AX




2644 % 95, 10
10
2












528Yi 5 96, 2
4406 3 96, 3
2





26782 7 96, 5
2
98,304 10 96, 6 M ,SN,ES2
2063 4 96, 7
3278 2 96, 8
8547 2 96, 9
15492 3 96, 10 M ,AX,SA
2
2
2797 3 967 11 M ,SA
2
2
6418 2 96, 12
2
418 3 96, 13
2
2
8900 3 96, 14 SN
1340 2 96, 15






START	 PEAK DURATION PEAK





TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 CMTS REGION CH.
	
TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN: SS H1#N: SS	 C/S	 N	 11
	
FILE*
2775 176 81/06/25 0157:45 0159:10 148 1018 14193 10 97, 1 M
2776 176 81/06/25 0201:55 0202:40 75 76 2
2777 176 81/06/25 0219:35 0219:50 39 154 4358 2 97, 1 ND
2778 176 81/06/25 0334:05 03w1 50 345 20.5 6205 2 97, 2
2779 176 81/06/25 0345:20 0345:40 75 151 1380 4 97, 3
2780 176 81/06/25 0406:40 0407:15 65 72 2
2781 176 81/06/25 0508:45 0509:00 40 388 2
2182 176 81/06/25 1741:45 1745:00 415 262 22539 2 97, 4
2783 176 81/06/25 2020:30 2022:00 69 360 4749 5 97, 5
2784 176 81/06/25 2051:20 2051:50 213 75 1676 2 97, 6
2785 176 81/06/25 2157:25 2158:00 105 77 2
2786 176 81/06/25 1'109:45 2A9:50 20 69 2
2787 176 81/06/25 2311:15 2311:35 60 82 2
2788 177 81/06/26 0034:15 0035:10 200 106 2807 2 97, 7
2789 177 81/06/26 0320:15 0325:15 1317 119 21576 2 97, 8
2790 177 81/06/26 0640:35 0644:35 672 552 52722 2 97, 9
2791 177 81/06/26 1340:55 1341:30 30 430 4448 3 97, 10
2792 177 81/06/26 1909:05 19G9:45 200 64 2
2793 178 81/06/27 0753:55 0754:50 85 95 2
2794 178 81/06/27 0847:20 0857:10 772 391 6391 5 97, 11 M ,EN
2795 179 81/06/28 0023:05 0023:40 285 419 10446 5 97, 12
2796 179 81/06/28 0358:15 0359:10 240 674 22394 10 97, 13
2797 179 81/06/28 0437:45 0438:35 115 83 2
2798 179 81/06/28 0508:25 0508:55 50 95 2
2799 179 81/06/2 0654:00 0654:35 120 85 2
2800 179 81/06/28 0714:50 0715:20 65 63 2
2801 180 81/06/29 0035:20 0040:40 765 1798 4.37E+05 5 97, 14
2802 180 81/06/29 0357:25 0357:45 40 76 2
2803 181 81/06/30 0213:55 0215:25 140 96 6 AX
2804 181 81/06/30 0620:30 0621:40 200 112 6022 2 97, 15
2805 181 81/06/30 2037:35 2037:55 60 83 2
2806 181 81/06/30 2341:00 2341:35 115 83 2
2807 182 81/07/01 2028:25 2028:50 35 72 2
2808 183 81/07/02 0015:45 0016:45 90 77 4
2809 183 81 /07/02 015! j::, 0156: 45 210 137 °`586 13 97, 16
2810 183 81/07/02 0235:00 0236:10 90 136 1833 2 97, 17
2811 184 81/07/03 0111:05 0112:10 136 203 5826 2 98, 1
2812 184 81/0"/03 0119:55 0124:50 602 1593 91923 5 98, 1 M
2816 184 81/07/03 0139:45 0140:40 165 65 2
2813 184 81/07/03 0440:20 0443:45 438 149 7370 2 98, 3
2814 184 81/07/03 1907:00 1908:20 611 412 20798 5 98, 4 M
2815 184 81/07/03 2357:05 2358:35 110 84 2
2817 185 81107104 0549:55 05,,50:10 40 67 2
2818 185 81/07/04 0554:10 0554:35 110 67 2
2819 185 81/07/04 2124:20 2127:30 733 319 55334 10 93, 5
2820 185 81/07/04 2345:10 2347:50 473 154 17640 10 98, 6
2821 186 81/07/05 1530:05 1.530:25 194 116 3179 2 98, 7
2822 186 81/07/05 1952:35 1953:10 125 67 2
2823 187 81/07/06 2245:1:5 2251:35 619 13i^ 13969 10 981 8
2824 187 81/07/06 2328:05 2330:10 412 196 18743 10 98, 9
2825 188 81/07/07 0217:20 0220:45 412 89 7537 2 98, 10
2826 188 81/07/07 0243:57 0244:55 155 90 2
2827 188 81/07/07 2239:25 2242:00 195 84 5 AX
ORIGINAL PAC-4!: :l
OF POOR QUALMY,	 71
HXRBS DGY
	









DATE	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 GOMIS REGION CH.
	
TAPER,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS 	 C/S	 N	 M	 FILE#
2828 189 81/07/03 0034:50 0035:10 30 631 2
2829 189 81/07/08 1149:55 1150:05 21 117 276 2 98, 11
2330 189 81/07/08 1215:35 1217:30 145 79 2
2831 189 81/07/08 2050:45 2050:55 130 85 2
2832 189 81/07/03 2228:45 2233:05 749 170 5 987 12
2833 189 81/07/08 7307:45 2308,, 45 506 98 5 98, 13
2834 190 81101109 0028:00 0029:30 197 83 2
28;:5.5 190 81/07/09 0714:30 W14:55 195 75 2
2336 190 81/07/09 1315:30 1316:4.5 351 487 32157 2 98, 14
2,937 190 81/07/09 1610:10 1611:00 85 100 2
2838 190 81/07/09 1740:30 1741:20 65 79 2
2839 190 81/07/09 2041:00 2045:15 521 214 29289 10 98, 15
2840 191 81/07/10 0655:00 0655:07 13 504 1348 5 98, 16
2841 191 81/07/10 1939:25 1941:5 135 7V 2
2842 191 81/07/10 2211:45 2213:4; 190 85 5
2843 192 81107111 1500:15 1501: 5 175 66 2
2844 192 81/07/11 2342:25 2342:50 65 67 2
2845 192 81/07/11 2345:25 2346:00 70 90 2
2846 193 81/07/12 0211:10 0215:10 505 204 9909 5 99, 1
2847 193 81/07/12 0444:05 0444:10 15 78 2 99, 2
2848 193 81/07/12 0446:30 0446:50 44 307 1882 5 99, 2
2849 193 81/07/12 1104:30 1104:55 40 38 2
MO 193 81/07/12 2233:15 2237:00 438 106 11982 5 99, 3
2851 194 81/07/13 1842:40 1843:35 80 79 2
21352 194 81/07/13 2224:00 2228:10 646 213 2113 5 ?9, 4
2353 195 31/07/14 2215:25 2219:30 619 104 15930 5 99, 5
2854 196 81/07/15 0247:50 0248:5 105 73 2
2855 196 81/07/15 0731:10 0731:45 138 118 2677 2 y9, 6
2856 196 81/07/15 1642:50 1645:40 565 502 61'.','42 4 99, 7
2857 196 81/07/15 2005:05 2006:00 210 217 4441 2 99, 9
2853 196 81/07/15 2134:20 2135:20 157 61 2
2859 196 81/07/15 2157:55 2159:15 289 194 9833 2 99, 10
2863 197 81/07/16 02`1:25 0252:10 135 96 2
2860 197 81/07/16 0418:25 0419:15 136 252 5342 2 99, 11
2861 197 81/07/16 1217:00 1217:10 115 63 2
2862 197 81/07/16 1509:45 1510:45 150 67 2
2863 197 81/07/16 1636:10 1641:10 492 168: 60851 8 9l, 12
2864 197 81/07/16 2023:40 2025:15 115 67 2
2365 197 81107116 202x+ :45 2030:35 90 68 2
2366 197 31/07/16 2038:55 2039:25 65 55 2
2867 197 81/07/16 2323:30 23.25:40 288 106 5043 A. 99, 14
2369 198 81/07/17 0345:15 0345:30 29 288 1976 5 99, 15
2870 198 81/07/17 05;58:00 0542:25 348 71 2784 2 99, 16
2871 198 81/07/17 0703:50 0709:30 65 92 2
2872 198 81107117 0842:22 0842:35 2556 1100 5.02E+05 10 100, 1
2873 198 81/07/17 1145:10 1146:50 219 134 2994 2 100, 2
2874 198 81107!17 1153:40 1155:50 174 173 3443 2 100, 2
2875 198 81/07/17 1223:15 1225:20 614 1137 1.23E+05 5 100, 3
2876 198 81/07/17 1347:25 1347:45 55 99 2
2877 198 81/07/17 1505:30 1505:50 34 300 1502 5 100, 4
2878 198 81/07/17 1645:35 1646:00 40 65 2
2879 198 81/07/17 1648:45 1649:15 92 176 2699 2 100, 5












HXRBS BOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAA MAX. FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIM: SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS US # # FILE#
2881 198 81/07/17 2010:40 201ti:50 15 74 2
2882 198 81/07/17 2012:20 2012:35 30 85 3
2883 198 81/07/17 2303:35 2,104:00 45 67 2
2884 199 81/07/18 0030:25 0031:45 260 160 7579 2 100, 7
2885 199 81/07/18 0111:15 0111:40 55 76 2
2886 199 81/07/18 0215:10 0215:20 41 123 817 2 100, 8
2837 199 81/07/18 0404:45 0404:50 10 78 2
2888 199 81/07/18 0705:45 0709:40 643 980 1.43E+05 5 100, 9 M
2889 199 81/07/18 0841:40 0841:55 35 98 2
2890 199 81/07/18 1140:10 1148:40 848 637 2 100, 11 M ,ND
2891 199 81/07/18 1213:50 1214:20 134 158 2 100, 11 DG
2892 199 81/07/18 1222:30 1222:40 216 4982 51190 10 100, 11
2893 199 81/07/18 1307:05 1312:30 630 209 13908 2 100, 12
2894 199 81/07/18 1332:20 1332:35 30 78 2
2895 199 81/07/18 1403:40 1404:00 85 66 2
2896 199 81/07/18 164005 1641:30 106 124 2852 5 100, 13
28'97 199 81/07/18 1759:30 1803:55 601 73 2 100, 14 DG
2898 199 81/07/18 1933:05 1933:20 25 71 2
2399 199 81/07/18 2015:5 2015:50 70 70 2
2900 199 81/07/18 2248:50 2249:35 174 123 3424 2 100, 15
2901 199 81/07/18 2259:35 2300:10 120 67 2
2902 200 81/07/19 0015:05 0015:20 106 142 1418 2 100, 16
2903 200 81/07/19 0021:45 0022:20 80 62 2 101, 1
2904 200 81/07/19 0024:15 0024:30 47 291 1479 3 101, 1
2905 200 81/07/19 0150:45 0200:05 3258 5697 5.33E+05 5 101, 2 M
2906 200 81/07/19 0417:30 0425:10 491 6358 1.68E+05 6 101, 3 EN
2907 200 81/07/19 0506:20 0533:50 3255 34086 14 101, 4 M ,SA,EN
2908 200 81/07/19 0735:10 0735:50 73 128 612 2 101, 5
2909 200 81/07/19 0825:15 0825:40 45 68 2
2910 200 81/07/19 1005:50 1006:15 40 72 2
2911 200 31107119 1020:05 1020:40 85 75 2
2912 200 81/07/19 1300:40 1301:45 105 69 2
2913 200 81/07/19 1336:35 1337:00 72 544 3280 4 101, 6 M
2914 200 81/07/19 2239:45 2240:10 40 69 2
2915 200 81/07/19 2302:30 2303:00 60 71 2
'"2'916 201 81/07/20 0217:25 0217:27 30 87 2
2917 201 81/07/20 0229:10 0230:35 2227 227 4248 2 101, 8
2918 201 81/07/20 0343:00 0343:10 60 118 1706 2 101, 9
2919 201 81107120 0508:25 0508:55 60 66 2
2920 201 81/07/20 0719:35 0719:55 50 91 2
2921 201 81/07/20 0957:05 0957:25 81 132 2084 2 101, 10
2922 201 81/07/20 1145:40 1146:30 115 100 2
29'23 201 81/07/20 1200:50 1201:25 60 60 2
2924 201 81/07/20 1211:25 1211:50 50 56 2
2925 201 81/07/20 1.307:15 1318:30 2560 1540 7.54E+05 9 101, 11 EN
2926 201 81/07/20 1736:45 1737:05 442 145 13865 2 101, 12 SN
2927 201 81/07/20 2050:15 2050:25 40 60 2
2928 201 81/07/20 2110:35 2110:55 40 66 2
2929 201 81/07/20 2255:40 2256:10 45 62 2
2930 201 81/07/20 2309:00 2309:05 20 91 2
2951 202 81107121 0131:55 0135:50 447 171 14541 2 102, 9
2952 202 81/07/21 0141:30 0141:55 157 824 16166 4 102, 9 M
1953 202 81/07/21 0151:10 0151:45 125 75 2
HXRBS DOY
	 START	 START	 PEAK DURATION PEAK
























































































































































































OF ^ FOR QUALITY,
74
TOTAL NOAA
	 MAX FLARE NOTES
COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPE#,
4	 4 FILER
2
3282 2 101,	 13
35091 5 101,	 14 M
3994 2 101,	 15
2
7721 4 101,	 16 M
1532 2 102,	 1
44785 2 102,	 2 EN
2171 2 102,	 3
2
2




12524 2 102,	 5 M
2
2
28591 3 102,	 6 M
1052 2 102,	 8
2
1292 2 102,	 11
2
5288 2 102,	 12
84894 4 102,	 12 M
2




1021 2 102,	 14
1496 3 102,	 15
20181 4 1021	 16
5446 5 103,	 1 M
19405 3 103,	 3
2
2
8809 6 103,	 4
2
6337 3 103,	 5
77260 3 103,	 6
12117 3 103,	 7
2
2
5854 7 103,	 8 EN
2
2
38416 2 103,	 9 M
2
5763 2 103,	 10
4736 2 103,	 11
2
ORlC6NAL Pk.; ,:, (J
OF POOR QUAL17Y,
75
HXRBS BOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAL( TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPE4,
YY/MIN/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S #	 M FILE#
2987 205 81/07/24 0622:40 0623:25 79 101 1150 2 103, 12
2988 205 81/07/24 0626 :45 0627:15 88 114 522 2
2989 205 81/07/24 0747:35 0748:30 404 806 77860 5 103, 13 M
2990 205 81/07/24 1112:50 1114:25 128 120 1696 2 103, 15
2991 205 81/07/24 1229:45 1230:55 140 72 2
2992 205 81/07/24 1240:15 1241:05 116 142 1793 2 103, 16
2993 205 81107124 1408:25 1409:40 105 93 2
2994 205 81/07/24 2031:25 2032:05 94 261 4768 4 104, 1
2995 205 81101124 2343:10 2346:30 316 117 7884 2 104, 2
2996 206 81/07/25 0124:50 0125:10 60 69 2
2997 206 81/07/25 0158:05 0158:35 105 93 2
2998 206 81/07/25 0310:35 0311:10 83 121 2 104, 3
2999 206 81/07/25 0634:55 0636:20 199 87 2
3000 206 81/07/25 0919:20 0921:20 277 785 28421 4 104, 4
3001 206 81/07/25 1059:40 1100:05 S0 67 2 ND
3002 206 81/07/25 1110:20 1110:30 135 192 2 104, 5 ND
3003 206 81/07/25 1710:40 1712:35 520 1656 1.76,E+05 10 104, 6 M ,AX
3004 206 81/07/25 1726:10 1717:40 101 200 2.245 2 AX.
3005 206 81/07/25 1838:30 1851:00 2072 845 5.96E+05 12 104, 7 AX
3006 206 81/07/' 2013:00 2014:25 141 136 3423 2 104, 8 AX
3007 206 81/07/25 2025:00 2029:00 573 228 25140 12 104, 8
3008 206 81/07/25 2156:00 21% , 05 215 76 2
3009 206 81/07/25 2201:30 2213:35 1059 93 18298 2 104, 9 AX
3010 206 81/07/25 2336:50 2337:35 87 555 7134 5 104, 10 M
::1011 206 81/07/25 2345:25 2347:50 183 139 2419 2 104, 10
3012 206 81/07/25 235355 2355:35 125 63 2
3013 206 81/07/25 2358 05 2358:15 80 91 2
3014 207 81/07/26 0121:30 0123:10 230 466 11855 3 104, 12 M
3015 207 81/07/26 0313:05 0313:15 23 167 543 4 104, 13
3016 207 81/07/26 0404:20 0411:30 712 3008 1.59E+05 8 104, 14 M ,SN,ND
3017 207 81/07/26 0547:55 0548:30 75 79 2
3018 207 81/07/26 0559:15 0602:00 559 901 45051 5 104, 15 M
3019 207 81/07/26 0619:10 0619:40 81 157 1821 4 104, 15
3020 207 81/07/26 0724:05 0725:25 165 97 2
3021 207 81/07/26 0732:55 0733:45 312 65 1974 2 104, 16
3022 207 81/07/26 0755:20 0805:45 1095 6974 8.24E+05 12 105, 1 M
3023 207 81/07/26 0850:30 0911:35 1476 1476 49`'581 5 105, 2
3024 207 81/07/26 0941:45 0943:00 125 80 2
3025 207 81/07/26 0947:25 0947:30 35 65 2
3026 207 81/07/26 1107:40 1108:10 50 188 1109 4 105, 3
W27 207 81/07/26 1111:05 1113:00 539 2614 2.54E+05 IU 1[15, 3
3028 207 81/07/26 1215:45 1216:10 56 107 829 1 105, 4
.1029 207 81/07/26 1249:40 1249:55 3=3 311 1746 3 105, 5
3030 207 81/07/26 1347:35 1352:25 668 56177 8.12E+06 15 105, 6 M
3031 207 81/07/26 1528:10 1533:30 1079 217 2 105, 8 ND
3032 207 81/07/26 1847:40 1849:15 198 93 2
3033 207 81/07/26 2134:00 2134:10 210 222 9948 2 105, 9 SN
3034 207 81/07/26 2203:00 2203:35 105 95 2
8035 207 81/07/26 2214:35 2215:10 110 71 2
3036 207 81/07/26 2218:15 2219:25 110 97 2
3037 207 81/07/26 2320:50 2327:45 683 345 16537 5 105, 10
3038 207 81/07/26 2347:15 2349:10 217 292 9316 5 105, 10
30:39 208 81/07/27 0001:30 0002:35 105 75 2 ES
ORIGINAL PAGE SS
OF POOR QUAL17Y, 76
HXRBS GOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION CM. TAPE4,
YY /MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S M 4 FILER
3040 208 81/07/27 0102:55 0107:55 408 294 9353 5 105, 11
3041 208 81/07/27 0113:20 0114:30 169 600 27294 2 105, 11
3042 208 81107127 0312:50 0313:40 123 110 1845 2 105, 12
3043 208 81/07/27 040420 0407:15 212 223 3100 4 105, 13
3044 208 81107/27 0412:30 0414:15 378 8554 1.74E+05 9 105, 13 M
3045 208 81/07/27 0429:55 0430:05 25 62 2
3046 208 81107127 0433:55 0434:10 170 77 2
3047 208 81/07/27 0440:55 0441:15 195 77 2
3048 208 81/07/27 0600:45 0601:15 60 82 2
3049 208 81/07/27 0617:25 0617:55 69 451 1968 5 105, 14 M
3050 208 81/07/27 0627:35 0630:05 162 102 2327 2 105, 14 EN
3051 208 81/07/27 0721:50 0722:25 69 153 994 2 105, 15
3052 208 81/07/27 0725:50 0726:30 119 125 2,147 2 105, 15
3053 208 81/07/27 0754:35 0755:10 65 62 2
3054 208 81/07/27 0927:50 0928:10 40 65 2
3055 208 81/07/27 0933:15 0933:40 60 72 2
3056 208 81107127 1156:40 1157:35 87 80 3
3057 208 81/07/27 1203:10 1203:25 35 80 3
3058 208 81/07/27 1223:50 1225:10 175 66 2
3059 208 81/07/27 1334:10 1343:50 1227 199 8473 15 106, 1
3060 208 81/07/27 1411:50 1416:35 676 78 10135 5 106, 1
3061 208 81/07/27 1515:56 1523:55 640 96 6727 5 106, 2
3062 208 81/07/27 1647:00 1647:55 110 97 2
r	 3063 208 81/07/27 2201:35 2201:45 20 78 2
i	 3064 209 81/07/28 0125:45 0126:45 84 133 1460 2 106, 3
3065 209 81/07/28 0216:25 0217:25 470 502 17522 3 106, 4
-	 3066 209 81/07/28 0257:50 0300:20 291 129 4621 2 106, 5
s	 3067 209 81/07/28 0712:50 0714:10 150 76 2
3068 209 81107128 0725:35 0726:15 427 256 13752 3 106, 6
t	 3069 209 81/07/28 1020:40 1021:15 110 66 2
3070 209 81/07/28 1232:10 1232:20 55 77 2
3071 209 81107128 1402:50 1408:15 628 96. 58758 6 106, 7
3072 209 81/07/28 1640:35 1641:15 110 90 2
3073 209 81/07/28 1950:00 1950:25 60 61 2
3074 209 81/07/28 2009:00 2010:00 598 11321 4.95E+05 9 106, 8 M
3075 210 81/07/29 02401'30 0240:50 100 69 2
3076 210 81/07/29 0357:15 0357:40 55 65 2
* 3077 210 81/07/29 2258:00 22,58:05 25 402 2649 5 106, 9 M
* 3078 210 81/07/29 2305:15 2306:45 223 360 7145 5 106, 9
* 3079 211 81/07/30 0053:40 0054:00 45 80 2
* 3080 211 81/07/30 0512:35 0513:15 60 97 2
* 3081 211 81/07/30 0541:25 0541:45 75 65 2
* 3082 211 81/07/30 0650:50 0651:00 50 66 2
* 3083 211 81/07/30 0733:25 0734:40 112 195 1545 2 106, 11
* 3084 211 81107130 0901:15 0901:40 162 382 2905 5 106, 12
* 3085 211 81/07/30 1008:35 1010:40 166 644 3031 5 106, 13
* 3086 211 81/07/30 1046:00 1046:40 302 1530 33272 4 106, 14
3087 211 81/07/30 1,135:50 1136:30 50 77 4
3088 211 81/07/30 1156:50 1157:20 60 57 2
3089 211 81/07/30 1307:40 1309:40 254 88 3874 4 106, 15
3090 211 81/07/30 1345.'05 1351:10 632 129 16337 9 106, 16
3091 211 81/07/30 1449:20 1451:15 585 141 18715 6 107, 1
3092 211 81101130 1614:10 1617:00 1359 308 72359 6 107, 2 M
ORIGIN
 Al Pj'l"M ES^'
OF POOR QUALITY
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION CH. J`APE4,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS MM: SS C/S # N FILD
309'3 211 81/07/30 1947:00 1947:40 63 195 1256 3 107, 4
3094 211 81/07/30 1950:00 1951:15 238 446 9751 5 107, 4 M
3095 211 81/07/30 2131:35 2133:45 290 928 28283 5 107, 5 M
30% 211 81/07/30 2326:08 2325:45 132 403 18722 3 107, 6 M ,ES
3097 212 81/07/31 0038:10 0038:15 20 358 1361 5 107, 7
3098 212 81/07/31 0050:55 0053:15 337 1777 92528 7 107, 8
3099 212 81/07/31 0326:35 0327:40 230 388 12866 4 107, 9 M
3100 212 81/07/31 0344:10 0345:15 145 70 2
3101 212 81/07/31 0405:20 0406:05 234 139 5144 2 107, It
3102 212 81/07/31 0518:25 0518:35 80 111 1341 2 107, 12
3103 212 81/07/31 0520:45 0521:10 55 92 2 107, 12
3104 212 81/07/31 0555:20 0556:05 88 729 13768 8 107, 13
3105 212 81/07/31 0840:55 0841:55 140 65 2
3106 212 81/07/31 1120:45 1121:30 90 98 3
3107 212 81/07/31 1314:20 1314:55 60 67 2
3108 212 81/07/31 1940:20 1940:55 65 81 2
3109 212 81/07/31 2252:55 2254:15 1t0 98 2
3110 213 81/08/01 0050:55 0051:30 45 91 2
1111 213 81/08/01 0457:30 0458:00 5^0 76 2
3112 213 81/08/01 0807:25 0808:35 167 126 4167 2 107, 14
3113 213 81/08/01 1116425 1118:30 209 181 11438 13 107, 15
3114 213 81/08/01 1249:35 1251:50 235 106 4876 4 107, 16
3115 213 81/08/01 1438:10 1438:C5 'Ro 82 2
3116 2121 81/08/01 2227:55 2229:25 169 112 2798 2 10", i
3117 213 81/08/01 2258:05 22558:2` Ro 82 2
e 3118 214 81/08/02 0039:35 0040:00 45 95 2
3119 214 81/08/02 0135:05 0135:25 38 142 822 2 108, 2
3120 214 81/08/02 0339:25 0339:45 60 94 2
k` 3121 214 81/08/02 0634:25 0637:00 290 150 4879 2 108, 3
3122 214 81/08/02 1240:45 1241:15 198 85 3 AX
3123 214 81/08/02 2110:40 2111:20 75 70 2
3124 215 81/08/03 0023:40 0025:50 135 65 2
3125 215 81/08/03 0137:00 0137:25 57 150 1722 4 108, 4
3126 215 81/08/03 0140:05 0140:55 105 81 2
3127 215 81/08/03 0305:30 0306:35 195 74 2
3128 215 81/08/03 0917:40 0918:40 155 68 3
3129 215 81/08/03 0942:30 0943:45 120 7r 3
3130 215 81/08/03 0957:35 1001:10 804 157 16878 2 108, 5
3131 215 81/(x8/03 1056:05 1059:10 353 180 16968 7 108, 6 M
3132 215 81/08/03 1:18:30 1119:30 752 279 21614 5 108, 6
3133 215 81/08/03 1138:40 1139:35 60 61 2
3134 215 81/08/03 1244:25 1248:50 382 162 9187 3 108, 7
3135 215 81/08/03 1601:15 1604:45 250 128 4723 2 108, 8
3136 215 81/08/03 1857:30 1858:05 130 74 2
3137 215 81/08/03 1921:00 1921:25 45 70 2
3138 215 81/08/03 2026:20 2026:20 662 1270 1.90E+05 3257 3 108, 9 M ,SN
3139 215 81/08/03 2221:55 2224:25 175 86 2
3140 215 81/08/03 2336:35 2340:45 1160 440 1.13E+05 3257 4 108, 11 M	 11=34
3141 216 81/08/04 0132:10 0133:40 284 74 3490 2 108, 13
142 216 81/08/04 0206:55 0207:35 71 194 1195 2 108, 14
3143 216 81/0'8/04 0210:30 0212:20 140 75 2
3144 216 81/08/04 0458:15 0501:50 422 75 3436 2 108, 15
3145 216 81/08/04 0622:35 0622:55 25 65 2
78
HXRBS	 C►0Y	 START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAH MAX FLARE	 NOTES
EVENT
	 DATE TIME TIME SEC:	 RATE COUNT.3	 REGION C.H. TAPER,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS "4:SS C/S # # FILE#
3146 216 81/08/04 0628:15 0628:25 60 74 2
3147 216 81/08/04 0652:30 0654:00 129 t:88 3419 3 108, 16
3148 216 81/08/04 0656:10 0657:15 190 2469 21756 3257
	 8 108, 16
3149 216 81/08/04 0809:45 0810:25 195 340 13111 4 109, 13150 216 81/08/04 0822:05 0824:35 1.130 92 2
3151 216 81/08/04 0949:05 0951:45 28; 131 3797 2 109, 2
3152 216 81/08/04 1004:00 1006:05 155 73 2
3153 216 81/08/04 1046:.30 1050:30 421 118 10168 5 109,
3154 216 81/08/04 1106:40 1107:40 195 91 2
3155 216 81/08/04 1115:50 1117:20 165 67 2
3156 216 81/08/04 1119:52 1122:05 170 127 1033 2 109, 4
3157 216 81/08/04 1129:30 1130:45 182 434 12360 3257	 3 109, 5
3158 216 81/08/04 1221:25 1222:50 552 87 9559 5 109, 6
3159 216 91/08/04 1451:10 1451:20 100 90 5
3160 216 81/08/04 1531:05 1531:40 83 226 2038 3 109, 7
3161 216 81/08/04 1842:25 1843:0 112 105 889 2 109, 8
3162 216 81/08/04 1854:35 1854:45 100 113 560 2 109, 8
3163 216 81/08/04 2041:50 2043:15 198 78 2
3164 216 81/08/04 20`4:50 2055:40 65 61 2
3165 216 81/08/04 2512:00 2232:25 120 104 1194 2 109, 9
3166 216 81/08/04 2345:55 2346:15 70 73 2
3167 216 81/08/04 2347:40 230:20 165 77 2
3168 216 81/08/04 2351:55 2351:i5 55 159 982 2 109, 103169 216 81/08/04 23557; i( 2.355'.40 55 69 2
3170 216 81/08/04 259:0 2359:20 85 34 2
3171 217 81/08/05 0!14:15 0114:40 1011 60 2
3172 217 811 /08/05 0244:>;` (►,!",`.:15 10`• 91 32173 217 81/08/05 0737:55 073'9:00 245 1411 19363 3257	 5 109, 113174 217 81/08/05 1053:25 1053:50 45 9" 2
3175 217 81/08/05 1212:00 1216:20 689 88 12256 5 109, 13
3176 217 81/08/05 1541:55 1543:10 223 224 6637 2 109, 14
3177 217 81/08/05 204025 2041:35 25 72 2
3178 218 81/08/06 0424:25 0424:50 50 62 2
3171' 218 81/08/06 0458:30 0458:45 25L^r 87 2
3190 218 81/08/06 0920:25 0920:30 25 62 2
3181 218 81/08/06 0924:10 0924:30 53 136 12555 3 109, 15
3182 218 81/08/06 1031:20 1032:20 75 368 2587 4 109, 16
3183 218 81/08/06 1352:25 1352:50 50 70 2
3184 219 81/08/07 0737:00 0737:40 190 65 2
3185 219 81/08/07 1200:05 1201:15 145 74 3
3186 219 81/08/07 1951:50 1952:50 2570 125 3257	 3 110, 1
3187 220 81/08/08 1329:00 1329:10 16 253 1409 3 110, 2
3188 220 81/08/08 2125:35 2133:20 780 19.2 22150 2 110, 3
3189 220 81/08/08 2320:45 2321:05 50 69 2
3190 221 81/08/09 0254:05 0254:35 60 74 2
3191 221 81/08/09 0256:35 0257:10 75 94 2
3192 221 81/08/09 1459:05 1500:15 296 186 IIF29 3257
	 5 110, 4
3193 222 81/08/10 0657:05 0658:55 579
	 12265 4.59E+05 3257	 10 110, 5
3194 222 81/08/10 072035 0725:05 118 109 1377 2 110, 6
3195 222 81/08/10 0745:05 0745:45 86 1847 27426 10 110, 7
3196 222 81/08/10 2243:45 2244:30 65 69 2
3197 223 81/08/11 0043:05 0043:45 75 68 2











OF POOR QUALrTy 79
HXRBS DGY
EVENT








SEC	 RNTE COUNTS	 REGION
	 CH.
	 TAPER,
C/S w li	 FILE#
3199	 223	 81/08/11	 0 158: 50 0159:30 95 993200	 223
	 81/08/11
3201
1434:00 1448:55 1007 744 1.16E+0^^	 3257
	 5	 110,	 8	 M ,ES223	 81/08/11 1807:10 1808:25 130 743202	 223	 81/08/11 2116:55 2117:05 25 63^3'203
	 224
	 81/08/1'2 0106:00 0106:4r 60 1,7 2
3204
	 224 81/08/12 0219:10 0219:45 105 63 2
3205
	 224 51/08/12 0221:40 0222:35 175 893206	 '2'24
1207




5	 110,	 9	 M224 81/08/12 0338:00 0333:15 95 673203
	 224 81/08/12 0345:15 0345:50 279 252 7281 110,	 i0320;?	 224 81/08/12 0417:30 0417:4;' 148 887 19316
'






0628:50 0629:15 1498 19518 2,011E+06	 3257
2
















3215 	 224 81/08/1'2" 1'2"56:30 1 256:45 45 54
•2
3216	 224 81/08/12 1300:15 1300:35 71 176 1291
2
33217
	 224 81/08/12 2058:15 2059:10 8:, 79
110,	 15	 M
23218	 224 81/08/12 2100:20 2100:;'5 110 801
3219
	 224 81/08/12 2103:30 21iO:50 1236 4`8 1.23E+053220
	 225 81/08/13 0003: ,,,() 0003: 55 40 8 11 110,	 lE
3211
	 225 81/03/13 0007:35 0007:40 35 71
22	 225 81/08/13' 0029:40 0031:'20 313 160 83159
2
2 	 111,3221
	 225 81/08/13 0207:30 : C O210:201 19:1 by 1-3224
	 225 81/08/13 0341:55 0342: 2`, 27'7 304 18 '4:8 14	 111,3225	 225 81/08/13 0400:401 0400:55 32 134 i 117
2	 Nu
2226	 225 81 /08/ 13 040'2: 3(► 0404:0` 180 61 2	 111,  	 2_
:_:227
	 22511 ._ L	 0►31/i _ti81/' 505- <0_,01,, 2 ^ 0507:20 180 71
1
3228
	 225 81/08/13 0637;25 01637:45 8;'3 13;3
2
L' '9	 115 81/08/13 0	 5: ►^i71._	 C _ 0716:30 41^ 7 -321 2 1.45E+015
	
c,r ,	 r111	 1
7	 111,	 '3230	 225 81/08/13 1159:15 1200:15 4 7;', "31 -^ 11 F/6.;' :'031	 ''•^^
3231	 11_, 81/08/13 .:132r :20 1338:00 501 297 2,8465
111,	 55
2	 121{X2•_2
	 215 81/081'3 1609::10 1609:4S 3;!i 81 i	 ,32_,'3
	 225 81/08/13 2134:55 2137:40 342 341 17185 23234	 225 81/08/13 2:.0;7:40 2237:55 46 322 ,240,6
1	 111,	 ;7
3,;,;^ ,_^313,,,	 221 81/0:8/1.; _• ,119:107LJ, 2309:25 1._25 9^^r
11 2, 	 8	 M
L3236
	 226 81/08/14 0015:00 0015:40 40 633237
	 226 81/08/14 0024:20 0043' : 1'5 1774 502 C•- 140.2 y6	 1117	 103238	 226 81/08/14 0504:15 0504:2` VC 70 EN 
'M9
	 226 81/0'-'/14 0511:5 0512:35 112 189 2404
.2
3240	 226 81/08/14 0518:10 0521:00 473 11 8_.57loy^/
2	 111,	 11
2	 1117.113241
	 22E 81/08/14 0621:35 0635:45 1327 292 391 35 14	 111,	 123242	 226 81/08/14 0826:05
	 0826:40 105 6^,
M;
;.,3243 	 116 -91/08/14 1 '20.01.5
	 ),'220 . 25 35 94 23244	 226 81/03/14 1547:310 1`'41:00 70 79
2
3245	 226 81/08/14 1 c11;1; 35
	 i 8 5:10 103 217 5436	 3257 23246
	 226 81/08/14




	 0127:20 130 77














	 0645:203 7 438 212 23391
.2	 11 ,
	 1	 M
♦251 	 •r ^^	 6	 O1, '++	 81/08/16




5	 111,	 4	 M
ORiGINO* ^. 'i	 "..






















	 1930 55	 1,8	 6932153	 123 231/03/16
	 2234:25	 22;1'`:	 r
'	
1	 1	 85154
	 LL1	 aI to
	













	 462	 1110 6211
AX
325 7	 229	 81/03/17
	 1349:35°'	 r13(,0.15
	 i l^0	 88












	 292	 114 „4'76„ 2:,160	 2.30	 61 (93 	 'a	 0640:15 2	 11'1,	 /
3261	 230	 8 1 /08/18
	 1115:30	 1117:05





































	 697	 16S 21469
L
3;26%
	 231	 81108/ 19





j ' 9	 231
	 c31,ri!d/19
	























,14273	 2:32	 81 /0"/20
	 1317:45







2	 112,	 12	 M
:,275	 2:32	 81/08/20
	 1634:25	 16_;5: 05	 90 E' 1





	 1847"°	 4	 168




















`7	 1 ! 7 1121
b	 1127	 15
2Z80	 233
	 '3	 ' )^ :.,,
	 1 1'	 : 4f,•r,.,	 •4:^	 0at:i	 r	 a	 ^ ^r,1.6	 ^L^i ,3^^OF,t,
2	 112,	 11)
31!^ 1
	 2"33	 8 1 /08/21i 'J 1 0410- 551. t	 /^  	 0411:55






	 373r":/C 121783'28,,' 	 L33	 '8'1 /08/21 
	 0720:55
	 0721:55






t3`'`' 'j ' (^='	 83c,	 530	 1.16E+035 2	 113,	 4	 M,3285





8	 i 1 `',	 E'
3Ov,6	 23k3	 81/08/2'1
	 1221:50






	 1485 1666 F''288	 23:3	 81 /(i8/^ 1













,,r	 L	 212' :4!i	 X123: ]:,	 t`^	 (^=, 13291
	 233	 81/08/21
	 212°"	 26: 5 	70	 69
2
3291
	 [:3 3	 $1103/` 21
	
2 '^	 , {	 r
_ 12.:-5	 2_{14:10
	 190	 67 1
/ 02'1
	 2.3 8: ) l3293	 233	 C 1	 1r, , 1	 .,,r„ t





	 0 1 1 1 : 150112:15
	 70	 97




	 0243:1.,1 29 3322 L	 ND1963296	 234	 81 /08/2.?	 0355:15
	 0359:40
	








	 81/08/22	 0846:30	 0846:40
	 25	 157 5093299	 234
	 81/08/22
	 1211:55



















	 0229: 00 	 0229:35
	
55	 4











	 30	 102 22
P.r::,..,	 ::." 531
OF ^`
HXRBS	 GOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE	 1o'fES
EVENT PATE TIME TIME
';EC RAPE COUNTS REGION	 G1{. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DG HHMN:SS HHMN:SS US #	 # FILE#
3305 2 ,'^6 61/03/23 2055:10 2057:15 651 193 27294 6 1137 14	 AX235 8J/08/23 211U 45 2117:35 115 57 2
07 235 81/08/23 2141:20 2142:35 130 73 2
.'303 235 81/03/23 22;1:10 2235:45 572 258 85460 5 113, 15	 AXti::{0q 2:35 6,8+:8123 23117:15 2322:45 896 420 31300 11 11; , ib
831+j 236 51/08/24 0044:50 0101:2'0 1305 592 1.29E+05 15 114, 1	 M	 ,AX236 ;;1/05/24 0147:00 0149:50 333 143 9666 4 114, 2	 AX3312 236 81/08/24 0233:34 0233:45 35 79 2
3)'13 236 81!0»/214 0325:25 0326:00 122 344 13830 4 114, 3
3314 2",16 81/08/24 1004:05 1004:45 73 115 1786 2 114, 4	 SA
K315 2J,6 81/08/24 1907:20 1904:45 456 145 1`389 6 114, 51
3311 236 81/08/24 2045:45 2047:00 615 365 57281 5 114, h;3317 236 81/08/24 212'1 :: 30 2	 25 150 76 4
3318 236 81/08/24 2 .228:15 22.21 :00 265 89 14514 f 114, 72 319 235 ^;1 /08/24 2307: i 0 2313: n 569 96 81123 '7' 114, 83320 237 81/08/25 0029 :00 00.-
 9:40 65 99 -
-3"1 1 237 2;1 /08/25 051131a 0513:55 120 145 2 114, 9	 Dpi
3322 2.7 81/08/25 0717 ;7 0717:45 85 93 2
3.
_	 _
22 2•_37 /	 +";	 I81 22/2, ' ,	 y.	 is1:=19.1 j 1	 20:1` 60 76
424 237 51/08/2•`1 1942:45 1943:15 85 77 2
3;;25 ;:37 :1 /08 /22' 7 2'044::5 2:04.5:30 145 71 3
A324 X37 81/00/25 2119:30 2120;40 120 84 5
•J •^L,
_
•,',-2t^/ ^_;^;1/L►Lrli 	 i °'2^C^+.+: yll ► !!	 LI-►228..2: r J199,7 40'9 r	 1'ix:.2,4. ^'' 6 114, 10	 M	 ,AX.231 ;j tl+j3/'«1 2257:20 '258:45 124 136 5289 5 114, 12	 AX33 " 237
`
:1/08/25 2:02:50 2304:35 226 122 7222 14 114, 12	 AX
.._3 30 °'-,.fir,' 81/0cr^12'	 6 004:;3: 20 0044:30 180 7'9 14 AX1 2-38 !^08 126 28:3,82: ►C_	 r	 C_ ;'^	 5ii:_.,7:1y, x;49 li p' //,1442. 2 114, 12;33312 2:;i ; 81/08/26 101;:30 101:,:45 30 73 14
:;..:3 %t :_; ;'-1/Uc;/21^ 1751:15 1751:40 71 208 195 22'^ 2 114, 1481/.; ;/	 <_r :026:28+ 202750 558 165 30909 5 AX
_r<a5 2:;;; X, 1/08/26 :1 106:05 2114: X15 <<- f5G 10946 2 114: f81108126 2121:,"() 212:3: ,'5
'
191 120 461; 22 114, 1^C^#3';l X38 81/02:/2,. 2207:50 2210:00 291 25.3 27945 5 114, 16	 AX;;>3 2, ui/08/27 0303:50 0304:25 126 104 1754





,"Al '239 c'1 /+'3,:;127 0826:1 0 0826:35 68 111 723 2 115,334;' 23 9 1 /08'12 '8 13,15:00 1315:25 80 75 2
3 :-;4 ' !:"9 81 /812 /27 1726:.':;5 1726 :45 35 131 347 2 11 5 4
.4 239 _^l/0,;/•<7 17`,5:4633 1756:05 75 58
- y
45 239 81/03/27 1859:;:i0 1900. .25 85 59 2
"'''^"5 2"r"''/ -:1/x'13:2508/27 2 221 4:05 10 ^` 148 2 115, 5	 NEi
.;; 47 240 131 /03/{ 0013: 5O 0015: 45 170 0 21
_ 348 240 81 /088 28 0112:55  n 4 '-1118:• nr. i382 rc 9 3324 5 115, 6	 AX2'40 c; l /!13/2:' 0136:45 01:17: 40 110 129 3431 5 115, 73358' 240 5;1/03!25; 0145:45 0146:40 120 72 2?4'-1 240 ;1 /0011 28 0257:0;:; 02•,`.7:'2j5 45 63 23'3"^ ,
_ ^. 24::+ ;-1 ,	 ^1 923^ ., n -	 r c)3:;4:45 !r0~;351:2:+ ^ 1x.12 170 1^ /24 •2 115, r.51"1 240 91 /0 13 /2,,3 0507 '00it
	
►C ^	 ►C•J+: /:1C ;0 rl72 2
3'54 240 81/03/25 0750:30 0751:10 60 182 2420 4 115, 9
;:;
	
C 240 81 /u;;/28 1,1 12:105 H13:1013: 40 // 2
;75,5,!.5 240 81!03/28 12f4:45 1214:55 127 268 5645 1 115,
	







 NEAT; DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA












	 81 /0: /:';:
	 1406: '` 9 : 20140'- 130 81
. :
	 . 2 ,40	 61 /'Q3 ! : o	 14 :4:1 s	 1425:55 626 76 5230
2
c2	 11,,





1836:25 1841:25 703 159 25218 L	 c2	 I1J,
	 132.1352:' U i85L:50 60 65 23363	 240
	 81/08/28 1922:59 1 122-3:40 146 599 11124 5	 I1:,	 143ti^ 54 •240	 81 /08/ '2-8 C2017:05 2017:55 95
7`
-1365 240	 8 1 /08/28 2028:45 20 '2'i^:f:5 204 438 4986241:,
	 81/08/28
 2035: 50 2036: 3(!
- 6c1 181 c.• r1 ^'.!.,
5	 115,	 15
?:3:.,67 ,.240	 :1/08/28 205 4:20 r 56:L(1Jn. 10 1 90 74
2	 115,
	 1 g




c°369 240	 '. 1/08/2c.' 2228: j0 ":L ,1:55 547 `81of e	 5,Qf3: 115,	 1 6.4	 116,	 1
•'i:'1O 141	 81/08/29 0244:610 0244:20 65 G''
337; 241	 81/00/29 0452:45 (! °4J4r1 U rt 37 251 67Gy L241	 31 "08129 N,:33- 4Of 0643:10 612 121 :3:361
d	 116,	 2









4	 116,	 4-,75•54 /	 r,
,	
"^^"^41
	 _,i or1 /29 a1056,:431 cn. c131.8




	 y/0 f/2 1.37:x: ((► ,'A -'304'30 i 63 1378 25853 L
2
5	 116,	 5t3ti7: 241	 f.•l /7g j21 153-:,4,^^i cr 7:30i5 '951 {L4 M337 + 241	 81/08/29 15`4:2 •` 1555:05 65 943G 3() 241	 81/08/29 -1857:10 i1	 C	 , L'




241	 81/08/29 2016:15 2023:50 2730 1:i9 514,;39
2
15	 116,	 7241
	 83 1/08/29 2143::;5 2143:47 3-
-,3	
•3 241	 831 /08/2'9 2218:35 2225:10 615 177 314'26 15	 116,	 d:3.:34
,^;;r 242	 81/08/30 Of 19:00 !:25,01L(	 L:• bbl '376 331:^'^^ 5	 fib,
.,.,8
J386
r,:24'6'	 3 1/03530 0231:45 0233:55 22'3 105 3866
9	 M
2	 116,	 10242
	 831 /0 :{/30 0306:00 0306:10 70 93 ;
3387 242	 81!08!:3(1 0312:45 0:3 14:55 50 r L
338
242	 81 /ti: /;tj 0907:25 0909:55 349 3116 211E+05 10	 116,	 If389 24281108 3/30 0926:45 0927:35 105 76 M
3390 242	 81/(18/ 30 1254:45 12'55:10 135 93 L
3391 24281 /U
	 30 1543:0,43:15 c154_;:30 5J 69
3
X3392 242	 81/08/30 1544:40 1545:05 fag 82
2L
3393 242	 81/033/30 1605:40 1606:731 35 72
2
3,94 24 2	 8i 1849:05 1 849:55 301 463 18013 43;9~ 242	 81/08/30 2014:05 2014:20 39 123 1218
116,	 13
339`, 242	 8i/08/30 2031:30 2034:40 427 65 3465
3	 116,	 14
2	 116,'397 242	 81/08/30 2202' 0(" 2202: 45 131 230 2584 153395 242	 81/08/30 2211:20 2215:20 475 84 7552
4	 116,	 16
43399 242
	 81/08/30 2357:2 r 5-,2^J^ lit 98 137 1870
116,	 16
3400 243	 3f /08/31 0048:3U 7049::30 85 92
3	 117,	 1
3401 243	 81/78/31 0104:40 0104:55 97 213 2478
2L
4	 117,3402 243
	 81/08/31 0107:35 0108:00 151 227 2541
2 
3403 243	 81/78/31 0111:25 0112:00 143 229 4692 3	 117,	 23404
{405
243	 81/08/31 0117:15 0118:40 248 365 11606 5	 117,	 2243	 81/08/31 0543:15


























	 1500:50 30 56
117,	 b	 M ,Dii2
ORIGINVI , FlArj",'^
OF POOR
HXRB4 DOY STARI START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. T APE#,
YY/MM/DD Mo., SS HHMN:SS C/S M	 it FILER
3411 243 81/08/31 1539:55 1540:25 70 77 2
3412 24.3 81/08/31 1809:50 181.0:05 391 133 8165 2 11 7 ,	 8 SN,AX
3413 243 81/08/31 1949:10 IM 20 226 170 8335 3 117,	 9 AX3414 244 81/09/01 0401:35 0402:05 80 29•+ 4138 3 117,	 10
3415 244 81/09141 0539:20 0542:05 304 483 18253 2 117,	 14'
s	 3416 244 81/09/01 1649:05 1652:35 295 92 4353 2 117,	 12
3.417 245 81/09/02 0346:30 0347:15 150 75 2
3418 245 81/09/02 0534:05 05;14:45 202 1098 32671 5 117,	 13 H
3419 245 81/09/02 0549:15 0550:30 140 68 2
3420 245 81/09/02 0846:30 0847:25 140 94 2
3421 245 1814:05 1815:10 65 73 2
3422 245 81/09/02 2004145 2007:30 319 88 3886 10 117,	 15
3423 246 81/09/03 0411:40 0412:25 80 68 2
3424 246 81/09/03 0907:20 0907:35 30 60 2
3425 246 81/09,'03 1518:05 15 W :15 39 120 883 2 117,	 163426 246 8110'7'103 16127 :35 16t3:US 50 64 2
3427 246 81/09/0.2 1',39:2G 1640:55 237 109 4856 2 118,	 1k	 342,3 246 81/09/03 2014:05 2015:00 75 79 2
34,2"9 246 81109103 2129:30 2129:55 c3 341 1924 4 118,
5430 246 81/09/0:3 2255:50 2257:40 1432 4869 8,98E+05 6 118,	 33421 1'47 81/0/04 125;1:20 1253:45 60 97 2
:{4.32
4
247 81/09/04 155.E :25 1."_59:45 180 448 7557 4 118,	 4
c,4,.'3 243 81/0:105 0021:00 0021::'0 Ao 72 2
3434 248 81/09/05 0343:15 0343:41.! 45 100j	 34251 248 81 /09/0 ," , 0500:50 0501:05 25 99 2
€	 :'":36 248 81/09/Ob 0538:20 0538:50 70 73 2
4;:, / 24 81/ 0'? /0 5  c; ..- -069:20 c,' . c0659.50 6G 1314 128 iq ,7 r	 r118,
	 5
34`:,3 248 x:1/09/05 0706:25 0706:55 134 494 13240 8 118,	 5i	 :14_;9 248 81/0=, /05 0949:00 0950:15 170 87 2
3440 248 k^i/OW05 0953:45 0954:05 4i- 58 2
f' 3441 2'48 81/0'7/05 1001:10 1002:10 140 64 2
3442 248 '81/4)9/05 1027:50 1028:50 84 360 66642 118,	 6
5,443 248' 81/09/05 1109:45 1111:15 148 127 2961 2 118,	 7
3,444 248 81/04/05 1118:45 1119:10 185 68 2
•4445 248 81/09/05 1157.1:55 1151:3!1 8,3 M 857 2 118,	 8
3446 248 81/09/05 1556:35 1557:15 85 67
3"447 248 8110'.'/0: 1607:20 1 608:10 18,3 36 96211 4 1181
3448 2481* 81/09/05 1901:30 1902:110 900 4:0 76542 3 118,	 10 SNti449 24 : -,' 81 /0'1/05 2041:40 2042-00 50 103 2
3450 14 81/091/05 105€1:50 2059:15 81 220 5360 118,	 11




•.,452 243" 81/09/05 2116:20 2116:30 35 73 2 118,	 12
-4`3 24; '31 1 09/05 212.',::35 2124:40 139 140 267:: 2 118,	 12
3454 248 81/09/05 2238:10 2238:45 220 140 ,293 2 118,	 13
:1455 24.:! 81/09/05 2357.:50 000t:30 525 2848 2.97E+05 8 118,	 14 M
'456 24:' 81/09/06 0316:20 0316:30 26 292' 1425 4 118,	 16
3457 249 81 /0'.x/06 050: 05 01502:10 28 157 450 2 119,	 1
3458 2.4 /09/06 1001:50 1008: '25 75 84 2
3455' 20 k8l;'09/0e, 1246:20 1249.35 209 156 2187 2 119,3460 '"1.49 81 /09/06 1624:40 1624:50 15 58 2
3461 2'4`1 81 /09/06 1626:30 1627:05 65 54 2346'2 249 81 /0',1!06 11'33:10 1733:35 35 77 2
346 3 249 ,1 /09/'06 1812::30 1812:45 434 92 8026 5 119, 3 EN
OF FO-Tl
HXRGS WY START START PEAK WRATION PEAK TOTAL NOM	 MAX
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RAZE CUUNTS R£610	 CH.
YY/MM/DD H00: SS MMN:Ss C/S k	 k
3464 249 81/09/06 1905:35 1906:00 158 14'd 2352 2
3465 249 E11UM6 1935:10 1935:40 139 136 3013 2
3466 20 81 / '09106 2102: (K) 2109:45 1070 1348 1.84E+05 5
3467 249 81/09/06 :353:10 2: 3:;5 72 1551 20789 9
3468 250 811(P/W 0006:15 0011:26' 1080 3060 4.68E+O'^ 4
3469 M. 81/09/07 0118:40 0120:40 223 2405 67546 4
3470 250 8110107 0124:45 0125:50 116 109 2073 2
3471 250 b11OYO7 015+:30 0155:55 30 71 2
3412 250 1/09/07 0203:15 0203:40 112 838 13564 5
847* 250 81109107 0310:40 0312:55 1179 toil 18062 2
3474 250 31;0910; 0500:40 0501:05 58 254 1620 4
3475 250 81/09/07 0503:40 0503:55 35 91 2
3476 250 81109107 0509:10 0511:40 984 25878 1.39E+U6 14
W'i 250 81/09/07 0639:45 0645:50 654 139 5102 2
3478 !U 81/09/07 1134:55 1136:15 496 824 39966 4
W9 250 81/09107 1256:25 1257:00 120 63 2
34W 250 8149107 1404:45 1405:45 79 202 1335 3
3481 250 $ii09/07 1416:05 1416:55 135 80 2
'482 250 81/091 1444:1+1 1446:50 32'^ 370 9778 3
3483 250 81/09/07 1715.*55 1716:20 55 59 2
34614 250 81 /09/072054 1. 1b 2057: oO 464 262 25514 2
3485 250 81/09/07 2222:25 2213:20 455 8504 4.14E+05 13
.i486 251 8//67/08 0016-1 05 0016:50 158 166 1996 2
;1487 251 81/09/08 0338:20 0339:00 156 162 3451 2
3488 2:51 81109108 0433:55 0434:05 30 78 2
A89 251 81 /09/08 0450:05 04W:35 40 75 A.
3490 251 81/09/08 0451:20 0454:05 485 182 16085 2
3491 251 81/09/08 0624:55 0625:05 36 115 550 2
3492 251 81/09/08 0616:15 0626:35 45 86 2
3493 251 81/09/08 105":35 1055:55 45 3{8 2705 4
3494 251 31/09108 1226:30 1227:40 125 t;,3 2
3495 251 81/09/08 1535:25 1536:15 271 331 2
3496 251 81109/08 1700:00 1700:40 866 414 54251 3
3497 251 81/09/08 1727:05 1728:00 123 314 9038 3
3498 251 81/09/08 1143:10 1743:30 60 75 2
3499 251 81/09108 1901:15 1901:45 60 80 2
3500 141 81/09/08 1919:10 1919:35 55 72
3501 251 81/09/08 2027:35 2028:35 96 127 1007 2
3502 251 81109/08 2031:35 2032:0 55 73 2
3503 251 81/09/08 2322:15 2322:55 95 377 6066 4
3504 25i 81/09/08 23:41:50 2332:40 102 163 2742 3
3505 251 81/09/03 2;37:15 2338:20 145 66 2
3.`,06 252 81/09/09 0113:30 0114:05 218 1020 37518 4
3501 252 81/09/09 0146:10 0146:40 55 76 2
3508 252 81/09/09 0'.,06:45 0506:55 45 98 2
3509 252 81/09/09 0727:05 0731:15 486 321 19102 3
3510 252 81109/09 1100:15 1100:25 80 84 2
3511 252 81/09/09 1358:55 1359:10 50 68 2
3512 252 81109109 1551:00 1551:25 60 68 2
3513 252 81/09/09 2024:30 2024:35 10 100 2
3514 252 81/09/09 2032150 2035:30 220 381 10676 3
3515 252 81/09/09 2206:05 3208:40 973 400 59583 3












































OF POOR QUAU Y
NXR88 BOY START START PEAK DUrATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH
	
MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RW COUNTS REGION	 LH. TAPEN,
YY/MM/DD WMW:SS Wft:SS C/S 1	 1 FILE#
3517 252 81/09/09 235500 0000:20 511 170 12250 2 121, 2
3518 253 81/09/10 0300:40 0302:40 210 74 2
3519 253 81/09/10 0557:10 054:40 80 70 2
3520 253 81/09/10 0935:35 0940:45 610 28539 1.42E+0b 11 121, 3 EN
3521 253 81/09/10 1054:20 1055:15 80 61 2
3522 253 81/09/10 1336:10 1336:25 30 93 2
3523 253 81/09/10 1346:10 1347:40 315 94 41014 2 121, 4
3524 253 81/09/10 1838: 4.D 1842:55 471 78 4314 4 121, 5
3525 254 81/09/11 OG40:1v 0045:55 887 102 4729 2 121, 6
3526 254 81/09/11 0114:55 0116:00 179 416 14450 3 121, 7
3527 254 81/09/11 0130:00 0131:45 140 70 2
3528 254 81/09/11 0712:30 0713:50 146 508 12353 4 121, 8 M
3529 254 81/09/11 0734:40 0734:50 35 65 2
3530 254 81/09/11 0752:10 0753:50 297 819 2786 4 121, 9
3531 254 81/09/11 1014:10 1018:45 535 543 36127 3 121, 10 M
'632 254 81/09/11 121;1:30 1214:55 195 71 2
3533 254 81/09/11 1335.20 1337:20 165 65 3
3534 254 81/09/11 1411:00 1414:00 487 60 4 SA
35.565 254 81/09/11 1515:30 1517:15 170 75 3
3536 254 81/09/11 1647:50 1649:15 140 73 5
3537 254 81109111 2128:05 2128-:45 100 64 .2
3538 254 81/09/11 2132:05 2132:50 155 120 1985 2 121, 12
3539 254 81/09/11 2139:25 2140:10 85 112 1179 2 121, 12
3540 254 81/09/11 2157:55 2158:00 11 315 1217 4 121, 13
3541 254 81/09/11 2158:45 2159:05 50 86 2 121, 13
3542 254 81109111 2310:15 2311:20 486 7554 4.14E+05 8 121, 14 M
3543 255 81/09/12 0037:35 0038:35 136 113 1429 2 121, 16
3544 255 81/09/12 0046:00 0046:40 166 452 12195 3 121, 16
3545 255' 81/09/12 0059:40 0100:15 55 652
3546 255 81/09/12 0344:15 0344:40 90 64 2
3547 255 81109112 0221:15 0531:45 838 157 6890 3 122, 1
3548 255 81/09/12 0708:25 0709:25 201 171 7644 2 122, 2
3549 2% 81109112 0718:50 0721:00 325 102 7339 2 122
3550 255 81/09/12 0728:30 0728:45 38 179 1102 2 122, 2
3,,151 255 81/09/12 0739:10 0740:55 140 86 2
3552 255 81/09/12 10051'30 1005:4 41 127 468 2 122, 3
M3 255 81/09/12 1151:05 1158:35 677 108 10304 2 122, 4
3."354 255 81/09/12 1228:25 1230:55 290 134 5038 2 122, 5
: 0 255 81/09/12 1315:00 1315:55 100 87 2
;SSE. 255 8110112 1525:30 1525:40 75 76 2
3557 255 81/09/12 1800:30 1801:05 90 60 2
3558 255 81/09/12 2321:50 2322:15 50 94 2
;559 255 81109112 2324:50 2325: D5 160 84 2
3560 256 81/09/13 0047:25 OM IO 72 106 3019 2 122, 6
3561 256 81/09/13 0959:55 1001:00 349 111 2793 2 122, 7
3562 256 81/09/13 1039:45 1040:25 65 90 2
3563 256 81/09/13 1316:15 1317:20 175 68 4
3564 256 81/09/13 1503:15 15+03:20 15 81 2
3565 256 81/09/13 1644:05 1644:30 50 56 2
3566 256 81/09/13 1943:50 1944:05 45 92 2
351.7 256 81/09/13 1946:45 1947:10 155 117 2738 2 122, 8
3568 257 81/09/14 0054:30 0054:55 35 79 2
* 3569 257 81/09/14 0715:'50 0716:25 114 155 2168 2 122, 9
86
Hx ' iK poy STAR  STARE PEAK DURATION WEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
E IENT DATE IIME UhE SEC RATE CIMS REO10N
	
CH. TAPEC
YY/MM/DD HWIN' S8 HHMN:S1 US 4	 # FILE#
* '3570 257 31 /0'7'/ 14 1004:40 1005:00 50 66 2
*	 '571 257 81/09/14 1138:35 1131:00 50 74 2
# c'5 %'2 257 Sl 09/14 1154.30 1155:30 175 61 2
* 3ti73 257 81/09/14 1'305:55 1307:15 247 120 5587 5 122, 10
* 2574 257 81/09114 2242:85 2243:30 85 74 2
* 3575 2w 81 /09/ 14 2244:40 2245.135 100 98 2
* .576 257 814109/14 ?254: 0 2158:05 351 450 29691 4 122, 11
* .3577 258 811109/1`: 0007:25 0408:05 170 87 2
# 3578 258 81/09/15 0038:40 004905 1265 393 26535 5 122, 12 EN
* 3579 258 81/09/15 r: 't''`"`:t 0'345:40 64 103 60''8 2 122, 13
* 3580 158 81/09/15 , 210.30 70 84 7
* 3:581 258 81/49/15 1343:10 95 90 2
.3# 3C01 52.^8 81/09/1 5  Q:^ ir '^4: 0: ^ 1934:40 135 70 2
k 358'1 258 81/09/15 2101:10 1102:00 181 152 4401 2 122, 14 M
t< 3'
	
4 25S 81/09/15 2110:15 2114:40 931 28212 3.10E+06 15 122, 14 EN
* 3585 259 81/09/16 0040:15 0040:35 80 98 2
* 3,586 259 81/09/16 0134:35 0135:40 185 90 2
* 3587 259 81709116 0140:25 01411'25 165 73 2
3588 259 81/09/16 0636:00 0637:45 190 77 2
* ?589 2`79 81/09/16 1104:10 1108:15 306 365 14734 10 122, is M
* .3 IS? 2`9 81/09/16 1332:05 1334:15 237 244 7096 3 123, 1
* 3591 259 81/09/16 1609:50 1610:10 109 135 2198 2 123, 2
* 4592 259 81/09/16 1745:20 1747:00 613 68 5080 2 123, 3
* 3,,93 260 81/09/17 0128:30 0129:35 126 177 2980 2 123, 4
* 3594 260 81;'09117 0 136: 55 0137:45 170 101 2
* 359`- 260 81/09/17 0,321:30 0;.421:50 95 67 2
3596 260 81 /09117 04,M::3•`_+ 04{5:10 80 73 2
* 3597 26,0 81/09/17 0523:20 0523:40 46 155 1540 3 123, 5
* 3598 260 81109117 06. 43:10 0645:55 515 72 2212 2 123, 6
* 30,091 2^A 81/09/17 1055:20 1056:50 242 163 10714 6 123, 7
* 360,1) 260 81/0 ,?/17 1236:20 1238:15 205 76 2
* 3601 260 81109/17 1246:50 1247:05 60 65 2
x 3602 260 81/09/17 1417:05 1417:20 25 65 2
* 3603 260 81/09/17 19001'50 1901:00 40 60 2
* 36,04 260 81/09/17 2355:25 2355:45 55 153 1302 2 123, 8
* 3605 261 81/09/18 0,129:10 0132:25 490 1189 38601 5 123, 9
* 3606 261 81/09/18 033'2:45 0333:25 170 95 2
* -3607 261 81/09/18 0444:50 0445:03 176 719 3305 2 123, 10
*3608 267 81/09111 1413:40 1415:20 246 137 3464 2 123, 11
* :,609 261 81/09/10 1732:25 1733:10 80 162 2108 2 127, 12
* 3610 262 81/0'7/19 0312:10 0313:15 602 379 24595 5 123, 13
* 3611 262 81/09/19 0412:30 0413:00 50 60 2
* 3612 262 81/09/19 0550:10 0551:05 513 1 954 81151 9 123, 14 M
* 3613 262 81/09/19 0602:40 0603:05 50 96 2 AX
* 3614 262 81109/19 1033:35 1037:00 369 154 14723 8 123, 16 AX
* 3615 262 81/09/19 1215:57 121''05 230 85 4
* 3616 262 81/09/19 1438:40 1440:00 243 105 3926 2 124, 1 8A
* 3617 263 81/09/20 1025:00 1027:40 255 109 7417 5 124, 2
* 361,3 263 81/09/20 1117:00 1117: 15 30 75 2
;3619 264 81/09/21 10;4:05 1054:55 210 110 3492 2 124> 3
3620 265 81109122 0834:35 0844:20 1831 379 68298 7 124, 4 M
?621 266 81/09/23 0556:25 0.557i'2.5 140 76 Z
.•622 266 81109123 0714:55 0715:40 181 336 5397 4 124, 6
ORIGINAL PAIO' ' 6 "'6
OF POOR QUALiY
87
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL
	
NOAH MAX FLARE	 NOTES
HEN1 DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH. TAKO.
YY/MM/DD H":SS HHMN:SS C/S M t FILD
3623 271 81/09/28 2358:20 2359:10 155 70 2
3624 272 81/09/29 0119:20 0119:30 30 57 2
+625 272 81/09/29 0121:00 0121:30 95 61 2
3626 273 81/09/30 1711:40 1712:35 195 94 2
3627 273 81/09/30 1846:05 1846:40 58 126 929 3 124, 7
3628 273 81/09/30 2001:20 2001:40 30 68 2
3629 273 81/09/30 2213:40 2213:50 30 90 2
3630 274 81/10/01 0410:30 0411:20 105 60 2
3631 274 81/10/01 1737:30 1738:25 7.5 97 2
3632 274 81/10/01 194945 1957:40 860 229 42074 3 124, 8
3633 274 81/10/01 2358:;x: 2359:05 50 64 2
3634 275 81/10/02 0'28:30 0729:00 50 74 2
3635 275 81110102 1630:25 1635:10 521 405 33117 2 124, 9	 M
3636 276 81/10/03 2005:40 2006:20 100 65 2
3637 277 81/10/04 0057:40 0057:45 20 52 2
3638 277 81/10/04 0059:30 0059:40 60 52 2
3639 277 81/10/04 0101:10 0101:45 85 53 2
3640 277 81/10/04 0706:15 0706:30 40 67 5
3641 278 81/10/05 0151:15 0152:05 125 95 2
3642 278 81/10105 0155:30 0156:30 100 73 2
3643 278 81110/05 0509:00 0509:0 183 112 3004 5 124, 11	 SA
3644 276 81/10/05 0551:50 0552:25 120 54 2
3645 278 81/10/05 223.'4:50 2235:00 150 67 2
3646 279 81/10/06 0320:25 032100 195 85 6
3647 279 .81/10/06 2044:50 2046:20 235 116 5977 4 124, 12
3648 279 81/10/06 2220:55 2221:35 85 88 3
3649 280 81110107 1233:40 1234:25 352 245 13450 3 124, 13	 M ,ES
3650 280 81/10/07 1329:05 1329:25 115 78 2
3651 280 81110107 1632:50 1635:55 350 346 20655 3 124, 14	 M
3652 280 81/10/07 1802:00 1808:40 773 114 16092 2 124, 15
3653 280 81/10/07 1949:40 1950:00 35 76 2
3654 280 81/10/07 1950:53 1951:15 70 85 2
3655 280 81/10/07 2030:20 2036:25 645 118 33716 4 124, 16
3656 280 81/10/07 2113:25 2113:50 90 82 2
3657 280 81/10/07 2123:45 2124:00 35 59 2
3658 280 81/10/07 2231:00 2232:00 206 344 10722 4 125, 1
3659 280 81/10107 2241:35 2301:35 6830 33669 1.05E+07 15 198, 4	 M,B*443
3660 281 81/10/08 0130:00 0130:55 376 90 4742 2 125, 2
3661 281 81/10/08 0139:40 0141:45 190 64 2
3662 281 81/10/08 0448:05 0448:15 20 61 2
3663 281 81/10/08 0457:55 0458:05 35 86 2
3664 281 81/10/08 0636:25 0636:40 40 68 2
3665
 281 81/10/08 0644:40 0645:15 90 72 2
3666 281 81/10/08 0806:40 0807:00 53 1`*15 1819 3 125, 3
3667 281 81110108 1136:35 1131:20 155 9) 2
3668 281 81/10/0 1141:05 1142:40 169 132 2979 2 125, 4
3669 281 81/10/08 1223:05 1223:15 30 94 2
3670 281 81/10/08 1304:25 1304:45 45 76 2
3671 281 81/10/08 `2020:55 2022:50 290 140 11230 5 125, 5	 AX
3672 281 81/10/08 2242:50 2244:05 155 72 4
3673 282 81/10/09 0006:50 0007:10 85 80 2
3674 282 81/10/09 043100 0431:40 90 85 2



























126, 16 M ,EN
127, 1
127, 2 EN
127, 13 M ,SA,EN
	





























































































































































































































































	 FEW DURATION PEAK	 TOTAL NOAA	 MAX




3720 285 81/10/12 0426:W, 0435:50
3721 285 81/10/12 0550:45 0550:55
3722 285 81/10/12 0556:30 0551:00
3723 285 81/10/12 0614:05 0619:15
3724 285 81110112 0716:35 0729:45
3725 285 81/10/12 0912:55 0914:30
3726 285 81110112 1034:30 1100:00
3727 285 81/10/12 1141:50 1143:25
3728 285 81/10/12 1146:45 1147:00
,
ORIGINAL :r t3 t
OF POOR Qts ^^^
89
HXRBS DOY STAR? START PEAK MTION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAH MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S # 0 FILE#
3729 285 81110112 1234:55 1235:30 96 119 1669 2 127, 6
3730 285 81/10/12 1317:00 1321:20 348 180 4664 2 127, 7
3731 285 81/10/12 1413:9) 1414:55 180 54 2
3732 285 81/10/12 1704:15 1704:30 90 98 2
3733 285 81/10/12 1707:45 1709:45 240 652 21307 2 127, 8 M
3734 285 81/10/12 1713:40 1714:30 120 101 2
3735 2-4, 81/10/'12 1718:10 1718:50 85 90 2
3736 285 81/10/12 1803:10 1803:20 80 140 924 2 127, 9 M
3737 285 81/10/12 1804:55 1805:40 315 1766 39038 4 127, 9 M
3738 285 81/10/12 1811:25 1812:15 335 182 6992 2 127, 9
3739 285 81110112 1827:20 1830:05 200 96 2
3740 285 81/10/12 1836:55 1837:15 30 87 2
3?41 285 81/10112 1847:55 1850:15 209 106 2049 2 127, 9
'3742 285 81/10/12 1859:35 1900:20 65 55 2
:3743 235 81110/12 1936:25 1945:30 874 186 34344 5 127, 10 SW
3744 285 81/10/12 1955:55 1956:55 200 62 8649 2 127, 10
3745 285 81/10/12 2003:25 2003:35 57 193 1649 2 127, 10
3746 285 81/10/12 2006:00 2006:20 40 90 2
3747 285 81/10/12 20251:55 2026:50 217 357 16147 4 127, 10
:,748 285 81/10/12 2113:50 2114:00 30 74 2
3749 285 81110112 2115:15 2120:05 675 200 39584 5 127, 11
3750 285 81/10/12 2153:05 2153:45 256 103 2 127, 11
c751 285 81110/12 215900 2203:30 339 63 1970 2 127, It
3752 285 81/10/12 2210:41 2212:35 149 218 3418 2 127, 11
3753 285 81/10/12 2256:45 2257:40 70 73 2
3754 285 81/10/12 2323:40 2323:55 45 56 2
:3755 285 81110/12 2:"x42:45• 2344:26 120 61 2
3756 286 81/10/13 0024:25 0024:35 125 90 2
3757 286 81/10/13 0034:55 0035:15 60 81 4
3758 286 51/10/13 0041:05 0041:45 95 208 4252 2 127, 12
:3759 286 81/10/13 0047:35 0050:35 ''244 405 5306 4 127, 12
3760 286 81/10/13 0103:35 0103:50 60 82 2 127, 12
3761 286 81/10/13 0108:00 0109:20 226 265 7716 2 127, 12
3762 286 81/10/13 0250:10 0252:15 234 100 4172 2 127, 13
3763 286 81110i13 0404:41 0407:40 195 57 2
1764 286 81/10/13 0412:25 0412:55 80 68 2
3765 286 81/10/13 0417:40 0421:35 622 215 41629 2 127, 14
3766 286 81/10/13 0535:55 0536:10 35 85 2
3767 286 81/10/13 0709:30 0710:50 1808 1236 1.73E+05 7 127, 15 M
3763 2'86 81/10/13 0853:00 0853:25 130 70 2
3761' 286 81/10/13 1031:20 1032:00 105 67 2
3770 286 81/10/13 1034:00 1034:15 30 80 2
'3771 286 81/10/1 .4 1034:40 1035:30 145 60 2
3772 286 81/10/13 1221:30 1222:20 180 74 2
3773 286 81/10/13 1359:5;, 1400930 70 388 4603 4 127, 16 M
3774 286 81/10/13 1628:10 1629:40 150 73 2
3775 186 81/10/13 1807:35 1810:00 1539 2394 1.61E+05 7 128, 1 M
3776 286 81/10/13 1949:30 195'3:20 636 108 9516 2 128, 2
3777 286 81110/13 2015:00 2015:15 39 106 698 2 128, 2
3778 286 81/10/13 2106:10 2109:30 468 220 41715 5 128, 3 AX
3779 286 81/10/13 2114:00 2115:15 103 153 1839 2 128, 3
3780 286 81/10/13 21.'4:00 2126:05 266 216 8912 2 128, 3




HXRBS DOY START START PEAK WRATION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVEN] DATE TIME TIME SEC' RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH. TAPE4,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS US # # FILD
3782 287 81/10/14 0101:55 0102:10 70 71 2
,05 287 81/10/14 0207:25 0209:00 130 57 2
,7b3 287 81/10/14 0350:10 03510V 344 382 16695 5 128, 4 M
3784 287 81/10/14 0404:35 0405:35 116 121 1825 2 128, 4
;3785 187 81/10/14 0534:1` 05Z:00 91 110 2065 2 128, 6
3786 287 81/10/14 0551:55 0552:00 42 204 2460 4 128, 7
3187 287 81/10/14 0725:40 0726:55 190 95 2
3758 287 Pt/10/14 1040:45 1041:30 !05 60 2
3789 287 81/10/14 1304:10 1304:25 76 167 2883 2 128, 8 M
3790 28i 81/10/14 1326:35 1327:05 145 67 2
3791 287 81/10/14 1442:30 1442:55 315 616 35103 5 128, 9 M
3792 287 81/10/14 1504:50 1505:50 70 73 2
3793 287 81/10/14 1642:30 1644:20 320 880 14530 5 128, It M
3794 287 81/10/14 1703:20 1706:30 232 44179 3.34E+06 15 128, 11 EN
3795 287 81/10/14 1743:05 1745:15 200 70 2
3796 287 '81/10/14 1153:00 1753:30 70 72 2
37''7 287 81/10/14 1806:4 1806:50 149 557 10046 5 128, 12
3798 287 81/10/14 1918:20 1923:15 518 431 15344 3 128, 13
379.9 287 81/10/14 1955:30 19570` 240 62 1831 2 128, 14
3800 287 81/10/14 205:10 2053:50 728 1669 41153 6 128, 15
3801 287 81/10/14 2134:35 2137:20 611 92 7250 4 128, 15
3802 287 81/10/14 2228:40 2229:20 50 73 2
3803 287 81/10/14 2300:00 2302:00 180 69 2
3804 287 81/10/14 2305:30 2306:35 115 60 2
3806 288 81/10/15 0354:55 0355:40 94 314 3635 4 128, 16
3807 288 81/10/15 0540:25 0541:15 65 86 2
3808 288 81/10/15 0706:10 0706:55 66 168 884 2 129, 1
3809 288 81/10/15 0715:05 0716:15 125 69 2
3810 288 81/10/15 0722:50 0723:05 40 86 2
3811 288 81/10/15 1010:10 1010:'5 45 70 2
.812 288 81/10/15 1113:40 1114:00 50 95 2
3813 288 81/10/15 1148:20 1149:00 65 77 2
3314 288 81/10/15 1202:30 1203:10 242 235 14435 2 129, 2
3815 288 81/10/15 1247:55 1248:05 20 62 2
3816 288 81/10/15 1255:05 1255:40 60 121; 1431 2 129, 3
3817 288 81/1`!/15 1335:50 1336:30 45 63 2
3818 288 81/10/15 1557:40 1557:40 174 238 1998 3 129, 4 SN
3819 288 81/10/15 1604:20 1605:05 76 114 2019 2 12{1, 5
3820 288 81/10/15 1626:50 1627:00 31 142 710 2 129, 6
3821 288 81/10/15 1633:25 164.'50 65 98 2
3822 288 81/10/15 2043:05 2049:10 547 202 26519 6 129, 7
382.i 288 81/10/15 2125: 5 2127:20 197 73 4
3824 288 81/10/15 213VIr, 2132:40 64 142 1334 2 129, 8
3825 288 81/10/15 2141:15 2142:15 82 165 1205 2 129, 8
3826 288 81/10/15 22;10:50 2231:10 165 453 10899 4 129, 9 M
3827 288 81/10/15 2302:25 2303:10 208 2799 69158 5 129, 11
3828 289 81/10/16 0020:40 0021:10 125 105 2239 2 129, 12
3829 289 81/10/16 0144:50 0145:25 65 100 5
3830 289 81/10/16 0217:35 0218:40 185 79 2
3831 289 81/10/16 0223:20 0223:30 20 65 2
3832 289 81/10/16 0227:35 0229:00 100 74 2
3833 289 81/10/16 0314:00 0315:40 319 207 13554 2 129, 13 SN




HXRBS DOY START START PEAK IMATION PEAK TOTAL
	
NOAH MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S # # FILE#
3835 289 81/10/16 0333:30 0333:55 45 72 2
3836 289 81/10/16 0349:45 0350:50 200 1096 32935 5 129, 14 M
3837 289 81/10/16 03``
'
3:I0 0353:25 108 253 68:8 5 129, 14 M
3838 289 81/10/16 0401:55 0402:30 91 519 6102 5 129, 14
3839 289 81/10/16 0527:35 0528:35 110 228 3949 4 129, 15
3840 289 81/10/1, V3:50 0636:05 678 1008 83065 4 129, 16 M
3841 289 81/10/16 0648:00 0649:45 173 103 3404 2 129, 16
3842 229 81/10/16 0655:05 0655:35 57 145 971 2 129, 16
3843 289 81/10/16 0811:30 0811:45 56 129 730 2 130, 1
3844 289 81/10/16 0827:35 0829:35 449 162 15475 2 130, 1
3845 289 81/10/16 0842:05 0843:40 128 227 3168 4 130, 1 M
3846 289 81/10/16 0845:25 0845:40 115 72 2
3847 289 81/10/16 1001:55 1002:20 49 150 783 2 130, 2
3848 289 81/10/16 1021:15 1023:20 150 81 2
3849 289 81/10/16 1150:25 1152:50 459 182 64472 2 130, 3
3850 289 81/10/16 1236:20 1246:OC 579 195 9389 3 130, 4 M ,ES
3851 289 81/10/16 1732:55 1733:10 175 84 2
5852 289 81/10/16 1746:55 1748:35 185 56 2
:5'353 289 81/10/16 2032:55 2037:25 383 156 5708 6 130, 5
3854 289 81/10/16 2048:10 2051:45 383 103 6439 2 130, 5
3,955 289 81/10/16 2110:10 2110:40 45 64 2
3856 289 81110/16 2211:15 2211:45 60 62 2
3857 289 81/10/16 2216:00 2216:30 85 61 2
3858 289 81/10/16 2226:20 2232:40 615 96 9328 2 130, 6
3859 289 81/10/16 2353:00 2353:20 42 310 1879 2 130, 7
3860 289 81/10/16 2354:30 2355:50 176 209 6924 2 130, 7
3861 290 81/10/17 0150:2(► 0150:45 P 223 2895 3 130, 8
3862 290 81/10/17 0313:50 0314:05 64 1056 7133 4 130, 9 M
3863 2'90 81/10/17 0333:35 0334:15 104 118 5007 2
3864 290 81/10/17 0501:50 0502:20 120 100 2
3365 290 81/10/17 0517:05 0517:30 85 77 2
3866 290 81/10/17 0518:45 0520:05 145 66 2
3867 290 81/10/17 095`:55 0956:20 89 218 3142 2 1207, 11
3868 290 81/10/17 1127:40 1128:45 175 83 2
"3869 290 81/10/17 1140:55 1141:40 150 81 2
3870 290 81/10/17 1443:20 1445:20 268 75 2 130, 12
3872 290 81/10/17 1538:35 1539:00 30 314 2120 4 130, 13
3871 290 81/10/17 1542:40 1543:20 95 84 2
3873 290 81/10/17 1613:50 1614:45 250 191 9385 2 130, 14
3874 2.90 81/10/17 1624:25 1625:05 85 74 2
X0375 290 61110117 1744:`;0 1748:20 572 147 18829 2 130, 15
3876 290 81/10/17 1926:45 1927:50 125 91 2
3877 290 81/10/17 2024:10 2024:45 95 70 2
3878 290 81/10/17 2333:30 2334:25 115 62 2
38,79 290 81/10/17 2355:55 23`6:25 137 104 2119 2 131, 1
3880 291 81/10/18 0009:55 0010:10 82 539 5339 3 131, 2
3881 291 81/10/18 0022:00 0023:10 140 78 2
3882 291 81/10/18 0205:35 0206:20 137 209 2861 2 131, 3
3883 291 31/10/18 0208:55 0209:10 40 60 2
3884 291 81/10,18 0436:30 0437:05 75 73 2
3885 291 81/10/18 0451:35 0451:x, 65 60 2
3886 291 81/10/18 0641:45 0642:10 45 77 2




HXRBS GOY START START PEAK WRATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 Q FLARE NOTES
EVENT GATE. TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPE#,
VV/MM/Go HfW:SS HHMN:SS C/S 0	 1 FILD
3889 291 81/10/18 1221:10 1222:20 85 98 2
3890 291 81/10/18 1601:35 1604:05 321 360 11525 3 131, 5
3891 291 81/10/18 1722:10 1722:45 40 65 2
3892 291 81/10/18 1727:55 1729:20 248 180 4886 2 131, 6
3893 291 81/10/18 2011:10 2014:40 375 92 10851 4 131, 6
3894 291 81/10/18 2100:10 2100:42 100 62 2
3895 291 81/10/18 2155:55 2155:57 18 70 2
3896 292 81/10/19 0101:00 0101:40 35 95 2
3897 292 81110119 0154:30 0154:50 140 97 2
3898 292 81/10/19 0308:20 0313:00 1282 318 74639 4 131, 8
^^899 292 81/10/19 0941:05 0941:20 40 199 1363 5 131, 9
3900 292 81/10/19 0942:35 0943:25 95 66 2
3901 292 61110119 1207:35 1208:35 180 66 2
3902 292 81/10/19 1224:45 1225:40 180 79 2
3903 292 81110119 1241:25 1242:40 182 113 1243 2 131, 10
3904 292 81/10/19 1245:50 1246:02 30 61 2
3905 292 81110119 1556:25 1557:15 180 97 2
3906 292 81/10/19 1600:35 1600:50 55 112 1010 2 131, 11
3907 292 81/10/19 1852:10 1852:25 60 74 2
3908 292 81/10/19 1918:00 1918:55 134 306 5864 4 131, 12
3909 292 81/10/19 2018:55 2019:10 30 56 2
3910 292 81/10/19 2034:35 2036:20 178 150 7997 2 131, 13
3911 292 81/10/19 2324:20 2326:40 185 79 2
3912 293 81/10/20 0122:15 0123:25 152 516 8613 5 131, 14
3913 293 81/10/20 0148:35 0149:45 105 55 2
3914 293 81/10/20 0307:20 0307:40 98 190 2559 2 131, 15
3915 293 81110120 0315:45 0317:05 536 109 14290 2 131, 15
3916 293 81/10/20 0438:00 0438:25 80 75 2
3917 293 81110120 0553:05 0553:45 102 378 5776 4 131, 16 M
3918 293 81/10/20 0732:10 0734:30 172 233 7284 4 132, 1
3919 293 81/10/20 0740:15 0740:40 45 75 2
3920 293 81/10/20 0742:00 0742:10 55 92 2
3921 293 81/10/20 0944:25 0944:50 48 129 1238 4 132, 2
3922 293 81/10/20 1203:50 1204:25 65 65 2
3923 293 81110120 1242:05 1242:35 135 146 3343 2 132, 3
3924 293 81/10/20 1349:10 1350:10 126 147 1573 4 132, 4
3925 293 81/10/20 1419:25 1421:25 832 147 31104 2 132, 5
3926 293 81/10/20 1508:15 1510:30 470 90 5277 2 132, 6
3927 293 81/10/20 1951:25 1951:30 126 230 9603 6 132, 7 SN,AX
3928 293 81/10/20 2025:05 2034:00 945 123 31067 5 132, 8 M
3929 293 81110120 2130:50 2131:30 65 89 2
3930 293 81/10/20 2204:40 2217:55 945 108 16686 8 132, 9 AX
3931 293 81/10/20 2303:50 2304:25 75 55 2
3932 293 81/10/20 2313:00 2314:25 170 56 2
3933 293 81/10/20 2315:35 2321:05 179 173 7076 2 132, 10
3934 293 81/10/20 2326:05 2326:30 95 73 2
3935 294 81/10/21 0045:35 0046:20 90 92 2
3936 294 81/10/21 0425:55 0427:15 150 70 2
3931 294 81/10/21 0437:15 0437:50 170 64 2
3938 294 81/10/21 0613:05 0618:10 809 248 38860 2 132, 11 EN
3939 294 81/10/21 0739:05 0739:40 1018 531 20225 5 132, 12
3940 294 81/10/21 0800:10 0800:45 75 70 2
3941 294 61/10121 1320:40 1334:55 1141 83 3657 2 132, 13
OF POOR r	 ,,,,"^
93
HXRBS DOV START START PEAK	 MOTION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAIL FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE CUTS REGION	 CH. TAPE# ►
YY/MM/DD H": SS HHNN:SS US #	 # FILE#
3942 294 81/10/21 1721:00 1723:20 367 866 33624 5 132, 14
3943 294 81/10/21 2305:25 2307:10 342 4748 2.61E+05 8 132, 15 M
3944 294 81/10/21 2312:25 2316:40 420 82 6074 2 132, 15
3945 295 81/10/22 0049:25 0051:25 145 82 2
3946 295 81/10/22 0109:10 0109:55 85 78 2
3947 295 81/10/22 0530:45 0531:00 45 94 2
3948 295 81/10/22 1217:05 1217:45 88 109 2045 2 133, 1
3949 295 81/10/22 1222:10 1222:30 155 % 2
3950 295 81/10/22 1452:10 1453:45 199 762 20180 4 133, 2 M
3951 295 81/10/22 1501:45 1502:50 160 66 2
3952 295 81110122 2004:45 2005:50 170 63 3
3.953 295 81/10/22 2027:00 2027:20 42 129 3253 2 133, 4
3954 295 81110122 2146:05 2148:40 190 65 4
3955 295 81/10/22 2254:50 2255:20 60 82 2
3956 296 81/10/2'•'3 0026:00 0029:55 335 223 7959 2 133, 5
3957 296 81/10/23 0103:50 0104:30 70 88 2
3958 296 81/10/23 02380,35 0239:50 207 202 11060 2 133, 6
3959 296 81/10/23 1757:05 1759:35 298 126 4145 3 133, 7
3960 296 81/10/23 2259:25 2300:00 60 60 2
3961 297 81/10/24 0547:50 0548:20 60 71 2
3962 297 81/10/24 1440: 05 1440:15 40 67 2
3963 297 81/10/24 1517:40 1518:10 103 378 6918 4 133, 8
3964 297 81/10/24 1824:55 1825:20 45 83 2
3965 297 81/10/24 2318:10 2318:25 38 117 939 2 133, 9
3966 298 81/10/25 0048:35 0049:05 85 81 2
3967 298 81/10/25 0135:10 0135:30 50 90 2
3968 298 81/10/25 0315:15 0315:55 50 84 2
3969 298 81/10/25 1448:25 1449:30 150 327 12,;,4,3 2 133, 10
3970 11% 81110/25 1804:05 1804:20 45 72 2
3971 300 81/10/27 0945:40 0947:35 244 111 4621 2 133, 11
3972 301 81110128 0648:35 0649:00 60 65 2
3973 301 81/10/28 0954:30 0955:05 80 81 2
3974 301 81/10/28 2051:15 2052:35 155 262 7567 2 133, 12 ES
3975 81/10/28 2338:50 2339:20 75 78 2
3976 's,)1 81/10/19 1126:15 1126:35 60 71 2
3977 302 81/10/29 1705:50 1706:05 55 97 2
3978 302 81/10/29 2004:30 2006:10 156 242 2526 2 133, 13
3979 30 81/10/31 0540:10 0541:40 170 70 2
3980 304 81/10/31 0717:50 0718:10 50 66 2
3981 :"304 81/10/31 1818:05 1818:25 46 177 1348 3 133, 14
3982 304 81/10/31 1838:25 1838:40 30 97 2
3983 305 81/11/01 0610:15 0611:15 118 152 4912 2 133, 15
3984 305 81/11/01 0916:35 0917:35 130 64 2
3985 305 81/11/01 1449:00 1451:40 195 81 2
3986 305 81/11/01 1629:15 1631:45 570 92 5463 5 133, 16 AX
3987 305 81/11/01 1642:55 1646:30 346 104 6052 2 133, 16
3988 305 81/11/01 1810:10 1813:05 478 2732 78750 10 134, 1 M
3989 305 81/11/01 2105:15 2106:05 135 992 8078 5 134, 2
.8990 30 81111/01 21 NO: 15 2110:05 220 98 3241 2 134, 2
3991 305 81/11/01 2254:45 2255:10 220 1137 18495 9 134, 3 M
3992 306 81/11/02 0031:55 0032:30 100 88 2
3993 306 81/11/02 0045:15 0046:15 88 125 1061 2 134, 5
3994 306 81111102 0151:02 0151:30 60 69 2
ORIGINAL
F. POOR	 94
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REMN CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS US #	 # FILE#
3995 306 81/11/02 0232:00 0232:55 120 62 2
3996 306 81/11/02 0241:35 0242:05 71 167 621 3 134, 6
3997 306 81111102 0350:00 0350:10 40 61 2
3998 306 81/11/02 0536:00 0536:30 65 57 2
3999 306 81/11/02 0722:25 0722:45 50 79 2
4000 306 81/11/02 0816:40 0818:55 175 83 2
4001 306 81/11/02 1213:10 1213:50 222 894 17304 5 134, 7
4002 306 81/11/02 1500:40 1500:50 45 62 2
4003 306 81/11/0' 1747:30 1748:05 196 75 2
4004 306 81/11102 2125:25 2127:05 272 146 5421 2 134, 8
4005 306 81111102 2254:05 2255:05 78 124 1730 2 134, 9 M
4006 306 81/11/02 2257:10 2257:45 55 115 590 2 134, 9
4007 307 81/11/03 0408:55 0409:35 155 75 2
4008 307 81/11/03 0531:55 0532:15 76 127 1254 2 134, 11
4009 307 81/11/03 0626:35 0633:30 1530 370 1.48E+05 2 134, 12 M
4010 301 81/11/03 0833:25 0334:05 60 85 2
4011 307 81/11/03 0944:50 0945:15 65 69 2
4012 307 81/11/03 1343:20 1343:45 50 67 2
4013 308 81/11/04 0151:05 0152:55 183 156 2102 2 134, 13
4014 308 81/11/04 0636:40 0637:55 130 68 2
4015 308 81/11/04 0804:05 0804:35 85 71 2
4^16 308 81/11/04 0822:35 0824:20 196 301 2857 5 134, 14
011 308 81/11/04 0953:10 0953:35 121 235 4233 4 134, 15
4018 308 81/11/04 1103:25 1109:35 621 129 2141? 2 134, 16 M
4019 308 81/11/04 1120:35 1121:10 60 59 2
4020 308 81/11/04 2221:00 2221:55 110 77 2
4021 308 81/11/04 2223:10 2223:20 60 75 2
4022 307 81/11/05 0030:10 0031:05 154 202 4034 3 135, 1
4023 309 81/11/05 0119:10 0119:30 65 70 2
4024 309 81/11/05 0211:25 0212:00 339 1204 71088 9 135, 2
4025 309 81/11/05 0831:40 0833:10 478 3779 2.66E+05 10 135, 3 M
4026 309 81/11/05 1237:10 12318 :5U 730 1013 1.24E+05 10 135, 4 EN
4027 309 81/11/05 1404:35 1406:25 302 194 12290 2 135, 5 M
4028 309 81/11/05 1730:45 1732:05 200 253 1708 4 135, 7
4029 310 81!11106 0000:05 0001:30 131 774 9355 5 135, 8 M
4030 310 81/11/06 1444:30 1444:40 35 83 2
4031 310 81/11/06 1544:45 1545:55 140 78 2
4032 310 81/11/06 2018:00 2020:30 180 85 2
4033 311 81/11/07 0301:35 0302:30 134 346 4 135, 10 ND
4034 311 81/11/07 0311:20 0312:10 85 79 2 ND
4035 311 81/11/07 0317:20 0317:35 85 85 2
4036 311 81/11/07 0718:45 0719:40 304 206 8711 2 135, 11
4037 311 81/11/07 0810:30 0810:55 57 114 766 2 135, 12
4038 312 81/11/08 0124:10 0124:25 37 184 675 2 135, 13
4039 312 81/11108 0315:55 0318:15 325 550 66405 3 135, 14 M
4040 312 81/11/08 0357:30 0358:10 160 1819 74482 5 135, 15
4041 312 81/11/08 1055:45 1056:35 105 90 2
4042 312 81/11/08 2347:00 2347:25 64 150 1410 2 135, 16
4043 313 81111109 0054:00 0054:30 65 62 2
4044 313 81/11/09 0443:50 0445:05 130 67 2
4045 313 81/11/09 0541:30 0541:40 20 83 2
4046 313 81/11/09 0613:25 0614:40 456 210 11269 3 136, 1
4047 313 81/11/09 0928:45 0929:45 176 792 9957 5 136, 2
OF p00R QUALITY	 95
HXRBS DOV START START PEAK ORATION PEAK TOTAL MOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REW ON CH. TAPE#,
VV/MM/DD MM#d:SS 1MMNI:SS C/S #	 # FILE#
4048 313 81111109 1019:55 1020:10 20 57 2
4049 313 81/11/09 1022:10 1022:55 105 77 2
40% 313 81/11/09 1231:35 1239:00 624 585 4 136, 3 M
4051 313 81/11/09 1318:15 1318:30 1081 266 47364 7 136, 4 SN,ES
4052 314 91/11/10 0355:30 0357:05 145 61 2
4053 314 81/11/10 0531:40 0531:55 '145 68 2
4054 314 81/11/10 0544:20 0546:30 680 3156 2.31E+05 7 136, 5
4455 314 81/11/10 1458:50 1459:30 207 141 5251 2 136, 6
4056 314 81/11/10 1621:30 16224-25 133 422 4786 3 136, 7 M
4057 314 81/11/10 1715:10 1716:20 140 91 2
4058 315 81/11/11 0029:35 0030:00 276 174 5624 2 !36, 9 M
4059 315 81/11/11 0334:00 0335:00 195 74 2
4060 315 81/11/11 0343:25 034355 112 206 3696 4 136, 11
4061 315 81/11/11 0659:40 0701:15 130 99 2
4062 315 81/11/11 0718:25 0719:25 86 198 4184 4 136, 12
4063 315 81/11/11 0733:15 0733:45 75 100 2
4064 315 81/11/11 0849:10 0851:05 764 638 62744 5 136, 13 M
4065 315 81/11/11 1127:10 1128:30 138 539 8376 5 136, 14 M
4066 315 81/11/11 1216:10 1217:00 90 60 2
4067 315 81/11/11 1259:50 1300:40 218 114 4500 2 136, 15
4068 315 81/11/11 1448:25 1449:20 123 445 12017 5 136, 16 M ,EN
4069 315 81/11/11 1949:15 1953:44 285 113 6158 3 137, 1 ES,AX
4070 ,t15 81/11/11 2304:30 2311:10 623 78 7387 3 137, 2 AX
4071 316 81/11/12 0058:50 0059:15 75 83 2
4072 316 81/11/12 0152:15 0153:05 166 300 13032 5 137, 3
6269 316 81/11/12 0337:42 0338:18 557 1711 63740 7 195, 3 M ,I
5293 316 81!11/12 0624:14 0627:44 709 170 27617 2 195, 11 I
4073 316 81/11/12 1111:00 1111:45 175 64 2
4074 316 81/11/12 1203:40 1203:55 153 93 2
4075 316 81/11/12 1917:00 1918:30 175 72 2
4076 316 81/11/12 1921:05 1922:10 188 121 4129 3 137, 4
4077 316 81/11/12 1931:05 1931:40 56 67 2
4078 316 81/11/12 2102:35 2103:45 200 365 6542 4 137, 5
4100 316 81/11/12 2355:00 2356:25 146 269 6760 3 137, 12
4079 317 81/11/13 0014:40 0015:20 245 129 3786 3 137, 6
4080 317 81/11/13 0026:05 0027:35 135 78 2
4081 317 81/11/13 0031:50 0034:50 270 109 3199 2 137, 6
4082 317 81/11113 0049:25 0050:15 134 201 5660 4 137, 6
408;! 317 81/11/13 0137:40 0137:45 14` 81 2
4084 317 81/11/13 0142:05 0142:30 105 96 2
4085 317 81/11/13 0144:15 0145:45 170 74 2
4086 317 81/11/13 0154:00 0156:00 468 112 11189 2 137, 7
4087 317 81/11/13 0322:05 0327:10 488 94 5533 2 137, 8
4088 317 81/11/13 03;32:15 0334:10 222 1494 28616 10 137, 8
4089 317 81/11/13 0343:05 0343:25 58 218 2417 4 137, 8
4090 317 81/11/13 0346:30 0347:25 392 74 3824 2 137, 8
4091 317 81/11/13 0439:50 0440:25 155 79 2
4092 317 81/11/13 0455:00 0455:15 175 78 2
4093 317 61/11/13 0507:10 0507:30 40 96 2
4094 317 81/11/13 0509:00 0509:10 45 76 2
4095 317 81/11/13 0805:55 0807:25 649 274 32295 5 137, 9
4096 317 81/11/13 1102:10 1103115 442 5042 2.84E+05 7 137, 10 M
4097 317 81/11/13 1150:00 1150:24 45 100 2
. a.
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CIF p-..:)R QUALMY 96
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK WRATION PEAT( TOTAL	 NOAA MAX FLARE MOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 RE61ON CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS' HHMN:SS US # I FILE#
4098 317 81/11/13 1921910 1921:55 435 173 7317 2 1,37, 11
4099 317 81/11/13 2342:15 2344:00 281 437 10512 5 137, 12 M
4101 318 81/11/14 0627:40 0628:(fi? 40 73 2
4102 318 81/11/14 0752:40 0802:10 803 185 10 137, 14 ND
4103 318 81/11/14 0820:35 0821:05 51 278 2201 4 137, 15
4104 318 81/11/14 2154:45 2202:10 3381 1012 3.96E+05 9 137, 16 M
4105 318 81/11/14 241:25 2331:55 55 95 2
4106 319 81/11/15 0004:45 0005:15 60 97 2
4107 319 81/11/15 0134:40 0135:15 81 493 9259 4 138, 1 M
4108 319 81/11/15 0:303:15 0303:35 56 133 1253 2 138, 3
4109 319 81/11/15 0307:40 0308:35 279 130 4026 2 138, 3
4110 319 81/11/15 0426:45 0427:20 75 187 3184 3 138, 4
4111 319 81/11/15 1527:15 1527:55 112 117 1737 2 138, 5
4112 319 81/11/15 2348:30 2349:10 120 67 2
4113 320 81/11/16 1247:20 1250:15 515 176 17409 2 138, 6
4114 321 81/11/17 0426:40 0427:00 79 292 2936 3 138, 7 M
4115 321 81/11/17 0732:50 0733:30 85 73 2
4116 321 81/11/17 1155:35 1155:35 86 200 3172 4 138, 9 ES
4117 321 81/11/17 2150:25 2151130 110 83 2
4118 321 81/11!17 2302:20 2302:40 100 68 2
4119 322 81/11/18 9109:40 0111:15 140 88 2
4120 322 0119:25 0123:05 502 162 13181 2 138, 10
4121 322 81/11/18 030000 0305-W► 110 57 2
4122 322 81/11/18 0411:55 0414:30 477 1498 1.12E+05 5 11 38, 11 M4123 322 81/11/18 0602:15 0603:00 12.3 113 1: ;%5 4 1^rN, 13
4124 322 81/11/18 0906:35 0908:10 173 142 3544 2 138, 14
4125 322 81/11/18 1411:45 1411:45 80 66 2
4126 323 81/11/19 0222:35 0228:15 1597 252 45187 3 138, 15
4127 323 81/11/19 1048:15 1048:55 114 152 2035 2 138, 16
4128 324 81/1Ii20 0025:55 0027:50 205 70 2
4129 324 81/11/20 0458:45 0510:05 957 29' 56075 13 139, 1
4130 324 81/11/20 1802:10 1802:20 60 ;al 2
4131 325 81/11/21 1553:20 1556:kS 305 ^,13 %3, 2 139, 2
4132 325 81/11/21 2244:50 220S4 135 2
4133 326 81111!22 0322:00 0,'W440 615 3100 87699 8 139, 3 M
4134 326 81/11/22 0449:35 0449:40 115 101 2 SA
4135 326 81/11/22 0655:35 0656:55 711 1899 2.20E+05 7 139, 5 M
4731 326 81/11/22 1742:15 1743:45 98 101 471 2 155, 2 SA,I
4136 326 81/11/22 2042:n`i 2042:40 50 64 2
4137 326 81/1 U22 2223:15 2223:40 50 81 2
4138 326 81/11/22 2242:15 2242:35 70 64 2
4139 327 81/11/23 0444:20 0444:50 90 67 2
4140 327 81/11/23 0948:45 0949:05 100 77 2
4141 327 81/11/23 1308:30 1309:15 140 84 2
4142 327 81/11/23 1530:05 1530:35 90 68 2
4143 328 81/11/24 0111:15 0114:05 450 78 4492 4 139 ► 6
4144 328 81/11/24 0136:15 0136:40 70 72 2
4145 328 81/11/24 1429:10 1429:55 103 105 1137 2 139, 7
4146 328 81/11/24 1431:20 1431:50 69 141 1548 2 139, 7
4147 329 81/11/25 0302:40 0303:55 156 120 2071 2 139, 8
4148 329 81/11/25 0412:15 0412:15 194 163 4767 9 139, 9 SMAX
4149 329 81/11/25 0742:10 0745:30 615 115 8409 2 139, 10




HXRBS DOY START START PEAK WRATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH WiX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION 01. TAPED,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S # 0 FILE#
4151 329 81/11/25 1815:25 1817:00 34 633 43279 4 W, 12 M
4152 329 81/11/25 2045:10 2045:15 25 66 2
4153 329 81/11/25 2317:25 2319:30 535 132 8651 2 139, 14
4154 330 81/11/26 0212:50 0216:35 434 187 21369 11 139, 15 SA
4155 330 81/11126 1938:10 043:05 875 96 7965 2 139, 16
4156 330 81/11/26 2324:40 2325:30 107 193 4177 2 140, 1
4157 331 31/11/27 2111:00 2112:40 273 103 6249 4 140, 2
4158 332 0/11/28 0729:15 0731:50 290 220 2 140, 3 NO
4159 333 81/11/29 0204:40 0206:45 459 75 4198 2 140, 4
4160 333 81/11/29 0659:05 0659:30 75 72 2
4161 3;13 81/11/29 1553:40 1626:00 3256 95 49447 2 140, 5
4162 333 81/11/29 1813:00 1814:05 92 223 2300 2 140, 6
4163 333 81/11/29 1921:45 1929:20 291 999 13442 5 140, 7
4164 334 81/11/30 0823:35 0824:00 70 94 2
4165 334 81/11/30 1136:35 1141:05 500 167 8950 2 140, 8
4166 334 81/11/30 1456:35 1457:10 184 1544 21682 4 140, 9
4167 335 81/12/01 0314:20 0314:40 105 69 2
4168 335 81112/01' 0826:55 0827:40 80 82 2
4169 335 81/12/01 1250:25 1251:00 65 72 2
4170 335 81/12/01 1416:;:6 1417:20 100 68 2
4171 335 81/12/01 1705:40 1708:55 527 609 37777 7 140, 10 M ,SN
4172 335 81/12/01 1858:20 1858:55 145 90 2
4173 336 81/12/02 0310:20 0310:45 125 88 2
4174 336 81/12/02 1357:05 1357:50 80 72 2
4175 336 81/12/02 1852:55 185.;:10 205 70 2
4176 336 81/12/02 2030:40 2031:30 140 147 5106 2 140, 12
4177 337 81/12/03 1737:00 1737: 25 72 110 960 2 140, 13
4178 337 81/12/03 1900:50 1901:00 20 91 2
4179 337 81/12/W 2007:10 2007 : 55 80 68 2
4150 337 81/12/03 2046:30 2047:15 120 70 2
4181 337 81/12/03 2207:05 2207:35 80 64 2
4182 338 81/12/04 0857:50 0858:10 60 76 2
4143 338 81/12/04 1500:50 1501:30 75 59 2
4184 338 81/12/04 1726:15 1727:55 224 515 1.10E+05 3 140, 14 ND
4185 338 81/12/04 2102:00 2105:20 311 117 8862 4 140, 15
•	 4186 339 81/12/05 0247:50 0248:40 75 78 2
4187 339 81121(65 1034:W 1034:45 95 65 2
4188 340 81/12/06 1956:00 1957:30 191 84 2
4189 340 81/12/06 2253:40 2254:10 51 110 464 2 140, 16
4190 341 81/12/07 0044:35 0045:60 165 85 2
'	 4191 341 81112107 0057:30 0058:2,0 214 279 5752 4 141, 1
4192 341 81/12/07 0334:30 0335:20 291 398 14691 4 141, 2
4193 341 81112,107 0654:05 0654:25 47 162 1088 2 141, 3
4194 341 81112107 1331:05 1334:05 650 200 16748 2 141, 4
4195 341 81112107 1442:15 1451:05 750 3311 74095 15 141, 5
`	 4111 342 81/12/08 0006:45 0007:10 60 69 2
415'7 342 81/12/08 0033:15 0034:2v 198 290 9866 2 141, 6
4198 342 81/12/08 0139:55 0143:25 481 312 16830 4 141, 7
4119 342 81/12/08 0311:40 0312:20 75 80 2
4200 342 8i/12/08 03.34:45 0336:00 120 90 2
4201 342 81/12/08 0645:00 0645:35 70 83 2
4201 342 81,'12/08 1236:00 1236:50 119 796 17362 5 141, 8




HXRDS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL "A	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME 11ME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPE11,
YY/MM/DD N":SS 11"ISS CIS N	 # MILE#
4204 342 31/12/08 1633:10 1634:20 110 99 2
4205 342 81/12/08 1753:15 1800:15 683 134 16064 2 141, 9
4106 342 81112108 1825 :00 18'26:40 160 67 2
4201 34? 81/12/09 0132:00 0133:55 214 101 3487 2 141, 10
V08 343 81/12/09 0339:1` 0343:30 1196 3156 4.30E+05 4 141, 11 EN
4209 343 81/12/09 0504:15 0505:'30 155 92 2
4210 343 .11/12/09 0509:35 0512:011 218 118 3669 2 141, 12
4211 343 81/12/09 0636:40 0645:10 1522 825 1.30E+05 2 141, 13 M
4212 343 81/12/09 1500:30 1503:10 197 75 2
4213 343 81/12/09 1625:20 1625:40 49 207 1291 4 141, 14
4214 343 81112109 1853:50 1903:30 2765 818 4.91E+05 10 141, 15 M ,ES
4215 343 81/12/09 2021:00 202200 1452 129 26578 2 141, 16 SN
4216 343 81/12/09 2212:05 2212:20 87 458 4528 4 142, 1 M
4217 343 81112109 2217:20 2217:35 106 153 1204 2 142, 1
4218 344 81/12/10 0154: f5 0155:10 110 76 2
4219 344 81/12/10 1234:40 1234:55 40 77 2
4220 344 81112110 1236:25 1237:00 60 95 2
4221 M4 81/12/10 1249:15 1249:25 35 98 2
4222 344 81/12/10 00:45 1251:00 40 90 2
4W 344 81/12/10 1530:25 1531:20 175 336 11323 4 142, 3
4224 314 81112110 1538:15 1538:30 60 74 2
4225 344 81/12/10 1706:10 1706:30 75 82 2
4226 344 81/12/10 1710:15 1710:35 110 72 2
4227 344 81/12/10 2147:05 2148:40 348 285 12878 2 142, 4 M
4228 S--1 81/12/11 0303:30 0304:15 96 598 7803 5 142, 6 M
4229 345 81/12111 0311:55 0312:40 110 94 2
4230 345 81/12/11 0439:05 0440:00 238 411 12695 3 142, 8
4231 345 81/12/11 0728:15 0728:55 140 75 2
4232 345 81/12/11 0741:40 0743:10 322 123 4155 2 142, 9
4233 345 81/12/11 2014:50 2015:40 150 212 4426 2 142, 10
4234 345 81412111 2151:20 2151:50 140 67 2
4235 345 81/12/11 2325:15 2326:45 180 74 2
4236 346 81112112 0318:45 0322:35 487 946 51799 4 142, 11 EN
4237 346 81/12/12 0422:35 0423:00 180 183 4583 2 142, 12
4238 346 81/12/12 0740:55 0742:10 120 70 2
4239 346 81/12/12 1245:15 1245:25 48 262 1437 3 142, 13
4240 346 81112112 1651:30 1652:00 637 134 13353 2 1421 14 SG
4241 347 31/12/13 1054:20 1057:15 505 375 20414 2 142, 15
4242 347 81/12/13 1339:30 1340:05 45 74 2
4243 347 81/12/13 2125:15 2127:30 622 582 P6167 4 142, 16 M
4244 348 81/12/14 0828:10 0829:00 70 79 2
4245 348 81/12/14 1202:55 1205:20 170 80 2
4246 348 81/12/14 1759:40 1800:55 130 72 2
4247 348 81/12/14 1802:25 1803:05 110 95 2
4248 348 81/12/14 1952:15 1952:40 80 71 2
4249 348 81/12/14 2142:30 2142:45 39 110 841 2 143, 1
4250 349 81/12/15 0045:55 0047:15 246 105 3493 2 143, 2
4251 349 81/12/15 0328:30 0328:40 25 69 2
4252 349 81/12/15 0817:30 0817:55 115 96 2
4253 349 81/12/15 1133:45 1135:50 281 119 5120 2 143, 3
4254 349 81112115 1625:35 1626:25 198 65 2
4255 349 81/12/15 1944:30 1946:30 765 1193 1.42E+05 5 143, 4 M ,EN
4256 350 81/12/16 1250:55 1251:50 160 71 3
i
ORIC31 AL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY
99
HXRBS DOV START START PEAK	 DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE	 NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC	 RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPE#,
VY/M/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S #	 # FILE#
4257 350 81/12/16 1429:50 1429:55 170	 88 2
4258 350 81/12/16 1618:20 1619:30 269	 179 18157 2 143,	 5	 EG
4259 354 81/12/20 1429:05 1430:30 185	 68 2
4260 355 81/12/21 1236:00 1237:00 185	 68 2
4292 362 Bi/12/28 1826:25 1827:50 155	 92	 . 2
4293 364 81/12/30 0823:40 0824:15 70	 61 2
4294 365 81/12/31 1755:35 1755:45 21	 160 678 3 144,	 4
L^
id '1ta ::ORIGINAL 
OF POOR QUAI-11"P
HXRBS EVENT LISTING 83/04/15, 0036106.360
HXRBS BOY	 START	 START	 PEAK WRATION PEAK
	 TOTAL NOAA MAX
EVENT	 BATE	 TIME	 TIME
	 SEC RATE
	 CUMS REGION CH.
YY/MM/DD HNN:SS N1N:S5





4295 1 82/01/01 0055:00 0057:05 199
4296 2 82101102 2254:35 2255:15 70
4297 3 82/01/03 063914 0643:10 363
4298 7 62/0907 0232:25 0232:45 190
4308 7 82/01/07 1211:30 1217:45 580
4309 7 82101107 1937:40 1938:55 263
4310 8 82/01/08 0020:05 0021:20 130
4311 8 82101108 0024:40 0025:15 125
4312 8 82/01/08 0156:45 0157:35 155
4313 8 82101108 0201:20 0202:40 384
4314 8 82/01/08 0322:10 0327:45 627
4315 8 82/01/08 1301:00 130020 65
4316 8 82/01/08 2057:00 2058:25 175
4317 9 82/01/05' 0224:40 0225:20 95
4318 9 82/01/09 0529:40 0531:55 190
4319 9 82101109 0100:15 0700:35 93
4320 9 82/01/09 1949:00 1949:25 64
4321 9 82/01/09 2039:45 2040:30 110
4322 9 82/01/09 2219:20 2221:05 175
4323 10 82101110 0831:00 0831:15 95
4324 10 82/01/10 1450:30 1450:40 35
4.'25 10 52101110 2028:20 2040:15 1022
4326 10 82/01/10 2356:05 2356:30 50
4327 11 82101111 0004:20 0004:45 185
4328 11 82/01/11 0207:10 0208:20 90
4329 11 82/01/11 0303:25 0303:45 60
4330 11 82/01/11 0305:30 0305:45 35
4331 11 82/01/11 0316:05 0316:30 135
4333 11 82/01/11 0639:35 0639:40 337
4334 12 82/01/12 0153:50 0155:45 197
4336 12 82/01/12 2138:25 2145:30`79
4337 12 82/01/12 2219:25 2219:50 30
4338 12 82/01/12 2220:25 2223:f6 375
4339 13 82/01/13 2121:00 2125:20 762
4340 13 82/01/13 2208:05 2209:45 195
4341 14 82/01/14 2154:30 2155:20 125
4342 14 82/01/14 2332:20 2333:25 145
4343 15 82/0:/15 0026:20 0029:05 309
4344 15 82/01/15 0112:10 0113:45 145
4345 15 82/01/15 1211:35 1211.55 30
4346 15 82/01/15 1214:55 1215:00 20
4347 15 82/01/15 2056:50 2059:00 543
4348 16 82/01/16 2123:25 2124115 80
4349 17 82101117 2028:55 2032:10 652
4350 17 82/01/17 2203:15 2204:25 165
4351 17 82/01/17 2253:20 2255:05 185
4352 17 82/01/17 2341:55 2343:35 384
4353 18 82/01/18 1432:50 1434:45 319
4354 18 82/01/18 2238:35 2239:10 170'
4355 19 82101119 0927:50 0929:20 168
4356 19 82/01/19 1405:10 1406:05 120
2404 1.71E+05 9 144, 5
61 2
85 5254 2 144, 6
72 2
Be 6065 2 144, 10




2309 54235 7 144, 12





125 2124 2 144, 14
136 1658 2 144, 15




209 24177 5 145, 1
78 2





108 6860 2 145, 3
69 4 AX
135 21350 7 145, 5 AX
84 2
84 4519 5 145, 6 AX








153 18695 5 145, 9 AX
65 2
114 14648 5 145, 10 AX
71 2 AX
72 2 AX
146 11663 7 145, 11 AX
99 4760 2 145, 12
85 4 AX
119 2080 2 145, 13
62 2
FRMING . ME SLAW NOT nLMW
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OF POOR QUALM	 102
HXRBS DOY START START PEW( 11URATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 eAK FLARE	 NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD No: Ss mm:SS C/S 9	 # FILE#
4357 19 82101119 1410:45 1411:15 108 128 835 2 145, 14
4358 19 82/01/19 1420:35 1421:50 120 69 2
4359 19 82/01/19 1524:55 1525:55 197 1°x;35 3
4360 19 82/01/19 1829:35 1830:15 95 65 2
4361 19 82/01119 2004:40 2006:50 180 57 2
4362 19 82/01/19 2034:10 2035:30 170 79 2
4363 19 82/01/19 2154:40 2155:35 252 84 3966 2 145, 15
4265 20 82/01/20 1049:10 1050:05 187 75 2
4,166 20 82101120 2210:00 2212:55 541 71 M74 4 146, 1
4367 21 82/01/21 0548:50 0549:10 60 105 578 2 146, 2
4368 22 82/01/22 1451:35 ;157:55 135 80 2
4369 22 82/01/22 1710:30 1711:25 130 93 2
4370 23 82/01/23 '305:40 2306:10 75 58 2
4371 24 82/01/24 0152:35 0155:35 696 935 1.37E+05 4 146, 3
4372 24 82/01/24 1015:30 1015:55 60 83 2
4373 24 82/01/24 1449:40 1450:30 110 84 2
4374 24 82/O1i24 1453:20 1453:40 55 59 2
4375 24 82/01/24 1454:40 1456:15 145 66 2
4376 24 82/01/24 1936:20 1944:45 1188 984 3.31E+05 5 146, 4	 M
4318 25 82/01/25 1553:15 15541'00 165 57 2
4319 25 82/01/25 1756:30 1756:32 40 75 2
4380 25 82/01/25 1918:35 1919:35 160 99 2
4381 26 82/01/26 0210:45 0212:20 160 69 2
4382 26 82/01/26 0323:40 0323:55 71 60 2
4383 2e 82/01/26 0343:05 0343:15 45 104 217 5 146, 5
4304 26 82/01/26 0428:15 0428:25 40 96 2
4305 26 82/01/26 0615:40 0615:55 44 X19 692 4 146, 6
4392 26 82/01/26 1731:30 1732:10 80 96 2
439''3 26 8'2101126 2045:20 2045:30 25 80 2
4394 26 82/01/26 2344:20 2344:35 85 66
4M 27 82101/27 0328:55 0329:10 35 65 2
4395 27 81/01/27 0611:25 0611:40 30 80 2
4396 27 8?.101127 0639:20 0640:25 110 61 2
4398 27 82/01/27 1410:20 1411:25 195 121 3669 2 146, 8
4',0l9 27 82/01/27 1743:30 1743:55 114 136 1448 2 146, 9
4400 27 82/01/27 1830:50 1831:05 40 51 2
4401 27 82101127 2206:30 2207:15 160 81 2
4402 27 82/01/27 2209:25 2209:55 175 83 2
4409 28 82/01/28 0325:55 0326:40 135 79 2
4405 28 82/01/29 0548:00 0548:30 60 64 2
4403 28 82/01/28 0713.20 0722:00 1498 9763 1.02E+0A 15 146, 10	 M ,SA
4404 28 82/01/28 0748:25 0749:05 160 82 2
4406 28 82/01/28 0938:05 0939:05 246 134 3,448 2 146, 11
4407 28 82/01/28 1052:45 1052:55 75 53 2
440e 28 82/01/28 1112:40 1113:45 161 164 4478 2 146, 12
4410 28 82/01/28 1850:50 1851:25 55 83 2
4411 29 82/01/29 0220:55 0211:50 218 126 4786 2 146, 13
4412 29 82101129 0228:10 0228:30 25 67 2
4413 29 82/01/29 0234:15 0235:35 743 142 11550 2 146, 13
4414 29 82/01/29 0312:40 0313:50 127 228 ;3760 3 146, 14	 M
4415 29 82/01/29 0354:25 0355:25 127 76 2
4416 29 82/01/29 0357:40 0358:15 55 76 2





HXW, BOY START START PEAK WRATION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT WE TIME TIME SEC RATE COWS REGION CH. IAPEC
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS US 4 1 F1LE4
4417 29 82/01/29 0427:10 0427:25 It 80 2
4421 29 82/Oi/29 1025:05 1026:05 300 75 5167 2 147, 1
4422 29 82101129 1040:10 1048:20 660 153 2834 2 147, 1
4423 29 82/01/29 1543:35 1544:35 621 94 11782 3 147, 2
4424 29 82101129 2124:45 2125:15 115 93 2
4425 30 82/01/30 0247:10 0248:50 200 75 2 DO
4426 30 82/01/30 0853:`,0 0854:00 25 75 2 SG
4427 30 82/01/30 0959:25 W:40 20 54 2
4428 30 82/01/30 1001:45 1002:20 65 59 2
4429 30 82/01/30 1036:45 1037:20 60 66 2
4430 30 82101130 1204:5 1214:35 1784 1006 1.21E+05 7 147, 3
4431 30 82/01/30 1354:40 1354:50 30 64 2
4432 30 82/01/30 2125:00 2126:10 190 57 2
4433 31 82/01/31 0014:20 0011 4:55 902 108 11986 4 147, 4 SN
4434 31 82/01/31 0706:00 0706:25 73 375 53.51 3 147, 5
4435 31 82/01/31 1123:30 1124:05 75 54 2
4436 31 82/01/31 1315:35 1330:35 2232 1819 3.26E+05 10 147, 6
4437 31 82/01/31 1441:35 1444:05 462 74 4648 4 147, 7
4438 31 82/01/31 1745:45 1747:35 193 96 2
4439 32 82/02/01 4030:35 0032:10 772 1428 68753 7 147, 8 M
4440 32 82/02/01 0338:20 0339:10 130 99 2
4441 32 82/02/01 0458:00 0458:30 150 61 2
4442 32 82/02/01 0513:15 0519!,20 337 158 5060 4 147, 9
4443 32 82/02,'01 0717:45 0718:05 55 63 2
4444 32 82102101 0833:00 0834:00 150 834 2
4445 32 82/02/01 1249:40 1250:20 45 58 2
4446 32 82/02/01 1251:30 1252:40 180 89 4
4447 32 82/02/01 1418:45 1419:10 1462 419 64212 5 147, 10 SN
4448 32 82/02/01 1451:20 1451:40 65 73 2 147, 10
4449 32 82/02/01 1904:35 1910-15 1506 92 19720 4 147, 11
4450 32 82102101 1935:15 1936:05 285 140 4800 2 147, 11
4451 32 82/02/01 2058:05 2059:30 199 96 2
4452 32 82102101 2246:05 2248:00 200 70 2
4473 33 82/02/02 0012:00 0012:55 120 92 2
4453 33 82/02/02 0027:25 0028:40 155 76 2
4454 33 82/02/02 0326:15 0327:15 65 67 2
4455 33 82/02/02 0929:35 0930:20 160 61 2
4456 33 82/02/02 1015:10 1015:45 170 63 2
4457 33 82/02/02 1147:05 1149:10 185 58 2
4458 33 82/02/02 1150:10 1151:55 140 72 2
4459 33 82/02/02 1233:15 1234:00 95 55 2
4460 33 82/02/02 1236:00 1237:40 190 64 2
4461 33 82/02/02 1249:55 1250:50 125 68 2
4462 33 82/02/02 1406:20 1414:45 3335 175 15 147, 12 SN,ND
4463 33 82/02/02 1502:25 1505:10 320 175 5 147, 12 EN,AX,ND
4464 33 82/02/02 1547:40 1548:00 792 540 31833 5 147, 13 M
4465 33 82/02/02 1639:45 1642:25 304 183 11352 5 147, 14 M ,SA
4466 33 82/02/02 1851:55 1852:15 725 365 24868 3 147, 15 SN
4467 33 82/02/02 1920:10 1920:30 45 54 2
4468 33 82/02/02 2027:10 2028:45 197 74 2
'	 4469 33 82/02/02 20;1:10 2041:45 213 100 4300 2 147, 16
4470 33 82/02/02 2219:05 2219:55 173 176 3794 2 148, 1
4471 33 82/02/02 2350:15 2351:30 145 83 2
ORIGINAL PACE 19
OF POOR QUAMY	 104
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE CUTS REGION CH. TAPER,
YY/MM/DD HMw:SS HMN:SS US # 0 FILEM
4472 33 82/02/02 2353:05 2354:50 195 74 2
4474 34 82/02/03 0112:26 011045 2236 4864 1.86E+06 15 148, 2 M ,SN
4475 34 82/02/03 0314:25 0315:30 512 1756 1.17E+05 5 148, 3
4476 34 82/02/03 0426:00 0427:10 150 84 2 SG,EG
4471 34 82/02/03 0621:25 0622:05 75 61 2
4478 34 82/02/03 0626:30 0631:20 444 108 6093 2 148, 4
4479 34 82/02/03 0814:00 0816:15 1179 105 6805 2 148, 5
4480 34 82/02/03 0908:20 0910:00 402 174 16705 2 148, 6 SN
4481 34 82/02/03 0929:35 0934:25 529 212 13962 3 148, 6 M
4482 34 82/02/03 1006:05 1006:35 100 73 2
4483 34 82/02/03 1046:50 1047:10 180 68 2
4484 34 82/02/03 1315:30 1318:10 201 784 28791 3 148, 8
4485 34 82/02/03 1418:25 1418:45 195 73 2
4486 34 82/02103 1422:45 1424:35 150 55 2
4487 34 82/02/03 1425:25 1426:15 120 55 2
4488 34 82/02/03 1704:00 1704:25 186 90 2 SN
4489 34. 82/02/03 1851:50 1852:00 48 489 3690 3 148, 9 M
4V° 34 82/02/03 2020:55 2023:10 791 1610 3.11E+05 6 148, 11 M
4491 34 82/02/03 2041:35 2042:20 509 494 30614 5 148, 11
4492 34 82/02/03 2326:20 2327:40 197 73 2
4493 35 82/02/04 0108:45 0109:45 80 76 2
4494 35 82/02/04 0602:55 0610:05 652 70 13687 2 148, 12
449,, 35 82/02/04 0634:10 0636:40 160 63 2
4496 ;15 82/02/04 0740:00 0740:40 60 53 2
4497 35 82/02/04 0753:40 0754:40 155 68 2
4498 35 82/02/04 0757:25 0757:55 40 52 2
4499 35 82/02/04 0759:50 0800:30 191 72 2
4500 35 82/02/04 0924:00 0924:45 60 66 2
4501 35 82/02/04 0932:40 0933:00 113 173 2167 2 148, 13
4502 35 82/02/04 1030:40 1031:00 52 117 770 4 148, 14
4503 35 82102104 1236:15 1237:30 105 93 2
4504 35 82/02/04 1254:35 1255:25 185 71 2
4505 35 82/02/04 1300'(10 1300:35 70 90 2
4506 35 82/02/04 1341:05 1341:20 640 223 22510 2 148, 15 SN,DG
4507 35 82/02/04 1355:45 1356:40 80 57 2
4508 35 82/02/04 1359:55 1402:35 198 56 2
4509 35 82/02/04 1408:35 1408:55 65 58 2
4510 35 82/02/04 1410:55 1411:45 85 81 2
4511 35 82/02/04 1523:30 1524:25 170 62 2
4512 35 82/02/04 1538:55 1541:45 309 806 41151 9 149, 1 EM ,ES
4513 35 82/02/04 1655:30 1656:20 75 88 2
4514 35 82/02/04 1658:40 1659:30 76 104 670 2 149, 2
4515 35 82/02/04 1715:25 1716:20 96 12.2 2530 2 149, 3 M
4516 35 82/02/04 1717:20 1718:55 171 135 3595 2 149, 3 M
4517 35 82102104 1845:35 1846:15 75 66 2
4518 35 82/02/04 1848:15 1848:40 60 56 2
4519 35 82/02/04 1850:40 1852:40 170 72 2
4520 35 82/02/04 1856:05 1857:20 204 546 44718 5 149, 4 ES
4521 35 82/02/04 2143:00 2143:10 40 120 602 2 149, 5
4522 35 82102104 2330:05 r3 30:40 160 64 2
4523 35 82/02/04 2337:25 2338:15 205 73 2
4524 36 82/02/05 0109:35 0110:30 68 1617 10193 6 149, 6
4527 36 82/02/05 0128:00 OJ29:05 180 151 5182 2 149, 8
-.7
-7
WXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL
	 NOAH MAX FLARE
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COMTS REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMM:SS C/S # # FILE#
4525 36 82/02/05 0248:05 0248:35 55 71 4
4526 36 82/02/05 0306:50 0315:00 924 230 14975 2 149, 7
4528 36 82/02/05 0415:35 0415:55 45 77 2
4529 36 82/02/05 0558:30 0559:05 110 55 2
4530 36 82/02/05 0608:15 0608:35 185 171 2291 2 149, 9
4531 36 82/02/05 0731:30 0733:20 195 139 3011 2 149, 10
4532 36 82/02/05 0751:10 0751:45 80 87 2
4533 36 821102/05 0753:05 0758:35 650 90 6688 2 149, 10
4534 36 82/02/05 0903:45 0906:05 1479 7230	 6.14E+05 14 149, 11
4535 36 82/02/05 1045:35 1046:35 164 125 2625 3 149, 12
4536 36 82/02/05 1052:05 1053:35 130 76 2
4537 36 82/01/05 1056:40 1057:45 160 57 2
4538 36 82/02/05 1153:00 1154:05 339 218 8059 2 09, 13
4539 36 821021053 1331:25 1331:40 30 54 2
4540 36 82/02/05 1334:35 1335:05 100 64 2
4541 36 82/02/05 1338:00 1339:40 1''M 86 2
4542 36 82/02/05 1510:10 1510:40 70 69 2
4543 36 82/02/05 1527:00 1528:15 155 75 2
4544 36 82/02/05 2147:30 2147:55 55 89 2
4545 37 82/02/06 0107:40 0107:55 69 30 2
4546 37 82/02/06 0258:40 025905 124 135 5938 2 149, 14
4547 37 82/02/06 0302:00 0302:15 40 90 2 129, 14
4548 37 82102106 0355:35 0356:00 49 124 1195 2 149, 15
4549 37 82/02/06 0359:00 0359:25 44 178 1112 2 149, 15
4550 37 82/02/06 0425:00 0425:55 222 228 5334 3 149, 16
4551 37 82/02/06 0432:20 0432:50 90 61 2
4552 37 82/02/06 0520:45 0521:00 110 92 3
4553 37 82/02/06 0559:05 0601:25 538 122 11438 2 150, 1
4554 37 82102/06 0608:45 0610:45 365 186 7431 3 150, 1
4555 37 82/02/06 0748:00 0751:25 258 78 1553 2 150, 2
4556 37 82/02/06 0902:50 0903:05 40 58 2
4557 37 82/02/06 1009:05 1009:45 110 54 2
4558 37 82/02/06 1145:05 1145:15 18 120 360 3 150, 3
4559 37 82/02/06 1223:50 1224:40 369 1113 42964 5 150, 4
4560 37 82102106 1331:15 1334:10 416 16106 56368 6 150, 5
4561 37 82/02/06 1640:20 1640:45 66 298 3650 4 150, 6
4562 37 82/02/06 1817:25 1818:20 108 236 5682 2 150, 8
4563 37 82/02/06 1948:15 1948:35 47 406 3388 3 150, 9
4564 37 82/02/06 1959:20 1959:25 35 91 2 150, 9
4565 37 82/02/06 2004:15 2006:25 159 201 1784 3 150, 9
4641 37 82/02/06 2110:50 2114:45 789 91 9060 2 152, 12
4566 37 82/02/06 2130:20 2130:50 45 90 2
4567 37 82/02/06 2139:45 2141:05 155 65 2
4568 38 82102107 0030:35 0034:00 647 133 3980 2 150, 10
4569 38 82/02/07 0043:05 0043:50 75 60 2
4570 38 82/02/07 0103:25 0103:45 55 82 3
4571 38 82/02/07 0222:05 0222:35 270 77 1467 2 1501, 11
4572 38 82/02/07 0534:35 0535:20 110 53 2
4573 38 82/02/07 0544:15 0544:50 58 122 614 2 150, Q
4574 38 82/02/07 0643:35 0644:30 195 58 4
4575 38 82/02/07 0650:55 0652:05 130 56 2
4576 38 82/02/07 0825:30 0826:35 70 73 2














HIRES DOY START START PEAK IWATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COWS REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD Ross$ MUSS US #	 # FILE#
4578 38 82/02/0" 1041155 1043:30 140 89 2
4579 36 82/02/07 1136:45 1137:05 51 623 5537 6 150, 14
4560 38 82102107 1812:45 1815:50 265 175 6395 2 150, 15 ES
4581 38 82/02/07 205711 50 2058:15 696 2057 1.13E+05 1 150, 16 SN
4582 39 82102106 0011:05 0011:20 45 90 2
4563 39 82/02/08 0029:55 0030:55 230 112 3687 2 151, 1
4584 39 82/02/08 0144:50 0148:50 638 562 42358 3 151, 2 M
4585 39 82/02/08 0228:15 0228:35 140 85 2
4586 39 82/02/08 0241:15 0241:40 55 1193 28495 5 151, 3
4587 39 82/02/06 0524:05 0525:30 125 66 2
4588 39 82/02/08 0647:55 0652:20 660 326 18474 4 151, 4
4589 39 82/02/06 0701:35 0701:55 25 79 2
4590 39 82/02/08 0710:45 0711:15 45 166 2290 3 151, 4
4591 39 82/02/08 0712:45 0714:10 189 275 7321 3 151,, 4
4592 39 82/02/08 1249:55 1250:00 1224 31095 1.96E+06 15 151, 5 M ,SN,SG
4593 39 82/02/08 1520:25 1520:50 40 50 2
4594 39 82/02/08 1605:00 1606:40 198 66 2
4595 39 82/02/08 1657:30 1657:45 51 113 1654 5 151, 6 SA
4596 39 82102108 2120:40 2122:05 124 429 8465 5 151, 7 M
4597 39 82/02/08 2124:55 2125:05 50 89 2
4598 39 82/02/08 2219:35 2220:25 65 63 2
4599 40 82/02/09 0043:25 0046:10 258 140 5061 2 151, 8 ES
4600 40 82102109 0139:55 0141:30 416 386 26177 3 151, 9 M
4601 40 82/02/09 0335:25 0339:OS 638 1043 96412 3 151, 41
4602 40 82/02/09 0357:55 0402:00 359 92 3827 2 151, It
4603 40 82/02/09 0440:10 0441:40 1121 430 67328 4 151, 12 SN,DG
4604 40 82/02/09 0710:25 0712:35 239 653 1.61E+05 4 151, 13 ND,DG
4605 40 82/02/09 0925:30 0925:55 559 448 48598 2 151, 14 SN
4606 40 82102109 1103:20 1103:40 45 68 2
4607 40 82/0d'/09 1106:50 1107:35 554 232 21299 2 151, 15
4608 40 82102109 1411:00 1411:15 1056 580 73965 7 151, 16 SN
4609 40 82/02/09 2239:50 2241:10 188 66 2
4610 40 82102109 2249:25 2250:35 120 61 2
4611 40 82/02/09 2351:20 2351:35 135 68 2
4612 41 82102110 0307:45 0309:15 380 460 12037 4 152, 1 M
4613 41 82/02/10 0349:30 0350:25 90 69 2
4614 41 82/02/10 0634:05 0634:45 170 80 2
4615 41 82/02/10 0750:20 0751:05 115 66 2
4616 41 82/02/10 0816x30 0817:00 50 59 2
4617 41 82102110 0944:05 0944:40 244 819 25052 5 152, 3
4618 41 82/02/10 1050x30 1050:50 40 61 2
4619 41 82/02/10 1124:15 1124:50 142 55 2
4620 41 82102110 1140:30 1141:15 100 57 2
4621 41 82/02/10 1309:55 1311:40 198 85 2
4623 41 82/02/10 1411:25 1412:15 225 148 6438 2 152, 4
4622 41 82/02/10 1551:50 1552:10 35 65 2
4624 41 82/02/10 1716:55 1717:35 70 80 2
4625 41 82/02/10 1721:10 1721:35 50 60 2
4626 41 82/02/10 1732:15 1732:30 40 55 2
4627 41 82/02/10 1843:40 1851:40 1736 1427 2.73E+05 7 152, 5 M
4628 41 82/02/10 2153:35 2154120 134 132 2876 3 152, 6
4629 41 82/02/10 2213:40 2214:40 136 196 4422 3 152, 7 M
4630 41 82/02/10 2216:10 2217:05 110 378 5477 3 152, 7 M
ORIGINAL PAWa i1i
OF POOH QUQLt'TY
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK MOTION PEAK TOTAL NOAH	 MAX
EVENC DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH.
YY/MM/DD HHMN:V NO: SS C/S i	 4
4631 41 82/02/10 2335:45 2336:50 182 59 2
4632 42 82/02/11 0002:05 0004:10 192 115 1200 2
463:,' 4;.' 82/02/1i 1141:00 0141:15 155 61 2
C34 42 82/02/11 0143:05 0144:45 120 64 2
4635 42 82102111 031::15 03?5:30 90 50 2
46-36 42 82/02/11 0317'25 fY	 x'''1:40 140 57 2
4637 42 82102111 0728:50 0730:00 130 55 2
4628 42 82/02/11 0916:10 0916:40 60 53 2
4639 42 82/02/11 1209:45 1211:45 326 531 18648 4
4640 42 82/02/11 1344:40 1345:30 144 1083 12093 5
4642 42 82/02/11 1526:20 1526:40 55 109 812 2
4643 42 82/02/11 1533:10 1533:30 50 74 2
4644 42 82/02/11 1832:45 1834:00 137 233 7983 2
4645 42 82/02/11 2030:55 2034:45 492 426 23056 4
4646 42 82/02/11 2323:55 2324:45 85 76 2
4647 42 82/02/11 2351:15 2352:10 857 449 13887 4
4648 43 82/02/12 0546:10 0546:20 20 55 2
4649 43 82/02/12 0548:40 0550:10 199 479 10229 4
4650 43 82/02/12 0628:40 0628:55 49 131 918 2
4651 43 82/02/12 0633:55 0634:40 60 62 2
4652 43 82/02/12 1118:05 1118:15 45 121 527 2
4653 43 82/02/12 1340:30 134000 73 107 1468 2
4654 43 82/02/12 1701:10 1703:20 355 68 4438 2
4655 43 82/02/12 1831:40 1831:55 50 82 2
4656 43 82/02/12 1834:35 1834:50 30 61 2
4657 43 82/02/12 2127:05 2127:45 109 177 2724 3
4658 43 82102112 2130:15 2135:05 1378 5966 6.29E+05 9
4659 43 82/02/12 2154:45 2157:40 542 4691 1.56E+05 13
4660 44 82/02/13 0116:35 0116:55 45 74 2
4661 44 82/02/13 0126:45 0127:15 70 57 2
4662 44 82/02/13 0130:20 0130:45 40 52 2
4663 44 82/02/13 0402:40 0402:55 165 80 2
4664 44 82/02/13 0702:10 0703:05 95 60 2
4665 44 82/02/13 0833:15 0833:55 115 56 2
46M 44 82/02/13 0914:00 0914:45 88 111 813 2
466'i 44 82/02/13 1511:55 1512:40 95 68 2
4668 44 82/02/13 1822:10 1822:40 55 53 2
4669 44 82/02/13 1941:00 1941:45 85 52 2
5083 44 82/02/13 1944:55 1945:15 50 65 2
4670 44 82/02/13 1957:35 1958:10 90 202 2380 3
4671 44 82/02/13 2012:20 2016:15 291 107 4601 3
4672 44 82/02/13 2326:05 2332:10 658 408 11238 4
4673 45 82/02/14 0036:10 0036:50 75 80 2
4674 45 82/02/14 0100:40 0101:05 70 63 2
4675 45 82/02/14 0119:52 0120:45 176 113 1821 2
4676 45 82/02/14 0218:00 0219:10 90 57 2
4677 45 82/02/14 0219:55 0221:00 175 62 2
4678 45 82/02/14 0343:15 0344:00 150 4521 1.10E+05 6
4679 45 82/02/14 0407:25 0408:15 120 229 6714 3
4680 45 82/02114 0540:40 0541:10 55 56 2
4681 45 82/02/14 0547:00 0547:10 70 54 2
4682 45 82/02/14 0556:30 0557:25 120 69 2






































ORIGINAL PAM` IS 108
OF POOR QUALM
HXRBS GAY START START PEAK DMATION PEAK TOTAL MOAA	 W FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE WJNTS REGION CH. TAPE#,
VV/MM/DD Moss No.  S US #	 # FILE#
4684 45 82102114 1036:55 1037:45 90 92 2
4685 45 82/02/14 1053:00 1054:00 90 66 2
4686 45 82/02/14 1402:35 1403:25 108 130 3?40 2 153, 15 ND
4687 45 82/02/14 1945:00 1945:20 35 61 2
4688 45 82/02/14 2309:35 2310:00 53 120 792 2 153, 16
4689 45 82/02/14 2310:50 2311:40 103 257 2570 3 153, 16
4690 46 82/02/15 0232:55 0233:0; 30 50 2
4691 46 82/02/15 1609:30 1609:55 148 56 2
4692 46 82/02/15 1803:35 1803:40 30 61 2
4693 46 82/02/15 1939:05 1939:25 35 95 2
4694 47 82/02/16 0443:45 0443:50 35 47 2
4695 47 82/02/16 1003:15 1004:50 188 176 6969 2 154, 1
4696 47 82/02/16 1513:05 1513:25 30 62 2
4697 47 82/02/16 1859:25 1859:50 523 431 20605 3 154, 2 SN
4698 48 82/02/17 0438:20 0438:40 40 154 1631 2 154, 3
4699 48 82/02/17 0636:35 0636:50 40 64 2
4700 48 82102117 0916:55 0917:10 40 51 2
4701 48 82/02/17 0955:55 1000:25 600 245 15347 3 154, 4
4702 48 82102117 1;04:00 1904:05 20 70 2
4703 48 82/02/17 1915:20 1915:40 65 82 3
4704 48 82102117 1943:20 l", 44 :35 162 314 14686 5 154, 5 M ,SA
4705 48 82/02/17 2332:00 2333:15 367 233 8581 4 154, 6
4706 49 82/02/18 0320:45 0321:40 158 340 8963 3 154, 7
4707 49 82/02/18 0339:45 0340:15 130 53 2
4708 49 82/02/18 0444:00 0446:15 310 304 9316 4 154, 8
4709 49 82/02/18 0501:05 0503:00 195 63 2
4710 49 82/02/18 2331:55 2333:55 728 1019 2.02E+05 4 154, 9 M +ND
4711 50 82/02/19 0053:40 005,55:05 125 47 2
4712 50 6x2/02/19 0239:50 0240:05 45 57 2
4713 50 82/02/19 0429:40 0429:50 46 108 932 2 654, 11
4714 50 8''2/02/19 0451:45 0453:20 472 347 19566 3 154, 12
4715 50 82/02/19 0555:50 0556:40 151 208 6871 2 154 ► 13 IS
4716 50 82/02/19 1652:25 1652:35 20 89 2
4717 51 82/02/20 0351:55 0353:45 135 71 2
4718 51 82102120 0725:15 0725:35 60 71 2
4719 51 82/02/20 0726:55 0727:40 65 69 2
4720 51 82/02/20 0919:35 0924:45 1003 1728 2.80E+05 6 154, 14 M ,EN
4721 51 82/02/20 1050:10 1051:00 166 120 2883 2 154+ 15
4722 51 82/02/20 123500 1235:15 40 77 2
4723 51 82/02/20 2158:40 2159:45 181 138 3972 2 154, 16 SG,GG
4724 52 82/02/21 0028:30 0029:00 75 60 2
4725 52 82/02/21 0122:10 0125:25 311 61 2522 2 155, 1
4726 52 82/02/21 1055:00 1055:15 50 75 2
4727 52 82/02/21 1357:30 1357:50 55 68 2
4728 52 82/02/21 1K2:15 1854:40 60 58 2
4729 53 82/02/22 0206:25 0207:20 120 71 2
4"/;o 53 82/02/22 0726:10 0726:30 45 60 2
4732 53 82/02/22 1208:40 1209:15 253 75 2394 2 155, 3
4733 54 82/02/23 0006:40 0006:55 40 51 2
4734 54 82/02/23 0015:15 0015:45 60 74 2
4735 54 82/02/23 0152:40 0154:58 157 63 2559 2 155, 4
4736 54 82/02/23 0312:42 0314:35 560 531 39173 5 155, 5 M
4737 54 82/02/23 0514:40 0516:27 221 188 6518 3 155, 7
109
OF POOR WAXY
Wxm DOY STAkl START PEAK
	 DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 4AX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S 0	 M F1LH
4738 54 8210?':/. ' 3 0530:00 0530-'25, 70 54 2
4739 54 82/02/23 1746:11 1746:41 127 58 2
4740 55 81102124 0045:18 0045:38 45 48 2
4741 55 82/02/24 0330:38 0331:20 273 105 2005 4 155, 8
4742 55 82/02/24 0509:05 0509:25 58 248 2331 5 155, 9
4743 55 82/02/24 0627:20 0627:21 135 148 3643 7 155, 10 SA,AX
4744 55 82/02/24 0633:30 0649:31 1903 105 43004 2 155, 10
4745 55 82/02/24 1134:10 1135:49 195 112 4104 2 155, 11
4746 55 82/02/24 1141:25 1142:19 123 59 2
4747 55 82/02/24 1449:30 1450:25 194 96 2
4748 55 82/02/24 1549:50 1551:40 283 168 1.99E+05 2 155, 12 DG,EG,ND
4749 55 82/02/24 1917:20 1918:15 120 79 2
4750 55 82/02/24 2029:10 2029:40 190 76 7
.	 4751 56 8'2/02/25 0338:15 0340:50 232 119 3141 2 155, 13
4752 56 82/02/25 0514:20 0517:05 264 125 4281 2 155, 14 EN
4753 56 82/02/25 0947:30 0949:40 180 75 2 DG
4754 56 82/02/25 0951:20 0951:50 60 67 2
4755 56 82/02/25 0952:35 0954135 145 86 2
4756 56 82102/25 1438:40 1439:20 95 143 2399 3 15,5, 15
4751 56 82/02/25 1442:20 1442:50 206 111 2125 2 155, 15
4758 56 ?2/02/25 1605:20 1606:40 175 152 4651 2 155, 16
4759 56 82/02/25 2017:15 2017:50 121 111 2602 5 156, 1
4760 56 82/02/25 2151:25 2152:35 251 1028 59603 9 156, 2 M
4761 56 82/02/25 2236:30 2237:15 110 86 7
4762 57 82/02/26 0016:05 0018:50 342 189 21656 14 156, 4 AX
4763 57 82/02/26 0306:10 0319:40 1425 167 45574 2 156, 3 EN
4764 57 82/02/26 0424:55 0425:40 120 100 2
4765 57 82/02/26 0924:30 0924:50 113 89 2
4766 57 82/02/26 1413:50 1414:18 40 60 2
4767 57 82/02/26 1516:50 1519:20 371 255 9012 5 156, 6 M
4768 57 82/02/26 1724:35 1725:24 123 69 2
4769 57 82/02/26 1735:30 1736:24 109 326 4730 5 156, 7 M
4770 57 82/02/26 2002:50 2004:20 295 84 5
4774 57 82/02/26 2029:00 2029:25 85 75 2
4771 57 82/02/26 2048:50 20W-20 55 75 2
4775 57 82/02/26 2121:55 2125:00 552 70 5953 4 156, 9
.	 4772 57 82/02/26 2130-05 2139:40 716 190 38762 6 156, 8
4776 51 82/02/26 2202:25 2202:40 65 50 2
4773 57 82/02/26 2312:20 2312:30 60 54 2
4777 57 82/02/26 2350:00 2350.4 145 59 5
'	 4778 58 82/04/27 0434:35 0434:50 55 85 2
6300 58 82/02/27 0444:06 0444:20 56 61 2
4779 59 82/02/28 1940=45 1941:08 67 59 2
4780 60 82/03/01 0112:58 0113:05 18 75 2
4781 60 82/03/01 0235:54 0239:08 301 418 15700 14 156, 10
4782 60 82/03/01 0535:42 0537:05 114 70 2
4783 60 82/03/01 1634:50 1636:05 218 104 5271 4 156, it
4784 60 82/03/01 1917:19 1917:43 44 60 2
4785 60 82/03/01 1924:08 1924:35 47 408 3288 5 156, 12 M
4786 60 82/03/01 2053:00 2054:29 703 153 14757 5 156, 14
4787 60 82/03/01 2137:00 2138:54 151 78 4
'`.	 4788 60 82/03/01 2228:44 2237:55 804 751 1.35E+05 6 156, 15 M
4789 61 82/03/02 0001:34 0020:40 1585 160 40684 4 157, 1
tORIGINAL PAGE E8
OF POOR QUAMY	 110
HXMS DOY START START PEAK DONATION PEAK TOTAL NOM	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPE$,
YV/MM/DD HHMN:SS 1MM N:SS C/S t	 i FILEM
4790 61 82103102 0039:56 0047:35 1365 260 1.50E+05 7 157, 1 EN
4791 61 82/03/02 0823:30 0824:15 85 74 2
4792 61 82/03/02 1510:17 1510:25 15 70 2
4793 61 82/03/02 1558:38 1600:30 629 135 9568 2 157, 2
4794 61 82/03/02 1644:12 1645:10 106 64 2
4795 61 82/03/02 2120:00 2120:45 140 64 5
4796 61 82/03/02 2257:25 2259:15 182 60 4
4797 61 ':2/03/02 2303:49 2305:18 205 71, 5
4798 62 82/03/03 0124:24 0124:25 277 256 13713 9 157, 3 SA,AX
4799 62 82/03/03 1130:55 1133:05 297 105 2934 2 157, 4
48M 63 82/03/04 0145:14 0147:08 282 170 10343 2 157, 5
4601 63 82/03/04 1303:30 1303;4+ 20 58 2
4802 63 82/03/04 1420:40 1420:55 74 213 213 3 157, 6
4803 63 82/03/04 2059:14 2059:30 80 183 1629 2 157
4804 63 82103/04 2214:05 2215:12 172 163 4395 2 157, 7
4805 63 82/03/04 2241:50 2242:11 50 63 2 151, 8
4806 64 82/03/05 0141:25 0141:58 122 61 2
4807 64 82/03/05 0241:26 0243:34 1032 1481 1.54E+05 5 157, 9 M
4808 64 82/03/05 0506:18 0506:50 60 60 2
4809 64 82/03/05 0640:52 0641:52 77 501 11735 5 157, 10 M
4810 64 82/03/05 1102:06 1102:17 50 64 2
4814 64 82/03/05 1828:15 1828:50 120 61 2
4811 64 82/03/05 1828:35 1828:51 136 62 2
4812 64 82/03/05 1854:19 1854:52 108 86 2
4815 04 82/03/05 1854:35 1854:55 90 75 2
4813 64 82/03/05 1902:35 190307 199 60 2
4816 64 82/03/05 2001:55 2004:15 190 62 2
4817 64 82/03/05 2040:35 2042:05 140 64 5
4818 64 82103105 2053:30 2054:15 73 170 3404 2 157, 11
4819 64 82/03/05 2137:50 2139:56 200 76 5
4820 64 82/03/05 2150:35 2151:45 185 59 2
4521 64 82/03/05 2220:05 2'121:05 270 74 3123 2 157, 12
4822 65 82/03/06 0136:55 0137:10 65 90 2
4823 65 82/03/06 0242:45 0243:35 80 58 2
4824 65 82/03/06 0803:15 0803:45 38 173 1458 3 157, 13
4815 65 82/03/06 1105:25 1105:50 50 62 2
4826 65 82/03/06 1225:00 122`:35 65 61 2
4827 65 82/03/06 2121:23 2123:15 244 198 9644 5 157, 14 AX
4M 65 82/03/06 2302:24 2304:32 180 74 2
4829 66 82/03/07 0120:05 0120:43 107 53 2
4830 66 82/03/07 0246:24 0304:46 1123 2833 2.59E+05 10 157, 15 M ,EN
4831 66 82/03/07 0405:40 0421.135 2069 289 2.50E+05 7 157, 16 EN
4832 66 82/03/07 0614:13 0614:20 31 62 2
4833 66 82/03/07 1351:40 1352:32 203 1481 49262 8 158, 1 M
4834 66 82/03/07 1715:49 1716:38 76 70 2
4835 66 82/03/07 1958:42 1958:51 50 75 2
4836 66 82103107 2002:00 2002:22 160 66 2
4837 66 82/03/07 2010:48 2011:46 148 97 4 AX
4838 67 82/03/08 0043:45 0044:15 66 56 2
4839 67 82/03/08 0358:27 0358:51 40 52 2
4840 67 82/03/08 1303:56 1307:26 324 111 6585 2 158, 3
4841 67 82/03/08 1312:20 1313:32 160 87 2
4942 67 82/03/08 1940:44 1947:12 631 206 27624 3 158, 4
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALM	 111
HXR88 BOY START START PEA, DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPE#r
YYC!M/DL HHMN:SS Hi1m SS C/S M	 1 FILES
4843 67 82/03/08 1956:58 2017:38 1267 1482 2.60E+05 7 158, 4
4844 68 82/03/09 0533:22 0533:49 90 62 2
4845 68 82/03/09 2254:25 2300:50 693 132 28720 5 158, 5 AX
4846 68 82/03/09 2312:15 2313:55 153 122 1090 2 158, 5
4847 70 82/03/:1 0254:22 0254:58 98 99 2
4848 70 8"1/03/11 0613:39 0614 :14 44 60 2
4849 70 82/03/11 1551:00 1557:30 45 81 2
4850 71 82/03/12 1241:00 1241:25 110 91 2
4851 72 92/03/13 1523:20 1524:00 60 58 2
4852 73 82/03/14 2114:56 2115:04 43 163 854 4 185, 6
4853 74 92/03/15 0032:07 0032:54 79 58 2
4855 74 82/03/15 0725:50 0726:20 55 60 1
4856 74 82/03/15 1626:20 1627:05 80 66 4
4857 74 82/03/15 1804:02 1804:40 76 62 5
4858 75 82/03/16 0156:10 0156:33 48 220 2008 3 158, 7
4859 75 82/03/16 0809:36 0809:46 58 68 2
4860 75 82/03/16 1118:30 1120:25 180 65 2
4861 76 82/03/17 0153:15 0155:33 184 74 2
4865 76 82/03/17 0957:09 0958:11 62 64 2
4866 76 82/03/17 1010:16 1011:01 98 63 2
4862 76 92/03/17 1107:18 110€:16 119 129 2438 2 158, 8
4863 76 82/03/17 1111:31 1117:18 609 107 8605 2 158, 8
4864 76 82/03/17 1153:39 1154:24 69 55 2
4867 '76 82/03/17 1239:05 1239:30 60 100 2
4868 76 82/03/17 1240:15 1241:23 155 75 2
4869 76 82/03/17 1306:25 1306:40 35 84 2
4870 76 82103117 1424:27 1424:58 81 235 3952 4 158, 9
4871 76 82/03/17 150;158 1505:07 30 75 2
4972 76 82/03/1/ 2202:46 2103:03 130 155 1968 2 158, 10
4873 77 82/03/18 0816:00 0816:50 171 107 3713 2 158, 11
4874 77 82/03/18 1045:05 1045:50 70 66 2
4875 77 81/03/18 1053:55 1054:15 40 62 2
4876 77 82/0;3/18 1230:40 1231:35 208 243 6746 2 158, 12
4877 77 ;:;;x03/18 1354:55 1355:15 137 279 26420 2 158, 13 SO
4878 77 82/03/18 1543:45 1544:45 55 62 2
4879 77 82/03/18 1721:55 1722:45 163 109 252$ 4 158, 14
4880 77 8'2/03/18 1741:35 1742:00 55 61 2
4881 77 82/03/18 2040:20 2041:06 94 123 1005 2 158, 15
4882 77 82/03/18 2042:09 2043:17 IT3 54 2
4883 77 82/03/18 2341:20 2342:25 125 56 2
4884 78 82/03/19 0419:00 0420:25 170 75 2
4885 78 82/03/19 0435:35 0459:05 1761 371 39650 3 158, 16 M
4886 78 82103119 0918:35 0918145 30 64 1
4887 78 82/03/19 1253:50 1254:05 70 91 2
4888 78 82103119 1424:25 1424:40 50 58 2
4889 78 82/03/19 1532:35 1534:30 '454 173 38296 2 159, 1
4890 78 82/03/19 2002:25 2002:44 56 60 2
4891 78 82/03/19 2003:56 200i:16 46 167 2201 4 159, 2
4892 79 82/03/20 0102:35 0103:40 170 94 2
4893 80 82/03/21 0404:45 0406:10 195 6; 2
4894 80 82/03/21 0744:20 0745:05 214 342 6991 3 159, 3
4895 80 82/03/21 0911:35 0914:05 200 62 2
4896 90 82/03/21 1150:20 1150:55 70 55 2
112
HXR9S DOY START START PEAT( DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 !"4 FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUVTS REGION	 CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD MM:SS HHMN:SS US #	 # FILE#
4897 80 82/03/21 1323:00 1325:00 180 75 4
4898 80 82/03/21 1452:55 1453:10 42 195 1054 3 159, 4 M
4899 00 82/03/21 1815:10 1816:10 73 122 1,152 2 159, 6
4900 80 82/03/21 2140:45 2141:20 120 65 2
4901 80 82/03/21 2147:55 2148:15 35 89 2
4902 81 82/03/22 0033:20 0034:05 120 63 2
4903 81 82/03/22 0044:55 0045:35 165 85 2
4904 81 82/03/22 0152:40 0153:00 115 71 2
4917 81 82/03/22 0314:01 0316:36 198 56 2 AX
4905 81 82/03/22 0822:13 082211 37 65 105 1037 2 159, 7
4906 81 82/03/22 0825:52 0826:34 68 113 2
4907 81 82/03/22 0909:15 0909:49 73 70 2
4908 81 82/03/22 1128:01 1128:51 161 87 12 AX
4909 81 fS2/03/22 1218:03 1218:11 96 63 2
4910 81 82/03/22 1624:07 1625:45 319 303 14091 2 159, 8
4915 81 82/03/22 2252:17 2252:46 60 70 2
4916 81 82/03/22 2303:29 2303:34 14 76 2
4911 82 82/03/23 6016:53 0016:58 42 72 2
4918 82 82/03/23 0328:33 0329:07 75 74 2
4912 82 82/03/23 0627:02 0627:21 34 73 2
4919 82 82/0323 0645:23 0645:55 54 78 2
4920 82 82/03/23 0714:54 0715:34 91 284 4297 2 159, 10 ND
4913 82 82/03/2'3 0855:05 0855:39 165 85 2
4914 82 82103123 1116:01 1116:09 16 136 334 2 159, 9
4921 82 82/03/23 1931:02 1931:13 26 105 389 2 159, 11
4922 82 82/03/23 2100:12 2102:03 189 92 2
4923 82 82/03/23 210:58 2108:17 114 80 3
4924 82 82/03/23 7::55:52 2356:23, 83 129 1501 3 159, 12
4925 83 82/03/24 00191-32 0020:43 192 85 2
4926 8.'1 82/03/24 0032:26 0035:07 ?82 89 2
4927 $3 82/03/24 0350:39 0351:06 73 63 2
4928 83 82/03/24 0457:30 0457:40 135 780 13930 4 159, 13
4929 83 82/03/24 0626:00 0626:06 18 67 2
4930 83 82/03/24 0654:51 0655:-13 66 575 6681 5 159, 14
4931 83 82/03/24 1137:35 1137:40 19 64 2
4932 83 82/03/24 2034:15 2034:56 194 281 10208 4 159, 15
4933 83 82/03/24 2200:19 2201:08 350 106 6313 2 159, 16 SN
4934 84 82/03/25 0139:20 0140:59 121 165 54999 2 160, 1 ND,EG
4935 84 E'2/03/25 0307:27 0307:42 94 85 2
4936 84 82/03/25 0606:04 0608:52 672 137 12094 3 160, 2
4937 84 82/03/25 0639:35 0640:14 61 54 2
4938 84 82!03/25 0932:04 0932:18 31 92 2
4939 84 82/03/25 1057:05 1057:22 40 67 2
4940 84 82/03/25 1131:11 1131:27 47 66 2
4941 85 82/03/26 0546:55 0549:09 377 4635 1.42E+05 12 160, 3 M
4942 85 82/03/26 2137:20 2137:50 85 110 1816 2 160, 5
4943 85 82/03/26 2143:20 2144:05 45 80 2
4944 86 82/03/27 0216:35 0217:25 530 126 9089 2 160, 6
4945 86 82/03/27 0301:55 0302:25 79 144 2250 3 160, 7
4946 86 82/03/27 0305:20 0305:30 45 64 2 160, 7
4941 86 82/03/27 0408:30 0409:45 125 71 2
4948 86 82/03/27 0912:05 0914:25 373 121 6193 2 160, 8




HXR6S DOV STAR[ START ELM	 DURATION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC PATE COLTS REGION CH. TAPE#,
vv/MM/DD HHMN:S5 I#ft:SS C/S # # FILE#
4950 86 82/03/27 1518:00 1518:30 180 1121 18427 5 160, 10 M
4951 86 82/03/27 1825:50 1826:50 85 56 2
4952 86 82/03/27 2303:30 2304:05 40 89 2
4953 87 82/03/28 0902:35 0904:05 105 67 2
4954 87 82/03/28 0915:55 0916:25 40 58 2
4955 88 82/03/29 0059:10 0059:35 60 97 2
4956 88 82/03129 0331:20 03:x':25 204 156 6718 3 160, 11
4957 88 82/03/29 0354:40 0356:10 272 73 3604 2 160, 12
4958 88 82/03/29 0415:25 0416:40 135 141 1774 2 160, 13
4959 88 82/03/29 0905:20 0907:25 137 1123 17372 4 160, 14 M
4960 88 82/03/29 1437:49 108:05 55 60 2
4961 88 82/03/29 1623:27 1624:08 83 68 2
062 88 82/03/29 2109:27 2111:13 236 212 5684 2 160, 15
4974 89 82/03/30 0015:10 0015:25 25 96 2
4963 89 82/03'30 0220:36 0221:03 47 64 2
4964 89 82/03/30 0232:00 0233:04 77 99 2
4965 89 82/03/30 0521:10 0537:14 1326 18903 6.47E+0E 15 161, 1 A
4966 89 82/03/30 0802:20 0803:14 89 60 2
4967 89 82/03/30 0834:10 0835:48 253 375 6721 3 161, 2 M
4968 89 82/03/30 1417:32 1419:08 678 459 74222 3 161, 4 M
4969 89 8,2/03/30 1601:20 1601:`2 165 75 2
4970 89 82/03/30 1747:10 1748:05 70 65 2
071 89 82/03/,;0 2049:15 2049:20 21 124 513 2 161, 5
4;'72 89 82/03/30 2058:20 2058:55 113 367 4076 3 161, 6
4973 89 82/03/30 1252:05 2252:15 35 91 2
4975 90 82M/31 0123:05 0126:15 779 182 21777 2 161, 7
4976 90 82/03/31 0204:05 0204:50 128 132 2935 2 161, 8
4977 90 82/03/31 0312:10 0312:25 85 358 4473 3 161, 9 M
4980 90 82/03/31 0611:00 0615:54 1265 1498 79573 5 161, 12 M
4981 90 82/03/31 0701:55 0702:14 50 52 2
4978 90 82/03/31 0833:05 0834:25 354 3248 1.86E+US 5 161, 11 M
4979 90 82/03/31 1146:40 1147:10 40 60 2
4982 9U 8'2/03/31 155'"3:26 1553:51 60 91 2
4983 90 82/03/31 1713:36 1714:28 107 115 1043 2 161, 13
4984 90 8'2/03/31 2221:52 2225:33 1038 7677 5.761+05 9 161, 14 M ,ND
4f85 91 82/04/01 0556:06 0557:15 222 207 8469 2 161, 15
4986 91 82/04/01 1848:06 1848:40 85 113 1016 2 161, 16
4987 ?1 82/04/01 2349:35 2349:45 35 244 1684 2 162, 1
4988 9t 82104/02 0407:25 0407:30 55 60 2
4989 92 82/04/02 0901:20 0907:50 1177 8452 5.24E+05 13 162, 2
4990 92 82/04/02 1703:30 170015 133 194 3726 5 162, 3
4991 92 82/04/02 2347:42 2348:14 74 107 1579 3 162, 4
4992 93 82/04/03 0133:46 0135:02 148 59 2
4993 93 82/04/03 0242:47 0243:10 102 64 2
4994 93 82/04/03 0718:51 0719:04 22 60 2
4995 93 8,2104103 0735:43 0736:16 40 79 2
4996 93 82/u4/03 0743:05 0744:38 303 107 3828 2 162, 5
4997 93 82/04/03 0753:37 0755:36 242 73 3572 2 162, 5 EN
4998 93 82/04/03 1455:40 1456:15 288 57 5464 3 162, 6
4999 93 82/04/03 2011:45 2012:00 65 60 2
5000 94 82/04/04 0402:10 0402:40 59 1" 2138 2 162, 7
5001 94 82/04/04 1355:45 1400:10 344 8; 1703 2 162, 8
5002 94 82/04/04 1814:1'5 1814:35 75 76 2
ORIGINAL. PAGE 3
OF POOR QUALITY 114
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPEt
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS H": SS US t	 0 FILE#
5003 95 82/04/05 0845:30 0847:30 232 111 4480 2 162, 9
5005 95 82/04/05 1221:30 122'2:30 125 63 2
5004 95 82/04/05 1616:02 1617:18 194 78 2
5006 98 82/04/06 1353:40 1354:35 107 117 845 2 162, 10
5007 99 82/04/09 0424:59 0426:25 132 59 2
5008 99 82/04/09 2219:15 2219:35 90 69 2
5009 99 82/04/09 2350:40 2351:50 205 170 7158 2 162, 11 Sri
5010 100 82/04/10 2333:45 2334:10 145 93 2
5011 100 82/04/10 2337:05 2337:40 65 58 2
5012 )AI 82/04/11 0331:30 0335:45 626 245 9254 2 162, 12
5013 1u1 82/04/11 1346:50 1347:35 297 106 4462 2 162, 13
5014 101 82/04ill 1752:00 1753:00 89 206 2643 3 162, 14
5015 101 82/04/11 1952:00 1952:50 130 62 2
5016 101 82/04/11 2105:15 2105:50 170 94 6
5017 101 82/04/11 2241:25 2242:40 180 64 2
5018 101 82/04/11 2329:25 2329:55 143 59 2
5019 102 82/04/12 1606:45 1608:45 502 352 11417 4 162, 15
5020 102 82/04/12 182°:55 15;10:25 75 71 2
5021 102 82/04/12 2225:40 226:55 522 125 8281 5 162, 16
5022 102 82/04/12 2315:15 2315:55 105 56 2
5023 103 82/04/13 0046:15 0048:35 185 62 3
5024 103 8'2'/04/;3 1631:24 1632:21 155 74 2
5025 104 82/04/14 0124:04 0124:08 30 56 2
5026 104 82/04/14 0248:08 0249:38 1162 193 61396 5 163, 1 SN
5027 105 82/04/15 1239:46 1240:17 62 59 2
5026 106 82/04/16 0229:14 0229:46 67 57 2
5029 106 82/04/16 2120:45 2125:10 573 776 1.24,+05 8 16;;, 2 M
5030 106 82/04/16 2343:30 2347:30 433 185 6420 13 163, 4
5031 107 82/04/17 0034:40 0036:45 170 69 3
5032 107 82/04/17 0104:55 0108:05 282 93 4621 2 163, 5
5033 107 82/04/17 241 04:55 2106:20 592 176 27693 5 163, 6 SN,SG
5034 107 02/04/17 2150:10 2152:20 300 76 5
5035 108 82/04/18 2049:05 2050:55 558 90 13811 4 163, 7 SN,AX
5036 108 82/04/18 2133:55 2134:40 155 68 3
5037 108 82/04/18 2253:20 2254:00 100 65 2
5,138 109 82/04/19 0003:01 0003:30 162 64 2
5039 109 82/04/19 1019:14 1021:40 351 659 42910 7 163, 8 M
5040 109 82/04/19 1810:21 1811:28 812 3645 3.14E+05 8 163, 9
5041 110 82/04/20 2158:53 2159:17 183 71 3
5042 111 82/04/21 2007:09 2008:30 182 83 4 AX
5043 111 82/04/21 2048:04 2049:10 173 56 5 AX
5044 111 82/04/21 2222:43 2224:11 166 77 5 AX
5045 112 82/04/22 1243:55 1251:40 663 240 40833 3 163, 10 EN
5046 112 82/04/22 2028:21 2028:58 75 73 2 DG
5047 113 82/04/23 0036:46 0036:59 36 194 1685 4 163, 11
5048 113 82/04123 0724:29 0725:04 61 58 2
559 113 82/04/23 0902:49 0903:22 74 83 2
5050 113 82/04/23 1957:25 1957:45 45 66 2
5051 114 82/04/24 2135:00 2119:30 578 68 4831 2 163, 12
5052 116 82/04/26 2359:16 0001:40 196 60 2
t 5053 117 82/04/27 1057:19 1057:44 54 79 2
t 5054 117 82/04/27 1912:20 1913:18 133 65 5 AX
f 5055 119 82104129 1219:15 1219:45 95 73 2
fORIGINAL PACj «* r!1
OF POOR Qi.,ALaY 115
HXRB'a DOV START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH. T'APE#,
VY/NM/DD H W:SS HHMN:SS C/S M 0 FILE#
4 5056 120 82/04/30 1501:35 1503:00 140 69 3 AX
* 5057 1210 82/04/30 18;/:40 1818:00 165 72 4 AX
* 50`8 120 82/04/30 1954:30 1955:50 369 72 3144 5 163, 13 AX
* 5059 120 82/04/30 2003:50 2007:30 394 61 1173 2 163, 13
* 5060 121 82/05/01 1446:30 1447:00 70 72 2 AX
* 5061 121 82/05/01 1624:00 1625:15 115 50 2 AX
* 5064 121 82/05/01 1800:20 1801:45 208 195 49150 5 163, 14 OG
* 5063 122 82/05/02 0327:00 0331:25 422 75 2826 2 163, 15
* 5064 122 82/05/02 0344:20 0349:10 587 91 3490 2 163, 15
* 5065 122 82/05/02 0936:35 0936:50 Ato 66 2
* 5066 122 82/05/02 1427:40 1429:00 115 179 4213 6 163, 16 AX
* 5067 122 82/05/02 1452:20 1453:00 75 55 2
* 5068 122 82/05/02 1606:25 1607:25 52 155 6 AX
* 5069 122 82/05/02 1742:50 1744:20 180 93 6 AX
* 5070 122 82/05/02 1909:10 1921:35 1441 67 6785 2 164, 1 AX
* 5071 123 82/05/03 1111:36 1112:13 87 146 1175 3 164, 2
* 3388 123 82/05/03 1551:26 1552:22 61 60 2
* 5072 123 82/05/03 1730:22 1731:24 172 106 3055 5 164, 3 AX
* 5073 123 82/05/03 1900:39 1901:41 317 199 12509 2 164, 4
* 5074 123 82/05/03 2030:56 2032:14 150 97 2
* 5075 123 82/05/03 2346:45 2347:42 140 6,R 2
* 5076 124 82/05/04 0006:51 0007:33 120 197 5500 3 164, 5
* 5077 124 8210,104 0256:40 0257:06 107 66 2
* 5078 125 82/05/05 0054:29 0055:22 73 76 2
* 5079 126 82/05/06 1658:53 1659:08 47 510 8133 5 164, 6
* 5080 126 82/05/06 1952:28 1952:38 30 88 5
* 5081 126 82/05/06 2136:37 2136:47 54 67 2
* 5082 127 82/05/07 0210:41 0210:58 89 82 2
* 5084 130 82/05/10 0:55:20 0555:35 45 962
* 5085 130 82/05/10 0604:50 0605:00 125 71 3
* 5086 130 82105110 0938:20 0938:50 65 88 2
* 5087 130 82/05/10 1311:00 1312:19 107 87 2
* 5088 131 82/05/11 0321:07 03'21:24 79 534 7597 5 164, 7 Mi
* 5W,' 131 82/05/11 0718:21 0718:56 61 66 2
* 5090 133 82/05/13 1051:19 1051:28 131 57 2
* 5091 133 82/05/13 1309:06 1311:17 478 78 7262 3 164, 8
* 5092 136 82/05/16 0756:15 0756:30 115 64 13
* 5093 137 82/05/17 0849:25 0851:10 292 86 5284 4 164, 9
* 5094 137 82/05/17 2149:49 2150:13 46 60 2
* 5095 137 82/05/17 2319:04 2320:54 305 267 10159 3 164, 10
* 5096 138 82/05/18 0223:37 0224:15 51 112 1024 4 164, 11
* 5098 138 82/05/18 1812:40 1813:00 175 77 2
* 5099 138 82/05/18 1938:30 1939:05 90 74 2
* 5100 138 82/05/18 2141:25 2142:30 80 176 1539 2 164, 12
* 5101 139 82/05/19 0149:50 0151:15 514 84 5475 2 164, 13
* 5097 139 82/05/19 0529:35 0529:45 160 67 2
* 5102 140 82/05/20 1426:50 1427:40 805 121 13,837 2 164, 14 SN
* 5103 141 82/05/21 0307:20 0308:05 150 52 2
* 5104 142 82/05/22 0037:43 0039:12 585 310 37188 2 164, 15
* 5105 142 82/05/22 0253:35 0256:55 343 94 5767 2 164, 16
* 5106 142 82/05/22 0435:04 0435.:37 51 50 2
* 5107 142 82/05/22 0441:16 0441:40 88 209 3030 2 165, 1
*5108 142 82/05/22 2232:18 2232:141 41 87 2
* 5109 143 82/05/23 0243:25 0245:17 680 359
* 5110 145 82/05/25 0222:11 0222:19 23 115
4 5111 146 82/05/26 0345:05 0345:22 121 97
* 5112 146 82/05/26 2116:55 2118:40 150 101
5113 146 82/05/26 2119:35 2119:55 90 68
* 5114 147 82/05/27 0507:42 0508:05 71 127
* 5115 147 82/05/27 0549:50 0550:05 35 41
* 5118 148 82/05/28 0055:08 0055:21 30 63
* 5119 148 82/05/28 0303:20 0305:36 347 177
* 5120 148 82/05/28 0327:33 0328:22 140 166
* 5121 148 82/05/28 1 456:32 1456:57 300 178
+ 5116 148 82/05/28 160:24 1609:21 98 261
* 5122 148 82/0$ /28 2215:51 2217:41 168 141
5117 148 82/05/28 2229:49 2230:53 373 109
* 5123 149 82/05419 0518:43 0519:39 93 87
5124 149 82/05/29 0620:42 0627:00 631 86
* 5125 149 82/05/29 0647:53 0648:13 43 79
* 5126 149 82/05/29 0759:23 0700:20 67 85
* 5127 149 82/05/29 0819:43 0820:05 146 152
* 5128 149 82/05/29 0947:19 0948:14 68 71
* 5129 149 82/05/29 1002:08 1002:23 46 78
* 6243 149 82/05/29 1258:05 1258:27 148 129
* 6244 149 82/05/29 1318:17 1321:08 184 95
* 5130 149 82/05/29 1535:17 1535:45 67 136
* 6245 149 82/05/29 1704:15 1704:21 77 53
* 6246 149 82/05/29 1718:26 1720:14 181 82
* 6247 149 82/05/29 2017:17 2017:42 159 95
* 6248 149 82/05/29 2021:44 2022:48 286 277
* 6249 149 82105129 x05`,:36 2100:27 786 407
* 6250 149 82/05/29 2149:24 2203:52 2518 3610
* 5131 150 82/05/30 0600:50 0602:02 692 196
* 5132 150 82/05/30 0949:30 0949:40 69 326
* 5133 150 82/05/30 2140:27 2142:08 376 83
* 5134 150 82/05/30 2234:38 2235:46 101 98
* 5135 151 82/05/31 0141:34 0143:48 296 109
* 5136 151 82/05/31 0303:35 0310:10 691 781
* 5137 151 82/05/31 0725:21 0725:53 55 95
* 5138 153 82/06/02 0058:54 0059:07 164 79
* 5139 153 82/06/02 0110:23 0111:22 167 78
* 5140 153 82/06/02 0711:38 0711:49 116 130
* 5141 153 82/06/02 0833:45 0834:18 40 96
* 5142 153 82/06/02 0901:07 0901:55 66 160
* 5143 153 82/06/02 1213:09 1213:41 81 72
* 5144 153 82/06/02 1527:27 1605:27 3062 85
* 5145 153 82/06/02 1643:31 1643:48 59 150
* 5146 153 82/06/02 1650:01 1650:37 111 217
* 5147 153 82/06/02 1659:53 1659:57 11 91
* 5148 153 82/06/02 2004:58 2006:24 137 63
* 5149 153 82/06/02 2255:11 2255:57 119 410
* 5150 154 82/06/03 0217:14 0217:45 109 83
* 5151 154 82/06/03 032008 0320:44 90 199
	* 5152 154 82/06/03 0322:04 0327:38	 806 3194
	
* 5153 154 82/06/03 0336:25 0338:09 	 162	 87
OR ^^!'f 4	 , L' !
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HXRBS DDY	 START	 START	 PEAK DIAtATION PEAK 	 TOTAL NOAA	 MAX	 FLARE NOTES
EVENT	 DATE
	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 COUNTS REGION CH.	 TAPEC
YY/MM/DD MMISS HHMN:SS 	 US	 t	 i	 FILEN
24382 2 165, 2




1739 2 165, 4
2
2
13645 2 165, 7
5341 2 165, 7
6727 4 165, 8
4788 2 165, 5
2675 2 165, 9
811) 5 165, 6
2
7898 2 165, 10
2
2
2724 2 165, 11
2
2
3518 2 194, 11 I
2 1 ,EN




14943 2 194, 12 I
36586 3 194, 13 I
1.11E+06 8 194, 14 MI,I	 ,SN
32539 2 165, 13 SA
8 165, 14 NO
5255 5 165, 15 AX
2
8548 6 165, 16 AX




1408 4 166, 2
2
1949 5 166, 3
2
2 166, 4 IN
1980 2 166, 5
5222 2 166, 5
2
2
70M 4 166, 6
2
4084 2 166, 7
1.79E+05 5 166, 7
2
OF POOR QUALITY	 117
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DtIRAT10N PEAK TOTAL NOAH	 MAX FLARE WITES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COtMkTS REGION	 CH. TAPEC
VY/MM/DD HHMN:SS MM: SS C/S 0	 M FILD
* 5154 154 82/06/03 0348:29 (1348:44 39 59 2
* 5155 154 82/06/03 0820:25 0820:44 38 74 2
* 5156 154 82/06/03 0830:10 0837:21 1353 1411 2.23E+05 5 166, 8 M1
* 5157 154 82/06/03 1140:32 1143:31 1449 213791 4.50E+07 15 166, 9 EN
* 5158 154 82/06/03 1241:43 1243:45 159 77 2 ES,AX
* 5159 154 82/06/03 1633:55 1634:00 24 147 562 2 166, 10
* 5160 154 82/06/03 I735:51 1736:19 265 190 6367 2 166, 11 DO
* 5161 154 82/06/03 2101:47 2101:55 24 64 2
* 5162 154 82/06/03 2128:08 2128:38 120 1198 24122 7 166, 12
* 5163 155 82/06/04 0011:31 0031:26 1968 3590 1.20E+06 8 166, 13 EN
* 5164 155 82/06/04 0214:37 0215:31 125 69 2 AX
* 5165 155 82/06/04 0259:03 0259:07 293 443 31964 4 166, 14 SA
* 5166 155 82/06/04 0320:30 0320:7 14 69 2
* 5167 155 82/06/04 0631:35 0631:42 201 493 19006 4 166, 15
* 5168 155 82/06/04 0805:54 0806:02 30 291 1311 13 166, 16
* 5169 155 82/06/04 0833:48 0834:05 60 258 1759 3 167, 1
* 5170 155 82/06/04 0936:38 0936:56 687 97 7353 2 167, 2 SA
* 5171 155 82/06/04 0952:14 0952:23 172 120 2677 2 167, 2
* 5172 155 82/06/04 1001:35 1013:27 751 109 8701 2 167, 2
* 5173 155 82/06/04 1311:50 1313:07 169 251 7409 4 167, 3
* 5174 155 82/06/04 1317:47 1323:55 381 213 8721 2 167, 3 EN
* 5175 155 82/06/04 1428:29 1428:35 490 709 64448 2 167, 4 SA
* 5176 155 82/06/04 1447100 1447:18 33 1209 4497 7 167, 4
* 5177 155 82/06/04 t534:47 1535:15 64 60 2
* 5178 155 82/06/04 1549:45 1550:15 77 70 2
* 5179 155 82/06/04 1731:15 1731:41 57 69 2
* 5180 155 82/06/04 1740:05 1741:45 153 127 1787 4 167, 5
* 5181 155 82/06/04 1902:34 1903:22 65 64 2
* 5182 155 82/06!04 1912:16 1917:51 898 1497 1.44E+05 13 167, 6 MI
* 5183 155 82/06/04 2024:49 202909 780 135 15752 2 167, 7
* 5184 155 82/06/04 2217:04 2217:16 19 72 2
* 5185 155 82/06/04 2241:46 2242:11 174 68 2
* 5186 155 82/06/04 2246:06 2246:26 51 71 2
* 5187 156 82/06/05 0014:44 0016:41 168 79 2
* 5188 156 82/06/05 0027:39 0028:23 72 169 4047 2 167, 8
* 5189 156 82/06/05 0124:26 0128:54 1141 18017 1.04E+06 .12 167, 9 HIM
* 5190 156 82/06/05 0245:40 0249:11 732 470 55170 2 167, 10
* 5191 156 82/06/05 0306:36 0315:13 1868 2843 8.32E+05 3 167, 10 M1,EN
* 5192 156 82/06/05 0613:31 0616:07 2120 20434 3.02E+06 12 167, 11 MIEN
*5193 156 82/06/05 0741:34 0741:50 172 97 2
* 5194 156 82/06/05 0751:46 0752:36 90 70 2
* 5195 156 82/06/05 0956:46 0957:43 160 3344 2 167, 12
* 5196 156 82/06/05 1239:36 1240:24 201 122 2959 2 167, 13
* 5197 156 82/06/05 1423:49 1428:54 612 209 10794 2 167, 14
* 5198 156 82/06/05 1441:37 1441:45 47 67 2
* 5199 156 82/06/05 1519:25 1529:18 1520 10152 1.39E+0b 5 167, 15 MI
* 5200 156 82/06/05 1549:30 1549:47 44 460 3100 3 167, 15
* 5201 156 82/06/05 1552:14 1553:56 296 1121 29249 4 167, 15
* 5202 156 82/06/05 1707:41 1708:13 55 79 2
* 5203 156 82/06/05 1720:39 1722:10 299 247 10585 2 167, 16
* 5204 156 82/06/05 1727:21 1729:25 298 108 8375 2 167, 16
* 5205 156 82/06/05 1737:57 1739:14 214 166 9545 2 167, 10 SG




HXRBS DOY START START PEAK WRATION PEAK TOTAL	 NOAH MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS CTS # # FILE#
* 5207 156 82/06/05 2004:28 2010:00 820 466 1.37E+05 2 168, 1 SN ► D6
* 5208 156 82/06/05 2044:16 2049:07 435 472 33358 2 168, 1 EG
* 5209 157 82/06/06 0253:51 0255:04 175 68 2
* 5210 157 82/06/06 0256:56 0257:38 156 66 2
* 5211 157 82/06/06 0305:37 0307:40 382 368 30423 2 168, 2
* 5212 157 82/06/06 0620:29 0620:52 90 84 2
* 5213 157 82/06/06 0912:19 0912:28 30 70 2
* 5214 157 82/06/06 1104:03 1104:56 173 142 3415 2 168, 3
* 5215 157 82/06/06 1249:29 1249:51 81 79 2
* 5216 157 82/06/06 1328159 1332:34 427 190 17148 2 168, 4 SN,ES
* 5'"217 157 81/06/06 1419:41 1422:39 501 2681 2.41E+05 4 168, 5 M1,EN
* 5218 157 82/06/06 1506:02 1506:44 62 82 2
* 5219 157 82/06/06 1513:18 1513:31 49 65 2
* 5220 157 82/06/06 1636:48 1639:'"21 3691 6038.2 1.40E+07 9 168, 6 M1,SN,EN
* 5221 157 82/06/06 1814:06 1814:44 39 495 11829 7 168, 7 EG
* 5222 157 82/06/06 2158:37 2159108 109 267 3148 3 168, 8
* 5223 157 82/06/06 2205:07 2206:20 234 79 :199 2 168, 8
* 5224 157 82/06/06 2302:04 2302:11 67 79 2
* 5225 157 82/06/06 2344220 2345:26 213 44 1291 2 168, 9
* 5226 158 82/06/07 0851:04 0851:29 51 118 d09 2 168, 10
* 5227 158 02/06/07 1030:22 1031:07 72 81
* 5228 158 82/06/07 1314:00 1314:03 191 81 2
* 5229 15d 82/06/07 1337:30 1344:54 877 385 46573 2 168, 11 SN
* 5230 158 82/06/07 1522:25 1522:36 37 59 2
* 5231 158 82/06/07 2327:58 2331:05 444 82 4237 3 168, 12
* 5232 159 82/06/08 0352:40 0353:01 58 64 2
* 5233 159 82106108 0540:16 0540:33 32 87 2
* 5234 159 82/06/08 0550:15 0550:57 198 193 6743 2 168, 13
* 5235 159 82/06/08 1213:54 1214:35 68 218 3241 4 168, 14
* 5236 159 82/06/08 20:X►:32 2002:16 259 1511 86927 10 168, 15 ND
* 5237 159 82/06/08 2008:37 2009:13 89 82 3
* 5238 160 82/06/09 0321:55 0322:30 93 81 2
* 5239 160 82/06/09 1029:37 1029:57 112 101 1257 2 168, 16
* 5240 160 82/06/09 1134:53 1136:34 253 528 26617 2 169, 1
* 5241 160 82/06/09 121,0:51 1201:38 135 60 2
* 5410 160 82/06/09 1948:08 1949:58 810 1037 1.44E+05 5 173, 15 M1
* 5242 160 82/06/09 2220:52 2223:17 417 1032 72131 4 169, 2
* 5243 160 82/06/09 2232:34 2235:49 295 278 6284 3 169, 2
* 5244 160 82/06/09 2242:25 2249:20 1700 316 94761 2 169, 2 SG
* 5245 161 82/06/10 0027:12 0027:46 66 138 1514 2 169, 3
* 5246 161 82/0a/10 0214:09 0214:55 186 479 12533 2 169, 4
* 5247 161 82/06/10 0332:04 0333:54 110 60 2
* 5248 161 82/06/10 0504.53 0505:19 79 82 2
* 5249 161 82/06/10 1848:38 1851:56 243 147 4027 3 169, 5
* 5250 161 82/06/10 1931:06 1940:25 919 120 9784 2 169 ., 6 ND
* 5251 161 82106/10 2244108 22511:10 152 65 2
* 5252 162 82/0,:!11 043i:50 0432'06 57 KR 2
* 5253 162 82/06/11 0639:11 0645:39 713 708 1.45E+05 3 169, 7
* 5254 162 82/06/11 0940:37 0941:32 123 69 2
* 5255 162 82/06/11 0952:50 0953:18 40 88 2
* 5256 162 82/06/11 1108:55 1109:23 140 830 22377 4 169, 8
* 5257 162 82/06/11 1130:02 1131:05 112 113 2855 2 169, 9
* 5258 162 82/06/11 1723:22 1724:16 135 86 2
9
ORIGINAL. PAGE t4"
OF POOR QUALITY 119
HXR8S DOV START START PEAK IWRAT1ON PEAK TOTAL	 NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE CO NIS
	 REGION CH. TAPE1,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS MMi:SS US # M FILD
* 5259 162 82/06/11 1836:23 1442:44 753 97 7973 2 169, 10
* 5260 162 82/06/11 1854138 1855:45 154 96 2
* 5261 162 82/06/11 2009:17 2009:30 40 66 2
* 5262 162 82/06/11 2021:11 2021:28 32 72 2
* 5263 162 82/06/11 2054:04 2054:09 40 62 2
* 5264 162 82/06/11 2155:33 2156:25 101 72 2
* 5265 162 82/06/11 2203:41 2205:08 197 160 2141 2 169, 11
* 5266 162 82/06/11 2225:50 2226:13 79 74 2
* 5267 162 82/06/11 2239:23 2240:06 63 60 2
* 5268 163 82/06/12 01143:52 014403 81 122 2121 2 169, 12
* 5269 163 82/06/12 0149:55 0150:31 58 324 6087 3
* 5270 163 82/06/12 0228:11 0228:46 523 367 20536 4 169, 13 SN
* 5271 163 82/06/12 0245:22 0247:59 257 1456 52130 8 169, 13
* 5272 163 82/06/12 0436:23 0436:53 51 88 2
* 5273 163 82/06/12 0439:51 0440:05 148 84 2
* 5274 163 82106/12 0545:45 0545:57 1753 489 2.09E+05 2 169, 14
* 5275 163 82/06/12 0138:45 0739:09 54 73 2
* 5276 163 82/06/12 1037:15 1038:36 368 93 7604 2 169, 15 SN
* 5277 163 82/06/12 1053:22 1054:02 54 71 2
* 5278 163 82/06/12 1101:01 1101:16 76 69 2
* 5279 163 82/06/12 1110:24 1112:39 612 2174 1.94E+05 7 169, 15
* 5280 163 82/06/12 1736:14 1737:39 279 647 30013 5 169, 16
* 5281 163 82/06/12 1817:58 1819:34 1583 392 75384 2 170, 1
* 5282 163 82/06/12 1846:34 1855:57' 1372 906 1.78E+05 5 170, 1
* 5283 163 82/06/12 20W:56 2001:49 70 109 668 2 170, 2
* 5284 163 82/06/12 2015:49 2016:00 27 457 4049 5 170, 3
* 5285 163 82/06/12 2026:56 2029:43 335 76 3192 2 170, 4
* 5286 163 82/06/12 2042:45 2042:52 40 79 2
* 528) 163 82/06/12 2046:46 2047:''[1 75 75 2 170, 5
* 5288 163 82/06/12 2148:10 2148:42 56 112 768 2 170, 5
* 5289 163 82/06/12 2158:35 2159:59 100 99 2
* 5290 163 82/06/12 7318:48 2319:19 81 129 1977 2 170, 6
* 5291 163 82/06/12 2322:51 2324:41 167 121 2036 2 170, 6
* 5292 164 82/06/13 0254:18 0254:23 17 187 340 2 170, 7
* 5293 164 82/06/13 0256:54 0257:04 88 72 2
* 5294 164 82/06/13 0259:32 0259:51 133 78 2
* 5295 164 82/06/13 0529:06 0530:43 360 125 5717 2 170, 8 SN
* 5296 164 82/06/13 0733:43 0734:15 57 86 2
* 5297 164 82/06/13 0735:32 0736:37 88 119 2 170, 9 ND
* 5298 164 82/06/13 0927:19 0929:22 182 93 2
* 5299 164 82/06/13 1210:51 1211:25 114 71 2
* 5300 164 82/06/13 1400:48 1401:09 71 71 2
* 5301 164 82/06/13 1405:46 1406:39 108 206 2674 5 170, 10
* 5302 164 82/06/13 1545:07 1545:54 91 73 2
* 5303 164 82/06/13 1652:35 1653:23 84 65 2
* 5304 164 82/06/13 1700:43 1701:10 59 405 7612 4 170, 11
* 5305 164 82/06/13 1815:30 1818:13 1105 2300 2.64E+05 10 170, 12
* 5306 164 82/06/13 1941 1 59 1942:53 92 357 7257 4 170, 13
* 5307 164 82/06/13 1945:43 1946:00 45 60 2
* 5308 164 82/06/13 1948:16 1950:44 192 78 2
* 5309 164 82/06/13 2003:41 2004:02 146 229 6127 2 170, 14
* 5310 164 82/06/13 2119:44 2119:59 37 100 2











































t ^ [;v, ff
HXRBS DOY	 START	 START	 PEAK DURATION PEAK
EVENT	 DATE	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC, RATE
	
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS H":SS	 US
* 5312 164 82/06/13 2310:19 2335:59
* 5313 165 82/06/14 0026:57 0030:08
* 5314 165 82/06/14 0101:53 0104:50
* 5315 165 82/06/14 0115:06 0116:02
* 5316 165 82/06/14 0154:24 0154:24
* 5317 165 82/06/14 0207:11 0207:29
* 5318 165 82/06/14 0338:41 0338:45
* 5319 165 82/06/14 0347:38 0348:28
* 5320 165 82/06/14 0422:52 0423:40
* 5321	 165 82/06/14 0511:44 0511:57
* 5322 165 82/06/14 0559:38 0559:57
* 5323 165 82/06/14 0711:10 0711:22
* 5324 165 82/06/14 073111 11 0731:36
* 5325 165 82/06/14 0737:57 0738:21
* 5326 165 82/06/14 0847:52 0848:11
* 5327 165 82/06/14 0914:36 0914:54
* 5328 165 82/06/14 1020:26 1020:34
5329 165 82/06/14 1023:09 1023:23
* 530 165 82/06/14 1152:35 1153:28
* 5331	 165 82/06/14 1306:48 1309:10
* 5332 165 82/06/14 1355:50 1356:00
* 5333 165 82/06/14 1439:26 1441:45
* 5,334 165 82/06/14 1456:30 1456:38
* 5335 165 82/06/14 1459:01 	 1500:05
* 5336 165 82106.114	 1523:59 1524:17
* 5337 165 82/06/14 1532:26 1532:39
* 5,138 165 82/06/14 1628:08 1628:42
* 5,339	 co: 	 82/06/14 1705:56 1706:06
* 5340 165 82/06/14	 1814:42	 1817:11
* 5341
	
165 82/06/14 1826:45 1828:28
* 5:342	 165 82/06/14	 1950:11	 1951:18
* 5343
	
165 82/06/14 2106:27 2113:11
* 5344 166 82/06/15 0030:10 0030:40
* 5345 166 82/06/15 0147:01 0154:30
* 5346 166 82/06/15 0217:46 0220:00
* 5347 166 82/06/15 0325:00 0326:53
* 5348 i66 82/06/15 0356 : 11 0356:23
* 5349	 166 82/06/15 0711:38 0712:10
* 5350 166 82/06/15 0810:16 0813:28
* 5351
	
166 82/06/15 0844:23 0844:44
* 5352 166 82/06/15 0850 : 35 0850:50
* 5353 166 82/06/15 1444:38 1444:58
* 15354	 166 82/017/15	 1446:27	 1447:37
* 5355	 166 82/06/15 1451:11	 1451:48
* 5356 166 82/06/15 1508:18 1512:39
* 5357	 166 82/0, 15 1755:58 1757:00
* 5358 166 82/06/15 1934:32 1935:37
* 5359 166 82/06±15 2057:20 2101:50
* 5360 166 82/06/15 221:14 2241:36
* 5361	 167 82/06/16 0035:06 0035:17
* 5362 167 82/06/16 0043:21 0043:28
* 5363 167 82/06/16 0158:11 0158:20






1960 1359 2.03E+05 7
269 224 7726 4
286 127 5026 2
133 90 2
106 95 3
102 127 1717 i
88 261 2801 4
60 85 2
164 1223 26319 5
571 103 8243 2









892 857 1.17E+05 7
42 68 2
508 410 37797 4
25 196 835 4
181 77 2
41 73 2
24 232 112 3
61 279 3473 3
42 332 2241 5
4,'5 582 62144 3
171 126 4242 2
200 98 5
733 111 17741 2
1014 25304 8.50E+05 15
595 149 10310 2
1319 3478 1.07E+06 4
751 130 1.67E+U5 2
33 96 2
89 87 2






621 20609 1.81E+06 15
168 64 3
144 71 4
765 782 1.32E+05 3
57 85 2
33 181 664 3
94 70 2
23 220 1291 2




HXRDS DOV	 START	 START
	





TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 COWTS REGION CH.	 TAPE#,
VV/MM/DD HHMN:SS HmN:SS	 US	 #	 #	 FILE#
* 5365 167 82/06/16 0300:47 0301:00 159 96 2 DO, SN
* 5366 167 82/06/16 0346:45 0346:52 21 72 2
* 5367 167 82/06/16 0.`,01:32 0504:07 217 139 6899 2 172, 9
* 5368 167 82/06/16 0620:14 0620:20 72 116 1012 2 172, 10
* 5369 167 82/06/16 0944:44 0944:56 24 61 2
* 5370 167 82/06/16 1637:28 1639:06 102 90 2 EN
* 5371 167 82/06/16 2028:00 2032:20 1309 878 1.21E+05 8 172, 11
* 5372 167 82/06/16 2102:48 2103:45 174 75 2
* 5373 167 82/06/16 2335:33 2335:48 221 297 20859 2 172, 12 SN
* 5374 168 82/06/17 0245:27 0245:43 461 2228 1.52E+05 5 172, 13 SN
* 5375 168 82/06/17 1048:19 1051:20 621 13904 1.02E+06 10 172, 14 M5
* 5376 163 82/06/17 1101:49 1102:02 39 160 1773 2 172, 14
* 5371 168 82/06117 1105:45 1106:19 70 204 3827 2 172, 14
* 5378 168 82/06/17 1114:00 1114:45 138 62 2
* 5379 168 82/06/17 1307:18 1307:50 80 1170 13793 4 172, 15 M5
* 5380 168 82/06/17 1312:40 1313:24 71 62 2
* 5381 168 82/06/17 1408:47 1409:09 38 66 2
* 5382 168 82/06/17 1411:24 1411:53 70 77 2
* 5383 168 82/06/17 1545:29 1546:58 108 64 2
* 5384 168 82106117 1609:49 1610:18 69 98 2
* 538` 168 82106117 1616:17 1616:31 35 73 2
* 5386 168 82/06/17 1621:20 1622:33 151 141 5178 2 172, 16
* 5387 168 82/06/17 1719:10 1719:25 48 76 2
* 5388 168 82/06/17 1749:53 1749:59 17 76 2
* 5389 168 82/06/17 1835:13 1835:30 124 579 14230 5 173, 1
* 5390 168 82/06/17 1849:48 1851:56 200 110 4095 2 173, 2
* 5391 168 82/06/17 1900:40 1901:43 145 82 2
* 5392 168 82/06/17 2027:01 2027:22 46 277 1928 2 173, 3 M5
* 5394 169 82/06/18 0940:38 0943:45 38 124 1032 2 173, 6
* 5395 169 82/06/18 0945:36 0947:08 177 378 26694 4 173, 6
* 5396 169 82/06/18 1042:00 1042:09 30 79 2
* 5397 169 82/06/18 1101:54 1103:52 548 1520 36526 5 173, 7 M5
* 5398 169 82/06/18 1214:17 1214:40 64 89 2
* 5399 169 82/06/18 1659:04 1659:40 171 122 2846 2 173, 8
* 5400 169 82/06/18 2136:42 2140:29 735 324 15420 5 173, 9 DG
* 5401 170 82/06/19 0046:36 0048:57 277 596 25363 4 173, 10 M5
* 5402 170 82/06/19 0107:25 0107:38 24 66 .2
* 5403 170 82/06/19 1102:59 1103Q'=3 60 423 4593 4 173, 12
* 5432 170 82/06/19 1324:41 1325:30 120 68 2
* 5433 170 82/06/19 1332:05 1333:07 136 100 4
* 5404 170 82/06/19 1510:36 1511:58 153 94 4
* 5405 170 82/06/19 1517:01 1518:31 134 67 2
* 5406 170 82/06/19 1526:02 1526:16 37 82 2
* 5407 170 82/06/19 1641:45 1642:43 165 70 2
* 5408 170 82/06/19 1716:47 1717:30 132 965 16631 4 173, 13 ES
* 5409 170 82/06/19 1816:13 1816:57 91 191 2503 3 173, 14
* 5411 171 82/06/20 0024:17 0024:54 195 129 3532 2 173, 16
* 5412 171 82/06/20 0046:50 0047:28 58 71 2
* 5413 171 82/06/20 0105:15 0105:33 39 69 2
* 5414 171 82/06/20 0112:55 0113:32 411 13670 1.48E+05 10 174, 1 M5
* 5415 171 82/06/20 0159:22 0201:10 1533 979 1.77E+05 3 174, 2 SN,DG
* 5416 171 82/06/20 0252:10 0253:00 137 114 2990 2 174, 2






HNRBS BOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT BATE TIME TINE SEC RATE MINTS REGION	 CH. TAPEC
YY/MM/DB HIMkSS 14MM:SS US M	 # FILER
* 5418 171 82/06/20 0533:25 0533:56 16 73 2
f 5419 171 82/06/20 1159:40 1200:15 568 6122 1.27E+05 8 174, 5
* 5420 171 82/06/20 1314149 1315:42 110 70 4
f 5421 171 82/06/20 X453:19 1454:16 156 100 4
* 5422 171 82/06/20 1458:46 1459:15 80 70 2
* 5423 171 82/06/20 1529:29 153232 412 98 4546 4 174, 6 Al
f 5424 171 82/06/20 1632:30 1632:37 154 67 2
f 5425 171 82/06/20 1936:44 1637:00 38 79 2
f 5426 171 82/06/20 2233:52 2234:12 775 216 24245 2 174, 7
f 5427 172 82/06/21 0234:25 0234:44 55 64 2
f 5428 172 82/06/21 0238:26 0239:53 112 60 2
f 5429 172 82/06/21 0324:26 0325131 173 88 2
* 5430 172 82/06/21 0348:22 0351:13 279 163 7716 2 174, 8
f 5431 172 82/06/21 0355:26 0355:43 159 73 2
* 5434 172 82/06/21 1115:56 1116:19 679 114 2 174, 9 9G,EG
* 5435 172 82/06/21 161011 1614:53 505 794 1.15E+05 5 !74, 10 SG
* 5436 172 82/06/21 1752:20 1754:53 187 84 2
* 5437 172 82/06/21 1800:21 1800:40 60 81 2 00
f 5438 172 82/06/21 1808:21 1808:32 57 98 2
* 5439 173 82/06/22 1421:28 1433:29 1243 360 1.09E+05 2 174, 11 EC
5440 173 82/06/22 1723:12 1724:12 83 88 2
5441 174 82/06/23 0005:13 0005:33 3:10 1708 70548 4 174, 12 N5
5442 174 82/06/23 0328:36 032900 124 87 2
5443 1.74 82/06/23 0338:18 0338:55 286 182 5611 .7. 174, 13
5444 174 82/06/23 0443:26 044300 39 75 2
5445 174 82/06/23 0634:42 0652:42 1284 414 6.10E+05 2 174, 14 NO
5446 174 82/06/23 1003:24 1003:42 53 286 2955 4 174, 15
5447 174 82/06/23 1046:00 1046:11 210 27 1484 4 174, 16
5448 174 82/06/23 1116:24 1116:51 71 67 2
5449 174 82/06/23 1402:33 1404:13 478 100 9331 10 175, 1 AX
5450 174 82/06/23 1433:53 1434:03 35 99 2
5451 174 82/06/23 1545:39 1546:23 154 78 2
5452 174 n2/06/23 1549:37 1549:44 14 72 2
5453 174 82/06/23 1716:04 1716:18 45 113 960 2 175, 2
5454 174 82/06/23 1856:40 1857:25 89 367 7580 5 175, 3
5455 174 82/06/23 1902:43 1905:52 632 268 41232 2 175, 3
5456 174 82/06/23 2052:25 20251'45 92 75 2
5457 174 82/06/23 2329:03 2331:10 557 1041 98505 8 1751 4 M5
5458 175 82/06/24 0232:31 023x":51 111 100 2
5459 175 82/06/24 0303:26 0303:43 70 78 2
5460 175 82/06/24 0307:39 0308:15 102 105 1376 2 175, 6
5461 175 82/06/24 0744:27 0745:54 102 69 2
5462 175 82/06/24 1352:36 1353:35 121 74 2
5463 175 82/06/24 1839:26 1840:14 86 71 2
5464 175 82/06/24 2155:45 2156:13 40 72 2
5465 175 82/06/24 230028 2310:05 998 115 10271 2 175, 7
5466 176 82/06/25 0530:12 0531:14 163 109 4164 2 175, 8
5467 176 82/06/25 0543:11 0535:10 119 187 2417 3 175, 8
5468 176 82/06/25 1041:33 1042:16 80 60 2
5469 176 82/06/25 1045:41 1046:34 284 463 28711 5 175, 9
5470 176 82/06/25 1655:26 1656:11 104 77 2
5471 176 82/06/25 1943:28 1944:57 162 1276 59937 5 175, 10
5472 176 82/06/25 2131:08 2134:18 1537 7791 1.27E+06 13 175, 11 M5
ORIGINAL ` AGC o:4
OF PCCR Ql1AL"Y. 123
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK	 DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SSS C/S #	 # FILE#
5473 177 82/06/26 0042:57 0046:22 1821 8678 2.48E+06 10 175, 12 M5
5474 1 77 82/06/26 0205:49 0208:12 190 385 23914 5 175, 13 ND,DG
546 177 82/06/26 1453:06 1455:18 402 87 5682 4 175 ► 14 AX
5476 177 82/06/26 1925:00 1926:24 1062 263 66899 2 175, 15 SN
5471 178 82/06/21 0711:27 0711:44 74 92 2
5478 136 82/07/05 0609:41 0610:33 65 55 13
5479 186 82/07/05 2223:49 2224:04 37 66 2
5481 190 82/07/09 0856:11 0856:28 35 166 2
5482 190 82107109 1347:57 1348:13 40 102 709 2 176, 1
5483 190 82/07/09 1528:36 1530:16 309 262 13625 2 176, 2
5484 190 82/07/09 1617:53 1619:24 380 574 36988 3 176, 3
5485 190 82/07/09 1703:34 1703:58 63 85 2
5486 190 82/07/09 1838:42 1839:46 391 139 7678 2 176, 4
5487 190 82/07/09 2013:22 2017:40 616 451 20394 4 176, 5 SG
5488 190 82/07/09 2052:17 2052:44 186 161 3279 2 176, 6
5489 190 81/07/09 2056:34 2057:08 117 96 2 176, 6
X490 190 82/07/09 2105:38 2107:01 529 57078 1.19E+06 15 176, 6 M5
5491 190 82/07/09 2116:39 21:7:44 103 74 2 176, 6
5492 190 82107109 2120:12 2120:43 106 60 2 176, 6
5493 190 82/07,09 2128:25 2130:39 183 96 2 176, S
5494 190 82/07/09 2148:26 2148:53 77 188 2949 2 176, 6
5495 190 82/07/09 2239:10 2251:21 1064 1283 1.64E+05 9 176, 7 M5
5496 190 82/07/09 2303:01 2304:09 285 1200 58186 4 176, 7
5497 190 82/07/09 2324:00 2324:17 45 56 2 176, 7
5498 190 82/07/09 7-Y '27 2326:44 46 106 638 2 176, 7
5499 191 82/07/10 04	 ` , 40 0018:13 73 160 2
5500 191 82/07/10 0022:42 0029:05 666 163 9621 2 176, 8
5501 191 82/07/10 0035:56 0036:55 180 524 11540 3 176, 8
5502 191 82/07/10 0135:22 0138:09 959 1145 2.11E+05 8 176, f M5
5503 191 82/07/10 0158:04 0200:21 596 5979 4.00E+05 8 176, 9
5504 191 82/07/10 0315:50 0317:03 340 6260 81619 11 176, 11 M5
5505 191 82/07/10 0407:46 0408:26 315 1369 31064 8 176, 12
5506 191 82/07/10 0446:52 0447:03 21 73 2
5507 11 82/07/10 0517:04 0518:25 121 73 2
5508 191 82/07/10 0534:59 0535:34 124 62 2
5509 191 82/07/10 0547:52 0548:01 104 95 2 NO
5510 191 82/07/10 1006:16 1015:48 703 3360 1.35E+05 4 176, 13 M5,SA
5511 191 82/07/10 1029:43 1022:07 99 113 1254 2 176, 13
5512 191 82/07/10 1108:04 1108:11 28 100 2
5513 191 82/07/10 1111:37 1111:45 14 76 2
5514 191 82/07/10 1146:57 1147:39 67 123 1052 2 176, 14
5515 191 82/07/10 1150:29 1150:50 66 61 2 176, 14
5516 191 82107110 1153:23 1156:33 190 70 2 176, 14
5517 191 82/07/10 1158:38 1200:05 263 603 17255 4 176, 14
5518 191 82/07/10 1241:04 1241:41 74 71 2
5519 991 82/07/10 1340:53 1341:12 31 172 422 2 176, 15
5520 191 82/07/10 1504:04 1504:36 85 107 584 2 176, 16
5521 191 82/07/10 1509:24 1509:49 111 303 7594 2 176, 16
5522 191 82/07/10 1603:53 1604:11 155 134 3595 3 177, 1
5523 191 82/07/10 1611:24 1612:05 137 151 2766 2 177, 1
5524 191 82/07/10 1641:32 1643:18 896 789 70307 5 177, 2 SM EN
5525 191 82/07/10 1823:45 1824:08 34 97 2
5526 191 82/07/10 1901:19 1902:06 200 77 2
r.
t






HXRBS BOY START START PEAK WRAII N PEAK TOTAL
	
NOAA MAI
EVENT BATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS	 REGION CH.
YY/MN/DD HHIN:SS NNMN:SS C/S 1 1
5527 191 82101110 1905:56 1906:11 35 66 2
5528 191 82/07/10 2001:47 2002:32 249 354 15139 2
5529 191 82/07/10 2212:10 2215:25 560 115 110% 2
553E 191 82/07/10 2237:26 2239:25 266 129 2578 2
5531 191 82/07/10 2244:38 2248:38 316 133 3135 2
5532 191 82/07/10 2252:07 2252:26 103 67 2
5533 191 82107110 2258:52 2259:57 120 66 2
5534 191 82/07/10 2313:06 2313:40 93 69 2
5535 192 82/07/11 0008:15 0008:32 37 69 2
5536 192 82/07/11 0012:53 0013:25 44 69 2
5537 192 82/07/11 0125:28 0131:36 442 128 4604 5
5538 192 82/07/11 0205:40 0207:42 1053 550 33917 7
5539 192 82/07/11 0327:58 0328:17 52 270 4583 3
5540 192 82/07/11 0337:38 0338:09 146 824 12112 4
5541 192 82/07/11 0341:01 0341:17 33 97 2
5542 192 82/07/11 0443:31 0445:21 255 573 25097 3
5543 192 82107111 0527:42 0,5,30:23 523 109 111249 2
5544 192 82/07/11 0614958 0621:09 533 233 14951 5
5545 192 82/07/11 0636:35 0637:12 388 974 29810 10
5546 192 82/07/11 0700:21 0700:47 211 302 5101 5
5547 192 82/07/11 0708:06 0708:52 108 58 2
5548 192 82/07/11 0810:48 0812:59 436 698 66284 7
5549 192 82/07/11 0823:51 0824:26 95 70 2
5550 192 82/07/11 0826:56 0827:39 94 88 2
5551 192 $2107111 0953:39 0955:03 196 183 7033 2
5552 192 82/07/11 1326:21 1326134 18 63 2
5553 192 82107111 1401:29 1402:01 397 5290 1.99E+05 7
5554 192 82/07/11 1413:08 1413:36 47 90 2
5555 192 82/07/11 1447:42 1448:01 41 69 2
5556 192 82/07/11 1448:55 1449:21 54 91 3
5557 192 82/07/11 14521'37 1453:23 88 80 2
55% 192 82/07/11 1454129 1455:39 149 75 2
5559 192 82/07/11 1630:20 1631:04 69 71 2
5560 192 82/07/11 1641:04 1641:19 39 71 2
5561 192 82/07/11 1711:49 1712:13 93 120 2748 2
5562 192 82/07/11 1814:05 1814:58 152 108 3327 3
5563 192 82107111 1848:46 1852:45 538 241 26895 2
5564 192 82/07/11 1908:50 1910:44 281 202 8130 3
5566 192 82107111 2158: *03 2208:25 665 !30 10865 2
5565 192 82/07/11 2158:40 2159:21 62 58 2
5567 192 82/07/11 2211:07 2212:43 239 316 10887 2
5568 192 82/07/11 223011 4 2231:08 160 201 4329 3
5569 192 82/07/11 2331:31 2332:23 1527 220 40511 2
5570 193 82/07/12 0015:40 0016:29 100 57 2
5571 193 82/07/12 0025:39 0026:35 94 71 2
5572 193 82/07/12 0113:30 0114:18 90 59 2
5573 193 82/07/12 0246:09 0246:28 55 62 2
5574 193 82/07/12 0253:14 0253:57 104 70 2
5575 193 82/07/12 0310:05 0310:34 762 1686 1.50E+05 5
5576 193 821'07/12 0607:06 0621:38 3000 439 1.83E+05 2
5577 193 82/07/12 0755:27 0755:45 52 59 2
5578 193 82/07/12 0757:35 0758:21 71 68 2
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HXRBS GOY START START PEAK WRA110N PEAK 'TOTAL	 NOAA MAX FLARE KITES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE CUTS REGION CH. 1APE11,
YY/MM/DG HHMN:SS HHMN:SS US 4 M F1LEO
5680 193 82/07/12 09x2136 0945:57 7741 581)07 4.10E+07 13 178, 11 M5,SA,EN
5581 193 82/07/12 1212:12 1212:37 /0 66 2
5582 193 82/07/12 1444:15 1444:45 112 157 1960 2 178, 12
5583 193 82/07/1[ 1530:56 1531:17 42 929 9804 7 178, !3 M5
5584 193 82/07/12 2028:27 2029:34 182 74 2
558 ►` 193 82/07/12 2034:35 2035:33 162 9() 2
5586 193 82/07/12 2039:52 2041:36 1050 2150j 1.82E+05 8 178, 15 M5
587 193 82/07/12 22'24:36 2225x21 114 29 2
5588 193 $2107112 2731:11 2731:22 19 106 293 2
5589 193 82/07/12 2345:18 2345:49 113 121 2615 2 178, 16
5590 194 82101113 0103:57 0104:25 64 86 2
5596 194 82/07/13 113:0;' 1115x30 203 136 48739 2 179, 4 NIl,DU
5591 194 82/07/13 0227:09 0229:03 676 155 14716 2 179, 1
5592 194 82/07/13 0259:31 0300:05 121 113 1619 2 179, 1
5593 194 82/07/13 0638:00 0638:12 25 210 848 4 179, 2
5594 194 82/07/13 0944:52 0948:09 387 130 11429 2 179, 3 EN
5595 194 82/07/13 1105:28 1105:29 42 61 2
5597 194 82/07/13 1412:14 1412:14 985 171 21375 2 177, 5 SA
5598 194 82/07/13 1515:50 1516:03 33 77 2
5599 194 82/07/13 1642:53 1643:08 42 54 2
5600 194 82/01/13 2144:29 2145:00 42 76 2
5601 194 82/07/13 2145:50 2146:25 142 64 2
5602 195 82/07/14 1230:09 1231:27 116 125 3469 2 179, 6
5603 195 82/07/14 1317:35 1318:28 143 73 2
5604 195 82/07/14 1323:11 1324:22 175 72 2 EN
5605 195 82/07/14 1404:30 1405:25 170 89 2
5606 195 82/07/14 1453:12 1459:54 833 47 •`1 1.57E+0`:, 2 179, 7 WES
5607 195 82/07/14 1543:39 1544:11 63 127 1632 2 179, 7
5608 195 82/07/14 1551:30 1552:12 48 79 2
5609 195 82/07/14 1714:58 171501 196 59 2
5610 195 82/07/14 1721:53 1722:23 124 87 2
5611 195 82/07/14 1727:34 1730:13 180 134 6393 2 1%;', 8 EN
5612 195 82/07/14 1847:32 1847:41 57 94 2
5613 195 8'2101114 1955:22 1956:08 56 61 2
5614 195 82/07/14 2007:43 2008:04 34 97 2
5615 195 82/07/14 2008:37 2009:15 109 243 4199 3 179, 9
5616 195 82/07/14 2017:37 2018:30 120 69 5 AX
5617 195 82/03/14 2121:10 2121:23 74 69 5
5618 195 82/07/14 2128:42 2129:14 48 68 2
5619 195 82/07/14 2133:32 2133:41 20 231 594 4 1797 10
5620 196 82/07/15 0052:35 0053:24 71 77 2
5621 196 82/07/15 0211:15 0211:20 108 139 1297 3 179,11
5622 196 82/07/15 0218:09 0223:29 2658 623 3.18E+05 3 179, 11 EN,AX
5623 196 82/07/15 0333:03 0338:27 1940 490 73485 4 179, 12 Alf
5624 196 82/07/15 0409:55 0416:18 600 92 10135 2 179, 12
5625 196 82/07/15 0542:48 0544:02 86 76 2
5626 196 82/07/15 0600:35 0600:53 27 58 2
5627 196 82/07/15 0917:18 09,19:12 173 82 2
5628 196 82/07/15 1228:43 1229:49 78 70 2
5629 1% 82/07/15 1620:06 1620:53 59 87 2
5630 196 82/07/15 1754:09 1756:35 152 61 2
5631 196 82/07/15 1840:26 1840:40 97 129 3504 2 179, 13
5632 196 82/01/15 2139:52 2140:40 179 62 4
i
C IMAL PAGE 15	 126
OF POOR QUALITY
HXRBS OOV START START PEAK WRATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT BATE TIMF. TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPEC
VV/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS US M	 M FILEN
5633 197 82/07/16 0022:38 0024:16 1072 554 1.24E+05 3 179, 14
5634 197 82/07/16 0320:46 0322:13 501 2178 51983 7 179, 15 M5,SA
5635 197 82/07/16 0401:54 0402:311 68 82 2
5636 197 82/071l6 0853:34 0854:28 141 71 2
5637 197 82/07/16 0856:22 0857:00 67 57 2
5638 197 82/07/16 0858:31 0901:58 352 173 22005 2 179, 16
5639 197 82/07/16 2220:06 2222:55 799 1968 3.67E+05 9 180, 1 M5
5640 197 82/07/16 2352:47 1354:28 1292 1.96E+05 5 180, 3
5641 190 82/07/17 0134:33 0135:04 65 73 2
5642 198 82/07/17 0139:21 0141:03 145 63 2
5643 198 82/07/17 0202:13 0205:51 1189 21000 1.84E+06 9 180, c
5644 198 82/07/17 0706:35 0710:37 517 163 9477 5 180, 5
5645 198 82/07/17 1004:19 1006:11 259 308 8444 3 180, 6
5646 198 02/07/17 1306:23 1306:36 155 95 2
5647 198 82/07/17 1316:58 1317:35 130 79 2
5648 198 82/07/17 2030:01 2031:03 374 358 32355 9 180, 7
5649 198 82/07/17 2055:29 11)56: 04 35 67 2
5650 198 82/07/17 2105:52 2107:28 187 66 4
5951 198 82/07/17 2124:19 2124:51 112 120 1926 2 180, 8
5652 198 82/07/17 2204:06 2207:03 750 666 1.45E+05 7 180, 9
5666 199 82/07/18 0018:37 0019:21 141 383 41266 3 180, 15
9,653 199 K/07/18 0318:44 0319:15 56 59 2
5654 199 82/07/18 0321:00 0321:46 118 91 2
5655 199. 82/07/18 0630:54 0632:21 118 98 2
5656 199 82/07/18 0633:01 0633:35 210 81 2
5657 199 82/07/18 0751:06 0751:14 147 77 2 SA
5658 199 82/07/18 0959:19 0959:55 77 170 763 2 180, 10
5659 199 82/07/18 1006:44 1001:2U 48 67 2
5660 199 82/07/18 1139:24 114207 193 126 7115 2 180, 11
5661 199 82/07/18 1300:09 1301:21 104 295 2705 3 180, 12
5662 199 82107118 2224:15 224:38 34 303 1178 5 180, 13
5663 199 82/07/18 2225:10 2225:43 76 64 2
5664 199 82/07/18 2226:59 227:29 198 82 5 AX
5665 199 82/07/18 2.330:30 2333:26 225 78 2315 5 180, 14 AX
5667 200 82/07/19 0057:02 0100:52 1025 8174 1.05E+06 14 180, 16 M5,SN
5669 200 82/07/19 1101:31 1101:51 37 80 2
5670 200 82/07/19 1248:03 1248:34 94 246 2850 3 181, 2
5671 200 82/07/19 1250:3.2 1251:47 283 718 51430 3 181, 2
5672 2'00 82/07/19 1424:34 1424:57 75 243 2088 4 181, 3
5673 200 82/07/19 1544:15 1544:33 51 90 2
5674 200 82/07/19 1552:06 1552:38 70 65 2
5675 200 82/07/19 1608:57 1610:48 141 340 15209 3 181, 4 EN
5676 200 82107119 184026 1844:58 692 230 43252 2 181, 5
5677 200 82/07/19 2010:19 2 011:04 84 77 2
5678 200 82/07/19 2013:52 2014:43 452 567 44870 5 181, 6
5679 200 82/07'"► 2206:20 2212:07 1464 115 2.91E+05 8 181, 7 MAX
5680 201 82/07/N 0229:26 0230:14 118 71 2
5681 201 82/07/20 0233:46 0234:54 204 265 10799 2 181, 8
5682 201 82/07/20 0239:20 0241:32 709 114 13981 2 181, 8
5683 201 82/07/20 0411:27 0417:49 2243 7638 4.84E+05 15 181, 9 M5
5684 201 82/07/20 0751:01 0752:56 198 142 4519 2 181, 10
5685 201 82/07/20 0917:22 0918:50 152 77 6337 2
`686 201 82/07/20 1457:21 1457:33 47 156 688 3 181, 11
ONGINAL Pq-,
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5687 201 82/07/20 1633:22 1633:41 52 65 2
5688 201 82/07/20 1824:41 1826:21 156 92 2
5689 201 82/07/20 2148:43 2149:12 126 147 3578 2 181, 12
5690 201 82/07/20 2152:59 2154:14 619 1000 67191 8 181, 12
5691 201 82/07/20 2306:13 2310:12 511 912 84779 4 181, 13
5692 201 82/07/20 2321:53 2322:30 141 164 6116 5 181, 13
5693 201 82/07/20 2336:35 2338:01 339 102 6238 3 181, 13
5694 202 82/07/21 0108:44 0109:21 73 80 2
5695 202 82/07/21 0114:18 0115:22 141 2134 33237 7 181, 14
5699 202 82/07/21 1641:14 1645:08 1636 666 1.6,3E+05 5 181, 16
5700 202 82/07/21 1812:52 18,12:59 1206 3374 3.92E+05 14 182, 1
5701 202 82/07/21 1840:24 184''2:00 331 282 14827 2 182, 1
5702 203 82,'07/22 0015:31 0015:415 37 58 2
5703 203 82/07/22 0511:29 0512:50 227 3520 73152 14 182, 2
5709 203 82/07/22 1639:55 1657:36 1098 569 5. 182, 8
5710 203 82/07/22 1134:18 1735:10 261 109 7243 2 182, 9
5711 203 82/07/22 1955:09 1956:07 112 179 54K 3 182, 10
5713 206 82/07/25 0002:47 0003:19 32 66 2
5714 2106 82/07/25 2132:59 21.x3:23 63 67 4
5722 212 82/07/31 1710:18 1711:14 198 71 3
5723 213 82/08/01 0717:36 0718:21 87 63 2
5724 213 82/08/01 0721:58 0722:40 95 68 2
5725 213 82/08/01 1949:09 1949:59 194 54 2
5726 214 82/08/02 1456:58 1457:51 136 62 4
5727 214 82/08/02 1620:42 1621:28 80 64 2
5728 214 82/08/02 1816:27 1817:23 164 67 2
5729 214 82/08/02 1953:38 195A:35 183 74 5
5732 215 82/08/03 1145:33 1146:56 109 64 2
5733 213 82/08/03 1300:58 1301:28 109 2n 6369 4 182, 15
5734 215 82/08/03 1440:37 1441:14 136 86 5
5735 215 82/08/03 1620:20 1620:41 65 66 3
5736 215 82/08/03 2119:15 2120:09 91 60 2
5737 216 82/08/04 0000:24 0000:49 53 60 2
5738 216 82/08/04 0017:08 0018:10 115 58 2
5739 216 82/08/04 0457:24 0451:38 34 59 2
5740 216 82/08/04 0622:04 0622:30 38 67 2
5741 216 82/08/04 1007:30 1008:11 274 117 5437 2 182, 16
5742 216 82/08/04 1106:40 1107:13 62 76 2
5743 216 82/08/04 1750:29 1751:13 78 115 678 2 183, 1
5744 216 82/08/04 1921:55 1922:18 48 70 2
5745 216 82/08/04 2030:52 2031:03 31 73 2
5746 217 82/08/05 0342:18 0343:17 306 270 22044 4 183, 2
5747 217 82/08/05 0807:00 0807:08 15 78 2
5748 217 82/08/05 0912:43 0912:50 24 127 776 2 183, 3
5749 217 82/08/05 0939:34 0939:58 81 81 2
5750 217 82/08/05 0943:08 0945:55 240 125 270y 4 183, 4
5751 217 82/08/05 1138:44 1139:11 130 711 26752 5 183, 5
5752 218 82/08/06 0752:39 0753:08 64 67 2
5754 219 82/08/07 1109:05 1109:55 110 85 5
5755 219 82/08/07 1149:28 1150:05 116 150 1621 2 183, 6
5756 219 82/08/07 li^1:49 1152:47 60 83 2
5757 219 82/08/07 1158:12 1207:11 932 153 25914 2 183, 6


















START	 START	 PEAK DURATION PEAK	 TOTAL NOAA	 MAX	 FLARE NOTES
EVENT
	
DATE	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 COUNTS REGION CH.	 TAPE),
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS NHWI SS	 C/S	 i	 #	 F1LEM
lk
5759 219 82/08/07 1644:21 1652:40 826 102 15479 3 183, 7 SO
5760 219 82/08/07 2140:59 2141:53 88 394 4762 5 183, 8
5761 219 82/08/07 2144:02 2145:12 162 93 2 183, 8
5762 720 82/08/08 M:49 0054:10 52 101 2 EG
'5763 220 82/08/W 0519:01 0519:27 33 74 2
5764 220 82/08/08 0538:23 0538:38 39 61 2
5765 220 82/08/08 0700:33 0701:05 49 92 2
5766 220 82/08/08 091^:59 0919:21 42 66 2
5767 220 82/08/08 1037:46 1038:06 198 127 4535 2 183, 9
5770 220 82/08/08 1638:39 1639:15 86 72 2
5771 220 82/08/08 1642:59 1643:24 73 68 2
5772 220 82/08108 1646:40 1646:58 150 109 1431 2 183, 1
5768 220 32/08/08 1756:04 1756:16 29 173 909 2 183, 10
5769 220 82/08/08 1759:31 18001 79 75 2
5773 221 82/08/09 1613:05 1614:25 120 86 5 AX
5774 221 82/08/09 1616:34 1617:01 157 813 5 AX
5775 222 82/08/10 0516:27 0517:16 189 129 8702 2 183, 12
5776 222 82/08/10 0525:09 0529:12 519 283 29553 2 M, 12
5777 223 62/08111 1138:09 1139:13 ,;^00 1516 57530 4 183, 14 M5
5778 224 82/08/12 1044:24 1045:44 139 148 4124 2 18, , 15
5780 225 82/08/13 1342:36 1343:22 124 294 5826 7 183, 16
5781 225 82/08/13 1813:39 1817:52 502 186 14530 3 184, 1
5782 225 82/08/13 2255:37 2259:36 638 446 31668 5 184, 2
5783 225 8'2/08/13 2318:53 2;123:45 452 71 25,+3 2 1,:4, 3
5784 226 82/08/14 0240:35 0242:26 597 610 39639 4 184, 4
5785 226 82/08/14 0400:11 040:57 298 77 19.111 2 184, 5
5786 226 82/08/14 0509:38 0510:05 444 39222 5 184, 6 SN,EG
5787 228 82/08/16 0203:15 0204:35 273 259 59307 5 184, 7 NCB
5788 228 82/08/16 1232:35 1233:55 198 77 3 Ax
5789 730 82/08/18 0407:41 0407:48 13 69 2
5790 230 82/08/18 0750:55 0752:10 175 74 2
5791 230 82/08/18 0753:51 0754:49 118 72 2
5792 230 82/08/18 2346:42 2347:06 63 79 2
5793 231 82/08/19 0047:20 0047:53 69 136 1681) 2 184, 8
5794 233 82/08/21 1609:41 1611:03 210 75 2
5799 239 82/08/27 2106:46 2107:00 58 72 2
5800 240 82/08/28 0215:09 0215:44 68 65 2
5801 240 82/08/28 0508:30 0509:04 83 97 2
5802 240 82/08/28 0642:25 0642:56 76 79 2
5803 240 82/08/28 2212:37 2212:46 19 60 2
5804 240 82/08/28 2258:13 2300:31 152 381 4303 5 184, 14'
5805 241 82/08/29 0314:16 0314:56 165 80 2
5806 241 82/08/29 0345108 0345:53 36 68 2
5807 241 82/08/29 2330-51 2336:23 118 63 2 AX
5808 242 82/08/30 0013:02 0014:41 168 171 3474 2 134, 13
5809 243 82/08/31 0743:05 0743122 56 98 2
5810 243 82/08/31 1721:15 1725:26 633 223 49024 2 184, 14
5811 243 82/08/31 1757:56 1858:24 72 139 2465 2 184, 15
5812 244 82/09/01 0738114 0739:29 151 96 2 AX
5813 244 82/09/01 0917:21 0918:44 1% 114 6768 2 1847 16
5814 244 82/09/01 1619:51 1620:53 201 475 14605 4 185, 1
5815 244 82/09/01 1829:10 1829:17 29 59 2





HXRBS GOY START START PEW MAT 1W PEW,,
 TGIAL NOAA
	 MFX
EVENT GATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH.
VY/MM/DG HHMN:58 HHMN:3S C/:; 0	 A
5817 245 82/09/02 2125:25 «26:12 149 57 2
5818 245 82/09/02 2259:411 22`9:58 4) 89 ;!
5819 245 82/09/02 2308:39 2.309:34 1-;i 9'? 5
5820 246 82/09/0;. 0138:01 0138:35 165 67 2
5821 248 82/09/05 O'M:50 0309:36 127 65 2
5822 249 82/09/06 0041:59 0042:32 95 t:5
5823 249 82/09/06 2159:12 2200:29 316 119 6299 5
5824 249 82/09/06 2329:27 4331:22 199 r,,5 2
5825 251 82/09/08 2123:00 2123:46 21`, 75
5826 252 82/09/09 0200:40 0201:08 ISO 4,2 2
5827 252 82/09/09 095:3:11 095:3::,6 3'^ 69 2
5828 252 82/09/09 0954:38 05'55:02 30 59 2
,W 9 252 82/09/09 0956:35 0956::N3 90 174 2135 2
5830 252 82/09109 1011:41 1011:46 51 61 2
5831 25? 82/09/09 1014:38 1015:13 71 68 2
5832 253 82/09/10 0014:37 0015:04 97 62 2
5833 253 82109110 0019:44 0022:38 220 77 2654 2
5834 253 82/09/10 0437:03 0439:08 470 75 3644 2
5835 253 82/09/10 0826:21 0826:50 114 869 18,949 4
5836 253 82/09/10 2143:59 2144:12 43 73 2
5837 253 82/09/10 2147:32 2147:56 70 113 1698 5
5838 254 82/09/11 0607:08 0607:29 59 6. 2
5839 2M 82109111 0634:22 0635:22 10'2 64 2
5840 254 82/051 /11 1529:18 1529:43 84 88 2
5841 255 82/09/12 1548:56 1550:07 81 87 2
5845 257 82/09/14 2352:51 2353:11 62 69 2
5846 258 82/09/15 0214:05 0218:02 51 9 70 3191 2
5856 259 82/09/16 0822: 53 0823:25 74 56 14
5854 260 82/09/17 0301:53 0302:31 111! 61 2
5855 261 82/09/18 1508:11 1508:52 109 60 2
5858 263 82/09/20 1131:18 1131:25 21 118 71,44, 10
5859 263 82/09/20 2217:17 2217:54 77 65 6
5864 266 82/09/2.1 0854:17 0854 :28 30 94 6
5867 269 82/09/26 1421:23 1425:46 408 145 11577 5
5868 270 82/09/27 0141:39 0142:17 101 102 1730 2
5869 271 82/09/28 0815:52 0816:14 41 63 2
5870 271 82/09/2:3 2330:53 2331:20 89 2052 31286 7
5871 272 82/09/29 0220:44 0220:52 13 62 2
5872 272 82/09/29 1842:17 1842:26 28 56 2
W3 272 82/09/29 2014:57 2015:32 95 69
5874 272 82/09/29 2016:33 2017'•33 146 94 2
5875 273 82/09/30 0836:23 08370 9 362 124 2792 2
5876 273 82/09/30 1033:24 1036:39 3-35 125 455{ 2
5877 273 82/09/30 1203:58 1204:54 902 164 22759 13
5878 273 82/09/30 1630:26 1632:21' 211 110 3022 2
5879 275 82/10/02 1239:34 1239:56 52 66 2
5880 276 82/10/03 0440:27 0440:47 58 75 2
5881 276 82/10/03 201:19 2012:34 93 63 2
5886 277 82/10/04 0403:42 0405:32 132 64 2
5882 277 82/10/04 0612:42 0612:50 27 176 604 2
5883 277 82/10/04 0750:10 0750:23 46 351 3504 3
5885 277 82/10/04 1648:40 1649:06 44 72' 2
























O IGINA c` .,	
^,,
1SUOF POOR
HXRDS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOAH MAX FLARE	 NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD N": SS NHMN:SS US 1 4 FILE#
5890 279 82/10/06 0353:52 0355:39 128 206 40639 3 186, 15	 ND
5887 279 82/10/06 0544:33 0545:18 116 63 2
5889 279 82/10/06 2301:36 2303:36 526 1278 1.26E+05 3 186, 14	 M5
5891 286 82/10/13 0655:26 0655:41 32 59 2
5892 287 82/10/14 0014:36 0014:59 40 415 4244 4 186, 16
5893 287 82/10/14 0151:07 0151:13 12 82 2
5894 287 82/10/14 0152:30 0152:51 14c' 243 4307 3 187, 1
5895 288 82/10/15 2035:50 2037:39 680 214 15W 3 187, 2
5896 289 82/10/16 2122:30 21221*53 55 68 2
5897 289 82/10/16 2131:21 214:16 149 71 4
5898 290 82/10/17 2108:42 2105:06 68 71 5
5899 290 82110117 2326223 2330:37 303 127 3866 6 187, 3
5900 291 82/10/18 0201:15 0202:41 78 74 3
5901 291 82/10/18 0417:47 0417:51 ''LOS 58 3
5902 292 82/10/19 0007:50 0009:15 161 62 2 AX
5903 292 82/10/19 1133:26 1139:29 501 285 9735 2 187, 4
5904 292 82/10/19 1803:15 1803:39 96 91 2
5905 292 82/10/19 1919:43 1520:11 81 58 2
5906 293 82110120 0123:24 0123:57 83 72 2
5907 294 82/10/21 0101:17 0108:04 157 79 3 AX
5908 294 82/10/21 0133:35 0134:09 68 59 2
5905' 294 82/10/21 0812:12 0812:57 51 71 2
5910 294 82/10/21 2001:29 2002:17 98 55 2
5911 294 $2/10i21 22152-43 2210:29 108 121 3187 3 187, 5
5912 295 82110122 21.1:59 2122:43 90 64 2
5913 295 82/10/22 2156:40 2157:31 103 72 6
5914 298 82/10/25 1130:58 1131:11 173 95 2
5916 298 82/10/25 1557:31 155900 188 74 2
5917 298 82/10/25 1845:06 1845:52 88 89 2
5915 298 82/10/25 1852:01 15:1:45 70 58 2
5918 298 82/10/25 224902 2253:33 26'2 487 31758 5 187, 6
5919 299 82/10/26 0025:20 0025:45 93 1046 13934 t 187, 7
5920 299 82/10/26 0137:38 0138:02 31 73 21
5921 299 82/10/26 2014:42 2015:08 37 56 2
5922 299 82/10/26 2204:11 2204:22 110 100 2
5923 300 82/10/27 0052:19 0052:43 156 145 2130 2 187, 8
5924 300 82/10/27 0303:24 0305:16 210 829 23467 3 187, 9
5925 300 82/10/27 0409:01 0409:17 401 826 75549 4 187, 10	 SA
5926 300 82/10/27 0427:46 0436:00 1568 1108 2.88E+05 8 187, 10	 M5
5927 300 82/10/27 0751:37 0751:50 26 88 2
5928 300 82/10/27 1045:44 1045:57 103 87 2
59 .29 300 82/10/27 1545:17 .1545:49 56 86 2
5930 300 82/10/27 1827:23 1827:50 45 59 2
5931 300 82/10/27 1950:58 1951:18 63 64 2
5932 300 82/10/27 2007:48 2007:59 87 63 2
5933 300 82/10/27 2013:10 2013:16 40 53 2
5934 300 82/10/27 2017:26 2019:25 20 214 11396 3 187, 11
5935 301 82/10/28 0352:05 0352:31 58 168 2598 4 187, 12
5936 303 82/10/30 0350:03 0350:18 38 85 2
5937 303 82/10/30 1730:26 1730:47 62 89 2
5938 303 82/10/30 1933:36 1934:54 195 89 13 AX
5939 304 82/10/31 2211:42 2211:51 22 51 2
5940 305 82/11/01 1953:51 1954:07 57 150 2296 7 187, 13	 AX,SN
°7
5941 305 32/11/01 2000:04 2003:37 263 107 31,181
5942 305 82111/01 «04:26 2205:54 170 69
5943 305 82/11/01 2217:48 2218:56 162 8
5944 306 82/11/02 0131:51 0131144 10 11:, 24"1
5945 306 32/11/02 1221:39 12::2:11 71 a5
5946 306 82/11/02 1626:49 1624`:57 128 132 3.31,'
5941 307 82/11/03 0347129 0350:11 145 206 4279
5948 307 82/11/0,; 0709:44 0911:04 146 89
5949 307 82/11/03 013`:12 073`_-' 15 25, 112 658
5950 307 82111/03 2140:02 2140 :28 77 68
5951 308 3111104 08491'49 0849:`5 55 64
5952 308 82/11/04 1435:03 14:15:31 67 67
5953 311 82/11/07 1101:34 1102:14 ;l1 54
5954 312 82/11/08 1216931 1217:36 94 31
5956 312 82/11103 1218:45 1219:08 52 62
5956 312 82/11/08 12,23:31 1123:56 38 69
5957 312 82/11/08 1531:46 15;:,2:53 109 140 2903
5958 314 82/11/10 0022:17 0022:39 1:35 99
5959 314 32/11/10 1757:03 1759:04 134 96
5960 314 82/11/10 1921:08 1921:'"1 56 6Q
5961 315 82/11/11 0116:21 0216:49 58 121 1225
5962 315 82/11/11 0629:57 0630:13 43 85
5963 315 82/11111 0656:50 0657:10 80 71
5964 319 82/11/15 1614:22 1616:11 390 496 56681
5965 321 82/11/17 1039:27 1040:09 166 98
5966 321 82/11/17 1042:42 104:01 114 8l
5967 322 82/11/18 0122:44 0123:53 02 113 5248
5968 322 82/11/18 0302:51 0303:39 1^5 11: 2007
5969 322 82/11/18 0454:15 0455:00 200 98
5974 323 82/11/19 0523:42 0529:57 565 393 61752
5970 323 82111/19 0729:59 0731:11 195 89
5971 323 82/11/19 2314:35 2315:26 102 136 2014
5972 323 82/11/19 1318:32 2318:50 32 88
5973 324 82/11/20 0156:15 0215:24 1602 152 37482
5975 314 82/11/20 1010:06 1012:03 453 3269 3.61E+05
5976 3''24 82/11/20 2235:02 2235:21 44 125 [2'.'1
597" 325 82/11/21 0135:26 0136:14 70 93
5973 325 82/11/21 2355:18 2355:27 50 132 811
5979 326 82/11/22 0339:08 0339:12 50 63
5980 326 82/11/22 0450:03 0450:46 125 177 3668
5981 326 3/11/22 1129:18 1129:30 149 210 1304
5982 326 82/11/22 1139:06 1139:27 110 61
5983 326 82/11/22 1219:55 1220:02 20 55
5984 326 82/11/22 1444:06 1444:14 30 1798 11326
5985 326 82/11/22 1450:34 1450:39 12 118 341
5986 326 82/11/22 1533:40 1533:44 30 105 416
5987 326 82/11/22 1537:44 1537:53 104 144 2071
5988 326 82/11/22 1702:00 1702:08 164 286 6662
5989 327 82/11/23 0245:21 0245:54 49 111 549
5990 327 82/11/23 0317:21 031709 88 3734 72240
5991 327 82111123 0324:54 0325:44 100 136 1594
5992 327 82/11/23 1032:54 1033424 77 113 863


















































ORIGINAL FAG" ig	 [31OF POOR (QUALITY
NXRBS D01'	 START	 START	 PEAR DURATION FEAT;
	 TOTAL NOM	 MAX	 FLARE NOTES
EVENT
	
DATE	 TIME	 TIME	 SEC RATE	 COUNTS REGION CH.	 TAKEN,
YY/MM/Ul u HkMN:S., NHMN:S£	 C/S	 1	 M	 FILD
OF POOR QUALI	
132
HXRBS BOY START START PEAK WRATION PEA( TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT BATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COUNTS REGION	 CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:SS HHMN:SS C/S #	 # FILE#
5994 327 82/11/23 1111:08 1111:35 104 264 3093 5 189, 6
5995 327 82/11/23 1113:35 1115:26 199 132 384? 2 189, 6
5996 327 82/11/23 1117:58 1120:57 307 321 7101 8 189, 6 M5
5997 327 82/11/23 1202:18 1202:52 51 122 1497 4 1897 7
5998 327 82/11/23 1246:53 1247:37 218 171 6945 5 189, 8
5999 327 82/11/23 1335:13 1336:55 142 58 2
6000 327 82/11/23 1340:09 1340:38 161 119 1889 4 189, 9
6001 327 82/11/23 1344:56 1345:49 250 2201 65222 10 1899, 9 M5
6002 327 82/11/23 1425:49 1426:11 112 0,7 2
6003 327 82/11/23 1431:28 1431:52 97 404 5472 7 189, 10
6004 327 82/11/23 1510:48 1511:53 100 195 4559 5 189+ 11
6005 327 82/11/23 1517:09 1517:58 79 149 1527 3 189, 11
6006 327 82/11/23 1519:49 1520:19 155 183 5285 4 189, 11
6007 327 82/11/23 1606:46 1607:00 69 81 2
6008 327 82111/23 1652:27 1652:51 71 572 6824 6 189, 12
6009 327 82/11/23 1820:02 1820:14 51 71 2
6010 327 82/11/23 1958:38 1959:37 177 78 2
6011 327 82/11/23 2020:45 2021:05 44 83 2
6012 328 82/11/24 0442:47 0444:17 205 155 9290 3 189, 13
6013 328 82111/24 0554:37 0555:14 98 67 2
6014 328 82/11/24 1939:18 1939:38 46 363 2840 5 189, 14
6015 328 82/11/24 1942:33 1943:33 103 64 2
6016 328 8r2/11/24 2331:05 2331:36 38 84 2
6017 330 82/11/26 0217:52 02333:22 9999 22747 4.81E+06 15 IV, 15 M5, S1=, D3
6274 330 82/11/26 0515:47 0517:02 196 441 12364 3 195, 5
6018 332 82/11/28 0557:16 0551:30 57 139 2222 2 1`c?9, 16 AX
6019 332 82/11/28 0749:09 0749:17 59 82 2
6020 332 82/11/28 2322:21 2322:40 31 67 2
6021 333 82/11/29 0305:14 0305:46 95 76 2
6022 333 82/11/29 0740:41 0740:48 23 62 2
6023 333 82/11/29 0927:35 0929:09 2'15 115 3582 2 190, 1
6924 334 82/11/30 0044:56 0045:34 65 228 2581 3 190, 2
6025 X34 82/11130 0046:39 0046:53 89 132 1869 2 190, 2
6026 334 82/11/30 0336:46 0337:10 45 81 2
6027 334 82/11/30 0411:22 0411:39 53 687 6323 3 190, 3
6028 335 82/12/01 0010:54 0011:05 37 189 1351 3 190, 4
6029 336 82/12/02 0259:36 0259:49 57 80 2
6030 336 82/12/02 1003:53 1004:24 100 68 2
6031 336 82/12/02 2108:57 2111:46 404 263 34789 5 190, 5
6033 336 82/12/02 2240:12 2241:32 85 150 2
6032 337 82/12/03 0637:28 0638:00 •,0 62 2
6034 337 82/12/03 1914:15 1914:28 33 159 3 190, 6
6035 337 82/12/03 2142:19 214:52 98 76 2
6036 338 82/12/04 0912:17 0913:17 236 626 33414 2 190, 7 SA
6037 338 82/12/04 09251'45 0926:28 118 261 3481 3 190, 7 06
6038 339 82/12/05 0047:35 0048,42 65 66 2
6039 339 82/12/05 0256:35 0257:10 98 78 2
6040 339 82/12/05 0918:39 0918:57 38 57 2
6041 339 82/12/05 2109:53 2110:30 65 119 2123 5 190, 8
6042 339 82/12/05 2330:46 2331:39 82 80 4
6043 340 82/12/06 0020:29 0021:15 154 426 19615 6 190, 9 AX
6044 340 82/12/06 0029:18 0030:34 152 87 3





HXRBS DOY	 START	 START	 PEAK ECRATION PEAK 	 TOTAL NOAA	 MAX	 FLARE NUIE
EVENT	 DATE	 TIME
	
TIME	 SEC RATE	 COMIS REGION CH.
	
TAPEM,
YY/MM/DD HHMW: SS HHMN: SS	 US	 M	 4	 F ILD
6046 340 82/12/06 0207:14 0201:45 65 64 2
6047 340 82/12/06 2136:34 2136:56 37 74 2
6048 340 82/12/06 2359:22 0001:07 206 240 5 190, 10
6049 341 82/12/07 0700:17 0701:16 91 76 2
6050 341 82/12/07 0702:35 0703:46 25 88 2
6051 341 82/12/07 1317:14 1319:19 261 197 15341 2 190, 11
6052 341 82/12/07 16 12:59 1623:12 43 61 2
6053 341 82/12/07 1742:08 1742:42 67 96 2
6054 341 82/12/07 1746:58 1748:56 202 332 7085 5 190, 12
6055 341 82/12/07 1756:32 1757:04 57 76 2
6056 341 82112107 1806:24 1810:11 518 427 45017 2 190, 14
6057 341 82/12/07 2031:48 2031:53 8 90 2
6058 341 82/12/07 2201:38 2202:58 97 63 2
6059 341 82/12/07 2252:13 2252:51 148 85 7
6060 341 82112107 233'.1:30 2352:41 3539 23654 1.80E+07 15 190, 13
6061 342 82/12/08 0134:09 0134:40 5i 67 2
6062 342 82112108 0156:01 0156:12 10 65 2
6063 342 82/12/08 0159:58 0200:49 104 70
6064 342 82/12/08 0203:45 0204:44 65 69 2
6065 342 82/12/08 0207:17 0207:32 170 82 2
6066 342 82/12/08 0253:52 0255:02 200 110 3126 2 190, 14
6067 342 82/12/08 0301:14 0306:26 769 312 59282 2 190, 14
6068 342 82/12/08 0825:13 0828:03 207 114 2082 2 190, 15
6069 342 82/12/08 0939:01 09',19:19 49 90 2
6070 342 82/12/08 0950:41 0950:56 39 68 2
6071 342 82/12/08 0953:07 0953:36 60 86 2
6072 342 82/12/08 1348:20 1443:52 6734 2454 1.59E+0b 15 199, 1
6073 342 82/12/08 1609:23 1609:54 255 106 3131 2 190, 16
6074 342 82/12/08 2330-03 2337:04 7? 72 2
6075 342 82/12/08 2342:37 2343:05 55 75 2
6076 343 82/12/09 1600:4 1601:20 196 205 6443 2 191, 1
6077 343 82/12/09 1733:30 1737:07 319 259 19941 3 191, 2
6078 343 82/12/09 1848:46 1849:04 42 71 2
6079 343 82/12/09 1859:39 1902:43 376 469 26528 3 1911 3
6080 343 82/12/09 2124:26 2125:04 46 69 2
6081 343 82/12/09 2142:33 2145:42 2134 2936 1.01E+06 5 191, 4
6082 344 82/12/10 0040:29 0040:56 153 76 2
6083 344 82/12/10 0043:32 0044:17 87 97 2
6084 344 82/12/10 0050:00 0051:23 226 202 16925 2 191, 5
6085 344 82112/10 0115:26 0115:57 736 323 32114 2 191 ► 5
6086 344 82/12/10 0131:16 0131:29 24 68 2
6087 344 82/12/10 0236:12 0240:55 1798 3311 5.66E+05 5 191, 6
6088 344 82/12/10 1316:20 1320:49 441 211 28070 2 191, 7
6089 344 82/12/10 1349:32 1350:49 145 98 2
6090 344 82/12/10 1525:35 15?6:36 71 121 2 191, 8
6091 344 82/12/10 1532:55 1535:02 196 64 2
6092 344 82/12/10 1815:40 1816:49 445 480 51354 3 191, 9
6093 344 82/12/10 1929:35 1931:14 196 72 2
6094 344 82/12/10 2113:31 2115:53 715 83 2
6095 344 82/12/10 2253:11 2253:20 22 116 601 2 191, 10
6096 345 82/12/11 0020:39 0020:57 31 74 2
6097 345 82/12/11 0022:38 0023:23 81 68 2












OF  ^SH1.t9POOF: 4' 134
HXRBS BOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAK TOTAL
	 NOAA MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE COiNrT5
	 REGION CH. TAPE#,
YY/MM/DD HHMN:5S HHMN:SS C/S # # FILE#
6099 345 82/12/11 0048:48 0049:23 69 196 1602 3 191, 12
6100 345 82/12/11 0113:51 0114:21 40 73 2 EN
6101 345 82112111 0219:58 0226:04 662 100 6519 2 191, 13
6102 345 82/12/11 0235:51 0248:19 931 174 9985 4 191, 13
6103 345 82/12/11 0543:48 0544:29 107 518 5931 3 191, 14
6104 345 82/12/11 1444:24 1445:44 266 179 6023 2 191, 15
6105 345 82112111 18'["4:29 1826:35 177 92 2
6106 345 82/12/11 1956:29 1956:47 76 79 2 ND
6107 345 82/12/11 2101:57 2102:48 89 75 2 ND
6108 345 82/12/11 2131:28 2131:45 143 86 6 AX,ND
6109 345 82/12/11 2305:53 2306:11 33 71 2
611 10 345 82/12/11 2314:14 2315:05 180 96 2
6111 346 82/12/12 1546:42 1546:54 27 69 2
6112 346 82/12/12 1607:36 1607:54 29 68 2
6113 346 82/12/12 1800:38 1800:54 51 58 2
6114 346 82/12/12 2343:11 2344:14 116 84 3 AX
6115 347 82/12/13 0139:26 0139:37 68 83 2 DU
6116 347 82/12/13 0320:52 0325:43 1602 12464 1.64E+06 15 191, 16 M5
6117 347 82/12/13 0657:20 0657:35 40 57 2
6118 347 82/12/13 0802:4:] 0801:08 823 2807 3.49E+05 10 M5
6119 347 82/12/13 1134.'36 1134:56 30 81 2
6120 347 82/12/13 1143:`x/ 1744:19 37 87 2
6121 348 82/12/14 0000:17 0000:38 94 88 2
6122 348 82/12/14 0735:45 0739:41 372 182 6787 4 192, 1 DG
6123 348 82/12/14 1347:25 1347:48 34 87 1
6124 349 82/12/15 16,26:19 1632:40 1465 81391 1.32E+07 13 199, 2
6125 349 82/12/15 1702:43 1704:48 518 124 7241 2 199, 2
6126 349 82/12/15 2143:b0 2151-'31 1608 5165 8.98E+05 8 192, 2
6127 350 82/12/16 1220:21 1220:59 71 81 2
6128 350 82/12/16 1451:59 1502:12 2521 8678 3.71E+06 10 192, 3 M5 41G
6129 3% 82/12/16 1616:11 1621:13 463 125 14435 3 192, 4 AX
6130 350 82/12/16 1632:10 1633:51 469 69 3067 2 192, 4
6131 350 82/12/16 1923:49 1928:16 822 269 26051 2 192, 5
6132 350 82/12/16 2309:47 2310:19 139 155 3434 2 192, 6
6133 350 82/12/16 2314:02 2314:16 41 69 2
6134 350 82/12/16 2316:01 2316:19 48 76 2
6135 351 82/12/17 0002:59 0003:18 54 448 38'2 3 192, 7
6136 351 82/12/17 0007:39 0001:54 45 103 762 2 192, 7
6137 351 82/12/17 0144:24 0145:55 1099 3596 3.46E+05 9 192, 8 MS
6138 351 82/12/17 0''219:51 0221:32 538 190 13240 2 192, 8
6139 351 82/12117 0519:06 0519:39 144 430 14304 4 192, 9
6140 351 81/12/17 0850:14 0850:20 25 83 2
6141 351 82/12/17 1000:26 1002:30 717 907 69234 3 192, 10
6142 351 82/12/17 1201:25 1202:34 23 101 3
6143 351 82/12/17 1441:30 1441:37 23 110 429 2 192, 11
6144 351 82/12/17 1643:25 1645:13 167 70 2
6145 351 82/12/17 1818:49 1819:31 86 62`
6146 351 82/12/17 1854:40 1857:10 4059 10804: 1.51E+07 15 199, 3 M5,SN,DG,EN
6147 351 82/12/17 203102 2032:00 231 149 7663 2 192, 12
6148 351 81!12/17 2103:52 2106:30 1298 408 1.33E+05 5 1 +92, 13
6149 351 82%12/17 2240:01 2246:40 254 127 48173 2 192, 14 EG
6150 352 82/12/18 0303:07 0303:28 65 133 1006 2 192, 15
6151 352 82/12/18 0304:21 0304:26 21 104 370 2 1192, 15
tOF POOR QUALrry 135
HXRBS GOY START START PEAK	 DURATION PEAK TOTAL NOM	 MAX FLAR5	 NU ES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC HATE Ci:41NTS RCOIn1	 CH. TAPEC
VV/Myi/DD H": SS HHMN:SS C/S 4	 1 FILEM
6152 352 82/12/18 0817:31 0822:02 1241 19095 1.56E+06 10 1n, 16	 M5,ND
6153 352 82/12/18 1752:30 1752:41 36 79 2
6154 352 82112/18 1922:08 1922:19 28 100 2
6155 352 82/12/18 2011:01 2017:22 77 73 2
6156 352 82112118 2049:02 2051:04 160 71 4
6157 352 82/12/18 2248:02 2248:58 93 168 3112 2 193, 1	 ES
6158 352 82112118 2328:45 2329:30 76 72 2
6159 352 82/12/18 2350:30 2350:50 72 110 .324 2 193, 2
6160 353 82/12/19 0020:44 0021:01 42 64 2
6161 353 82/12/19 0133:23 0136 :09 532 413 60072 4 193, 3
6162 353 82/12/19 0142:51 0143:32 99 28. 5071 4 193, 3
6163 353 82/12/19 0622:00 0622:12 38 87 2
6164 353 82/12/19 0948:17 0949:00 228 380 6660 3 193, 4	 GG
6165 353 82/12/19 1128:13 1128:28 70 117 640 2 193, 5
6166 353 82/12/19 1130:47 1130:54 23 70 2
6167 353 82/12/19 1207:39 1208:00 48 76 2
6168 353 82/12/19 1347:45 1348:35 135 155 4606 2 193, 6	 ND
6169 353 82/12/19 1432:56 1433:11 65 64 2
6170 353 82/12/19 1537:57 1540:16 170 112 1942 2 193, 7
6171 353 82/12/19 1542:51 1543:52 151 76 2
6172 353 82/12/19 1549:28 1648:45 6668 304 1.36E+05 2 199, 4	 IN
6173 353 82/12/19 1918:16 1918:31 159 63 2
6174 353 82/12/19 2018:56 2019:10 108 534 13739 5 193, 8
6175 353 82/12/19 2038:18 2038:55 122 73 2
6176 354 82/12/20 0102:02 0102:15 20 99 2
6177 354 82/12/20 0550:22 0550:35 32 75 2
6178 354 82/12/20 0617:37 0619:04 130 76 2
6179 354 82/12/20 0723:58 0724:10 60 116 1044 2 193, 9
6180 354 82/12/20 0925:21 0925:27 18 65 2
6181 354 82/12/20 1246:58 1247:35 195 72 2
6182 354 82112120 1634:11 1634:41 173 70 2
6183 354 82112/20 1703:01 1706:42 332 169 15647 2 1914, 10
6184 355 82/12/21 0211:35 0212:51 415 1193 87310 7 193, 11
6185 355 82/12/21 0421:49 0423:42 139 77 2
6186 355 82/12/21 0432:54 0434:20 173 88 2
6187 355 82/12/21 0544:47 0545:49 125 99 2
6188 355 82112121 0559:17 0569:46 57 103 829 2 193, 12
6189 355 82/12/21 0605:36 0605:55 45 64 2
6190 355 82/12/21 0612:27 0613:17 79 115 1920 2 193, 12
6191 355 82/12/21 1445:02 1445:11 67 67 2
6192 355 82/12/21 1748:48 1749:08 28 73 2
6193 355 82/12/21 1926:43 1927:42 113 96 2
6194 355 82/12/21 2247:04 2247:55 80 82 2
6195 355 82/12/21 2308:04 2309:07 124 155 11088 5 193, 13
6196 356 82/12/22 0207:07 0208:33 144 100 2
6197 356 82/12/22 0211:52 0211:29 37 67 2
6198 356 82/12/22 0218:41 0219:05 81 195 3440 2 193, 14
6179 356 82/12/22 0643:49 0644:04 53 117 1148 2 193, 15
6200 356 82/12/22 1616:41 1618:31 200 83 2 ND1116
6201 356 82/12/22 1757:36 1758:06 100 63 2
6202 356 82/12/22 2241:19 2241:58 124 64 2
6203 357 82/12/23 1019:19 1019:52 59 66 2



















	 REi^IG1+i	 CH.	 IAFEN,
4 M	 F1LEM
6205 3`A 82/12/24 1305:45 1306:07 59 72
6206 358 82/12/24 1310:23 1310:33 19 82
2
6207 3% 82/12/24 1312:43 1313:05 125 61 1
6208 358 82/12/24 2153:31 2153:45 58 88 2
6209 359 82112125 1250:42 1251:29 57 1561
2
6210 359 82/12/25 1658:27 16`x:47 80
189
2	 293,	 1b
6211 359 82/12/25 1707:28 1707:47 50 62 26212 359 82/12/25 2132:24 2132:39 34 766213 360 82/12/26 0102:21 0l02:31 143 65
2
6214 360 82/12/26 1039:42 1040:06 100 341 3385
6215 360 82/12/26 1143:29 1143:56 33 90
4	 194,	 !

















6220 361 82/12/27 0523:44 0524:21 376 315 2'„^ 126221 361 82112127 0533:47 0.`534:15 38 62
5	 1'1'4,
	 3
6,722 361 82/12/27 0814:59 0815:21 61 83
6223 362 6,1112/28 0306:03 0306:46 87 62 26224 362 82/12/28 08,34:13 08-24: 45 55 63 A
6225 362 82/12/28 0846:2' 0848:28 164 E10



















62,34 363 82112129 1622:15 1622:42 58 113 1999
2




















4J r 687 1.41E+0, 11	 l94^	 8	 MS,ES








6237 ;364 82112130 1519:20 1`51;:: 37 3 , 7,1
2
6238 364 82/12/30 1842:51 1345::`i 234 5923 18	 1
`i6239 365	 82/12/31 0246:05 0246:15 23 70
y4,	
`A




HXR84 110Y	 STAR1	 S1ART	 PEAK O11RAUON PEAK 	 TOTAL M)AA
	 MAX








6241 2 83/01/02 01554ti 0158:29 399 645 55266 2 194, 10
6242 5 83/01/05 1321:37 1322:45 162 71 2
6252 7 83/01/07 0204:56 0206:03 201 688 16380 7 194, 15
} 6r5I 7 83/01/07 0516:02 0516:19 29 200 5
6253 9 83/01/09 1835:411 18A: 05 45 451 4444 4 194, 16
6254 10 83/01/10 0549:00 0549:23 54 51 2
6255 10 83/01/10 0551:41 0557:48 417 105 K103 4 195, 1
6256 10 83/01/10 0733:29 0734:33 388 217 12916 5 195, 2
6257 10 83/01/10 0913: 08 0913:51 183 64 2
6258 12 83/01/12 0828:24 0828:40 61 81 Y
6259 12 83/01/12 1910:03 1910:43 80 77 2
6260 1 5 83;6i/15 0054:14 0O54:"0 9(. 86 2
6261 2:{ 8:{/01/23 (KOI:46 (H.)?9:26 114 59 2
6262 24 83/01/24 0015':55 0020:02 59 91 3
6263 28 83/01/28 1434:10 14_,4:34 41 76 2
6264 29 83/01/29 1646:23 1646:59 64 16
6265 31 83/01/31 0105:40 0105:59 35 73 2
6266 31 83/01/31 1142:26 1143:44 92 61
6267 32 83/02/01 0401:;x0 0401:46 39 77 2
6268 32 83/02/01 1924:43 1924:52 18 2
6304 32 83/02/01 2'205:57 2207:20 136 117 29,:5 2 15:5, 16
6270 34 83/02/03 0550:25 0603:37 7389 46354 1.51E+07 15 19'?, 5
6271 34 83/02/03 1828:23 1828:43 65 85 2
6272 34 83/02/03 1829:49 1829:59 55 141 1377 2 195, 4
6273 34 83/02/03 1830:44 1832:16 331 359 16595 2 1957 , 4
6275 35 83/02/04 1104:56 1106:02 131 60 2
6276 36 83/02/05 003;:37 (1036:41 100 64 2
6277 36 83102105 0152:22 0153:44 295 186 7661 3 1'?`., 6
6278 36 83/02/05 0700:22 0701:33 197 405 11369 3 195, 7
6279 36 83/02/05 1027:34 1027:42 53 60 2
6280 36 83/02/05 1337:07 1340:19 465 81 6709 2 195, 8
6281 36 83/02/05 1449:07 1450:13 102 93 5
6282 36 83/02/05 1210:3:43 180.`:26 126 43 2
6283 36 83/02/05 1806:19 1807:34 172 67 3
6284 36 83/02/05 1811:08 1812:21 121 76 3
6285 36 83/02/05 1813:31 1814:09 104 69 2
6286 37 83/0'"2/06 0508:43 0509:13 60 54 2
6287 37 83/02/06 0512:42 0513:05 62 60 2
6288 37 83/02/06 0521:00 0528:05 147 77 2
6289 37 83/02/06 1430:54 1431:26 64 300 6276 7 195, 9
6290 37 83/02/06 1501:38 1502:25 41 59 2
6291 37 83/02/06 1609:25 1610:09 77 96 5
6292 37 83/02/06 1735:54 1747:44 1025 82 66;x, 2 195, f0
6294 40 83/02/09 1332:07 1332:34 53 92 8
6295 40 83/02/09 1506:58 1510:35 466 138 124M1 8 195, 12
6296 41 83/02/10 1220:29 1220:45 52 149 740 5 195, 13
6297 43 83/02/12 1316:44 1317:15 79 106 23'38 5 195, 14
6298 45 83/02/14 0929:58 0931:16 188 68 3
6301 60 83/03/01 1046:14 1046:37 119 306 5438 3 195, 15
6302 60 83/03/01 1316:40 1317:14 199 72 2
6303 60 83/03/01 1951:14 1951:29 54 69 2
NU
AX







PA;,OF POOR QUALITY 139
HXRBS DOY START START PEAK DURATION PEAT( TOTAL NOAA	 MAX FLARE NOTES
EVENT DATE TIME TIME SEC RATE CUTS REGION	 CH. TAPED,
YY/MM/DD HNMN:SS No: SS C/5 4	 t FILET
6309 62 83/03/03 2220:00 2220147 165 84 6 AX
6315 65 83/03/06 0209:50 0211:05 164 94 4 AX
6334 67 83/03/08 2253:10 2254:14 147 76 4
6335 68 83/03/09 0010121 0011:38 210 67 2
6336 69 83/03/10 0006:23 0008:37 675 171 21026 2 196, 7
6310 71 83/03/12 2128:22 2129:31 134 72 4 AX
6341 72 83/03/13 0006:42 0007:10 73 69 4 AX
6347 73 83/03/14 2008:17 2009:09 174 69 4
6348 73 83;03/14 2013:34 2013:54 71 57 3
6349 73 83/03/14 2046:32 2047:38 105 52 4
6350 73 83/03/14 2050:08 2051:01 89 64 10
6351 73 83/03/14 2143:10 2150:36 505 71 7817 4 196, 11
6363 75 83/03/16 2158:59 2200:03 157 84 2
6370 76 83/03/17 0223:08 0223:50 889 161 20988 2 196, 15
6371 76 83/03/17 0722:18 0723:52 192 99 2 w
6372 76 83/03/17 090-11 0900:48 254 403 26256 2 196, 16 EN
6373 76 83/03/17 1333:56 1334:48 445 8% 56328 4 197, 1
6374 76 83/03/17 1457:50 1458:59 131 63 336 2
6375 77 83/03/18 0049:48 0050:40 102 106 3022 2 197, 2
6376 77 83/03/18 0152:46 0153:45 687 154 13264 2 197, 3
6377 77 83/03/18 0806:45 0807:25 253 149 7328 2 197, 4
6368 77 83/03/18 1852:20 1853:26 183 61 2
6369 77 83/03/18 1924:01 1924:53 201 65 3
6378 79 83/03/20 1210:34 1210:46 31 52 245 2
6380 80 83/03/21 2016:26 2016:51 51 65 2
6381 80 83/03/21 2123:36 2124:16 11 62 2
6382 81 83/03/22 0156:35 0156:49 22 62
6383 82 83/03/23 0125:17 0125:53 176 70
`	 6385 84 83/03/25 0242:28 0242:53 46 63 2
6386 84 83/03/25 0245:08 0247:41 480 86 6532 2 197, 6
6387 84 83/03/25 0608:08 0608:13 19 80 2
6388 84 83/03/25 1015:40 1016:59 200 75 4 AX
6392 90 83/03/31 0025:31 0025:48 25 85 5







AX = POSSIBLE FAL% FLARE CAUSED BY CHARGED PARTICLES
DG = DATA GAPS
EO = EVENT ENDS IN DATA GAP
EN = EVENT ENDS AT NIGHT
ES = EVENT ENDS IN SAA
SN = EVENT STARTS AT NIGHT
I = FLARE FOUND FROM IPD TAPE'S
IN = FLARE INTERRUPTED BY NIGHT
IS = FLARE INTERRUPTED BY SAA
M = MEMORY UP WITH TOMS TIME RIESOLUTIU4
Ml = MEMORY DUMP WITH 5MS TINE RESOLUTION
M5 = I'M:MORV DUMP WITH HMS TIME RESOLUTION
NO = NOISY DATA
SA = EVENT STARTS IN SOUTH ATLANTIC ANOMALY(SAA)
SG = EVENT STARTS IN DATA GAP
tttttttt+tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt*#tt#tttttt#tt^txtt#tt#^^•#tttt
#308 04-SULAR GAMMA RAY Wol
*318 NON-SOLAR GAMMA RAY BURST
#1219-1225 TIMES ON ARCHIVE :-Al BY 4:20 .TIMES ARE CORREC ON THIS LISTING
#1203-2240 GAIN C%Va FOR THESE EVENTS ONLY AS F(ILLOWS:
*2203-?209 ENERGY RANGE 12.6 KEY TO 194 KEV
#2210-2213 ENERGY RANGE 106 KEV TO 1328 KEV
#2214-2240 ENERGY RANGE 43 KEV TO 789 KEV
#3077-3086 TIME HIGH BY 24 DAYS 2031:24.906 ON ARCHIVE & FLARE TAPES ONLY
#3568-3618 TIMES LOW BY 3.072 SEC ON ARCHIVE TAPES FROM '81/09/14 TO 81109/20
*5053-5439 TIMES HIGH BY 5.12 SEC ON ARCHIVE TAPES FROM 82/04/27 TO 82/06/22
#6251 GAIN CHANGE FOR THIS EVENI' ONLY, ENERGY RANGE 13.6 TO 209 KEV.







OF ALL HXRBS EVENTS WITH A
PEAK RATE > 10,000 COUNTS/S,




HXRSS OC►V SWI STAki PEAK MAI ION PEAK 1 ► 11AL MAR MAX PLANE NOTES
EVENT WE TIME TIME SEC WE CAJNII,,^ kEOWN CH. (APD,
yy/mm/ov wft: 88 HHMN: ";s C/S # 0 FILE#
87 89 80/03/29 0917:00 0918:1 :a 210 19000 '2. tOE+05 ;{63 1"1 61 10 m
M 106 80/04/15 1508:00 1510:25 700 19000 9.54+05 11 14, 6,I c m
375 119 80/04/28 2039:35 2040:00 254 10964 1.17E+0`_, I
479 1 30 80/05/09 0711:05, 012:35 635 10800 24 16 15 A, I m
538 142 80/05/21 053:'35 MIN 5"? W6 143(►0 3, 01E+06 15 d"I I / m	 I Eli
634 15/) 80/06/04 0653:56 0654:37 279 35200 1.37E+06 15 2 11, J
688 M' 80/06/07 0310:51 0:312:15 691 M91 1. 33E+06 24915 15 27, 4 m
W 03 80106121 01 12:40 01 18.' 40 1352 14 l?'? I 4.14E+06
1
5 30, 1^
877 18? 80/07/01 1624*9 1621:28 1 27235 2.60E+06 1,5' 35, 1 N
1022 203 80107121 0253:41 0256-13 612 12443 7.99E+05 15 40, 7 M
1210 248 80/09/04 0155:05 0201:20 79.5 128I-.0 I.IIE+Oo 10 46, 11
1311 283 80/10/09 1123:25 1124:55 1440 26608 1.83E+06 2726 S 101 1
1374 M 80/10/14 0557:50 0608*5 2110 39583 15 5'• 6
1534 310 80/11/05 2232:10 212~23-1 05 35 ► 1 2730 4.61E+05 io 571 6
1543 311 80/11/06 0324'- 10 0348:00 7395 MAI 7. '39E40 77 15 202', 2 1 sI IN, I E
1563 312 80/11/07 0134:55 0204:55 2170 86504 I.!8E+07 15 58, 8 M	 EN
1661 317 80/11/12 0445,50 0452:00 1045 5021 ► 4.17E+06 15 61, 15 M	 EN
1702 320 80/11/15 1516:15 1 543::30 2860 12939 5.65f ,+06 10 6:.1, F• m
194'3 25 81/01/25 0744: 1` 074700 551 41936 2. 3'Y+06 10 '121 , 2 M
068 28 81101128 0409: 0413:20 1104 104`,0 1. 08E +06 12 /2, 15 m
5844 St 81102120 0639-' 03 0645:51 20,26 25356 5.90E+06 9 185, 10 M
2137 55 8i102124 1' 32: 45 1936::35 607 19515. 3.43&06 1 t, 15 M	 EN
215.`3 57 81102126, 1423: 10 1425:5b 4-.'/ 7 21 2 ^j 2.1 58F.+0b 15 19, 6 M
22 91 81/04/01 0105: 41: 0 1 4 6. ijq 3140 i.'* ► 20E+0„ 14 83, 1 EN
2299 92 81/04/02 1059:05 1106:40 985 14,365 2.55E+06, 12 83, 4 m
2373 1 00 811041 10 1633:40 16:, 1 :15
 1 360 11811 9 3.63E+06 15 85, to m
Wi 114 81/04/24 01.b:50 0 1 43' .' 15 3.'342 1100 4.46E+06 5 90, 1 M , :3N
42S8 1^ )17 81/04/27 0/40:t,5 WIZ:55 W52 5617? 4.,q5E+O? 15 1'1'8, 2 M
2604 124 81/05/04 08,346:40 0838.* 45 711 I rY517 1.17E+06 14 92, 6 M
2907 200 81/07119 0506:20 3256 34086 14 101, 4 M	 SA,EN
.30 20" 81/0i/26 1.347: 35 1351125 668 56177 8.12E+06 15 105, 6 M
3074 209 81/07/28 200:00 2010:00 :198 11321 4.95E+05 9 1067 8 m
319• 222 81/08110 0657:05 0658:bb 579 12265 4.5*+05 34251 10 110, 5
?211 224 81 /08/1: 0628:50 01,29:15 1498 1'3'518 2.01E+06 3267 15 110, 12 M
3476 250 81/09/07 050:10 0511:40 984 25878' 1. 3 4k-+OA 14 119, 12
35210 253 81/09/10 0935-35 0940:45 610 2853? 1.42E+06 11. 1211 j EN
* '3584 258 81/09/15 2110:15 2114:40 931 28212 MOE+06 15 1 212, 14 EN
3659 280 81/10/0/ 2'241 05 2301 :35 01530 33669 1.05E+07 IS 1?8, 4 M	 E-8, 116
3605 283 81/10/10 1247'.30 1248'- 35 511 6 11434 3. '1 OE+05 i 1251 it, m
7 26 1'85 8111011.2 1 OA: A '001100- 1896 12464 172.8%+06 5 1 2 7,4 4 M , 'SA, EN
3794 287 81/10/14 1703: :.10 1.706:;303 232 44179 3.34E+06 15 128, 11 EN
4592 39 82,10210 1249:55 1250: 00 1224 '31095 1.96E+0% 15 155, 5 M	 SN,SG
4965 89 K/03/30 0521:10 0537:14 1326 18903 6.47E+06 15 161, 1 SN
* 1:1 1,89 156 82/06/05 0124:26 0128: 54
 1141 18017 1.04E+06 12 167, 9 MJJIG
* 5192 156 82/06/05 0613:31 0616:07 2120 204.'34 3.02E+06 12 167, It MI,EN
# 5199 lt6 82/06/05 1519:25 152908 1520 10152 1,39E+06 5 167, 15 Ml
* 5220 157 82/06/06 186: 48 16392*21 3691 60382 1.40E+07 9 168, 6 MI,SN,EN
* 5344 166 82/06/15 0030:10 0030.' 40 1014 25304 8.50E+05 15 172, 1 M5
* •56 166 82/06/15 1508.18 1512:39 621 20609 1.81E+06 15 172, 5
* 5375 169 82/06/17 1048.09 1051-' 20 621 13904 1.01,E+06 10 172, 14 M5
* 5414 171 82/06/20 0112:55 0113.32 411 13670 1.48E+05 10 174, 1 M5
5490 190 82/07/09 21Vj.'38 2107:01 529 57078 1.19E, +06 15 176, 6 M5
5580 193 82/07/12 0932:.% 0945:57 7741 58007 4.10E+07 13 178, 11 M5,AEN
142
HXRBS DOY	 START	 START	 PEAK DURATION PEAK
	
TOTAL NOAA	 MAX	 FLARE NOTES
EVENT	 DATE	 TIME
	 TIME	 SEC RATE
	







































15	 189, 15 M51SOIDO
15	 190, 13 MS,SN,EN
15	 1911 16 M5
13	 199 2
15	 199, 3 MS,SN,DG,EN
10	 192, 16 M5, ND
15	 199, 5 M5,SA,DG,IN,18
ORIGINAL- RpnRr E4,
OF POOR QUALITY
y
